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Foreword
The chapters in this excellent volume reflect the strong
interdisciplinary emphasis which reading comprehension has
received during the past decade: The contribution of the
cognitive scientist through . sli.mia theory, text structure,
inferential reasoning, and word meaning is clearly in evidence.
These efforts extend far beyond basic work of the past which
focused heavily on the word and sentence isolated from natural
language text. The impact of sociolinguistics is felt through the
examination of instructional interaction in the language environ-

ment of the classroom. The importance of reading in bilingual
education is not neglected in this collection and forec'asts the
great need for research in this area in the immediate years ahead.

A continued challenge is present in the reading field to
bridge the chasm between understanding of the reading process

and instructional practice. This area is not left untended.
Emphasisis given to the importance of instructional time in the
learning setting, to characteristics of exemplary reading pro-
grams, And to the impact of reading instruction spawned during

a period of social unrest emphasizing the equality of educational

opportunity.
This volume demonstrates the continued dedication of the

International Reading Association to the improvement of
literaCy. John Guthrie and the contributors to this work are to be

commended on their interdisciplinary and applied focus
illuminating both reading process and practice.

Robert B. Ruddell
University of California at Berkeley
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Introduction

During the 1970s, the scope of research on reading broadened. It
now requires a larger definition to encompass studies that are
designed to be about reading. A wider array of investigators seek

to illuminate the many phenomena that characterize this human
ability in its proficient stage, in its acquisition. There have always
been investigators who use reading as a medium. Studies are
often conducted on visual perception, language comprehension,
persuasion, or consumerism, in which reading effectively serves

as a tool. Although much can be learned about reading from this
latter kind of research, the information is often inaccessible or
buried through underinterpretation. It is the former collection
that has broadened in definition and increased in number during
the past decade.

To illustrate the research on reading that was prominent
in the beginning of the 1970s, the annual summaries of reading,
published in the Reading Research Quarterly in winter 1970, may

be used. In that issue, 416 reports' of reading research -e

compiled under William S. Gray's classic categories of the
sociology, physiology, psychology, and teaching of reading.
Within the psychology of reading, a preponderance of studies

was on cognitive processes, although studies of language,,
personality, and sex differences made a nominal showing. The
majority of published research papers on cognitive pi-ocesses

` was focused on visual perception, auditory processes, and visual-
\auditory integration. The word, as opposed to the phrase, the
Paragraph, or the story, was used as the unit of analysis.
Characteristics of words, such as their frequency of occurrence in
written materials or the concreteness of nouns, were analyzed;
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and paired associate leas ning was a favorite paradigm for
studying their case of acquisition. Research on these cognitive
variables comprised 64 percent of the research on the psychology
of reading. The only foreshadow of research to come in the '70s
was the work of Lawrence Erase on questions and memory for
text which was published mostly in the Journal of Educational
Psychologv and regarded at the time as intriguing but somehow
beyond the pale of reading.

Also in 1970, the teaching of reading attracted the
attention of educational researchers. Although a few fruitless
statements about the status of reading instruction were being
made (e.g., how many remedial reading teachers are located in
certain districts of a state) and some forays into reading readiness
were made, the bulk of the investigations pertained to methods of
instruction. Of 25 studies on the teaching of reading, the
comparison of allegedly different methods represents 80 percent
of the group. This was the era of contrasting of initial teaching
alphabet (i.t.a.) with conventional instruction: of visual per-
ceptual training compared to no control; and basal instruction
versus basal plus phonies. What typified these studies was the
comparisOn of one or more series of tasks that were given to
children to facilitate the acquisition of word recognition or
reading comprehension ability. The experiments consisted of
altering cognitive tasks or their sequences to examine the effect
on reading achievement. Although a study by Labov on the
relationship between reading achievement and school-related
values of black adolescents was included in the annual summaries
of 1970, this article was regarded as a contribution to sociology,
rather than to our understanding of reading.

By 1980, the cognitive processes in reading under active
investigation were expanded to include the comprehension of
story structures, integration of sentences. drawing inferences,
testing hypotheses, relating background knowledge to textual
information, and reading as a process of information soarch. To
accommodate a veritable explosion in these areas, several
journals were founded, including Cognitive .".v.rchology. Dis-
course Proces.,..es, and Cognitive Science. Some other periodicals
have undergone a substantial reorientation. These veins are
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represented in the present volume in the chapters of David
Rume !hart, Tom 'Irrabasso, David Pearson, and Richard
Anderson, who are not merely spokesmen but the agrts of
expansion in these topics:

It has been increasingly recognized that. although reading
is a cognitive operatim, learning to read is a social act. Since
classrooms contain a large number of children who are often
grouped into sections witl, different roles, responsibilities.
expectations, activities, and relationships to...the teacher,- the
social dimension of classroems s.-corniiig--to be a topic for close
observatiorr,-.-InVeSfigators who see classrooms as microsocieties
and who use the observational tools of anthropologists have
introduced some provocative concepts and perspecti "es to
reading education. These are partially expressed in the present
volume by Cazden and less directly by Walberg and his
coaut hors.

In studies of classroom practice for reading education, the
boundaries have likewise been extended. Teaching reading has
been redrawn to-include not only a comparison between methods
(which is here represented by Singer and l3alow in a description
or the Follow Through experiment), but also several independent
strategies of investigation. One of these lines, summarized by
Jenkins and Pany, consists of attempts to increase the proficiency
with which children perform cognitive processes that are found
to be related to reading ability in basic research efforts. A second
type of study is focused on exemplary reading programs. Here
summarized by Samuels, these, investigations locate- reading
education programs known to/be extraordinary for producing
achievement and attempt to describe them as fully as possible.
The expectation is that such descriptions may enable other
edUcators to duplicate the programs elsewhere. Third, classroom
practice -'in reading instruction has come to he viewed as a
complex organization in which the analysis of time is essential.
Berliner gives a summary of a common viewpoint about the
importance of understanding and fOstering the optimal use of
time by teachers and pupils in the classroom to improve reading
achievement.

A sobering set of problems in reading education stems



from children whose languages or dialects are different from the
"standard" used in schools. Although few coherent studies s-have
addressed this problem within the U.r.ited States, El ley reports
that for children of the South Pacific, proficiency in oral
language and reading can he best accomplished through
simultaneous teaching toward an integrated set of goals.

What this volume intends to portray is the new
topography in research on the processes and teaching of reading.
To obtain the breadth of vision attempted here in a single

one necessarily reduces the clarity of focus. The findings
of this book will provoke, not preclude, your verification: and the
methodologies invite a cross-examination. Nevertheless, the
authors of these chapters are to he commended for their openings
into what we may come to see about reading.

.1 011 N GrTil
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Processes in Reading

Schemata: The Building Blocks of Cognition

David E. Rumelhart
University Of California at San Diego

The notion of a schema and the related notions of frames, scripts,
plans, etc., have been emphasized in Cognitive Science since the
mid-1970s (cf. Bobrow & Norman, 1975; Chafe, 1976; Fillmore,
1975; Minsky, 1975; Moore & Newell, 1973; Rumelhart, 1975;
Schank & Abelson, 1975; Winograd, 1975). It is my intent, in this
paper; to introduce these concepts to readers unfamiliar with
them and to show why so much attention has been paid to them.
These various terms have been used by different authors to refer
to any of a set of interrelated concepts. These terms are not all
synonymous. Different authors have different things in mind
when they use the different terms. Nevertheless, the various
concepts are closely enough related that a discussion of any one
of thein will serve as an Iiiitroduction to the others. I will thus
focus my discussion on the one I know best, schemata (ihe
singular is schema), as developed in Rumelhart and Ortony
(1977).

The term schema comes into psychology most directly
from Bartlett (1932). Bartlett himself attributes his use of the
term to Head (1926). However, it would appear that Kant's
(1787) use of term already anticipated its major conceptual
content. The MD gives the following definition of the term:

In Kant: Any one of certain forms of rules of "productive imagination"
through which the understandingis able to apply its categories" to the
manifold of sense-perception in the process of realizing knowledge or
experience.

Adapted from a paper by the same title.which appears in Spiro, Bruce, and Brewer (Eds.),
Theoretical issues. in Reading Conzprehension. Reprinted by permission of Lawrence

Erlbaum Associates, Inc.
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Some 1111111a discussion of 1\ view is given in Rumelhart and
Ortony (1977). It is because of this historical precedence that I
have chosen to retain the term schema.

For all of the authors mentioned above, schemata truly
are the builelin,c,, Hocks of o,tvtitiou. fliey are t he fundamental
elements upon which all information processing depends.
Schemata are employed in the process of interpreting sensory
data (both linguistic and nonlinguistic), in retrieving information'
from memory, in organizing actions, in determining goals and
subgoals, in allocating resources and generally in guiding the
flow of processing in the system. Clearly. any device capable ofall
these wondrous things must he powerful indeed. Moreover, since
our understanding of none of these tasks which schemata are
supposed to carry out has reached maturity, it is little wonder
that a definitive explication of schemata does not vet exist and
that skeptics -iew theories based on therewith some suspicion. In
this paper, I hope to spell out, as clearly as possible, the nature of
schemata and the kinds of problems they were devised to solve. In
addition, i hope to present a convincing ease that indeed the
framework provided by schemata and allied concepts does.-in
fact, form the basis for a reasonable theory of human
information processing.

My discussion through the next several sections of the
paper will he abstract. Although I will not make direct
application of these concepts to a theory of reading until near t he
end of the paper. many of the papers in this volume will illustrate
the ways in which schemata can lead to insightful analyses of the

reading process.

What Is a Schema?
A schema theory is basically a theory about knowledge. It

is a theory about how knowledge is represented and about how
that representation facilitates the use of the knowledge in
particular ways. -cording to "schema theories" all knowledge is
packaged into units. These units are the schemata. Embedded in
these packets of knowledge is, in addition to the knowledge itself,
information about how this knowledge is to be used.

4.
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A schema, then, is a data structure for representing the
generic concepts stored in memory. There are schemata
representing our knowledge about all concepts: those underlying
objects, situations, events, sequences of events, actions and
sequences of actions. A schema contains, as part of its
specification, the network of interrelations that is believed to
normally hold among the constituents of the concept in question.
A schetpa theory embodies a prototype theory of meaning. That
is, inasmuch asa-schema underlying a concept stored in memor
corresponds to the meaning of that concept, meanings art'
encoded in terms of the typical or normal situations or event
which instantiate that concept.

Rather than attempting a formal description of-schemata
and their characteristics at this point,.1 will turn instead to some
useful analogies in hopes of giving the reader a more concrete
notion of the nature of schemata as I understand them. I will turn
first to one of the more fruitful analogies, that of a play.

-...chernata Are Like Plays
The internal structure of a schema corresponds, in many

ways, to the script of a play. JUst as a play has characters which
can be play,:d by different actors at different times without
changing the essential nature of the play, so a schema has
variables which can be associated with (bound to) different
aspects of the environment on different instantiations of the
schema. As an example, consider the scheMa for the concept buy.
One can imagine a playwright having written a most mundane
play in which the entire play consisted of one person purchasing
some object from another person. At minimum, such a play must
haVe two people, some merchandise, and some medium of
exchange. Whatever else happens, at the outset of the play one
character (call him/ her the PURCHASER) must possess the medium
of exchange (Call it the NtoNEY). The second. person, the SELLER
must possess the object in question, the MERCHANDISE. Then, by
some interaction (BARGAINING) a bargain is strick and the SELLER
agrees to give the MERCHANDISE 10 the. PURCHASER in exchange for
a quantity of the MONEY. There would, of course, be many ways of

The Building Blocks of Cognition 5



playing this little play. "The MERCHANDISE could vary from a
trinket of little value to an object of incalculable worth. The
SELLER and the PURCHASER could vary in status, occupation, sex,
nationality, age, etc.: the MONEY could vary ion amount, and
whether it was actually money or clam shells': and the
BARGAINING could vary in form. Still, through all of this
variation, as long as the fundamental plot remained the same we
could say, that the BUY play was being performed.

Now, this little play is very much like the schema that I
believe underlies our understanding of the concept buy or that for
sell. There are variables corresjonding to the characters in the
play. We have the PURCHASER, the SELLER, the NioNEv. the
MERCHANDISE and the .BARGAINING. When we understand a
situation to be a case of BUYING, we come to associate persons,
objects, and subevents with the variables of our schema. Upon
having made these associations, we can determine to what degree
the situation we are observing corresponds to this protoope case
of BUYING.

Just as a playwright often specifies characteristics of the
characters in his play (age, sex, disposition, etc.) so, too, as part
of the specification of a schema, we have associated knowledge
about the variables of the schema. We know, for example, that
the PURCHASER and SELLER are normally people and that the
MONEY is normally money. Moreover, we know that the value of
TiTEMONEY in question will co-vary with the value of the
MERCHANDISE, etc. Such knowledge about the typical values of
the variables and their interrelationships is called the variable

These constraints serve two important functions in a
schema theory. In the first place, variable constraints help in the
identification of the various aspects of thesituation with the
variables of the schema. Uwe knoll/ that we are observi a case
of BUYING, we are not going to map the PURCHASER variable into
the object in the world which should serve as the MONEY. We

know this,- in part. becauSe we know that the PURCHASER is

normally an animate being whereas the MONEY is normally
money or some other inanin .,. ite object. In the second place,

6 Rurnelhart



variable constraints can help by serving as default yclues (cf.
Minsky, 1975) or initial "guesses" for variables whose values we

have not yet observed. Thus, for example, if we take a certain
transaction to be one of BUYING, but do not notice the NIONEY, we

can infer that there was MONEY and that, in fact, the MONEY
probably was money amounting in value to about the value of the
MERCHANDISE. In this way, the schema can help us make
inferences about unobserved aspects of a situation.

It is perhaps useful to note here, that variable constraints
offer default values for unobserved variables conditional on the

values of the observed variables. Moreover, the constraints are

not all;or-none constraints which require that certain variables

h e axed range of values. Rather, they are merely specifica-

tio the normal range Of value for each variable and how this
normal range varies with the spe ification of various combina-
tions of other values on the other ariables. Thus, as Rumelhart
and Ortony (1977) suggest, it is perhaps most useful to think of
variable constraints as forming a kind of multivariate distribu-
tion with correlations among the several variables.

There is also the notion of an instantiation of a schema
which corresponds to an enactment of a play. A play is enacted
Whenever particular actors, speaking particular lines perform at a

particular time and place. Similarly, a schema is instantiated
whenever a particular configuration of values is bound to a
particular configuration of at a particular moment in
time. Interpreting a situation to be an instance of some concept,

such as an instance of buying, involves, according ip the present
view, the instantiation of an appropriate schema, say the BUY

schema, by associating the various variables of the schema with
the various aspects of the situation. Such a schema along with its
variable bindings is called an instantiated schema. Just as we
could, say, take a movie of an enactment of a play and thereby
save for posterity a trace of the enactment, likewise it is the traces

of our instantiated schemata which serve as the basis of our
recollections.

Before leaving the analogy between the script of a play

and a schema, it is useful to note that neither is a complete

--L.
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specification of every detailboth allow room for irrelevant
variation and creative interpretation. The script of a play, no
matter how meticulous the playwright, allows for an infinity of
variations, each of which can properly be considered an
enactment of the play. Certain lines composed by the playwright
are sometimes changed to suit the interpretatiOn of the director.
Nevertheless, within limits, it is the same play. So it is with
schemata. A schema is not so rigid!-: applied that no variation is
allowed. The schema only provides the skeleton around which
the situation is interpreted. Variations orthogonal.to the specifi-
cations of the schema have no bearing on the quality with which
the schema is said to account for the situation. Moreover, even
minor aspects of the situation which might be considered central
to the schema can undergo some variation ,before -,ve completely
reject the interpretation provided by the schema.

Finally, despite all of the ways in which a schema is like a
play, there are also numerous ways in which a schema is unlike a
play. Perhaps most important of these is degree of abstraction. In
our example of the BUY schema, we imagined a play that was
more abstract than any o.ie playwright would ever compose.
Normally, the playwright v::: -0(1 determine the kind of buying
involved, as well as more iL ..bout the cha.racters and more
constraints on the dialogue. Ti,... tiLIY schema, on the other hand,
must be applicable to any case of buying and thus must,
necessarily; be more abstract than any actual play would ever be.
Moreover, whereas a play is normally about .people and their
actions, a schema may be about events and objects of any sort.
Indeed, a schema may merely he about the nature of a wholly
inactive object such as a chair. In this case, the schema specifies
not action or event sequences, but rather spatial and functional
relatioln;hips characteristic of chairs. Finally, although a play
may f.%)ntain acts, each with its own structure, a script for a play
exists really only on one level. A script does not consist of a
configuration of sub-scripts. A 'schema, on the other hand,
should be viewed as consisting of a -configuration of sub-
schemata corresponding to the.constituents of the concept being
represented. These points will be made clearer in the following

8 Rumelhart



sections when I draw analogies between schemata and othv,
familiar concepts:

Schemata Are Like Theories -

Perhaps the central function of schemata is in the
construction of an interpretation of an event, object, or
situationthat is, in the process of comprehension. In all of this,
it is useful to think of a schema as a kind of informal, private,
unarticulated theory about the nature of events, objects. or
situations which we face. The total set of schemata we have
available for interpreting our world in a sense constitutes our
private theory of the nature of reality. The total set of schemata
instantiated at a particular moment in time constitutes our
internal model of the situation we face at that moment in time.
Or, in the case of reading a text, a model of the situation is
depicted by the text.

Thus, just as the activity surrounding a theory is often
focused on the evaluation of the theory and the comparison of the
theory with observations we have made, so it is that the primary
-activity associated with a schema is the determination whether it
gives an adeqtiate account for some aspect of 'our current
situation. Just as the determination that a particular theory
accounts for some observed results involves the determinations
of the parameters of the theory, so the determination that "a
particular configuration of schemata accounts for the data
presently available at our senses requires the determination of the
values of the variables of the schemata. If a promising schema
!ails to account for some aspect of a situation, one has the options
of accepting the schema as adequate in spite of its flawed account
or of rejecting the schema as inadequate and looking for another
possibility. Therefore, the fundamental processes of-cam-prehen-
sion are taken to be analogous to hypothesis testing, evaluation
of goodness of fit and parameter estimation. Thus, a reader of a
text is presumably constantly evaluating hypotheses about the
most plausible interpretation.of the text. Readers are said to have
understood the text when they are able to find a configuration of
hypotheses (schemata) which offer a coherent account for the

The Building Blocks of Cognition 9
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various aspects of the text. To the degree to which a particular
reader fails to find such a configuration, the text will appear
disjointed and uncomprehensible.

Schemata are like theories in another imp6.-tant respect.
Theories, once they are moderately successful, become a source
of predictions about unobserved events. Not ail experiments are
carried out. Not all possible observations are made. Instead, we
use our theories to make inferences with some confidence about
these unobserved events. So iris with schemata. We need not
observe all aspects of a situation before we are willing to assume
that some particular configuration of schemata offers a

satisfactory account for that situation. Once we have accepted a
configuration of schemata, the schemata themselves provide a
richness which goes far beyond our observations. Upon deciding
that we have seen an automobile, we assume that it has an engine,
l,:adlights, and all of the standard chai-acteristics of an
automobile. We do this without the slightest hesitation. We have
complete confidence in our little theory. This allows our
interpretations to far outstrip our sensory observations. In fact,
once we have determined that a particular schema accounts for
some event'we may not bd able to determine which aspects of our
beliefs are:; based on direct sensory information and.which are
merely consequences of our interpretation.

Schemata Are Like Procedures
There are at 'least-IWO inadequacies of the analogies

presentea above. In the first place, plays and theories arepassive.

Schemata are active processes. In the second place, the
relationship between a theory and its constituent sub-theories or
between a play and its constituent sub-plays is not al Ways
evident. Schemata, on the other hand, have a very well defined
constituent structure.

In both of these ways, schemata resemble procedures or
computer prograMs. Schemata are active computational devices
capable of evaluating the quality of their own fit to the available
data. 'That is, a schema should be viewed as a procedure whose
function it is to determine whether, and to what degree, it

1 .
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ace? n for the pattern of observations. This includes, among
other thin s, associating its variables to the appropriate aspects
of its envi nmenti.e., binding its own variables. Thus, to the
degree tha schemata underlying concepts are identified with
meaning of kose concepts, a schema theory is both a prototype
theory and a rocechiral theory of meaning. Obviously, the
degree to whi h a schema theory of human information
processing can ork depends on the degree to which procedures

actually b constructed to carry out the tasks I have just
as'gned to "em. teve they can and will address this issue in

th folio f sections.
second characteristic which schemata share with

procedures is a structural one. Procedures normally consist of a

network (or a tree) of sub-procedures. A particular procedure
normally carries out its task by invoking a pattern of sub-,procedures each of which in turn operates by invoking its sub-
procedures. Each procedure or sub-procedure can return values
which can serve as conditions determining which if any further
sub-procedures are to be invoked. So it is with schemata. A

schema is a network (or possibly a tree) of sub-schemata each of
which carries out its assigned task of evaluating its goodness of fit

whenever activated. These sub-schemata represent the concep-
tual constituents of the concept being represented.

Thus, for example, suppose we had a schema for a FACE.
This would consist of a certain configuration of sub-schemata
each representing a different constituent of a face. For example,
there would presumably be a sub-schema representing the
MOUTH, one for the NOSE and one for each EAR and each I-YE.
These sub-schemata in turn would consist of a configuration of
constituents. The EYE schema, for example, would consist of a
configuration of sub-schemata including, perhaps, an IRIS,
EYELASHES, an EYEBROW, etc.

Just as a procedure uses results produced by its sub-
procedures to carry out its task, so too a schema uses results
produced by its sub-schemata to carry out its tasks. As I indicated
above, the primary activity of a schema is the evaluation of its
goodness of fit. An important mechanism of this evaluation
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involves the evaluation of the goodness of fit of each of its
constituent parts. Thus, if a good EYE is found and a good motrrtt
is found, the FACE schema can use this information along with its
own evalUat ion of whether the entire configuration is right for a
face to generate an overall evaluation of its goodness of fit.

To summarize then, just as a procedure consists of sub-
procedures and those sub-procedures, in turn, consist of more
sub-procedures, etc., so a schema consists of sub-schemata each
of which, in turn, is specified as a configuration of its sub-
schemata, etc. One may be struck by the fact that thiS process
must stop somewhere. If each and every schema were merely a
configuration of sub-schemata the process would never end. The
solution to this dilemma for schemata is identical to the solution
for procedures. When a computer program is written, this
embedding process does not continue inciefinitel
some sub-procedure consists entirely (.):: a configuration of
elementary instructions fo -rte machinc ir. (..I1c:,,tiQn. Likewise,
with schemata, there must a set of schemata which are
elementary, in the sense that they do not consist of a further
breakdown in terms of sub-schema ta. Such elementary schemata
correspond to what "Norman and R umelhart (1975) ,call
primitives.

Schemata Are Like Parsers
A parser is a device which, given a sequence of symbols,

determines 'whether that sequence forms 'a legal sentence
(according to the rules of some grammar) and, if it does,
determines the constituent structure of the sentence. That is, it
determines which symbols in the sequence correspond to which
constituents of the sentence. The process of finding and verifying
appropriate schemata is thus a kind of parsing process which
works with conceptual elementsfinding constituents and sub-
constituents among the dat: currentlkimpinging on the system in
much the same way that sentence parser must find the proper
parse for the input string-cf words.

. One particularly useful aspect of this analogy is the
substantial body of work carried out in computational linguistics
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on various parsing procedures. I believe that the processing
strategies developed for some of the most sophisticated of these
will carry over nicely in their application to schemata generally.
As I will discuss below, I have in mind here especially the work of
Kaplan (1973) and his development of the general syntactic
processer (GsP).

Summary of the Major Features of Schemata
Rumelhart and Ortony (1977) listed four major character-

istics of schemata. These were:

1. Schemata have variables.
2. Schemata can be embedded, one within another.
3. Schemata represent knowledge at all levels of abstrac-

tion.
4. Schemata represent knowledge rather than definitions.

The analogies presented above illustrate all of these features.
Whereas schemata have variables, plays have roles, theories have

parameters, and procedures have arguments. The embedding
characteristic. of schemata is best illustrated by the analogy
between schemata and procedures. Schemata consist of sub-
schemata as procedures consist of sub-procedures. Just as
theorieS can be about the grand and the small, so schemata can
represent knowledge at all levelsfrom ideologies and cultural
truths to knowledge about what constitutes an appropriate
sentence in our language to knowledge about the meaning of a
particular w--d to knowledge about what patterns of excitations
are associated with what letters of the alphabet. We have
schemata to represent all levels of our experience, at all levels of
abstraction: Finally, our schemata are our knowledge. All of our
generic knowledge is embedded in schemata.

In addition to these four features, the analogies presented
.here indicate at least two more general features of schemata:

5. Schf:mata are active processes.
6. Schemata are recognition devices whose processing is

aimed at the evaluation of their. goodness ^of fit to thc
data being processed.

The Building Blocks of Cognition by
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The Control Structure of. Schemata
Perhaps the central questions in the development of a

schema based model of perception and comprehension are: first;
how is an adequate configuration of schemata discovered and,
second, how is the goodness of fit evaluated? These are largely
problems of comrolstructures. There are many schemata. Not all
of them can be evaluated. at once. Somehow, there must be a
schema for activating just those schemata which are most
promising. There are two basic sources of activation for
schemata. These are usually referred to as top-down and bottom-
up activation. These two directions correspond to what Bobrow
and Norman (1975) have called conceptually-driven and data-
driven processing. I turn now to a discussion of these two modes
of activation.

Conceptually-Driven and Data-Driven Processing
A schema may activate a sub-schema in the way a

procedUre invokes its sub-procedures. This is called conceptually-
driven processing. In a sense, conceptually-driven processing is
expectation-driven processing. That is, when a schema is

activated and it, in turn, activates its sub-schemata, the activation
of these sub-schemata are derived from a sort of expectation that
they will be able to account for some 'portion of the inpA data.
For example,-suppose that, through some mechanism, the FACE
schema is considered a promising account fOr the 'input and
thereby activated and set about evaluating its goodness of fn.-The
pionuire of the FACE schema is, in a sense, transferred to its
MOUTH, NOSE, EYE, EAR, etc. Sub-schemata.

A second mechanism for schema activation is bottom-up
or data-driven activation. A schema is said to be activated from
the bottom-up whenever a sub-schema which has been somehow
activated causes the various schemata of which it is. a part to he
activated. If the -activation of the FACE schema led to the
activation of the PERSON schema, we would say that the activation
of the PERSON schema was data-driven. Thus, where 'concep-
tuallu-driven activation goes from Whole to part, data-driven
activation goeS from part to who/e. In schema directed
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processing, activation goes in both directions..
Schema directed processing is assumed to proceed in

L roughly the following way: Some event occurs at the sensory
system. The occurence of this event "automatically" activates
certain "low-level" schemata (such scheinata might be called
feature deteetorS). These low level schemata would, in turn,
activate (in a data-driven fashion) certain of the "higher level'
schemata (the most probable ones) of which they are constitu-
ents. These "higher level" schemata would then initiate
conceptually-driven processing by activating the sub-schemata
not already activated in an attempt to evaluate its goodness of fit.

At some point, when one of these higher level schemata
began to get further positive results about its goodness of fit (i.e.,
it found evidence for other of its constituents), it would activate
still higher level schemata which would look for still larger
constituents.

This higher, more abstract schema would then activate,
from the top-down, still other of its constituent schemata; and
this activation would flow through its sub-schemata back down
to lower-level schemata which would eventually make contact
with either other schemata which have been activated from the
bottom-up or they will initiate a search for the "predicted"
sensory inputs.

Whenever a schema initiates a search for sensory data
which are not present, that counts as evidence against that
schema and also as evidence against all of those schemata which
require the presence of that schema as a constituent sub-schema.
When sufficient evidence is accumulated agai-At a schema,
processing of that schema is suspended and processing resources
are allocated to other currently more promising schemata.
Whenever enough evidence is gained in favo of a schema, that
schema is taken as an adequate account for the relevant aspect of
the input and the interpretation offered by that schema is taken as
the "correct" interpretation of the relevant event. Later
processing, on other, higher-level schemata may eventually
disconfirm a temporarily accepted schema and we will have the
phenomenon of the "double-take."
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My discussion of the processing system to this point has
been rather abstract. In the following section I will examine, in
some detail, an example of this mixed initiative processing
system.

An Example
Consider the following brief passage:

Business had been slow since the oil crisis. Nobody seemed to want
anything really elegant anymore. Suddenly the door opened and a well
dressed man entered the showroom floor. John put on his friendliest
and most sincere expression and walked toward the man.

Although, merely a fragment, most people generate a
rather clear interpretation of this story. Apparently, John is a car
salesman fallen on hard times. He probably sells rather large, ele-

gant cars (most likely, Cadillacs). Suddenly a good prospect enters
the showroom where John works. John wants to make a sale. To
do that he must make a good impression on the man. Therefore he
tries to appear friendly and sincere. He also wants to talk to the

man to deliver his 'A 1 e s pitch. Thus, he makes hs -,wly over to the
man. Presumably, had the story continued John would have made
the sales pitch and, if all went well, sold the man a car.

How do people arrive at such an interpretation? Clearly,
people do not arrive at it all at once. As the sentences are read,
schemata are activated, evaluated, and refined or discarded.
When people are asked to describe their various hypotheses as
'-iey read through the storY, a remarkably consistent pattern of

hypotheses generation and evaluation emerges. The first sentence
is usually interpreted to mean that business is slow because of the
oil crisis. Thus, people are led to sec the story as about a business
which is somehow dependent on oil and is suffering. Frequent
hypotheses involve either the selling of cars, or of gasoline. A few
interpret the sentence as being about the economy in general. The
second sentence, about people not wanting elegant things
anymore, leads people with the gas station hypothesis into a
quandary. Elegance just doesn't fit with gas stations. The gas
station hypothesis is weakened, but not always rejected. On the
othcr hand, people with hypotheses about the general economy
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or about cars have no trouble incorporating this sentence into
their emerging itterpretation. In the former case, they conclude it
means ttcat pe-(711fe don't buy luxury items; and, in the latter, they
assume' it Means that people don't buy large elegant cars
Cadilifacs ?much anymore. The third sentence clinches the car
interpretatkon for nearly all readers. They are already looking for
a busAaess interpretationthat most probably means a SELLING
interprelatio.nH;trid when a well-dressed man enters the door he
is immediately labeled as someone with MONEYa pro-
spective lit'YER. The phrase showroom /Thor clearly invalidates
the gas station interpretation and strongly implicates auto-
mobiles which are often sold from a showroom. Moreover, the
occurrence of a specific event doesn't fit at all well with the view
that the passage is a general discussion of the state of the econ-
omy. Finally, with the introduction of John, we have an ideal
candidate for the SELLER. John's actions are clearly those stereo-
typic of a salesman. John rants to make a sales and his "putting
on" is clearly an attempt on his part to "make a good impression."
His movement toward the man fits nicely into this interpretation..
If lie is a salesman, he must make contact with theman and deliv-
er 'the stereotypic "pitch."

Qualitatively, this little account (which was derived from
an analysis of a number of readers describing their current inter-
pretation of the story after each sentence) fits well with the gener-
al approach I have been outlining. The process of comprehension
is very much like the process of constructing a theory, testing it
against the data currently available, and, as more data ,become
available, specifying the theory further--i.e., refining thiedefault
values (as perhaps was the case when.those holding the "car hy-
pothesis" from the beginning encountered the sentence about
nobody wanting anything elegant anymore). If the account be-
comes sufficiently strained, it is given up and a new one con=
sfrneted, or, alternatively, if a new theory presents itself which
obviously gives a more cogent account, the old one can be
dropped and the new one accepted.

But where do these theories come from'? The theories are,
of course, schemata. Presumably, through experience we have
built up a vast repertoire of such schemata. We have schemata for
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salesmen, the kinds of motives they have and the kinds of tech-
niques they employ. We have schemata for automobiles, in-
cluding how and where they are sold. We have built up schemata
for the "oil crisis," what kinds of effects it has on what kinds of
businesses. We have schemata about business people, the kinds
of motives they have and the kinds of responses they make to
these motives. The knowledge embedded in these schemata forms
the framework for our theories. It is some configuration of these
schemata which ultimately forms the basis for our understand-

But how does a relevant schema sugge.,,t itself'? It is here
that the control structures discussed above play an essential role.
Presumably, it is the bottom-up observation that a certain con-
cept haS been referenced that leads to the suggestion of the initial
hypotheses. The notion that business was slow, suggests sche-
mata about business and the economy. Since the slowness was
dated from the occurrence of the oil crisis, it is a natural inference
that the oil crisis was the cause of the slowness. Thus, a ut;SINESS
schema is activated. The particular TYPE of business is pre-
sumably a variable which must be filled. The information about
the oil crisis suggests that it may be an oil related business. Thus,
readers are led to restrict the TYPE variable of the tit's' 1:ss schema
to oil related businesses.

At this point, after the bottom-up activation mf the high
level ut7siNfss schema has occurred, this schema would generate a
top-down activation of the various possible oil related busi-
nesses. Prime candidates for these arc, of course, automobile re-
lated businesses. Of these, selling gasoline and automobiles are
the two most salient possibilities.

When the second sentence is encountered, an attempt is
made to fit it into the schemata currently considered most prom-
ising. As I discussed above, this information could serve to fur-
ther restrict the TYPE variable in the automobile BUSINESS schema
but doesn't fit well with the gasoli:. business scheina.

The BUSINESS schema presumably has, as part of its speci-
fication, a reference to the Buy or sEt,t. schema discussed earlier.
Once activated, these schemata search for potential' variable
bindings. In the case of the automobile business, the MERCIIAN-
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Di;st: variable is bound to an automobile. The second sentence
suggests an elegant automobile. When.the third sentence is en-
countered, the reader has not yet found a candidate for ntrvER or
SELLER. The sentence about a well-dressed man immediately
suggests a potential lit:YER. The phrase "showroom floor" offers
additional bottom-up support for the automobile hypothesis. In
fact, it is a strong enough clue itself that it can suggest automobile
sales to a reader who currently considers an alternative schema
more likely. We thus have a in ryER and some NIERCHANDISE. The
well .dressed quality of the nuytiilz is consistent with our view that
the MERCHANDISE is elegant and therefore expensive-- being well-
dresSed suggests moNT-Y. We need only a sm.I.ER-- i.e.. an
automobile salesman. Readers probably already bring a relative-

,--omplete characterization of the "default value" for car sales-
.n. We need but little additional information to generate

father detailed description of his goals and motives.
In spite of the length of this example, it should he noted

that I have provided only a sketch of the elaborate processing
whiCh must occur in the comprehension of even so simple and
direct a story as thiS. The problemis indeed a complex one and no
one yet has been able to construct a model capable of actually
carrying out the tasks involved. The conviction that the concept
of ihe schema is thesmost promising:route to the solution to these
problems has led to its current popularity.

The Major Functions of Scheinata
My intent to this point has been primarily definitional. I

have tried to shov what schemata are and generally how they are
suppOsed to work. In this section I will give a few examples.
mostly taken from the psychological literature, of phenomena for
which schemata appear to offer promising accounts. I first turn
to a discussion of perception. e pecially as it relates to reading.

S::h.,-mata and Perceiving
There are numerous examples in the psychological litera-

ture which suggest a schema-like theory 'to account for them. I
will mention just a few examples here.'Perception, like language
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comprehension, is an interactive process. Information comes in

from our sense organs, which suggest but do not determine
appropriate schemata for the interpretation of the sense data. It is

often only in the context of the whole that the individual parts of
an object can be identified. Similarly, the whole itself cannoi.be
identified apart from its parts. The interpretation o(parts and
wholes must proceed jointly. Our final interpretation is deter-
mined both by the local clues and by consistency among the
various levels of analysis. Consider, as an ex'aiiiple: Figure I

taken from Palmer (1970. The object on the left is clearly recog-
nizable as a face, but its parts (series B) are not recL:gnizable out
of context. Thus, it cannot be that we first perceive the parts and
then construct an interpretation of the whole. Rather, the various
shapes of the lines suggest, but do not determine, pOssible inter-
pretations (the wiggly line suggests a possible nose, the, acute
angle suggests a possible eye, etc.). Lower level NosE and EYE

schemata may he activated, which in turn may "activate higher
level schemata such as the FACE schema. The F.Aur schema then
activates schemata for all of the parts of the FAt: not receiving
bottom-up activation. (For example. the lips may not be close
enough to LIPS to activate t his schema at all out of context. In this
case, the LIPS schema would he activated by the FAcEschema and
find sufficient evidence to serve--in context - -to count as IA's.)

As can be noted from series C of the Figure. it k not that
parts of a face cannot cver he recognized without the face as a
context. But. in Order to be recognized out of context, they too
must have an internal structure. enough data is available about
its internal structure, a schema like the NOSE schema can serve the
function of an organizing whole perfectly well.

There is ample evidence of similar processes in the reading
process. It is well known, for example, the strings of characters
which form words are more easily apprehended than strings
which do not form words. The reason for this presumably stems
from the fact that we have schemata corresponding to words and

none for random letter strings. Just as evidence for a NOSE in-
directly constitutes evidence for LIPS through the FACE schema, so

too evidence for one letter can constitute evidence for other 'let-
ters through the schema for the word in question, Thus, for ex-
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A in context

face

C

nose

out of context

eye car mouth

Figure 1
An illustration of part-whole context. Facial features recognizable in

the context of a profile (A) are not recognizable out of context (B).

When the internal part structure of the facial features is differentiated
(C), however, the features become recognizable out of context.

ample, evidence favoring a T in the first position and an E in the
third position of a three letter word indirectly constitutes evi-
dence for a 1-1 in the second position through activation of the
THE schema. The use of such information is presumably the
mechanism whereby words are easier to see than random letter
strings. Moreover, one of the characteristics which separate
skilled readers from those with less skill is presumably the avail-
ability of more, more completely developed word schemata.

It is interesting that schemata not only contribute towards
the development of an accurate perception but, by the same to-
ken they can sometimes cause a distortion. An experiment by

Bruner and Potter (1964) illustrates the debilitating effect of
premature commitment to a particular 'schema. In the study,
subjects were presented with unfocused slides of familiar objects.
The slides were slowly brought into focus. At each step along the

way, as the slides were brought into focus, subjects were to report
their best guess as to what the content .)f the slide was. Under
these conditions, subjects continued to mis-identify the object
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long after naive subjects (those started with less severe amounts
of defocusing) were able to readily identify the object in question.

This result is presumably due to the fact that subjects be-
came committed to their early interpretations of the slide and
then needed more information to disconfirm their original hy-

pothesis than is normally required.

Schemata and Understanding Discourse
As discussed above, the process of understanding dis-

course is the process of finding a configuration' of schemata
which offers an adequate account of the passage inquestion:The
analysis of the "oil crisis story" given above illustrates generally
how such a process is supposed to operate. Clues from the story
suggest possible interpretations (instantiations of schemata)
which are then evaluated against the successive sentences of the
story until finally a consistent interpretation is discovered. Some-
times. a reader fails to correctly understand a passage. There are
at least three reasons implicit in schema-theory as to why t his
might occur. 1) The reader may not have the appropriate sche-

mata. In this case he/she simply cannot understand the concept
being communicated. 2) The reader may have the appropriate
schemata, but the clues provided by the author may be insuffi-
cient to suggest them. Here again the reader will not understand
the text but, with appropriate additional clues, may come to
understand it. 3) The reader may find a consistent interpreta-
tion of the text, but may not find the one intended by the author.
In this case, the reader will "understand" the text. but will
misunderstand the author.

There are numerous examples of these three phenomena
in the literature. Perhaps the most interesting studies along these
lines were carried out by Bransford mid Johnson (1973). They
studied the comprehension of texts in which subjects tacked the
appropriate schemata, ones in which the schemata were poten-
tially available, but there were not sufficient clues to suggest the

correct ones as well as ones on which subjects were led to choose

a "wrong" interpretation. Consider, as an example, the following
paragraph used in one of studies.
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The prol:edure is actually quite simple. First you arrange things into
diffeA'ent groups. Of course, one pile may he sufficient depending on
hovImuch there is to do. I lyo u have to go somewhere else due to lack of
facilities that is the next step', otherwise you are pretty well set. It is
irriportant not to overdo things. That is, it is better to do too few things
at once than too many. In the short run this may not seem important but
complications can easily' arise. A mistake can be expensive as well. At
first the whole procedure will secm complicated. Soon, however, it will
become just another facet of life. It is difficult to foresee any end to the
necessity for this task in the immediate future, but then one can never
tell. After the procedure is completed one arranges the materials into
different groups again. Then they can he put into their appropriate
places. Eventually they will he used once more.and the whole cycle will
then have to be repeated. However, that is part of life. [p. 400]

Most readers find this passage extremely difficult to un-
derstand. However, once they are told that it is about washing
clothes, they are able to bring their clothes washing schema to the
foie and make sense out of the story. The difficulty with this
passage is thus not that readers don't have the appropriate
schemata: rather, it stems from the fact that the clues in the story
never seem to suggest the appropriate schemata in the first place.
The "bottom-up" information is inadeqOate to initiate the com-
prehension process appropriately. Once the appropriate sche-
mata are suggested, most people have no trouble understanding
the text.

Although most readers simply find the passage incom-
prehensible, some find alternative schemata to account for it and
thus render it comprehensible. Perhaps the most interesting in-
terpretation I have collected was from a Washington bureaucrat
who had no difficulty'4ith the passage. He was able to interpret
the passage as a clear description of his job. He was, in fact,
surprised to find that it was supposed to be about "washing
clothes" and not about "pushing papers." Here, then, we have an
example of the third kind of comprehension failure, "under-
standing the story" but "misunderstanding the author."

Obviously; a detailed account of the comprehension pro-
cess requires a detailed description of the schemata readers have
available, as well as an account of the conditions under which
certain of these schemata are activated. A nurnber of researchers
have been developing such specific models of specific schemata
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(cf. Rumelhart, 1975, 1977; Schank & Abelson, 1975). Other in-
vestigators have described how schemata are used to understand
narratives (Mandler & Johnson, 1977), expository texts (Meyer,
1975), and newspaper articles (Thorndyke, 1979). However,
those instances of the use of schema theory to account for corn-
prehension cannot be considered fully here for lack of space.

Conclusion
It was my intent in this paper to give the reader unfamiliar

with schemata an intuition through which he/she could interpret
the increasing number of papers employing these conceptual-
izations. I have aimed for generality rather than specificity in my
account. I have tried to show the many domains to which the con-
cept of a schema has been applied and the heuristic value of
thinking about psychological and educational problems in terms
of schemata. Although the development of schema-based theo-
ries, such as the ones I mention above, is yet in its infancy and
these ideas have not yet provLd their 'usefulness, I believe that
they offer the most promising leads for thos'.: of us interested in

the difficult problems posed when we try to apply psychological
theories directly to educationally relevant domains.
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Comprehension of Text Structures
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In this paper, we will review theoretical and empirical develop-
ments in the comprehension of text structure over the past twenty
years. Following that review, we will offer some suggestions
about what this area of scholarship has to say about educational
practice. The suggestions will be of two types: a) tentative sug-
gestions about educational practices that educational publishers
and/ or teachers ought to consider in preparing texts for students
and lesson plans to' help them cope with variations in text struc-
ture, and b) suggestions to educational researchers concerning
classroom research which seem reasonable in the light of basic
research about text structure influences.

What Would It Mean to Find that
Text Structure Influences Comprehension?

Perhaps a good starting point for a review concerned with
the influence of text structure.on prose comprehension is to ask
of what consequence any conceivable findings might be. For
example, suppose our review Were to demonstrate that 90 percent
of the variation in students' comprehension of prose materials
was due to the influence of variation in text structure. Suppose
we could demonstrate that by holding content (the ideas,
concepts, and relations among concepts) of a passage constant
and altering the, surface structure in which the ideas are
communicated we could move a student from 25 percent
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comprehension of the passage to 75 percent comprehension.
What would we recommend? Clearly, we would immediately
inform the publishing industry that we had made a breakthrough
in communication technology and write manuals on how to
communicate ideas effectively in prose.

Suppose, alternatively that we found that variation in text
structure had virtually no effect on comprehension. Sup-
pose we found, in the hypothetical experiment above, that
such alterations yielded a modest 5 percent instead of a 50 percent
gain in comprehension of'Passages. We would probably drop our
heads a little and recommend that our colleagues look elsewhere
for any answers to the question of how to improve our
communication efficiency- -look at ch nature of the concepts
themselves and relations among them, perhaps.

Suppose that we found that variations in text structure
made a big difference for young students but that the differences
between various levels of complexity decreased as a function of
age. We would likely advise our publisher to avoid certain gram-
matical structures or text organization pattenis until some opti-
mal age level at which, presumably, students have gathered
enough lingui3tic experience to handle their complexity.

Suppose that we found. along with this hypothetical de-
velopmental effect, that we could overcome the deleterious effect
of certain text structures on younger students by offering them
direct instruction in dealing with those structures. We would ad-
vise teachers that if they are going to present young students with
text embodying those structures, they will have to teach students
how to handle them.

Findings like the hypothetical cases described above,
while not quite so dramatic as our make-believe examples, have
emerged from time to time over the past twenty or thirty years,
sometimes but not always accompanied by recommendations
like those we have suggested. That text structure influences com-
prehension, therefore, is not really at issue: what is at issue is the
precise way in which the influence is exerted, why the influence
exists, and what the influences have to say about practical mat-
ters of teaching and writing instructional materials.
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What Counts as Text Structure
Before we crat review the literature on the influence of text

structure, we need to define what we mean by variations in text
structure. We will approach our definition through examples.
Consider examples (1-4) below.

1. The lad rode the steed to victory.
2. The steed was ridden to victory by the lad.
3. The young man rode the horse to a first place finish.
4. The horse was ridden to a first place finish by the

young man.
Each of the four sentences exhibits a different surface form for
the same underlying idea, yet there are only two different
grammatical structures represented, the active and the passive.
Hence the difference between (1) and (2) or between (3) and (4)
can be regarded as a variation in text structure. However the
differences between (1) and (3) or (2) and (4) are better character-
ized as lexical, or possibly semantic, variations. In the language
of tranformational generative grammar, we would say that (1)
and (2) have the identical deep structure (underlying meaning), as
do (3) and (4).1 By intuition we would probably agree that there is
only a slight difference in the two deep structures attributable to
connotative differences in the meanings of lad-young man, vic-
tory-first place finish, and steed-horse. But the basic point is that
we will regard alterations in the grammatical structure of sen-
tences, which do not alter any semantic meanings or relations, as
examples of text structure manipulations.

Now consider examples (5-8).
5. Henry lost the quarterback job because his arm gave

Out

Many theorists would argue that t he underlying meaning of the active/ passive pairs is
not identical. Clark and Clark (1977) using a topic-comment formulation, would argue
that the focus differs from active to passive: in I), what is emphasized is some new
information about t he lad. i.e.. t hat he rode the steed to victory, whereas in 2) the emphasis
centers on new information about the horse. i.e.. that it was ridden to victory by the lad.
We concur. If we adopt a strict equivalence-in-meaning criterion, then the concept of
paraphrase (multiple surface structure representations for a single deep structure) cannot
exist. Nonetheless, we would, pro hably find that 95 percent of the population would agre
that the same basic notions arc being communicated in active/ passive pairs.
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job.
6. Because his arm gave out, Henry lost the quarterback

7. Henry lost the quarterback job. His arm gave out.
8. Henry's arm gave out. He lost the quarterback job.

The difference between (5) and (6) is like the difference between
(I) and (2) above,---simple grammatical transformation, in this
case preposing a subordinate clause. The difference between (5)
and (7) is not as simple. it is debatable whether or hot the causal
relation between the two clauses is preserved in (7), unless we
resort to the Gricean principle of cooperation between author
and reader (Grice, 1975) which posits that no author would
arrange the two sentences in (7) adjacent to one another unless he
was inviting the reader to infer that the one explained the other.
Notice that the invitation to make the causal inference is even
stronger in (8), presumably because of the covariation between
causal and sequential ordering. Whether variations like those
between (5) and (7) qualify as grammatical variation is not clear.
But to us they definitely qualify as variation in some aspect of text
structure. In certain systems of text analysis they would be
regarded as alterations in the rhetorical structure (e.g., Meyer,
1975), cohesion structure (Halliday & Hasarl, 1976), or logical
structure (e.g., Frederiksen, 1975) of the discourse, Such vari-
ations are abundant in naturally occurring discourse. as' eXe111-
plified in (9-11).

9a. If you want to be a Badger, then come along with me.
9b. Do you want to be a Badger? Come along with me.

10a. After Matthew ate lasagne, he bOught a new TV.
10b. Matthew ate lasagne. (Then) he bought a new TV.
I Ia. Although Susan ran as fast as she could, she lost the

race.
1 lb. Susan ran as fast as she could. But she :ost the race.
11c. Susan ran as fast as she could. Alas! She lost the race.
Moving from smaller to larger units of discourse, other

kinds of structural variation enter the picture. For example, the
structural difference between (12) and (13) has been character-
ized as a staging variation (Grimes, 1'975).
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12. Robins build nests in trees. Pheasants build nests in
bushes. Eagles build nests in rocks. Birds build nests in a variety
of places.

13. Birds build nests in a variety of places. Robins build
nests in trees. Pheasants build nests in hushes. Eagles build nests
in rocks.
in this case, the meaning of the two texts is similar if not identical;
however the position of the rule and its examples is reversed.
Notice that this type of variation is a paragraph analogue of posi-
tional transformations (active/passive or preposing claises) at
the sentence level.

Thus far we have considered variations in text structure
that have only minor influence on the semantic meaning of a text.
Furthermore, the structural variations considered occur between
or among rattier small units of discoursesentence components
or sentences. Such analyses can be regarded as examinations of
the microstructure of tcxt.

Other, and particularly more recent, conceptualizations
of text structure have ignored thc perspective of examining struc-
tural variations that preserve meaning in favor of a perspective
that examines the hierarchical aspects or text structure. Such
schemes usually begin with a parsing of an entire text using either
a case grammar (c.g.. Meyer, 1975) or a propositional (e.g..
Frcderiksen, 1975; Kintsch, 1974) scheme to identify relations
within and between sentences. Then the entire text is analyzed
into a hierarchical structure. Ideas (usually in the form of prop-
ositionsbasically a clause with an active or stative verb) are
scaled according to their structural importance within the hier-
archy. For expository texts, importance translates roughly into
how "main" or superordinate the idea is. For narrative texts,
importance means centrality to the story. Thus, characters, goals
and settings arc high in the hierarchy while particular episodes or
motivations may be fairly low.

implicit if not explicit in such analyses are two expec-
tations: first, that height in the hierarchy will somehow predict
and/or explain the comprehensibility or memorability of par-
ticular text segments, and second that surface structtires that

uJ
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violate canonical structure will decimate comprehension and re-
call. Such schemes can he regarded as examinations of the
macrostructure of text.

With these two aspects of text structure- microstructure
and macrostructure- we have defined the scope of our inves-
tigation. Our next step is to examine the empirical studies that
have been conducted to evaluate the importance of text structure
in comp-rehension.

Microstructure 1: The Primacy of the Sentence
To psychologists academically reared in the verbal learn-

ing tradition of the forties and fifties, the revolution incited by
Noam Chomsky's penetrating reviews of behavioral views of
language processing (1959) and his alternative-views proposed in

Syntactic structures (1957) and 4.spects of the theory of syntax
(1965), must have seemed a hold departure from the conventional
wisdom. The very notion that one could study units of discourse
as large and complex as a sentence was revolutionary to re-
searchers more comfortable with lists of nonsense trigrams or
quingrams or associations among single words.

Nonetheless, Chomsky's views widened research possibil-
ities for students of verbal behavior. Beginning with the work of
Miller and his associates (e.g., Miller, 1962: Miller & Isard,
1963) several researchers in the mid-sixties conducted ,studies
of sentence comprehension. The most common finding among
such studies (e.g.. Gough. 1965: Slohin, 1966) was that the
transformational distance between the underlying meaning
of a sentence (its deep structure) and its phonetic realization
in speech or graphic realization in writing (its surface
structure) was an accurate predictor of the speed or difficulty
subjects experience in processing the sentence. In other words,
performance could he predicted by variation in the grammar
itself, Hence kernel sentences (simple active declaratives) were
understood more rapidly than passives, interrogatives, or
negatives, which presumably required more cognitive energy to
process because more transformations had to he traversed in
traveling from surface to deep structure. Findings such as
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these led to a derivational theory of complexity, i.e., that the
derivation of.a sentence's' surface structure from its underlying
deep structure predicted its processing difficulty.

Such studies were appeTaling to reading educators con-
cerned specifically with reading comprehension, First, they
provided needed methodological tools:Finally, there was a way

of o.perationalizing, sentence complexity. The notion of a
transformation provided a countable indet of complexity. In
fact, Fagan (1971) and Pearson (1974-75% used a derivational
theory of complexity to generate and scale materials used to
assess children's comprehension Of sentence structure.' -

Second, these studies cOrroborateowhat was known from
(or at least implied by) the thirty year old historyrof readability
research: that long complex sentences were associated with
passages that rated high in readability and low in comprehensi-
bility.

Unfortunately, the derivational theory of complexity
lived only a short life. It was attacked on two different fronts,
both as a linguistic theory and as a .psychological- theoiy, .

The work of Fillmore (1968) on case grammar and gen-

erative semanticist framework. of linguists like Lakoff (1971)
called into question the transformationalists' preoccupation with
syntactic relations at the expense of semantic relations.

In psychology, studies such as tho: conducted by
Brangford and Franks (1971) and Sachs'( I 9117) Tered data con-

tradictory to the derivational theory of complexity. Implicit in
the theory, is an assumption that comprehension occurs by
analyzing a sentence into its basic constituents (that is how you
get from surface to deep structure). Bransford and Franks'
evidence suggested that comprehension was better characterized
by synthesizing constituents'into some semantically integrated
chunk. Sachs' data indicated that memory for any aspects of
sentence structure 'faded' quite rapidly, while memory for the

An almost incidental but nonetheless important methodological tool was the question

transformation.' Hormuth Mb, )969. 197)). Pear,. -o (1974- 1975), and Bormuth.

Manning, Carr, and Pearson (1971) and many rese rchers since then have used the
question transformation as an objective leviee for e(nerating literal comprehension
question probes from text.

;
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semantic "gist" of a sentence was remarkably stable. Working
with children, Pearsoirf1974-75) obtained results corroborating
with work of Bransford and Franks and Sachs.

In some ways. however, the issue was soon to become a
moot point because somewhere in the early seventies researchers
turned their attention away from the sentence as a unit of
linguistic analysis in 1:'avor of stories, passages, and expositiOns
with a concomitant emphasis on macrostructure rather than
microstructure. Later we will examine that line of research; first,
however, we must add two pieces to the microstructure puzzle.

Microstructure 2: Linguistic Connectives
The small hut interesting body of research dealing with

linguistic connectives speaks incidentally to issues of structural
variation. This sterns from the fact that when a connective is used
in a sentence, it often has the effect of increasing the grammatical
complexity of the sentence: connectives are involved in the
formation of compound sentences and subordinate clauses such
as those beginning with because, although, before, etc. I n a sense,
an examination of linguistic connectives is a sensible bridge from
the studies looking at the sentence as a unit of analysis to those
(in a later section) which emphasize the larger organizational
patterns of text. Linguistic connectives usually establish or cue
logical relations among propositions or sentences.

Walmsley (1977) defines linguistic connectives as follows:

A linguistic connective (or logical or language connective the terms
appear to he used according to the oriel+, ation of a writer's diScipline)
may he defined as a "co-ordinating, qualiong or adverbial conjunction
used to link t simple proposition with another idea (either a proposition
or a concep.) to form a complex proposition." Alternatively. it may he
defined as a syntactic structure signalling underlying logico-semantic
relations Owe Olds. 1968). Connectives may link propositions within or
between s.ntences, they may comprise a single word (e.g,, und), or a
phrase (e g., in addition w), (p. 319)

Some researchers have examined the developmental
changes thaL occur across ages in children's understanding of
connective,, and the relations between the propositions they link
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(e.g., Beilin & Lust, 1975; Neimark, 1970; Neimark & Slotmick,
1970; Paris, 1973). Not surprisingly, children's understanding
improves with age; however, the research in this tradition,
because of the nature of the task ar d isolated (not contextually
embedded) stimuli, offers little ke concerning their role in
reading larger units of discourse.

Robertson (1968) conduced one of the few educationally
oriented studies. Her examination of basal readers used in the
intermediate grades revealed that about one in three sentences in
her sample employed some sort of connective. Student compre-
hension of connectives increased from grade four through grade
six and was related to listening and reading ability.

Katz and Brent (1968) found that both first and sixth
grade children preferred descriptions of causal relations that
were made explicit by the use of a connective. This is consistent
with the findings of Pearson (1974-1975) who reported that
fourth grade students, given a choice as to the surface form in
which a causal relation could be stated, preferred to have the
relation stated in a grammatically complex subordinated form
which included specific cues (because. so) denoting causal
relationships. Pearson speculated that connectives and com-
plexity (they go together) provided "... a more unified concep-
tion of the causal relation" (Pearson, p. 174) and that it is the
function of connectives to make the causal relationship more
explicit. These speculations were strengthened by the findings of
a follow-up study in which students were asked to read individual
sentences in which a causal relationship was either made explicit
by inclusion of a causal connective or left implicit by omitting the
connective. Results showed that in almOst two-thirds of the
cases in which subjects were asked to read sentences containing
an unmarked (i.e., implicit) causal relationship, a connective was
included in recall, thus unifying the relationship and making it
explicit. Furthermore, if a sentence was not recalled in a cued,
unified form, there was a 50 percent chance that it would not be
recalled at all. These findings suggest that connectives have a
strong effect on the salience of causal relationships expressed in
sentences and may serve to facilitate the integration of ideas in
memory.

...c
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Finally, Marshall and Glock (1978-1979) found that
explicitly stated logical (i.e., causal and relational) structures
facilitated the recall of propositional content or discourse for
"not -so- fluent" (community college) readers. Recall for "truly-
fluent" (college) -readers for the same passages was more
Complete than for community college students and was not
affected by the presence or absence of explicitly stated relation-
ships. Structure of recall for good readers reflected a greater
degree of differentiation among elements of the underlying
structure of the text than did the recall of poorer readers who
focused primarily on content. Marshall suggests that these
differences are due to the fact that good readers have more well.
established schemata that can be used to interpret and storelfie
meaning of discourse whereas poorer readers have less complete
structure and, therefore, must depend to a greater extent on
information explicitly encoded in the surface structure of text.

Microstructure 3: Sentence-Combining
Perhaps the most obvious attempt to determine the

influence of direct instruction in the microstructure of text on
comprehension has been in the tradition of sentence-combining
instruction. Beginning with the observation that attempts to
teach formal grammar have little positive effect on students'
writing ability (Braddock. Lloyd-Jones. & Schoer, 1963; Mellon,
1969), researchers originally looked to sentence-combining as a
way of influencing syntactic maturity in writing (Combs, 1975;
Mellon.1969; O'Hare. 1973). More recently, however, research-

ers have attempted to determine the' effects of sentence-
combining training on reading comprehension (Comb's, 1975;
Fisher. 1973; Hughes, 1975; Hunt & O'Donnell, 1970; Straw,

1979).
Basically, sentence-combining activities require students

to integrate into a single sentence information expressed in two
or more sentences as in (14) and (15).

14. The boy hit the ball. The boy was tall. The ball was
small. He hit it through a window.

15. The tall boy hit the small ball through a window.
The rationale for believing that such instruction could alter
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writers' syntactic maturity seems oh, : the reason for
suspecting a concomitant influence Y,i1 reaclinL :omprehension
stems from a view of the language .1rts th:It % 'iat influences
growth in one language capacity Will it-, flue rice-gr -,yth in another.

While positive effects have been 111(11 d on some limited
measures of reading comprehension (Combs, 1975; Fisher, 1973;
Hughes, 1975), only a study by Straw (1979) has looked at the
.effects of sentence-combining as they transfer to listening,
reading, and writing. Straw found that a sentence-combining
training condition affected growth in all three language. . ..
capacities. However, growth in reading comprehension was
limited to an investigator constructed doze test; it did not affect
growth on a standardized test. Interestingly, a complementary
sentence reduction task affected growth in reading comprehen-
sion (to a lesser degree than did sentence-combining) but not
growth on the writing and listening measures. For purposes of
our review, StraW's- effects are noteworthy even though the
treatment effects do not transfer to a standardized test. There is

no good reason to believe that a typical standardiZed test will he
sensitive to such instructional treatments. His results do suggest
that attention to microstructure, specifically allowing students to
actively, ,manipulate ,it, pays at least short range dividends in
comprehensibn growth.

These results seem compatible with those in the review of
linguistic ' connectives. Note that linguistic connectives often
serve the function of combining ideas that could be expressed in
separate sentences. Ironically, then, these two areas of research
suggest, in contrast to the earlier work in transformational.
grammar. that attention to cohesion rather than atomization of
sentence elem nts pays greater dividends.

Macrostructure 1: Narratives
The main purpose of this section is to review research

evaluating the influence of the overall structure of narratives on
students' comprehension and recall of information presented in

texts. Several writers (e.g., Mandler & Johnson, 1977; Rumel-
hart, 1975; Stein & Glenn 1977; Thorndyke, 1977) have
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developed formalisms for analyzing the relations among
propositions in stories. Propositions can be related in two ways:
by their relative position within the hierarchy of a story and by
their rhetorical function.

Like phrase structure grammars applied to sentences (e.g.,
Chomsky, 1957, 1965). in which rewrite rules dictated a
sentence's decomposition (e.g., Sentence =>Noun Phrase +
Verb Phrase, Noun Phrase ---=>Determiner + Noun + [Sentence],
Verb Phrase...------>Verb + [Sentence]), so story schemata or story
grammars speeiry a set of rewrite rules for decomposing the
relations among propositions in a story. 'Thus a story can he
rewritten as STORY =----> sr.TTING + TliEN1F. + PLOT + RESOLUTION;

setting can be rewritten as >CHARACTERS + toc.vrtoN

+ When all the rewrite rules have been applied to a
story, what results is an inverted tree diagram for a story, which
looks quite similar to a phrase structure parsing of a sentence,
except that the basic units are sentences or propositions rather
than words.

In essence, this tree structure creates a hierarchy. \Vett
appear at the top of the hierarchy are the setting of the story
(including characters, location. etc.), the basic theme, a few of the
key episodes in the plot, and a resolution of the problem that
motivated the characters to whatever actions they undertook to
begin with. At lower levels in the hierarchy will be subplots. For
example. suppose a character needed to get a car to drive to a
beach so that he could dig clams for an important dinner. The
activities in the story that were associated with getting the car

' would appear lower in the hierarchy because they were
instrumental in allowing a higher level event (getting to the
beach) to occur. Further suppose that in order to rent a car, the
character had to phone several friends to borrow money. Those
events would appear at an even lower level. Such hierarchical
relations exist among propositions throughout the story; often
the implied link between'a higher and an immediately lower level
event is causation or enablement (a very weak sister to
causation -A alloWed or enabled B to occur but did not really
compel B to occur).

C
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In addition, some grammars have established intracate-
gory connectors to allow for explicit logical connection between
events or states at the same level in the hierarchy. Stein and Glenn
(1977), for example, include AND, THEN, and CAUSE links. Hence
rhetorical or logical connection between events and states is
carried in two ways: vertically by implied hierarchical relations
and horizontally by explicit links in the grammar.

Story grammarians have postdated two possible conse-
quences of story grammars. Assuming that students internalize,
through constant exposure to stories of various degrees of well-

formedness, something like a schema for stories, then compre-
hension and recall of stories ought tO'be influenced by two kinds
of variation. First, information in higher level nodes ought to be
recalled more frequently than that in lower level nodes because of
greater centrality to the basic actions and motivations of the
characters. Second, violations in the well-formcciness of stories
(e.g., the degree to which the order of key events is reversed or
scrambled, placing motivations out of synchronization with
actions, placing setting information at the end of a story, etc.)
ought to decrease comprehension and recall.

The first of these predictions has been emphasized by
Rumelhart (1975, 1977). He has established a set of story
summarization rules to predict the probability that a proposition
will be recalled; basically a proposition is predicted to be recalled
if a proposition lower in the hierarchy was recalled. He found
that the conditional probability that a proposition would be
recalled given that it was predicted to be recalled was .95.
Rumelhart also interprets the dtita from the work of Thorndyke
(1977) and Meyer (1975) as supporting his hierarchical

hypothesis.
Other researchers (e.g., Mandler & Johnson, 1977; Stein

& Nezworski, 1978; Thorndyke, 1977) have emphasized
the effects in violation of canonical story structure. Thorn-
dyke(1977) found that story recall was debilitated increasingly
by a) moving the theme or' goal to the end of the story, b)
removing the theme altogether, and c) more or less randomly
permuting the sentences in the story. Kintsch, Mandel, and
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Kozminsky (1977) asked college students to read well- and ill -
formed (scrambled paragraphs) stories in time-limited or
unlimited conditions. Then the students wrote summaries of the
1400 word stories. In the unlimited reading time rendition, there
was a 23 percent increase in reading time due to scrambling but
no differences in writing time, length, or quality of story
summaries. However in the limited time condition, better
summaries were written for well-formed stories. Kintsch et al. felt
that subjects in the unlimited time condition imposed a story
structure on the scrambled text at the point of comprehensHn
rather than simply at the point of summarization: hence the
difference in reading but not summarizing time. Without time to
restructure the ill-formed story, comprehension suffered, result-
ing in inferior summaries. Stein and Nezworski (1978) found
results similar to those of Thorndyke (1977). Well-formed stories
elicited better story recall than stories containing slightly
disordered, randomly ordered, or unrelated statements. Ftirther-
more, unrelated statements elicited the greatest number of
inferences into recall, reflecting subjects' attempts to make sense
out of an incoherent text, a finding reminiscent of Bartlett's
(1932) early results on cross-cultural intrusions into story recall.

The developmental (cross-age) data collected by Steinnd
Glenn (1977) and Mandler and Johnson (1977) also support the
notion of story schemata. As children grow older they tend to
recall increasingly more of the lower level information in the
story. Young children tend to recall only a few of the higher level
propositions such as a character, an initiating event, and an
outcome.

While story schemata have been criticized for their em-
phasis on prediction rather than explanation and the fact that
they predict too many behaviors (Thorndyke & Yecovich, in
press), their basic validity as formalizations of what people learn
when they learn about how writers put stories together seems to
us to be well-founded.

Instructional Research on Story Schemata
We were able to locate only three studies dealing even

tangentially with issues of direct instruction about how stories
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are structured. Bower (1976) had subjects read a biography about
a fictitious poet. Then half the subjects read two biographies With
similar macrostructures while half read two unrelated texts.
When they were- asked to recall the original biography,
experimental subjects (the three biographies) recalled more of the
macrostructure (which was similar in all three) but interconfused
details of the second and third with the first. The similarity of the

three passages created macrostructure facilitation and detail
interference. Thorndyke (1977) found that subjects who read a
second story with the same structure as, but different characters
from, the first story recalled more second story information than
those whose second stories had the same characters as, but a
different structure from, the first.

Neither of these studies can be considered instructional in
anything but an incidental sense. However, a study by Gordon
(1980) speaks directly to story structure instruction. Over a
period of eight weeks she trained fifth grade students to apply a
simplified story schema to basal reader stories that they read as a
part of their normal reading instruction. On a transfer story,
these students recalled significantly more, particularly of certain
categories of high-level information, than a placebo or an
untreated control group. She interpreted the findings as
supporting the notion that direct instruction in story schemata
provides students with a transferable framework for storing and
retrieving textually presented information.

Macrostructure 2: Exposition
Research and theory about the macrostructure

expository text is not quite so abundant as that for narrative.
Attempts have been made by Kintsch (1974), Frederiksen (1975),
and Meyer (1975) to develop general schemes for representing
relations among units of text. Kintsch and Frederiksen give more
emphasis to a scheme that could serve as either a model of text
structure or the structure of knowledge in memory; Meyer's
system is, admittedly, more concerned with representing text per
se. Because of space limitations and because it places greater
emphasis on text macrostructure, we have chosen to concentrate
on Meyer's system, recognizing full well that we can justify our
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decision only by asserting that we intend our review to represent
an example from a class of text structure schemes.

Adhering closely to the theory of Grimes (1975) for
connected discourse and to Fillmore's (1968) case grammar,
Meyer has developed a text structure system that emphasizes
relations among propositions in a text. She has lexical proposi-
tions that show the case relations between words within simple
sentences and clauses. And she has.rhetorical propositions which
establish the relations between and among sentences, paragraphs,
and longer units of text. Rhetorical predicates are labels used to
specify the relationships within these propositions. Rhetorical
predicates order the ideas in a text into hierarchical relationships,
and they allow Meyer to develop a richer, higher-level organiza-
tion than either K intsch or Frederiksen.

Meyer's parsing of a passage looks much like an outline of
the passage, except th'k all the ideas from the passage are
included. Top-level discourse structures in the outline arc simply
the relations that occur in the top third of the diagram. Height in
the system is indicated by "leftness" of a proposition in the
content outline.

A basic thesis of Meyer's is that height in the hierarchy
predicts how well propositions will be comprehended and
recalled. She designed an experiment in which a target paragraph
was embedded high within the hierarchy of passage 1 but loW in
passage 2. The serial position of the paragraph was identical
across passages. While she found no overall recall differences
between' the two passages, the target paragraph was recalled
better when it was staged higher in the hierarchy. These
immediate recall differences increased with a week's delay.
Similar differences were noted in the cued recall of the target
passage after a week's interval.

Meyer (1977a, 1977b) extended her research to determine
whether or not sixth grade students were sensitive to these
hierarchical differences in content structure. Meyer predicted
that students classified as low in ability would recall more
information from low levels of the content structure than from
high levels in the content structure.
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Immediately after listening to a short article about
parakeets, students answered fiften main idea and fifteen detail
questions about the article. The Main idea questions were derived
from idea units high in the structure of the passage, and the detail
questions were derived from idea units low in the structure of the

passage. Results indicated that all of the students, regardless of
ability level, answered more main idea questions than detail
questions. Brighter students remembered significantly more
information from both levels of the structure than other students,
but even low-ability students answered more main idea questions

correctly than detail question's. Meyer concluded that children,
like adults, remember more information from high levels of the
content structure Of a text and that a content structure
representation can be useful in generating different typ-es of
comprehension questions for prose materials. Meyer cautions,
however, that the results of this study might not generalize to
low-ability students with reading or learning disabilities under
reading versus listening conditions.

In order to explore the effects of different types of top-
level discourse structures on recall, Meyer and Freedle (1979) had
graduate students read articles with identical middle- and low-
level structures and content. The passages differed in the way
similar introductory information was organized in the top-level

of their content structure diagrams. The four types of structures
(rhetorical predicates she calls them) compared in the study were:

adversative (contrastive pattern), covariance (cause-effect pat-

tern), response (problein-solution pattern), and attributive (list-
like pattern). The investigators predicted that information in
passages organized with adversative, covariance, and response
structures .would be remembered better than information from
the passage organized with an attributive structure.

Subjects participating in the study weregraduate students
working on advanced degrees in education. They were divided
into four groups, and each group listened to a passage organized
by one of the four rhetorical predicates. An immediate free-recall
test, a delayed free-recall test, and a delayed short-answer test
were administered to all subjects. The short-answer test consisted
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of questionswhich tapped memory for information that was
identical in each of the four passage conditions. Recall protocols
were scored for the number of idea units recalled and for the type
of rhetorical structure subjects used to organize their recall
;;rotocols. The short-answer test w.-v, scored for the
number of correct answers.

Subjects who listened to passages organized with ad-
versative.(constrastive) arid covariance (cause-effect) strueiures
remembered significantly more information than subjects who
listened to passages organized with attribution (list-like) and
response (problem-solution) structures. Moreover, subjects who
listened to the adversative passage answered significantly more of
the short-answer questions correctly than subjects who listened
to the other passages. Subjects who listened to passages with
adversative and covariance structures also used these types of
relationships to organize their recall protocols.

From these findings, Meyer and Freedle concluded that
differences in the type of structure used to organize textual
information significantly affected the amount of information
graduate students learned and remembered. Adversative and
covariance organizations enhanced recall over attribution and
response organizations.

Using a schema theory orientation, Meyer and Freedle
had predicted that adversative, covariance, and response
structures would provide better organization for learning than an
attributive, list-like structure. Each of the four types of structure
is used in expository texts to let readers know information will be
presented about a topic; but adversative, covariance, and .

response structures ostensibly provide readers with additional
schemata to help them understand and remember the informa-
tion. For example, an adversative structure indicates that the
information will be about opposing views; covariance structures
indicate that the information will be about causal relations; and
response structures indicate that the information will be about
problems and solUtions. Attributive structures are more loosely
organized, however, and do not provide additional information.
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The prediction that adversative and covariance structures

would facilitate recall was supported. The prediction about the
response structure, however, was not confirmed. Meyer and
Freed le explain this unexpected finding in terms of social-
psychological facts and notions of perspective. The subjects
participating in the study were school teachers who may have
been offended by the solution in the response passage as it

involved firing coaches. Thus, the teachers seemed to reject the
schema provided by the author, read the text from their own
perspective or personal viewpoint, and thereby processed the text

differently than was expected.
The most important finding in this study was that certain

types of top-level discourse structures did facilitate recall more
than others. Meyer and Freedle interpret the results of this study

as 'S'howing that the most efficient strategy students can adopt in
typical school-learning or lab-learning situations is to identify
and use the author's organizational framework to guide and
structure their attempts to understand and remember informa-
tion from textual materials. Students who are familiar with the
way texts are typically organized can use that knowledge to
comprehend and remember by relating the organizational
structure, or schema, of the text to their prior knowledge (stored
schemata) about how texts are organized and what to expect
from texts organized in certain ways.

Meyer, Brandt, and Bluth (1978) investigated the effects

of identifying and using the organizational structure of texts on
recall. They predicted that readeiS whO adopted the strategy of
identifying the author's organizational structure (the author's
schema) would be able to recall more information than students
who did not adopt this strategy. Ninth grade students classified as

good, average, poor, and "difference" (high vocabulary but low
comprehension scores) readers participated in the study. They

read and recalled two different expository passages. One passage
was organized with a response predicate and the other with an
adversative predicate. Thus, the passages differed in their top-
level rhetorical structures and, also, in whether or not signaling
devices were present in the texts.
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Signaling devices, as defined by Meyer (1975), are ways in
which authors -emphasi;e aspects of the semantic content or
structure of a text. The title of the passage and words such as "in
contrast to" were types of signaling used in the adversative
passage. An explicit statement of the problem and solution
relations as well as signaling words such as "fii-st," "second," etc,
were the types of signaling included in the response passage.
Meyer et al. predicted that signaling devices would benefit poor
and "difference" readers in processing the texts as it was assumed
that these readers did not normally use the organizational
structure of texts to understand and remember information.

Immediate and dc;layed free-recall tests were scored for
the number of idea units recalled and the degree of similarity
between the organization of the recall protocols and that of the
original passages. ResUlts indicated that good readers organized
their protocols with the Same structure as that used in the
passages they read and that they recalled significantly more
information than students who did not adopt .this strategy. This
result was obtained with good readers even when signaling
devices were not present in the texts they read. The strategy of
using the author's "schema" to organize recalled information was
a better predictor of recall than either standardized comprehen-
sion or vocabulary test scores; multiple- regression analyses
indicated that use of this strategy accounted for 44 percent of the
variance in recall on the immediate-reCall test and 68 percent of
the variance in recall on the delayed test.

Signaling appeared to facilitate recall of low and average
coniprehenders on the immediate test but not on the delayed-
recall test. On the immediate test, the students classified as poor,
average, and "difference" readers who read the response passage
with signaling organized their recall protocols with the same
pattern of relationships as those in the original passage; they also
recalled significantly more information than similarly classified
students who read the without-signaling version of the passage.
However, signaling had no effect on the recall of students who
read the without-signaling and adversative versions of the
passage.
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In a subsequent study, Bartlett (1978) taught a group of
ninth grade students to identify various types of top-level
structures common to expository texts and to use the structures
to organize their recall protocols. The students were taught how
to identify and to use covariance. adversative. attribution, and
response: ,:tructures during a week-long training period. Appar-
ently, students trained to use the strategy of identifying an
author's top-level' structure were able to recognize thse
structures in texts significantly better than students who did not
receive training; and trained students were able to recall nearly
twice as much information after reading than Students who did not
receive training. Thus, some evidence exists to suggest that
students can be taught to identify top-level discourse structures
and that such training improves comprehension.

Implications .for Reading Practice
It is always somewhat dangerous to -leap too boldly across

the gap from research, especially basic research, to educational
practice. A more cautious approach is to suggest that research
findings from laboratory or other basic research settings should
be regarded as grist for applied research studies which should be
carried out in real school environments before we make any
conclusive recommendation's for changes in materials or teaching
strategies (e.g., Bronfcnbrenner, 1976). Nonetheless, we see sev-
eral areas in which the leap seems so reasonable and inviting that
we make it, caution notwithstanding.

Recommendations to People Who Prepare
Reading Materials

I . l'he research on children's comprehension 'of story
structure suggests to us that from the outset of grade one,
children ought to be reading stories that are highly predictable in
terms of their conformity to canonical story schemata. We
recognize that the need to control vocabulary in the earliest of
stories makes it difficult for wi iters to create welt-formed stories.
Yet we are convinced that it is these young children who need th.:
predictability the most. Consider the case of a first grade stud..:
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who is trying tb make sense out of the unfamiliar orthography of
English writing. The child is already confronted with one source
of potential confusion (figuring out what sounds the letters
make): to embed that task in a context that can be another source
of confusion (stories that violate story schemata) seems to
compound the problem.

2. The research on the influence of connectives, structures
of cohesion, and sentence combining activities suggests that
complexity may sometimes add to rather than always detract
from the likelihood that comprehension will occur. Cohesive
forms of statements appear to make explicit what is otherwise left
to children's inferential powers. Textbook writers need to be

. aware of this fact. Above all they should not be led to the false
conclusion that writing becomes more readable when complex
sentences are chopped in half (even though such a practice will
reduce a passage's readability scores).

Recommendations to Educators (and Writers of
Instructional Practice Materials)

3. The salutary on sentence-combining training has been
1-0licated several times. ft seems reasonable to recommend that
st.J.dents he given an opportunity to learn an important fact about
th::! English language: that there is always wore than one way to
ex.Dress.a given idea. Awareness of this fact also apparently leads
tr growth in syntactic maturity and listening, particularly if the

(:us is on creating cohesive statements.
4. If teachers Want students to "get the author's message,"

'Icy are well ad'.. ed to model for students how to figure out what
the author's general framework or structure is and then allow
students to practice discovering it on their own. They should be
cautioned, however, that not all reading has as its purpose
"getting the author's message"; sometimes students need to read
to update their own knowledge, in which case they are probably
better off working within their own schemata rather than an
author's schema (Spiro, 1977).

We close this section with a disclaimer: These are-not the
only suggestions which could be derived from the research base
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on comprehension of text structure, only those th ied most
reasonable to use. Also, these may not be the n- -.ct .-nportant
implications to be derived for practice from research; it may be
that the research based on the structure of knowledge in memory
or the interaction betwccn text structure and knowledge struc-
ture or the process of learning to monitor one's own comprehen-
sion may prove more fruitful for instruction. They simply do not
fall under the scope of this review.

Implications for Instructional ?esearch in Reading
I. We need to know more about the point in time when

children are able to handle certain complex kinds of syntactic
structures. There was a time in the late sixties when the
conventional wisdom concerning syntactic development seemed
to suggest that, by the age of six, children had mastered nearly all
the syntactic structures they would use as adults. Then the work
of C. Chomsky (1969), Bormuth, Manning, Carr, and Pearson
(1971), Olds (196P), and others pointed out that even by age ten
children still had trouble within many structures. Somehow the
rush toward semantic and macrostructural concerns in the mid-
seventies buried what was an incomplete and fruitful line of
research. We still need to finish the job.

2. After the issue of deirelopment comes instructions: Arc
those structures which cause difficulty even for the ten-year-old
amenable to direct instruction and systematic practice?

3. The work of Meyer and her associates suggests that
good readers are better at following an author's rhetorical plan of
organization than are poor readers. The next step is to
demonstrate that poor readers who receive direct instruction in
deciphering an author's organizational plan improve in their
ability to produce greater veridical comprehension and recall of
text.

4. In this regard, we need to know more about the relative
efficiency of different rhetorical plans of organization (e.g.,
adversative, covariance, attributional, etc.) in communicating
content in various disciplines (science versus history versus
geography). It may be that certain plan are uniquely suited to
certain types of content.
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5. The work of Gordon (1980) shotild be extended to
younger age levels to see if the salutary effects of story schema
training will-assist even younger students. In this regard, we
should mention the exciting but emerging work of a group of
researchers in Boston (Rubin, 1980) who are using a story schema
framework to help young children get off to a faster start in
writing as well as reading stories.

6. Finally let us offer one general suggestion for
instructional research derived from 'constructs emanating from
basic research. When we look at research on teaching and
learning variables, we have been awestruck by the persistence and
ubiquity of two terms: engaged time on task and direct
instruction (e.g., Becker, 1977: Berliner. 1975: Rosenshine, 1976).
We finally seem to he getting the message that kids learn what
'icy are taught and get to practice. Thus far, the research seems

to have shown these effects in more mundane aspects of reading
such as word identification. But there is no reason to believe that
they wouldn't aid comprehension as well, even though we have
evidence that few teachers teach comprehension (Durkin. 1978-
1979). In fact, the, work of Straw (1978) and' Gordon (1980)
reported earlier, as well as a recent study by Hansen (1979) seem
to provide direct evidence that students learn new strategies for
comprehending text when they are taught and practiced
Systematically. The point is simple: when we identify a variable.
including a text structure variable, that looks like it might make a
difference in comprehension, we ought to adopt a frontal assault
strategy when considering its instructional powerteach about it

systematically and make certain students have a chance to
practice it. The time for a renaissance of the methodological
study is now now that we have a better idea of what to look at.

A final caution: we don't expect that the products of
this new methodological research will he altogether new and
surprising. In fact. we expect that many will elicit reactions of
"reinventing the wheel," or "that's just common sense.- Such
reactions will please us. Common sense is all too common and all
too sensible to he overturned by a single line of research. But no
real value in the new research will he the contextual and

1.
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theoretical base from which it emanates. Hence we will be in a
better position to answer the question, Why did it work?
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On the Making of Inferences During Reading
and Their Assessment

Thomas Trabasso
llniversill' of Chicago

In this paper, I would like to indicate how the making of
inferences plays a role in the comprehension of narratives. In so
doing, seven questions are posed and answers to each question
are discussed. We first, for a definition of What is meant by
inferences. Then' we explore what Junctions are performed by
inferences. This is followed by a consideration of what is required
to make inferences and what prOcesses are involved in making
inferences. Next, we discuss what kinds of inferences there are
and take up the relationship between the kinds of inferences and
how mu' can assesS a child's ability to ',lake inferences. Finally,
we end on the practical'and educational question of whether one
can promote cmnprehension through the asking of inferential
questions during reading.

What Are Itlferences?
What does a reader do when he makes an inference? From

our perspective, he does one of two things: he either finds
semantic and/or logical relations between propositions or events
which are expressed, in the narrative or he fills in missing
information which is necessary to making such connections
between events. The first kind of inferencing has been called "text

The writing of this paper was supported by National Institute of Education grant NK-G-
77-0018 to T...Trabasso and. in addition. under contract N us-NtE-c-400-76-0016.
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connecting" and the second, "slot-filling" (Warr , Nicholas, &
Trahasso, 1979). These descriptive terms for making inferences
come from a recent theory of natural language understanding
and memory (Schank, 1975). According to this view, the process
of understanding: largely one of translating a series of sentences
into a causal chain of underlying conceptualizations. Each
sentence consists of one or more conceptualizations which must
be derived from the surface structure expressed in the text. This
process involves linguistic and world knowledge about individual
word meanings and relations within a sentence. The process of
creating the causal chain, however, involves inference generation:
The reader is assumed to read a story to generate the causal chain
and the memory representation, and to encode events that arc
explicit along with those that are inferred. This representation in
memor... is then' used to perform a variety of operations such as
retelling or recalling the story. summarizing the story, detecting
the main ideas, deciding which events occurred . in which
temporal order, imswering probe questions as to causes, conse-
quences or facts, paraphrasing events, and giving different points
of view of the narrative.

All of the above activities may be recognized as either
related to comprehension or susceptible to being captured in
'comprehension tasks (cf. Pearson & Johnson, 1978). The
important contribution of Schank (1975) is the stress on the
initial understanding by the reader and on the question of what
representation of the story is constructed as a result of this
understanding at the time of reading. If the reader (or listener)
should fail to construct the relations between events. explicit or
inferred, then the subsequent activities would not be possible, the
reader having no memorial basis for performing them: Represen-
tation results from and requires an initial understanding of
sentences and their relations and, in turn, precedes all other
forms of comprehension.

The assumption - here is that the representation or
understanding of a story is essentia:ly a chronology of alternating
events and states with causal links. This idea is hardly novel. In
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fact, Dewey (1963) seemed to have had a similar notion in mind
when, in 1933, he wrote on "meaning."

To grasp the meaning of a thing, an event or a situation is to sec it in its
relations to other things; to note how it operates or functions, what
consequences follow from it; what causes it, what uses it can he put to
(p. 05).

In the above ciu.lte, note the emphasis on relations to other
things, notably causes and consequences.

Since the making of inf,,:rences is a highly automatic and
largely unconscious process, it is necessary at the outset to-use
illustrations, both to demonstrate what is meant by an inference
and to make it cleaethat the making of an inference, while highly
automatic, is not a simple or obvious process. This should
become clearer when we try to underStand what the process is and
how it is made to operate.

Consider the following pair of sentences, taken from
Bransford and McCarrell (1975):

I. John Missed the bus.
2. He knew he would have to walk to school.

Note first that there is no explicit causal connection between (I)'
and (2). Therefore the reader, when confronted with this pair of
sentences, would have to make assumptions about the connec-
tions between (I) and (2) in order to understand them. If these
sentences occurred in the order (1), then (2), the might
infer that (1) was the causal antecedent of (2) a.' .4 -1 ovide the
connective "so," "and then," "thus," or "as a result The fact
that we automatically assume (I) to be the cause of (2) beci,mes
more apparent when we try to interpret the following sentence:

3. John rr;ssecl the his because he knew he would have

to walk to school
in (3), the causeR relations of (I) and (2) are now
reversed. Presumably, John wanted to walk to school andso he

may have deliberately missed the bus.
Again, consider two more examples from Bransford and

McCarrell (1975):
4. The mirror broke.
5. The child grabbed the broom.
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We automatically assume that event (4) is the temporal and
causal antecedent of event (5) and we fill in the relation as
expressed by connectives such as "so" or "therefore." However,
our assumptions about cause and effect arc apparent when we
encountct event (6) which is contrary to the assumed cause/
conseqU nee relation.

6. The mirror broke becati.s.e the child grabbed the broom.
When connectives or relations arc not explicitly flagged by
syntactic markers in text, then readers infer them based upon
temporal sequence and causal knowledge of the world. When
connectives are explicitly stated, they are used to guide
assumptions about causes or consequences in order to compre-
hend what we read. It makes a great deal of difference in events
(3). and (6) how we interpret John's or the child's motives and
responsibilities for actions or consequens.

Nicholas and Trabasso ( 1979) cite another example which
we shall use to illustrate first what inferences are and which ones
appear to be necessary to understanding text. Then, in the next
section, we shall use the example to illustrate functions of
inferences.

Suppose you heard the line:
7. Mary had a little lamb.

What do you think of? Nursery rhymes? Mother Goose? Little
girls? Fleecy frolicking lambs? Now, read event (7) in conjunction
with each of the follov Mg events and note how your
interpretation shifts.

' 8. Its fleece was white as snow.
9. She tipilled gravy and mint jelly on her dress.

10. The delivery was a difficult one and afterwards the vet
needed a drink.

What assumptions appear necessary to understand event pairs
(7) and (8), (7) and (9). and (7) and (10)? In 'event pair (7) and (8).
we use our knowledge to infer that M: ry is a character from a
well-known nursery rhyme-. a little girl who is followed about by
her pet lamb. The verb "had". alludes to ownership. and the
animal 'is alive and well.
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In (7) and (9). the sheep has not fared so well. Here
"Mary" is probably human and female since the pronoun "sfie"
and the noun "dress" allow this inference. "Mary" may also he a

child since children are more likely"fo spill food on themselves.
The references to gravy and mint jelly indicate, however, that the

lamb is actually a meal, not a pet.
Finally, in (7) and ( H)). the references n) the veterinarian

and to a difficult delivery suggest that Mary had given birth to a
small lamb and is, herself. a mature, female sheep. The vet is

probably an adult, human being whose prof: ssion is to tend to
sick animals. The drink is likely to he alcoholic and is presumably
taken to enable the vet to relax after the difficult deli\ caw of the

newborn lamb.
Note the vast range of assumptions and knowledge that

is necessary to understand these pairs of events. We need to know
about nursery rhymes. ownership. pets. little girls, sheep. food,
animal births, veterinarians, and alcohol. This knowledge is used
to construct an interpretation of(7) in the light of 0.0, (9) or(10).
Note, also, that (7) is an inherently ambiguous sentence and that
events (8-). (9) or ( 10) invoke knowledge about three radically
different contexts in order to infer information that is implicit in
the messanc. The activation of the knowledge contained in (8),(9)
or t 10) appears 'necessary in order to initrpret (7) in each of its
various meanings.

1chaf /unctions /)() htfrroice,., Perii)////:'
Inferences perform a variety of functions and by

indicating this diversity through definitions and examples. we
may more fully appreciate their complexity.

First. intended meanings of individual words are often
ambiguous and must he arrived at inferentially, 'lints, one
function of inferences is to resolve lexical ambiguity, In the a hove
'Mary" sentences, for example. the word "had" may he
inte.riv::o,t1 respectively as:

owned or possessed (events and X)
ate (cYcnts 7 and 9)
or gave birth to (events 7 and 10)
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"Lamb" may he interpreted, respecti4ly, as:

a living animal, (events 7 and IS)

a prepared meal (events 7 an 9)

a newborn sheep (events 7 an 10)

A second function of inferences is to resolve nominal and
pronominal references (anaphora). A L.zain, in the above exam-

.
ples:. I .

"1 t." refers to the itinb and not Mary in (7) and (';
"Sh\" refers to M24 and not the lamb in (7) and (9).
"Halving lamb"' refe'rs? to delivery or birth in (7) and (10).

1

In order to interpret sentences while we read,- we need tO..
establish icontext. This context is also arrived at inferentially, In
the above examples, three contexts ur topics are inferred:

nursery rhyme iti (7) and (8) i

meal in (7) and (9)
birth in {7) and (10)

A related, . fourth function is that inferences aid in

establishing a larger framework for interpretatiOn. We shall now
present three sentences used by Collins, Brown, and Larkin (in
press) to illustrate how We construct 'and reconstruct "models"
(frameworks) from given information. When one is processing
the sentences given as data for constructing a framework, the

procedure is said to be: "bottom-up." Once th'e".' model is

constructed and is used to interpret new information, the
processing is said to be "top'-down." The initial step, upon
reading sentence (I 1). is "bottom -up," but once the "model" is
established, we use it in a "top- down" to guide further
interpretation. Some -models" arc inappropriate or cannot
accommodate the subsequent events and are, hence', abandoned.
New "models" must be inferred. So'read and think about your.
"Models" as yotf progress through eventS. ( I 1), (12) and (13):

11. He plunked, down $5.00, at the windoW:
12. She-tried to give him' $2.50-arNhe refused to take it
13. So when they got inside, she boiOit him a large bag of

popcorn.. .

. . .

In studying (11), Collins et al. (in press) found that subjects'
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interpreted the window as' that at a racetrack and the $5.00 a bet.
Probably, the verb, "plunking down," led to this interpretation
since this term is jargon used by bettors for the act of making bets.
However, this "model:" undergoes reinterpretation in (12) since
the attempt to give back $2.50 and its reaction are incongruous
with the amounts normally bet at racetracks and with what
appears to be the returning of change during a business
transaction. Event (13) aids in constructing a new model, namely,
going dutch on a date to.the.movies. The Collins et al. (in press)
examples illustrate what is meant by an interactive model (see
Rumelhart, 1977 fora discussion of these-kinds of n1.dels). The
central point, though, in the examples is that indUctive
reasoning is initially involved in constructing the model. Once
co .ueted, the process becomes top-down.

Once a model is. constructed it enables the prediction of a
number of events, including probable pre-conditions, causes and
consequences of actions, emotional reactions, goals, etc. Those
predictions arc what guide the assimilation of new information
into old and underlie the intense current interest in schemata
(Bartlett, 1932), frames (Minsky, 1975), story grammars
(Mandler & Johnson, 1977; Rumelhart, 1975; Stein & Glenn,
1979), scripts (Schank & Abelson, 1977) and other organized
knowledge bases for comprehension.

In the "Mary" examples, when one combines events (7)
and (9), a precondition is that the meal was prepared; an
inference is that Mary was hungry and likes lamb; and a
predictionis that since her dress is soiled her mother may become
angry and Mary might be punished.

What Is Required to Make Ittlerence.s.?
It is clear that background knowledge is needed to make.

inferences. What the reader knows or has experienced prior to
reading a tt.:t is critical, and the reader's knowledge of the world
or procedural knowledge may be decomposed into a number of
knowledge domains. One implication of this is that if we want to
enhance a child's comprehension of what he reads,-wc would do
well to increase his general knowledge and understanding as wet!
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as teach him specific reading skills, after he has learned to decode.
In addition, vocabulary (conceptualization) knowledge, regard-
less of domain, is a crucial pre-condition to comprehension
(Pearson -& Johnson, 1978; Trabasso, in press) since without
understanding the basic concepts contained in the text or
question, one cannot make inferential links.

Knowledge of text structure also helps comprehension. In
narrative and expository text, this may aid in a top-dowri
fashion. For example, since stories have well defined episodic
structures (Mandler & Johnson, 1977; Stein & Glenn, 1979) the
reader may establish expectations of settings, of events which
create goals for the protagonist, of plans for achieving goals, of
actions, of consequences or goal realizations and of reactions by

the protagonist. These structures also presuppose context and
relational, as well as functional, knowledge of the grammatical
categories.

Knowledge about social interaction and human inten-
tionality may aid comprehension. Stories entail considerable
knowledge about social and personal interaction (Schantz, 1975)
as well as about goals, plans, and actions (Schank & Abelson,
1977). In short, they represent a kind of naive psychology based
upon a theory of actions and motives behind actions. Children
acquire and use these naive theories of human motivation and
goals to understand narratives. The problem is to determine what
they know at different levels of development and how this
knowledge interacts with what they read.

Finally, knowledge of causal relations between events is
crucial for making inferences. The reader's ability to generate
causes and consequences of events enables the prediction and
assimilation of events into a causal chain representation as well as
the filling in via inferences of missing information. With repeated
exposure to situations, the reader develops stereotyped gener-
alized experiences, called scripts (Schank & Abelson, 1977),
which allow a well-constructed, known causal chain to predict
behavior. Deviations from the script require further inferencing.
When scripts are not available, the reader uses "plans" to acquire
information and construct new scripts. In short, the read'er's
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knowledge base. including his cultural background, appears to .

he the bottom line-for comprehension,

What Processes , <1 re In volved?
I n the above discussion, reference was made to "top-

down- and "bottom-up" processes interacting in making
inferences. \V hen "top-down." the construction of a causal chain,
inferential prediction, and event integration is preceded by
organized knowledge structures. When these are absent, th
reader must use word recognition, word knowledge, and
linguistic skills to derive set tence meanings and inter a model or
framework.

Flow these processes arc accomplished is a mystery.
although some computer models are available, such as those
discussed in Schank and Abelson (1977) or Kintseh and Van Dijk
(1978). These appt-oaches both involve the linking of proposi-
tions: in the Schank and Abelson's system the concepts are
underlying meanings of arguments in propositions and the links
arc causal in nature whereas, in the Kintsch ad Van Dijk
approach. the linkages are determined by concept overlap or
repetition across propositions.

If.lun Kinds of Inlerenes ,1rc There ?
In this section, we shall briefly summarize the kinds of

inferences detailed in an inference taxonomy by Warren,
Nicholas, and Trahasso (1979). According to Warren ct al.
(1970. inferences may he divided into those which are logical
(caUsal), thoSe which are informationaL those which arc spatial
mytemporal, those which are related to script knowledge, those

. which (.1 Tend upon world knowledge in some general sense, and
those which are primarily evaluative in nature. Here, we shall
stress the first class of inferences since we regard. them as
necessary to the construction of relations between events and the
building of a causal chain representation. Informational
inferences are thought to he more intrapropositional in nature,
and while they are crucial to forming conceptualizations of
sentence content, and precede the causal connecting of such
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conceptualizations, the construction of a causal chain is more
important to what we are considering.

Logical inferences can go either in a forward (consequent)

or backward (antecedent) manner. For example, if we know the
goal of a protagonist, We can expect or predict certain actions to

occur as consequences. On the other hand, knowing his actions
constrains inferences about the reasons'why he is doing what he
does. Warren et al. (1979) distinguished among four types of
logical relations.

I.Motiivatiututl. Goals motivate either other goals or
such overt actions as events (goals also motivate cognitions
[thoughts] and emotional reactions motivate goals and-cogni-
tions).

2. Psychological causes. Actions which are involuntary,
as well as thoughts and feelings, arc psychologically caused.
Crying. inferring, and becoming angry are examples.

3. Physical causes. Physical or natural events or physical
actions cause (mechanically cause) changes in state. Breaking a
leg or drinking a glass of water are examples of aetaft;
physically cause a change in state.

4. Enablemem. Enablemcnts arc those conditions, typi-
cally states, which arc necessary but not sufficient for a state or an
action to occur. Having money enables one to buy things.

This listing of causal links resembles, in part, that of
Schank and Abelson ( 1977). In their system, actions restat in
(physically cause) states, states enable acts, states or actions
initiate (psychologically cause) a mental state, and mental actions

(goals, thought,:, cognitions) are the reasons for (motivate)
physical actions. In addition. one can have preventative causes
where a state disables an action.

The logical relations identified a boVe determine the kind
of inference's made. If one focuses on an event and asks a why
question about that event. then the kind of inference required is
determined by the nature of the link. This does not mean.
however. that the kind of processes invoked differ. The same
process'ot finding events related to other events may occur for all

four types. In fact. Omanson. Warren. and Trabasso (197).
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using 1--«.,bc tests on cnildren 5 to years in ay. failed to find
con6s,:ent differences among logical causes.

How Can We AASeSS What :nlerences a Reader Makes?
In this section. we shall notdeal with the question of what

inferences readers make during reading. At the moment, there
are no adequate methods for assessing this (see Trabasso &
Nicholas, 1980, for a review on inferences by children) and there
is considerable debate about how many inferences are necessary
for the construction of a representation of events in a narrative
(Warren, Nicholas, & Trabasso, 1979). Therefore, a consider-
ation of the kinds of questidn that could help in finding out lithe
reader could make certain inferences is now what needs to he
discussed. In this discussion, we shall rely heavily upon a recent
hook by Lehnert (1978) on answering questions.

In order to illustrate the question types and relate them to
the inference types above, read the Farmer and the Donkey story
in Table 1.

If the reader generates inferences which result in the
construction of a causal chain of events hen his ability to answer
questions about logical relations either during or after the
reading of a narrative should reflect this generative capability.
Questions can he posed which assess the reader's knowledge of
causal antecedents or causal consequents (Lehnert, 1978). The
question itself contains a conceptualization, and the syntactic
form of the question determines which kind of relation is being
queried.

Referring to the Farmerand the Donkey story in Table I,
we can ask causal antecedent questions on inferences of the types
previously described. Consider, first, the following variants of a
physical causal antecedent question.

14. Why did the dog begin to bark loudly?
15. What caused the dog to begin to bark loudly?
16. What happened that resulted in the dog's beginning to

hark loudlv9
17. The dog barked loudly because...?
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Table.I
The Farmer and the Donkey Story

I. There was once an old farmer
2. who owned a very stubborn donkey.
3. One evening the farmer was trying to put his donkey into its shed.
4. First, the farmer pulled the donkey.
5. but the donkey wouldn't move.
6. Then the farmer pushed the donkey,
7. but still the donkey wouldn't move.
8. Finally. the farmer asked his dog
9. to hark loudly at the donkey
10. andthereby frighten hint into the shed.
1 I. But the dog refused.
12. So then, the fatmer asked his eat
13. to scratch the dog
14. so the dog would hark loudly
15. and thereby frighten the donkey into the shed,
16. But the cat replied.
17.."1 would gladly scratch the dog
18. if only you would get me sonic milk."
19. So the farmer went to his cow
20. and asked for some milk
21. to give to the cat.
22. But the'cow replied.
'23.1 would gladly give you some milk
24. if only you would give me some hay."
25. Thus, the farmer went to the haystack
26. andgot some hay.,
27. As soon as he.gave the hay to the cow.
28. the cow gave the farmer some milk.
29. Then the farmer went to the eat
30. and gave the milk to the cat.
31. As soon as thedcat got the milk.
32. it began to scratch the dog.
33. As soon as the cat scratched the dog.
34. the dog,began to bark loudly.
35. The harking so frightened the donkey
36. that it ;limped immediately into its shed.

Although why questions, signal a causal antecedent
examples (14-17) indicate what question as well as what

verbs or connectives can mark their relations. Note also that in
each example, the same conceptualization (the dog barking
loudly) is indicated. The reader then must search his memory for
that conceproalizAtion (here, the cat scratched the dog) which
resulted in the dog\ being in pain (an inference) and his barking.

An example'of a psychological antecedent causal question
is given in (18).

ti .
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18. Why did the barking frighten the donkey?
If an event leads to another event, and we pose questions

about the first event, then we are asking for answers which call for
consequential conceptualizations.

19. What happened when the farmer gave the cat milk?
20. What resulted from the farmer giving the cat milk?
21. What happened after the farmer gave the cat milk?

Examples (19-21) show variations on a causal consequence
question concerning the goal' satisfaction of the cat as a

precondition for the cat scratching the dog. In general,
consec :.:ence questions arc signalled by what happens when...'?

It is also possible to pose consequence questions
ncgative!y to sec if the reader understands events that would not
have occurred if certain pre-conditions weren't met or if certain
anteeecie;q events had not occurred. in the context of a story,
th,..7:e are hypothetical non-events. For example,

22. What if the farmer hadn't given the cat milk?
23. What would have happened if the farmer hadn't given

the cat milk'?
24. If the farmer hadn't given the cat milk, then what

would have happened?
We can direct the reader towards con equences by providing
information as in

25. What did the cat do after the farmer gave the cat milk?
Question (25) specifically directs the reader'to the cat's action.

;1101(1.w/ow/I questions (what Lehnert, 1978, refers to as
Goal Orientation) may be posed as antecedent or consequent
(purpose) questions. For example.

26. Why did the farmer ask the cat to scratch the dog'?
could he anwered by an antecedent event.

27. The dog refused to hark at the donkey.
or by a purpose,.

28. He wanted to get the dog to hark in order to frighten
the donkey and make him jump into the barn.

The event described in (27) resulted in or motivated the
farmer to ask the rat to scratch the dogsinec it was a failure in his
initial attempt at his superordinate goal of getting the donkey
into the barn. That led to the farmer's subsequent actions. The
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event in (28) is the reason for or purpose of the farmer's asking the

cat to scratch the dog.
Motivation questions may require answers involving

more than one subgbal and a major goal. Examples (29), (30),

and (31) contain questions on actions which could be answered
by two, three, or four goals or motives, respectively.

29. Why did the farmer ask the cat to scratch the dog?
(two reasons)

30. Why did the farmer ask the cow for milk? (three

reasons)
31. Why did the farmer give hay to the cow? (four reasons)

The fourth logical relation. that of mai/erne/it, is usually
marked by How or What and calls for answers involving states or

action which satisfy specific pre-conditions necessary for the
event in the question to occur. Examples (32-34) show some

variations:
32. How was the farmer able to get the cow hay?
33. What did the farmer need to do in order to get the cow

hay? . ,

34. What did the farmer do in order to get the cow some

hay?
Enablements may involve a long string of acts. Ifs°, these

become instrumental or procedural questions according to
Lehnert (1978). For example, asking someone for directions to a

house or hoW to cook coq-au-vin requires a listing of actions and

instruments. In the Farmer and the Donkey story, this amounts

to almost retelling the story in response to the question:
35. What did the farmer do in order to get the donkey into

the barn'?
Questions on logical relations between events either assess

or prompt the reader's generation of text-connecting or slot-
fil!ing ;-'-ren.ce The questions considered next also assess or

pron. .ezentiai comprehension but they do so within
sent. en cc s.

The first set of within proposition questions contains what

Lehnert (1.978) classified as concept aimpletion questions. These
questions require that the reader search his memory or the text

for a missing component. These questions basically interrogate
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case relations (agents, instruments, etc.), of which some examples
arc:

36. Who gave the farmer some milk?
37. What frightened the donkey?
38. What did the cat reply when the farmer asked him to

scratch the dog?
39. What did the donkey refuse to do?
40. Where did the farmer go to get the hay?
41. When did the cat scratch the dog?
42. To whom did the farmer give the milk?
Questions (36-42) arc probe questions. These could also

he written as forced-choice, disjunctiviNquestions such as,
43. Did the farmer give the milk to the dog or to the cat?

or as verification questions requiring a Yes/no answer as in,
44. Did the farmer give the cow milk?
Disjunctive and verification questions are easier since

they specify the conceptualization fully and require only a direct
match between what is in memory and what the question.
Furthermore, since they do not require a search among a large set
of alternatives, the guessing probability is limited tOone over the
number .of alternatives specified in the disjunction or one-half in
the case of 1-WOalternatives and -verification questiOns, The
disjunctive, verification, and what 1..chnert (1978) calls `feature
specification" (e.g., What color is the dog?) questions are close to
what is normally termed "literal comprehension." However, this
term is misleading since even the understanding of sentences and\
their translation into a conceptualization ihvolve considerable
linguistic, semantic, contextual, and intential knowledge. It
would he better to call these questions text-constrained and
within propositional, given the theoretical framework used here.

Two other kinds of questions which cover several events
that are inferential in nature also deserve mention. Both are
judgmental in that they involve internal scales, one using social or
personal opinion criteria, the other using quantification. For
example,

45. What should the farmer have done to persuade the
donkey to get into the barn?
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calls for an opinion and for the generation of an alternative goal
plan. The question involves an evaluation of what the
protagonist did. While morality does not enter into this example,
moral judgment questions are similar in form to (45).

The second type of question calls for quantification and
entails knowledge of classes and class-inclusion relations or an
underlying scale for a state. For example,

46. How many animals were there in the story?
47. How badly did the farmer want the donkey to get into

the barn?
48. How did the donkey feel?

Can We Promote Comprehension through
Asking Inferential Quest ions?

There has been a long history of study on whether asking
adjunct questions before, during, or after reading helps reading
comprehension (Anderson & Biddle, 1975). The answer seems to
be that such questions may help or hinder and it is not clear as to
why. Another question arises as well, namely whether we
promote or assess comprehension via questions? One' problem
with prior research on this question is that the questions used

were generated largely on intuitive and informal grounds and did
not follow from a model for language comprehension. In this
section, shall explore some implications of the causal-chain
theory.

According to the causal-chain model, the reader under-
stands a narrative by I) forming conceptualizations of sentences
and 2) linking conceptualiiations by generating inferences which
connect them. Once the causal-chain is represented in memory,
the reader is said to have understood the narrative and can now
perform additional operations upon this representation by use of
various interpretive or summarization or story grammar rules.

The formation of the underlying conceptualizations
appears to be a necessary pre-condition to connecting them.
Thus, developmentally, one might expect individual sentence
comprehension to precede that of linking sentences via
inferences. This, in fact, appears to be the case. Omanson,
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Warren, and Trahasso (1978) assessed within proposition
comprehension of stories by five- and eight-year-old children by
the use of concept completion questions. Then, they asked the
same children to make logical inferences via the use of causal
antecedent and motivational questions, the inferences involving
the linkage of the same propositions which they had probed with
concept completion questions. The five- and eight-year old
children were matched on how well they answered the concept
completion questions and then were compared on how well they
answered the inference questions. The data showed two things: 1)
as the children more accurately retrieved concept completion
information, the percentage of correct inferences also increased
a result in line with the assertion that conceptual understanding
underlies inference generation but 2) the older children
generated more correct inferences despite the fact the two age
groups were matched with regard to their memory of the
propositions upon which the inference was based. Thus, finding
relations between conceptualizations increases with age, inde-
pendent of the ability to form the conceptualization.

Returning to the question of comprehension assessment
or proinotion. we can now examine the possible influence of
within and between conceptualization questions. In particular. if
the reader is asked concept completion questions (who? whom?
what?) after each action in the Farmer and the Donkey story, we
can assess how well the reader understands individual proposi
dons, It is possible that such questioning could promote sentence
comprehension but not promote linking conceptualizations
across sentences. In contrast, we could ask inferential questionS
(why?) which assess the reader's comprehensiOn -of relations
between propositions. It is possible that questions which require
the finding of logical relations between events during reading
could promote comprehension and memory by establishing more
links in the causal chain.

Wimmer (1979) has performed a provocative study on
these .,questions, using the Farmer and the Donkey story.
Wimmer studied how well four- and eight-year-old children
could answer questions while listening to the story and also how
well they could later retell the story. He asked different groups of
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children why questions and who whom questions after each
action in the story. (Unfortunately. no control, group was run
where no questions were asked so we can't assess the effect of
questions per se.)

Apparently. comprehension. as assessed by immediate
recall of the story, was not affected by the-kind of question asked

the respective percentages of propositions recalled by the
why and who./ whom groups were 3`d and 39. On this measure. the
kind of question asked did not aid comprehensibn. i.e., the
construction of a better mentor}, representation. (Perhaps
delayed recall would have been more sensitive to quality of
the representation.)

However. the why questions seem to have assessed the
children's ability to construct a camll-chain representation
better than the who whom questions. First, the correlation
between accuracy on the why questions and recall of the story
was significant and higher. than that for the who/whom
questions. 'The respective correlations were .77 (p < .01) and .40

> .05). However, since the level of- performance- on probe
questions for the who/ whom group (86 percent) was higher than
that on the why questions (63 percent). the differences between
the correlations could have been a result of restriction of range
rather than question effects.

Another analysis. however. suggests that the why
questions assessed individual differences in Comprehension.
better than the ',Air)/ whom questions and supports the assump-
tion that understanding the concepts within a sentence precedes
understanding of relations between sentences. Wimmcr com-
pared those four-year-old children who answered all questions

reetiv on their ability to recall the story. While the number of
subjects waS small, those children (ii = 4) who answered all the

why quest recalled 80 percent of the story propositions and
those ( n = 8) who answered all of the who; whom questions
recalled 46 percent. Further. age differences in recall were nearly
climinatA when the four- and eight-year-old children were
'matched on answering why questions. here the respective
percentages (and numbers) were 80 percent (n:, 4) and 93 percent

17).
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Thus, we have some indication that children understand
individual sentences before they connect them inferentially and
that understanding of the logical relations between sentences
leads to'' better retention of a narrative. The question as to
whether questions promote comprehension and which questions
one should use remains unanswered by the two studies discussed
here.

One goal of the above presentation has been to provide
framework in which to assess reading or listening comprehension
via questions. The types of questions asked are systematically
related to the types of relations that exist between states or
actions in a narrative. The advantage of the present approach is
that it indicates kind of processing required by the reader in
understanding concepts and relations between concepts in

stories. Since teachers try nearly exclusively to use questions as
their main means to assess comprehension (Durkin. 1977). a
framework for systrm-tic question asking which either promotes
or assesses comprehension should prove to be a useful aid.' Basic
research on the value of systematic and theory-based questioning
should also evaluate the usefulness of such procedures.
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Vocabulary Knowledge

Richard C. Anderson
Peter Freebody
University of Illinofs at Urbana-Champaign

Our aim in this paper is to summarize what 13 known about the
role of vocabulary knowledge in reading comprehension.
Though word identification skills are important it reading, this
paper is concerned exclusively with knowledge of word
meanings. An assessment of the number of meanings a reader

knows enables a remarkably accurate prediction of this
individual's ability to comprehend discourse. Why this is true is
poorly understood. Determining why is important because what
should be done to build ocabulary knowledge depends on why it
relates so strongly to reading. The deeper reasons why word
knowledge correlates with comprehension cannot be determined
satisfactorily without i:nprovcd methods of -stimating the size of
people's vocabularies. Improved assessment methods hing in

turn, on thoughtful answers to such questions as what is a word,
hat does it mean to know the meaning of a word, and what is the

.nost efficient way of estimating vocabulary size from an
individual's performance on a sample of ords.

Vocabulary Knowledge and Linguistic Ability
Measures of vocabulary knowledge are potent predictors

of a variety of indices of linguistic ability. The strong relationship
between vocabulary and genes ' intelligence is one of the most
robust findings in the history of intelligence testing. Terman
(1918), for instance, reported a correlation of .91 1% ,--..een mental
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age (as asses ,ad by the Stanford Revision of ti. Rinet-Simon
Scale) and the vocabulary subseale. On this basis he suggested
that the vocabulary measure'alone constitutes a good estimate of
performance on the en'fire scale and thus could be used as a short
measure. !' ince then, this suggestion has.been tested wi,1 various
age groups. Table 1 summarizes representative evidence. I n theSc
studies. correlations between vocabulary suhtest mes and total
test scores on a number or different IQ and achievement tests have
ranged from .71 to .98.

An equally consistent finding has been that word
knowledge is strongly related to reading comprehension. Davis
(1944a. 1968) factor analyzed nine comprehension tests and
found a main factor for word knowledge on which a vocabulary
test loaded about .8. i'hurstone (1946) reanalyzed Davis' original
data and found three major fa:. ors: vocabulary knov H2dge,
ability to draw inferences from .iragraph, and a bili:y to grasp
the main idea of a paragraph.: the years that followed, several
factor analytic studies identified a "reading comprehension"
factor (13otzum, 1951; Clark. 1972; Fruchter, 1948; Wri,Ilay,
Saunders & Newhaus. 1958). The range of factor lotioini.i
vocabulary tests in these studies was ,11 to .93

This strong relationship has he.. a found to hold across a
wide range of language groups. Thorndike (1973) aollect::,
from over 100,000 students from 15 countres. ac ::;s

groups; he found median correlatio between yoca bu
knowledge and reading comprehen:,.on, correcte,i t test

reliability, of .71 (10- year -old: ). .75 (14-year-olds), an .66 ( 17-
18-year-olds). Thorndike concluded that thc- results indicate
"how completely reading performance is 'late' mined by
knowledge at different levels and in different ountries"(p. 6./1.
The uncorrected correlat. )'nsarc reproduced at Table 2.

Analyses of readaLility (el. 13oi.muth, i.)66) also dein:)
strate the precm'nent role of 4 !1co.yledge. In a study of
factors that make prose -cad. Coleman
examined norphologica1. syntactic, and semantic properties of
words and sentences. While he found sentence complexity to be a
fairly important variable. he was able to conclude that "any
:ni-:asure of word complexity (number of letters. morphemes, or
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Table
Correlations of Word Knowledge with Reading Comprehension

in .Fifteen* Countries

Country

Age Group

10 yrs. 14 yrs. 17 yrs.

Belgium (F1) .537 .591 .500
Belgium (Fr) .588 .619 .481
Chile .543 .508 .577
England .735 .698 .497
Finland .617 .654 .395
Hungary .594 .533 .389
India 569 .387 .3:0
Iran 498 .427 .294
Israel .651 .674 ._..
Italy .580 .587 .446
Netherlands .620 .624 .310
New Zealand --- .685 .536
Scotland .716 .719 .579
Sweden .559 .598 .584
.United Stat .73' .693 .679

Note. From Thorndi c (1973).

syllables; frequency of usage) will account for about 80 percent of
the predicted variance" (p. 184). Klare.(1974-1975), in a review of
readability, also concluded that a two variable formula' is
sufficient for most practical -purposes: one variable relates to
word difficUlty and the other to syntactic or sentence difficulty.
He went on to conclude that the word variable Is consistently
more highly predictive of difficulty than is the sentence variable.
As would be expected, some index'of vocabulary difficulty has
typically been given the heaviest weight in readability formulas.

Why is Vocabulary Knowledge a Major Factor
in Linguistic Ability?

TT :re are three more or less distinct views of why
vocabulary ':nod edge is such an ext.rc,-;;;.c.Cnary correlate of
linguistic ability. We will call the first the instrumentalist
position: ;::(liv;duals who score high on a vocabulary test are
likely to know more of the words in most texts they encounter
tha., low scoring individuals. The heart of the instrumentalist
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ropt.

hypothesis is that knowing the words enables text c°0caOteci-
sion. In other words, this hypothesis claims that 0l platy

knowledge is directly and importantly in the cast rol).jil
resulting in text comprehension. Unlike the two otlAilli005

described below, the instrumentalist hypothesis has htltht. to
say about where vocabulary knowledge comes 11.001,;(t; t\tilY
that, once possessed, it helps the reader understand tiorNs

According to the second position. vocah0,0c1) tests

measure verbal aptitude. A person who -ores high on !lire tt te5t

has a quick mind. With the same amount of expos. q tpc

culture, this individual has learned more word ineani(jvc
she also 'comprehends discourse more readily than Jim t,-,00

who scores low on a vocabulary test. The essential ci.`ijarik\ls tpC

aptitude hypothes: is that persons with large voObv4sti are

better at discours- c,mprehension because they sscyG

mental agility. A ge vocabulary is not conceived ;0 ti iklyct1
in a direct way in r.:tter text understanding in this tn{,clicti

czIthcrvocabulary test pectormance is merely another re t stet It of

verbal abiLy and it is verbal ability that mairdY (I
whether text will he understood. rt:i,

,.;,;
he. third position is the kii(Y,11,i'dge hvhothc,. cxt

l'
11-01-

ance on vocabulary tests is Seen as a reflection of their Cj\llt of
exposure to the culture. Tilt. le!-son who scores high 11,i is rte,r

and broader knowledge of the culture. The essential id',,' tp)itt it
is this knowledge that is crucial for text understands; n0hcr
than being directly important, possessing r .-ertain 1,cof oo\\qtAifiLz

is only a sign that the individual may possc:,:s the It 0 I ,t-,
1 t, dk

needed to understand a text. Far instance, the child '-',"litN. (10.015

tb word mast is likely to ha .e knowledge abod: :::Jf eta' 145
knowledge enables that child to understand a text thlp;..litzliti5
sentences which do not even involve the word wash stl(jit pit , Vc
jibed suddenly and the boom snapped across the eoce;(1 \\'

Of course, jibe, boom, and cockpit are speciiill'i, k)

too. It might be wondered whether the instrumental li ,%,t

and the knowledge hypothesis arc scatty diffcrcOra, ti'l--"
,-ersiom: ot the two positions are distinguishable. a' Ntiji
instrumental position. as we choose to characterlic ell

l
.;(:5

'Hindividual word meanings. ie knowledge rice ;' c `INi7C5,
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conceptual frameworks or "schemata"; individual word mean-
ings arc merely the exposed tip of the conceptual iceberg.

Which of these three positions is most tenable? The plain
Point to be made is that there are neither the theoretical tooli nor
the data to justify a conclusion at the present time. A second
important point is that it would he naive, indeed. to assume that
One of the pos:jonswill turn out to be entirely right and the other
two entirely wrong.

The most fully developed position IS that vocabulary
knowledge reflects verbal aptitude. As the studies reviewed
earlier indicate. vocabulary tests intercorrelate highly with a
variet \ of other kinds ()nests reflecting "intelligence." On its face,'
this fact is hard to understand solely in terms of the
instrument.;list or knowledge positions. Probably by metaphori-
cal extension of notions of physical agility, it is customary to
speak of people of high intel!::enee as having "quick" minds.
Recently Earl Hunt and his associates have been trying to prove
that this is more than a r;.etaphor (el. Hum. I 97F1). They
theorii,..! that people of high verbal ability are literally faster
than ether people at elemental .verbal costing recoding
oper,,i ions. One task used to assess speed of me,;11 operations
developed by Posner (cf. Posner & Mitc+::11. 1967) involves the
subjects' deciding whether pairs of upper or lower case letters
match. In one condition, the subject has to judge if two letters
have the same name (e.g.. aA) and if the other condition, the
decision is whether or not the letters are phy.::ally identical (e.g.,
AA). The subject':' responses arc timed. It is argued that a time
measure derived from this task is a pure ir .lex of in-, speed of
some elemental verbal operations. sine: the subject needs to
"look :;)" ill memory the mur, of the two linters and compare

m. Hunt and his collaborat2rs have fouad that this measure
correlates about .30 with sin ndardizcd tests of verbal ability. This
is a relationship that coi.'.1 not have been predicted and is not
readily explained by the other Lynotheses being entertained.

Nevertheless, the case is far from ceni'clusive. The general
ability tests used in Hunt's studies proft,ohly placed subjects Linde'

!,.!ast some implicit time r': assure. This eowd have given fast
workers an advantage. If so. the studies mat have revealed that
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fast people are fast rather than that fast people arc smart.
Consistent with this interpretation arc the results of a factor

analysis of representative paper and pencil ability measures and
laboratory reaction tune tasks completed by Hunt. Lunneborg,
and Lewis (1975). The measures of speed of really elemental
processes. such as letter matching time, loaded on a lector that
appears to represent clerical speed and accuracy instead of on the
factor representing general intelligence. A study of Kirby and
l)as (1977) also indicated that processing speed is a separable
factor in tests cif verbal and spatial abilities. This conclusion
seems to he a sound one since Thornclike (1973) found, in his
study of r.-ading comprehension in 15 countries. only modest

correlations between. performance On reading speed and
comprehension tests. The median corrected correlations were .42

for 10-year-olds and .47 for 14-year-olds.
With respect to the ii.strumentalist rlsition, as the

evidence reviewed earlier indicates, word difficulty is highly
predictive of readability. Does this fact clinch the argument in

favor of the instrumental hypothesis' No, since it is possible that
variation among texts in vocabulary difficulty is merelY

symptomatic of deeper differences in knowledge prerequisites.
To prove that knowing the mraning of individual words has are
important instrumental role in understanding text woe' require
rliore than correlational evidence. I. would need to he shown a)
that the substitution of easier or more difficult words in a text
makes that text ea6-r or more difficult to comprehend, and h)
that people. are helped to con chend a text if 1:.e.v learn the
meanings of the unfamiliar words it contains. A cursory look at

the literature bearThg on these points suggests that the

assumptions of the instrumentalist position are unquestioned
tenets rather than hypotheses in need of veritict ion.

There is se:rue research in whiff texts have been iltered so

as to van word familiarity (sec Chn,i, 1958. for a review of the
early studies). In a recent set of experiments, Wittrock, Marks.
and Doctorow (1975: sec also Marks. Doctorow, & Wittrock,
1974) replaced 15 percent of the words in seVeral passages with
either high-frequency or low-frequency synonyms.

here is some confusion in the Wittrock et al. paper over
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the word frequeni manipulations, '.,k,rhile his detracts from the
findings, the conclusions may hold for "easy" and "hard" Words.
Sixth graders of every level of reading skill evidenced better
comprehension of reNts coot tininu easy words than texts
containing hard words, %dialler they were reading or listening.
Furthermore. children who began with an easy text later showed
improved comprehension of the hard version of the same text.
Performance on a vocabulary test suggested that children who
had first received the easy version of a passage %Vert:able to learn
some of the low-frequency words in the hard version.

other recent evidmee is less favorable to the instrumen
tahst position. .Ininman and Brady (1974) were unable to
increase fourth, I ifth, :ind sixth grade students' colmrehension of
texts that contained a substantial proportion or difficult words
by direct on those words, even though such
instruction increased the students' Perforninnee nn
the vocahukW themselves. These authors conducted that
the instrumental hypothesis seers to he ruled Pdo
and sehreek (1978: sec also Puny R Jenkins. 1977) were also
unable o establish that vocabulary instruction improves readin (I
"Mr n'henSinn. Several different methods for leaching word
mean; ags were explored. All w."1"(.. at least somewhat hetter than
no instruction. he method proved most effective with
both average and lea/11;11g disable6 chi1,1n involved
drill and practice on the words in isolation. riowe\ er. even when
children fmd delinit..-b; learned the meanings of twelve difficult
words they did tin better than uninstructed child en who
definitely (lid not know these words on a (Joie test or in retellings
brief story containing the difficult We do riot know
how to reconcile the conflicting results bearing on the
instrumental h''.'othesis ()the- than to conclude, as reviewers of
educational research j11tr ,t so 0 lten conclude, that more research
is needed.

Turning no%. to the third position. :here is ma :, truly
sithStaillial cas,: that background i; )wledge is crucial for
reading comprehension (cf. Anderson, 1978). However. there is
thin evidence to support the VictS' that voc:-.iiulary scores
primarily reflect su,y. background knowledge. We shall cite inst
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one study which sr;:gests that the idea is plausible ,iteffernen,
Joag-Dev, and Anderson (1979) asked natives of the II.S, and of
India to read passages describing an American and an Indian
wedding. 'The results showed that the native passages were read

more rapidly and recalled in greater detail. There were more
culturally appropriate elaborations of the native.PasSagetirid
more ctilturally inappropriate distortions of the foreign ones.
The vocabulary of the two passages was closely controlled. For
instance, there were only two words in the Indian passage, sari
and dhoti. referring to articles of women's and men's clothing,
respectively, that would have been unfamiliar to any of the
American :;objects. These two words did not figure in any
important way in the passage, so failure to know them could have
had no more than a negligible effect. Still, a two item vocabulary
test, examining knowledge of sari and cihoii, would have been an
excellent predictor of performance on the Indian passage. All
Indian subjects would have known both words. Some Americans
woad have known .ari but very few would have known dhoti. It
is apparent that the test .would have neatly divided subjects in

terms of the extent' of their knowledge of Indian culture, which
was yiously the underlying reason for the large observed
differences between Indians and Americans in comprehensior),---

learning, and memory.

Instructional Implicatiotis of Difkrent Hypotheso's dhow
Vocablelary Knoiiledge

It is impoiLailt tv 1;no;. which of the three hypotheses
about vocabulary knowledge is most nearly correct because the

views have radically different implications for the reading
curriculum. At one extreme, some who endorse the verbal
aptitude hypothesis are fatalistic about whether a- environ-

mental factor can have a major influence on children's reading.
They t -id to recommend family planning instead of curriculum
innovation as the final solution ro the reading problem. Of course

the pr,;ition does not require the belief tliat

her .?its' is predomin. Alternatively, there arc those Who
rm7 ain that verbal ability grows in proportion to the volume of
experience with language. The greater the opportunities to use

..;oc:Ibulary Knowledge
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:nguage the faster and more efficient become the elemental
processing operations. In turn, speed and efficiency permit
greater benefit from each successive language encounter, More
detailed accounts of his sort of position can 1-+; found in the well-
known parer by Laherge and Samuels (1974) and a recent paper

Peri'eit1 and Lesold ! 0791.
he iattet ormulation of the verbal aptitude hypothesis

1,,ds.: to the recommendation that educators should try to
maximize the amount of reading children do. llowever, this is
not very newsworthy. It is a practice that woald be endorsed no
matter what the theoretical persuasion. the distinctive emphasis
in the verbal ;Iona!, position is on speed and efficiency of
processing. This emphasis gives rise to the recommendation that
beginning readers and poor readers receive extensive drill and
practice on hindamentals" of reading. According to Perfetti and
Lesgold (1979), the c :all activities should include even more
practice than typically provided in word vocalization, inure
practice in speeded word recognition, and more practice in
immediate memory for the literal content of text. It should he
noted that these suggestions are offered hs the tirit of a
hypothesis. Perfetti and Lesgold acknowledge that, so far at
least. attempts to facilitate text comprehension by providing
speeded word drills have not proved very successful (sec
especially Fleisher & Jenkins, 1977).

While. like everyone else, the advocate oldie instrumental
II\ pot hesis favors lots of reading and varied language experience,
the distinctive feature of this view is that it invites direct
vocabulary building cxerci,es. Becker (1977) has al '!!sci strongly
for the instrumentalist positio!s. He maintained that once
decoding skills have been mastered, the chief remaining factor in
determining whether a child will he a successful reader is
vocabulary knowledge. H c claimed that schools have never had
reading programs that systematically build vocabulary. Children
from middle class backgrounds pick up word meanings anyway.
But the same is less true, Becker argued, of children coining f--i.11
!o,er ela.. homes, which often fail to provide support for !1-se
continuous vocabularY and eon,- -at growth important to school
work. Consistent with this as,, .,ption is some recent work -by
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tind Tirre 11979), who found that lower clas:, parents.
particularly lower class black parents, use substantially fewer of

the words found in standardized intelligence tests when speaking

with their children than do middle class parents.

Becker proposed a reading curriculum in which every

child. would learn about 7.000 basic words from direct

instruction. The figure 7.000 comes from one estimate of the

numbe. of basic words known by the a erage high school senior

(Dupuy, 1974). Becker acknowledged at there are families of

worint with related 1...unings. thereby 1...rmitting the child some

gcn .at ion beyond the words that are specifically taught. By

and large. though. he believeftthat learning one vocabulary item

gives little advantage in learning the next one. For instance. he

illustrated morphological instruction on the following set. of

unrelated ..Fords: /Op, ,Ipport, imisr )il, recogni:C.

aSSist. F.). en his so-called "concept slue" of the instruction
entailed a component analysis of isolated words. So if this
assumption is correct, direct teaching of a vocabulary of even
7,000 basic word:; would he an enormous task. Becker estimated

that about 25 basic words would have to h.: taught per week from

the third through the twelfth grade 01. 519).

The distinctive curriculum imp. ;ion of the isnowledge

hypothesis is that generally new voculary ought to he learned

in the context of acquiring new knowledge (cf. Goodman, 1076.

p. 487). Every serious student of reading recognizes that the

significant aspect of vocabulary development is in the lea.rning of

concepts not just words. The additional point that the knowledge

position brings to the fore is that concepts come in clusters that

are systematically interrelated.- Returning to an earlier example.

the concept of man cannot he acquired independently of

concepts such as boat and .nail. Thus; it would seem to be sensible

for people to learn the jargon in the context of learning about
sailing and the anatomy of sailboats. Acc6rd",ng to the knowledge

hypothesis. if a child were really naive. trying to teach a single

.sailing concept and word in isolation from the set of related

!::rit-1.2&pts and words would be-inefficient in the best case and

'completely fruitless in the worst case.
A thought experiment suggests ..he more genetA tviiut

Vocabulary Kno%,1cdgc
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about the role of knowledge in vocabulary learning. Suppose you
wished to teach some French vocabulary to, let us say, two
groups of Fnglish-speaki Canadian children, evenly matched
on aptitude and achievement. One !.'coup is from a downtown
urban area, the other is from a small fishing village. The bock' of
words you wish to teach is'eoncerned with fishing (tm, lees, roils',
nets, castin,g, hail, currents, etc.). Would von expect one group to
learn the words more quickly and easily than the other? Why? Wc
do not know of research that has dealt systemotically with these
question'.. One somewhat relevant study was carried out by Hen

and Barton (!9( The found that physics students were much
hettc ai-t students in recogniiing physics w'ilds. They'

t-ic, for art students. physic: words are semantically
let and /ins have to he recognized on a more piecemeal

iity with an area of knnwledge increased the
of the physics words.

nowledge can he sliced in various ways. I hes far in this
we h.' considered sets of words related because they are

king about the same topic. Words may also he
;.r,ue,:cotiairicd in terms o. families related to one another

cruse they convey related sets of distinctions. Consider an
agile involving verhs of visual perception.' The basic verb is

see. If you notice that look involves a' deliberate act of seeing, it

. can then he appreciated that glimpse refers to a short act of seeing
whereas glance refers to a short act of looking. Stare, on the other
hand, refers to a prolonged act of lookiniz. The variations in sense
among these verbs can he understood in terms of iist two
semantic features, intention and duration. Further distinctions
would he required to encompass other verbs of visual perception
such as horice and examine.'

We would consider that a lesson that helped children
sharpen and extend the distinctions involved in visual perception
words to he Consistc'ar with the spirit of the knOwledge position.

the knOwledge position would not countenance is a

.."porate vucahirhrry lesson that inclodcd !nee, mast, and
misei:1"Fin of other words. Hen:in lies a difisrelice fro the

arc l ur (Th

bia
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instrumentalist position, which does not seem to us to preclude

exercises involving lists of unrelated words.
Johnson and Pearson's (1978) book, Teaching Reading

Voahtdar, appears to represent predominantly the knowledge
position, though it is an eclectic treatment that alSo reflects
influences from the other two views. Johnson and Pearson
advocated teaching a basic sight vocabulary using "intensive
direct instruction in the early grades and with older children who
do not read well!" (p. 28). They also endorsed both direct and
indirect means for teaching phonics. promoting morphological

Nnalysis, causing vocabulary knowledge to expand. and teaching
th'e1Ise of he dictionary and thesaurus. Johnson and Pearson
dev4ed a chapter to the use of contextual clues.to figure out the
meanings of unfainiliar and ambiguous words. Otherwise most
of the exercises and games csuggested throughout the book
involve sets of words outside.the context of stories or textbook
chapters. However, the words usually involved sets of interre-
lated distinctions, such as were illustrated above with verbs of
visual perception. Almost every activity was designed to expand
children's sensitivity To these distinctions. There is an apparent
discrepancy between the goals of the activities, which are
concerned with conceptual distinctions and relations, and the
format of the activities, which is ba,:ed largely on isolated words.
If the knowledge perspective were strictly adhered to, vocabulary
instruction would not he thought of as a separate subject in

school. .

For the sake of clarity of epositiOn, we have presented
the aptitude, instrumental, and knowledge positions in uncom-
plicated and somewhat overdrawn form. We must emphasize

again that no serious scholar in reading or related fields rigidly
adheres to any one of these positions: In particular Hunt, who
has been identified with the aptitude hypothesis, has explicitly
and emphatically stated that vocabulary size also is a reflection of

an individual's accumulated knowledge of the world. Recker,
whom we labeled an instrumentalist, heartily endorses some of
the implications of both the aptitude and the knowledge views.

Reading has been a fractious If a policy were followed ,of
avoiding controversy where none genuinely exists, the gliality of
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intellectual exchange and the sociopolitical climate might
improve to the point where someone within the next decade
could write a hook entitled "Learning to Read: The Great
Consensus."

What Does It Mean to Know the Meaning of a Word?
It is not clear that, if Ludwig Wittgenstein and Bertrand

Russell were left alone in a room for three hours; they could
decide that they really knew the meaning of dog. As La bov (1973,
p. 341) said, "Words have often been called slippery customers,
and many scholars have been distressed by their tendency to shift
their meanings and slide out from under any simple definition."

An ordinary adult engaging in an ordinary conversation
will be absolutely sure he knows themeanings of almost all of the
words he hears. Notice that the restriction to ordinary use is an
important aspect of this confidence. Consider the term gold, for
example. The person who is sure he knows the meaning of this
word in an ordinary use will quickly retreat when in the company
of jewelers, mining engineers, geological ;survey assayists, or
metallurgists.

What does a person know when he knows the meaning of
a word in its ordinary, everyday, garden-variety sense? This issue
is addressed in what we will refer to as the Standard Theory of
semantics, according to which the meaning of a word can be
analyzed into features (also called components, attributes, or
properties), each of which represents one of the distinctions
conveyed by the word. Necessary or essential features are usually
distinguished from features that are merely characteristic. For
instance, having a back could be said to be a necessary feature of
chair since an object that is otherwise a chair except for the lack
of a back is really a stool instead of a chair. On the ether hand, the
ability to fly is only a characteristic feature of bird since some
birds (penguins) don't fly at all and others (Chickens) do so very
poorly.

To define a term, in the strong sense, is to list the features
necessary to capture the essence-of the thing (or event or quality)
designated by .the word. Saying this another way, a proper
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definition indicates the attributes a thing must have in order to be
designated by a word; if' any of these necessary properties were
missing th"494,-,d would not apply. Before we choose this as our
criterion in the testing of children's word knowledge, however,

we might wish to examine how well it applies to adults' normal
use and understanding of words.

How able are people to define the words they are sure they

know? "Not, very" is the answer if one insists upon the strong
sense of define. Consider gold again. Upon being asked to define
gold, the ordinary citizen might say that gold a) is precious, b) is a

metal, and c) has a ; particular yellowish (i.e., golden) hue.
The problem is that none of these is a necessary feature. Not all
gold is a golden color. If, say, the Chinese were to discover a
mountain of gold, the substance would no longer be precious.
Not even' the attribute of being a metal can be considered to be an
Irnal, immutable property of gold for, unlikely though it is,
there might be a scientific breakthrough in which it was
discovered that gold is not a metal.

A unicorn is a beast with such and such defining
characteristics. Of course there are no beasts with these
properties; which is to say that unicorns do not exist. By the same
logic, if being precious and being a metal are defining features of
gold, it follows that if the Chinese were to discover a mountain of
the substance or scientists were to determine that the substance is
not a metal, one would be forced to conclude that gold did not
exist. As Putnam (1975) has noted, this is a very odd conclusion,
because there would still be this "stuff' lying around that people
used to call gold. We have a right to be suspicious of a semantic
theory that backs us into such a peculiar corner.

Another example will illuminate the point even more
starkly. When,it comes to fine points of meaning, ordinary folks
tarn to experts as the final arbitersto jewelers and metallurgists
for the exact meaning of gold, to the Supreme Court for the
proper interpretation of words in the Constitution, and so on.
For the sake of the argument, it may be supposed that the
American Psychiatric Association is the final' arbiter of the
meaning of homosexual: For years, this august group defined
homosexuality as a disease of sexual orientation. Recently,
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however, the association declared that homosexuality is not a
disease. Anita Bryant may not have agreed with that conclusion,
blit at least she understood it. If the characterization of
homosexuality as a disease had been taken seriously as a defining
feature, upon reconsidering its position, the American Psychiat-
ric Association would have had to assert, "There is no such thing
as.homosexuality:" That conclusion would simply have left Ms.
Bryant puzzled.

There are other serious problems with Standard Theory.
Notably, the members of a class called by the same name
frequently do not all share a single set of common properties.
Wittgenstein (1953; see also R5sch, 1973; Rosch & Mervis, 1975)
argued that things designated by the same word generally are
related by "family resemblance." He intended an analogy to a
human family whose members look and act alike. M other and
one son may have a prominent nose. Father and daughter may
have the same hair color. And so on. But there may be no single
respect in which they are all alike, no single feature which they all
share. Wittgenstein claimed family resemblance was the most
accurate characterization of the relationshipSatnetng the various
uses of most common words. To illustrate his point, he analyzed
uses of the term game, noting the similarities and differences
between team games, board games, and chik en's games. Others
have shown the fuzziness and context sensitivity of the meanings
of terms such as cup (Labov, 1973); eat (Anderson & Ortony,
1975); red (Halff, Ortony, & Anderson, 1976); and held
(Anderson, Pichert, Goetz, Schallert, Stevens, & Trollip, 1976).

A great deal more could be said about semantic theory.
(For authoritative, current treatments, see Clark & Clark, 1977,
especially chapters 11-14; Fillmore, 1975; and Miller & Johnson-
Laird, 1976.) The main point of this brief excursion into the
meaning of meaning is to caution against holding up a standard
of word comprehension,for children that adults could not meet.

Depth of Word Knowledge
It is useful to distinguish between two aspects of an

individual's vocabulary knowledge. The first may be called
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"breadth" of knowledge, by which we mean the number of woras

for which the person knows at leas. some of the significant
aspects of meaning. Later sections of this paper will be concerned
mainly with breadth of knowledge.

Treated in this section is a second dimension of

vocabulary knowledge, namely the quality or "depth" of under-
standing. We shall assume that, for most purposes, a person has a

sufficiently deep understanding of a word if it conveys to him or

her all of the distinctions that would be understood by an
ordinary adult under normal circumstances.

Eve Clark (1973) has marshalled an array of evidence
which shows that the meaning a young child has for a word is
likely to be more global, less differentiated than that of an older

person. With increasing age, the child makes more and more of
the adult distinctions. In other words, when first _acquired, the
concept a child has for a word need not include all of the features

of the adult concept. Eventually, in the normal course of affairs,
the missing- features will be learned.

While there are some differences in theoretical interpreta-
tion and some findings appear to hinge on procedural details
(Brewer & Stone, 1975; Glucksberg, Hay, & Danks, 1976;
Nelson, 1977; Richards; 1976), most of the research done to date
supports the conclusion that there is progressive differentiation
of word meanings with increasing age and experience.

Just one illustration will be provided of the kind of
evidence that points to this conclusion. Gentner (1975)
completed a theoretical analysis of verbs of possession which

indicated that buy, sell, and spend entail a more complex set of
distinctions than give and take. Notice that giving involves the
transfer of something from one person to another. Selling
likewise involves the transfer of something from one person to
another, but it involves an additional transaction as well, the
transfer of money from the buyer to the seller. The complemen-

tary relationship holds between buying and taking.
Gentner expected children to acquire the full, adult

meanings of these verbs in order of complexity. Children ranging
from four to eight years of age were asked to make dolls act out
transactions from directions involving each verb. For example,
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the children were requested to "make Ernie sell Bert a (toy) cai.'
The four-year-olds performed flawlessly with directions contain:\
ing give and take, but'never correctly executed instructions that
involved spend, buy, or sell. The eight-year-olds exhibited nearly
perfect understanding of every direction except the ones
containing sell. Overall, the results were exactly as expected: the
adult meanings of verbs of possession are acquired in order of
complexity.

Gentner's analysis (1975, p. 242) of the children's errors
suggests that the younger ones treated the complex verbs as
though they were simpler forms. She explained, "... the
commonest incorrect response was some form of one-way
transfer ... the young child acting out buy and sell completely
disregards the money transfer that should be part of their
meanings, yet performs the objec transfer in the correct
direction. He reacts to buy as if it we e take. He treats sell as if it
were give." When asked to "make Bert spend some money," even
the youngest child correctly handles the money transfer but
neglects to have Bert get anything for the moneyhe "spends." The
child treats spend money as though it meant give money away.

Through'some quirk of the sociology of science, the in
depth study of word knowledge has been the special province of
psycholinguists studying language development in young chil-
dren. There is a substantial body of literature on selected
vocabulary of children from about two through 'eight years of
age. The literature involving older children and adults is meager.

In our judgment, vocabulary knowledge continues to
deepen throughout lifetimes; that is, as they grow older, most
people continue to learn nuances and subtle distinctions

,conveycd by words that in some sense they have known since
childhood. There is no hard data to support this conjecture.
However, an illustration will show that many adults still have
something to Learn about even fairly common words. It is easy to
find educated adults who confuse infer and impiy..A person will
say something along the lines, "I intended, by stating these
arguments, to infer that ...." Of course, this individual should
have said imply. Speakers imply. Listeners infer. The complica-
tion, which no doubt makes the distinction difficult, is that-
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speakers may report inferences they have made as well as get

implications across to listeners.

Breadth of Word Knowledge

It is disturbing to examine available estimates of the

average vocabulary size of various age groups, Table 3.

summarizes studies that have been carried out to estimate total

basic or "root" word knOwledge. It can be seen that the estimates

vary wildly.
It is not obvious hoW to evaluate the different sampling

methods and response criteria that have been employed in

research attempting to estimate vo-Cabulary size. Recently, for

instance, the distinguished psycholinguist, George !vIiller,(1978),

stated:
?-

Although the rapid rate of syntactic acquisition has inspired much

respectful discussion in recent years, the rate of lexical growth is no less

impressive. The best figures available indicate that children of average

intelligence learn new words at a rate of more than 20 per day. It seems

necessary to assume therefore, that at any particular time they have

hundreds of words roughly categorized as tc, semantic or topical

relevance but not yet worked out as to precise meaning or use. (p, 1003)

Miller did not specify whether or not he was referring to

"basic" words. If he was, then he is positing a mean annual word

acquisition rate of over seven thousand words, or about fifty

thousand over the elementary and middle school years. This

seems unlikely 'even in the light of the highest estimates

summarized in Table 3. Miller may have been including

compounds and derivatives. However, to our kno dge, no

systematic examination of children's ability to understand these

forms has been completed. Miller's statement highlights two

points. First,_in its original context, the statement is a crucial step

. in-an argument about lexical development. Accurate estimates of

the growth of word knowledge are an important element in

discussions of lexical and conceptual development and the

relationship between them. Second, how do we assess what are

the "best figures available"?
In 1940, Seashore and Eckerson remarked that, even

though the field of vocabulary testing is a "fairly old one" (p. 35),
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Table 3
Some Previous Estimates of Total Vocabulary Size at Selected Grades

Grade Source Estimate

1st

3rd

M.E. Smith (1926) 2,562
Dolch (1936) 2,703
Ames (1964) 12,400
M.K. Smith (1941) 17,000

S hibles (1959) 26,000

Dupuy (1974)
Holley (1919)
Terman (1916)
Brandenburg (1918)
Kirkpatrick (1907)
Cuff (1930)
M.K. Smith (1941)

2,000
3,144
3,600
5,429
6,620
7,425

25,000

7th Dupuy (1974) 4,760
Terman (1916) 7,200
Holley (1919) 8,478
Kirkpatrick (1907) 10,666
Brandenburg (1918) 11,445

Cuff (1930) 14,910
Bonser, et al. (1915) 26,520
M.K. Smith (1941) 51,000

College Seashore (1933) 15,000

sophomore Kirkpatrick (1907) 19,000
Seashore & Eckerson (1940) 60,000
Gerlach (1917) 85,300
Gillette (1927) 127,800
Hartman (1946) 200,000

Note. Adapted from Seashore and Eckerson (1940) and Bayer (1976).

substantial problems of measurement remained. By now, in the
time span of educational research, we might want to call the field
"ancient," and virtually all of those original problems persist.

There are important practical reasons for attempting to
make accurate assessments of total word knowledge. Language
and reading programs aim to increase students' vocabularies.
The. number of words presented, to students varies, in part,
according to what is regarded as the most authoritative thinking
and research on, vocabulary size and growth (Clifford, 1978).
More reliable estimates would indicate the appropriateness of the
assumptions 'of a program, and perhaps highlight periods of
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growth to be capitalized upon. More generally, reliable estimates

would indicate whether direct language instruction can plausibly

account for a substantial proportion of the child's language
growth, or whether word knowledge is acquired for the most part
independently of formal instruction. To refer again to a concrete \
proposal, Becker's (1977) idea that underachieving children
should be taught via direct instruction the vocabulary most high
school seniors possess would be difficult, but perhaps feasible, if
the children had to learn 25 new words a week. It would be out of

the question if they had to learn 25 words each school clax.
Next we will present some of the central issues in broad-

gauged measurement of word knowledge. The discussion of these

issues will reveal many of the reasons why estimates of
vocabulary size have fluctuated so widely. Two general questions

need to to be considered. First, how is a sample of words to be
selected? Second, what kind of response from a subject will be

regarded as evidence that a word is in the individual's

vocabulary?

Selecting a Sample of Words
In determining what is to count as a word, the researcher

needs to decide whether or not it is of 'interest to discern the
subject's ability to use, derivatives and compounds (plurals,
participles, tense markers, comparatives, etc.). Some authors,
notably Seashore (1933), have preferred to calculate separate
estimates for "special" terms and derivatives. Others, for example
Dupuy (1974), have attempted to concentrate solely on "basic"

words. Dupuy, the author of one of the most recent and thorough
studies of word knowledge, sampled randomly from Webster's

Third New International Dictional:). (1961) and then applied
three criteria to each word selected. The word had to be a main
entry; a single word fOrm (i.e., not a derivative or compound);
and could not be technical, slang, foreign, or archaic.

The systematic nature of this sampling creates its own
equally systematic biases. Some children may have acquired the
generative rule for, say, negation by prefix.(for example, unable

or dishonest) and others may not have (Silvestri & Silvestri,

1977). Do we wish to exclude this element of vocabulary
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knowledge from the measure? Adults acquire a number of special
or technical terms in their areas of expertise or interest, so
exclusion of technical terms denies many subjects the opportunity
of indicating their knowledge of a large number of words.

What counts as a word will depend upon the researcher's
principal purposes. However, affixes and derivatives: are
important elements of word knowledge, and several questions
related to their role are of considerable interest: In what way does
knowledge of basic or root word forms relate to knowledge of the
compound forms? Are entries organized conceptually in the
personal dictionary such that the probability of knowing a
compound word is the same as that of knowing all its family
members, basic form included? Or is the chance of knowing a
compound some combination of the frequencies of the particular
compounding elements? Much is to be gained from research into
these issues.

Whatever criteria are applied, there can be no doubt that
there are many thousands of words in English. Dupuy (1974)
estimated that there are about a quarter of s. million main entries
in Webster's Dictionary (1961). Of these, he calculated that about
12,300 are basic words.

A source and method of selecting from that source is
required whin will lead to the most accurate estimates of total
word knowledge. The most obvious way to start is to sample
randomly from an unabridged dictionary. Dupay' (1974), for
instance, selected one word from every page of the dictionary (the
third word' from the top of alternating columns), and then
applied the three criteria mentioned earlier for selecting the basic
words out of this group. This procedure produced a final sample
of 123 'basic words.

Once a random sample of words has been selected, a test is
constructed to assess.how. many of the words a person knows.
Then, in principle, estimating the person's vocabulary size is
straightforward. For instance, Dupuy's Basic Word Vocabulary
Test contains I 'percent of the 12,300 basis, words he calculated
are in Webster's. Therefore, the absolute size of the basic word
:vocabulary can be approximated by multiplying the score on this
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test by 100. A person whose score is 60, after correction for
guessing, would be judged to have a basic vocabulary .of 6,000

ivords.
One disadvantage of this method is self-evident. Estimated

vocabulary size depends heavily. on the size of the dictionary.
With respect to Dupuy, while he sampled initially from a large.
unabridged dictionary, &word had to appear as a major entry in
each of three other smaller dictionaries in order to be counted as a
basic word. A total of 979 words, 41 percent of the sample, were
discarded on the basis of this rule. The result was a very
conservative estimate of the number of basic words in American
English and is one reason Dupuy's estimates of basic vocabulary
size. are so much smaller than those of other investigators. Of
course, many of these words were very rare, but others such as
.cloudlet, escaping, !wee:e , invited, starling, and unilateral
would be familiar to mostpeople.

Already discussed is:the issue of what to do with derivative
and compound forms. 'A liberal-policy will leadlo large estimates
of vocabulary size. A conservative policy will produce smaller
ones. Dupuy.was conservative. He eliminated 7.7 percent of the
words in his sample on the grounds that they were compounds or
derivatives, including a great many familiar ones, such as
grandchild, package, and toothache.

There are other, more subtle considerations in 'Selecting

/random sample of words from a dictionary. Some procedures for
sampling from an unabridged dictionary can introduce system-
atic error since all entries do not occupy the same amount of

space on a page. This disproportion typically favors the words in
more common use since these are the most elaborated,'
particularly in an unabridged dictionary where very many
derivatives may be listed (Williams, 1932; Lo.rge & Chall, 1963).
Consequently, while the words may seem to haVe been randomly

selected, the frequency distribution of the sample may be,

substantially different from that of the population. This may
partly account for the very -large estimates of Seashore and
Eckerson (1940) and Smith (1941).

A further problem is that projecting a vocabulary size
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from performance on a random sampling of words. is inefficient.
If the subject provides the meaning of bibulous, then using up test
time by asking for the meaning of bicycle is wasteful. When
estimating subjects' total vocabulary size is the researcher's major
aim, then efficiency of items covered per unit of examinee time is
an important-consideration.

One obvious response to these problems is to select the
sample from a frequency distribution of words. Terman and
Merrill (1937) arranged their sample of words in order of
"difficulty." When the subject failed at six consecutive words, the
vocabulary test was stopped. Dupuy (1974) recommended a
similar procedure. Time can be saved by such a proccdure, but
vocabulary size is likely to be underestimated. Furthermore,
heavy stress is placed on the assumption that the frequency
distribution of the sample mimics that of the population. If this
assumption fails, then multiplication of the subject's score by the
appropriate constant will produce a poor estimate of total words
known.

The characteristics of the two major current word
frequency compilations available (Carroll, Davies, 8i. Richman,
1971; Ku6era & Francis,, 1967) suggest a potential problem with
frequency sampling. These analyses indicate that the distribu-
tion of words is highly unbalanced, a conclusion reached over 25
years ago by Horn (1954), who calculated that about 2,000 types
will account for about 95 percent of "running words in adult
writing"; 3,000 for 96.9 percent; 4,000 for 97.8 percent; and
10,000 for 99.4 percent. At the low frequency end of the scale,
there is a tail that approaches.infinity. Even in a huge corpus, a
vast number of words appear only once, twice, or not at all. Of
the 86,741 word types listed by Carroll, Davies, and Richman
from a corpus of over 5 million tokens, 35,079, or 40.44 percent,
appeared once. Kucera and Francis found 44.72 percent of the
words appeared once in a sample of over one million tokens. So,
if the test is short, the subjects run the risk of not being able to
show that they know several medium frequency words, since
there will be such a large proportion of rare wordsin the sample.
A resolution of this issue is important, since a frequency-based
sampling technique seems the most accessible method for /
overcoming the problems of simple random sampling.
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Frequency is a-parameter which probably is very strongly'
related to 043balklity that a word will be known. There is
evidence supporting this hypothesis from a number of areas:
multiple choice performance on standardized tes s (Kibby, 1977),

recall of word meanings following prese tion of pictures
(Carrol & White, 1973; Duncan, 1977) nd word recognition
times following tachistoscopic ores ntation (Cohen, 1976;

Rubenstein, Garfield, & Millikan, 1970). T4' 9nly discrepant_
finding has been that of Davis (1'944b) Wheifolind only, a slight
relatiwiship between word difficulty and frequency. I-le ex-
plained-this result in terms of the role of compound words. While

the root of the word may he very common and well-known, a
certain affixzroot compound may be very infrequent-Erut. almost
equally well-known,if the affix is familiar. A more analytic
approach to the-relationship of this index of frequency of usage

to probability of knowledg-e would, entail the use of "family"
frequency, that is, the 6quency of the root word ,ad all its

"compounds and derivative . We might expect that the relation-
ship of this index of frequency of usage to probability of
knowledge would be'rndre orderly.

tndeed, to go further and speculate that the
relationship between, family frequency 'and probability of
knowihea word-resembles the curve presented in Figure 1. In

terms oi br,eadth of knowledge, we would expedt;a ceiling at the

upper end of the frequency scale: moset,people know.all of t he very

common words. Other aspects. of the curve would- diffeirentiate
individuals: The point at whiCh the curve dropped frog the
plateaulevel, and the slope of the function probably are thelwo
parameters that would Capture the important individual
differences. Even for children, we might best think of the'curve
leveling out as the words becOme very infrequent, since it is likely

' that, frdm their hobbies, interests, or the occupation of their
parents,. most children 'Would know some very rare words.
Nevertheless, we have-drawn the lower portion of the curve as a
broken line since we are less sure about the relationship in this

area. -
In summary, a gOOd test of word knowledge would

present the subject with large number of words, sampled
liberally from, the whole Ainge of word frequency. Techniques
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Possible relationship between likelihood word meanings are known

and frequency of usage.
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should be developed which allow accurate estimation of the
relationship of a given subject's probability of knowing a word
and the frequency of the word's morphological family..

Criteria for Determining that a
Word Is in a Person's Vocabulary

Four sorts of test formats have been employed in attempts

, to assess breadth of vocabulary knqwledge: a) multiple choice; b)
constructed answer in which the subject attempts to give a.

` definition, a synonym, an illustration, or use the word in a
sentenbe or phrase; c) yes/no judgments, in which the subject
checks the words in a list that he or she knows; and d) matching
where the subject. pairs off words with their synonyms. Sims
(1929), comparFd- these four types :_luSing data obtained from

(
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students in fifth through the eighth grades. The correlation
matrix Sims reported is reproduced in Table 4. Sims ccacluded
that, although th'e checking meth-cid was as reliable as the others,
it did not seem to offer accerable 'construct validity. Only
seventy words were used, however, and Sims failed to counter-
balance for order or delay between tests. While there may be
some questions about the trustworthiness of Sims' results, there
is intuitive sense in the notion that the constructed answers,
multiple choice, and matching tasks have more in common with

one another than they have with a checking task that is not
corrected for guessing.

Table 4
Correlations between Four Types of Vocabulary Tests

I 2 3 4 1

I. Checking (yes: no) .92* /

2. Multiple choice .54 .84*

3. Matching .64 .85 .93*

4. Constructed answer .56 .74 .82 .92*

Note. From Sims 11929).
*Split-half reliability coefficients.

The question that needs examination is which of these
methods will be of most theoretical and practical value as a
measure of vocabulary. Three of these types will be discussed in
the light of several issues. Since the points raised about the
multiple choice format apply even more cogently to matching,
the latter will not be dealt with separately.

Multiple choice methods. People often possess partial
knowledge of words. In these instances the item& distractors
become crucial. An individual may select the correct synonym for

platitude from the choices: a) duck-billed mammal, b) praise, c)
commonplace remark, d) flatness. He may make the correct
selection because he has heard the word used in reference to an
utterance and with a negative connotation. This information,
however, may not enable him to select correctly from a)
commonplace remark, b) nonsense, c) irrelevant question, d)
insult. The set of choices ,constrains the individual's response to
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different degrees, and different policies for generating distractors
will, of course, lead to differences in performance.

Lepley (1955, 1965), for example, constructed two forms
of a synonym test, one employing distractors from the same
semantic, category as the target, and another which used
diStractors from semantically diverse categories. Lepley (1965)
found equal split-half reliability (.93 and 94) but only a .66
correlation between performance on the two scales, and
significantly superior performance on the version requiring only
gross discriminations. The correlation is surprisingly low given
the common format and the fact that the superficial demand
characteristics were the same. Lepley's results illustrate the
influence of the distrattor set.

The multiple choice format is currently the most widely
used in standarized vocabulary testing (e.g., California Achieve-
ment Tests, 1977; Metropolitan Achievement Tests, 1970;
Stanford Achievement Tests, 1973). The principal complaint
.raised here so far is that the distractors cannot avoid constraining
the subject's response. If the.purpose of the 'test is to provide data
on relative performance .only, not on absolute level of
performance, then the distractors can be, and usually are, chosen
to maximize the discriminating power of the item. If one is
interested in N,ocabula.. )7e. then this policy will not do.

Many vocabular,. :, :s (e.g., Stanford. 1973) use sentence
completion in a multiple choice format. Many of the problems
already mentioned apply even when the test simulates a real
encounter with the target word...I n addition, the question of the
effects of various amounts of contextual support on estimated
vocabulary size, with groups of words that vary in frequency of
usage, has not been studied. There is research that suggests that
individuals vary not only in the size of their reading vocabularies

'but also in their ability to use context to deduce the meanings of
unknown and partly known words (Mason, Knisely, & Kendall.
1978; Pearson & Studt, 1975). 2 ,

A tricky problem with the mule ple choice format is that
yoting children may not consider all the (Asher, 1978;
Brown, 1975; VurtiillOt, 1968). They will often choose the first or
second alternative if it makes reasonable enough sense. The test-
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taking strategies of older children on multiple choice tests are not
yet well characterized, but there quite probably are strategic
components of good performance which . serve to increase
spuriously the relationship between a multiple choice vocabulary
test and other achievement or intelligence tests in the same
format. An insidious possibility is that some of the apparent
growth in vocabulary knowledge over the elementary school
years is-really attributable to the acquisition of more sophisti-
cated test-taking skills.

In conclusion, the multiple choice format is the most
popular, one. It makes relatively efficient use of examinee time
and must be reasonably valid, otherwise the strong relationships
between performance on such tests and other measures of
linguistic competence, summarized at the beginning of. this
paper, would not have been obtained. The chief complication
with the multiple choice format, when one wants absolute
measures.of vocabulary knowledge, is how to choose distractors.
A further problem is that multiple choice tests may make
demand on strategic knowledge in which young and poor ,

readers are deficient.
.Constructed answer measures. To overcome the problem

of selecting distractors, several researchers, notably Seashore
(1933), Smith (1941), Terman and Merrill (1937), have used a
constructed answer format in which the subject reads or hears the
target word and then writes or tells a definition ()fit, uses it in a
sentence, gives a synonym for it, or in some other way provides an
indication of its sense and reference. Subjects can be encouraged
to downy one of thesethings just so long as the experimenter is

convinced the word is "known." This format is capable of dealing
with a variety of levels of knowing a word and avoids the issue of
distractors. There are, however, two substantial problems with
constructed answer measures: The problem of scoring the
answers and the problem of response bias.

In the written format, in particular, a constructed answer
measure is confounded by factors. such as spelling ability,
sentence construction ability; and even the ability to write legibly,
all of which may discourage a subject from elaborating on a word
used or understood in conversation. A slightly more subtle
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problem, and one that is more difficult to control, resides in the

fact that, if a liberal criterion is used and the sub;:et is allowed a

range of possible responses to a target word, then a particular
strategy for responding may be adopted. The problem is that
some words would be more easily explicated in a particular form.

The word noun may be more easily explained -through
illustration than by definition, for instance. The research of
Anglin (1970) and Wolman and Baker(1965) indicates that, up to

the age of about 10-12 years, children tend to provide concrete
definitions-by-illustration rather than by an inclusive term or

synonym. It is entirely possible that, depending on scoring
criteria, the preference at a different age for certain explanatory
strategies could produce spurious estimates of the rate of
vocabulary. growth.

A really vexing problem is how liberally to score answers.
How does one score synonyms in relation to apt illustrations or
perfect usage in a sentence? In many instances, partial knowledge -
is displayed. In one of our own recent testing.sessions, it became

clear that many fifth grade students had partial knowledge of the

word forbid. Several students knew that it had something to do
with not being permitted to do something but did not have ais-part

of their knowledge the fact that .forbid is used in imperative
speech acts. We soon realized that, in this case, we needed to ask

for its use-in a sentence. We have found other more subtle and
difficult cases' of partial knowledge. For the word propelled,
there was no problem in the students' recognition of the word
because of their knowledge of propeller. When probed about the '-
function of a propeller, many came close togenerating the notion-.

of propulsion on the theory that it would be strange to have a big

round blade going around on the front of a plane unless it served

some fairly fundamental purposeand what planes do is move.
Some words have no near-synonyms. There are other

instances when the only synonym is a less frequent word than the

target.. In-such cases, the subject is being asked to produce a rare
word in order to-show that a common word is known.

There are some almost irresistible tendencies displayed by

an examiner when administering a test with a constructed answer
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format. After a few children have been tested, the examiner
develops a sensemf which words are easy and/which are difficult.
It requires conscious effort to avoid expecting more explanation
of thwdifficult.words and less for the easy words. If every'subject
has known chair and the current subject pats the seat df his stool
as a response, then the tendency is to award full marks. If he pats
the wall for edifice, however, he might not/score so well. Similarly
there is an urge to expect more elaborated responses from older
subjects. The preschooler who tells you that an automohile "goes
brrrrrmmm" will strike you more favorably than the college
sophomore who gives you the same/ answer. In addition, the
experimenter will witness explanatipns of words which entail
subtle nonverbal as well as verbal cues. Young children typically
employ hand movements, facial expressions, and gesture in their
communications especially when dealing with words that are a
little difficult for them.

The horns of the dilemma are these. Stringent, opera-
tional, adult-like standards for ,evaluating whether a response
indicates a word is knOWn will confound what is supposed to be a
measure of breadth of vocabulary knowledge with expository
ability. Looser, more flexible standards will confound the
measure with the subjective judgment of the examiners which
may change from word to word, subject to subject, and occasion
to occasion.

So the liabilities of, the constructed answer method are
both logistical and substantial. It is inefficient per unit of testing
and scoring time, and it seems to rely on often subtle intuitions on
the part of the examiner, especially when' the subject displays
partial knowledge of an item.

Yes I no format. The final format to be considered is that
of "checking," which we prefer to term a yeS/ no method. In this
format the subject simply indicates whether or not the meaning of
a word is known. Two of the major difficulties that have arisen
corfsistently in the discussion of the other two major formats are
the problem of response bias, and the need to present the subject
with a large number of words chosen from a wide frequency
range. The checking format can satisfy the second criterion
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admirably but problems of validity arise. Sims (1929) conclUded:

The writer is inclined to believe that a good guess as to whether or not a
child knows the meaning of a word is almost as satisfactory a method of
determining vocabulary as checking tests. The relative simplicity of
such a measure. the ease of preparation and administration should not
blind one to its invalidity. (p. 96)

Chall and Dale (1950) reported that the average tendency to
overestimate word knowledge in the yes/ no format over and
above the definition format amounted to about 11. percent, and
was more pronounced for rare words.

It ought to be no real surprise that a yes/ no test uncor-
rected for decisions in the face of partial knowledge would give
inflated estimates of vocabulary size and would correlate poorly
with other measures. Consider the yes/ no task from the point of
view of the teSt. taker. SOme individuals may deny that they know,
the word gold because they do not know its atomic weight, while
others will agree they know it because they hay(' feeling that it
can he used to refer to a color.

The problem of correcting ycs,..110 test scores for guessing
is not insuperable. Stating the issue more precisely, guessing is

only part of the problem. The real issue, as the gold example
illustrates, is one of eliminating variation in the degree of confi-
dence different individuals tnust.have before they are willing to
say, "Yes, I know_ that word."

Signal detection theory (Swets, 1964) affords a conceptual
and computational framework that may allow estimation of
amount of word knowledge independent of judgmental stan-
dards. This theory was originally developed for use in psycho-

'physical experimentation. In this setting, typically the subject is
informed that he will hear a short burst of background noise and
that there may be a tone sounded as well. The subject's task is to
report whether or not a tone. (the signal) was present. Research
has established that it is possible to get a very accurate estimate of
a person's capacity to detect the signal by correcting for whatever
tendency he orshe ha:, to report "hearing" the signal when it is not
actually there. Pastore and Scheirr (1974) have summarized
research showing that this paradigm can be applied to the
analysis of a broad range of perceptual and cognitive tasks. With
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respect to vocabulary assessment, the work of Zimmerman,
Broder, Shaughnessy, and Underwood (1977) has suggested that,
by using close-to-English nonsense letter strings as the "noise
only" stimul4 signal detection methods might be applied to
word knowledge.

We are currently analyzing data collected from elemen-
tary and high school subjects on large numbers of words. The
students responded yes or no to a mixture of many English words
and almost as many nonsense words. Later they completed
standardized multiple choice questions on the real words. Our
preliminary analyses have indicated that yes/ no scores adjusted
according to signal detection theory, and other corrections for
guessing and risk-taking, correlate highly with multiple choice
performance. We later interviewed the subjects individually
about a subset of the words. The data suggest that a value derived
from the yes/ no task gives a better estimate of true word knowl-
edge than performance on the standardized multiple choice test.

The fact that words have multiple meanings poses a prob-
lem for the yes/ no task, since presumably a person will check
"yes" if he or she knows any meaning of a word. This is not a
small problem. According to Lovell (1941), 43 percent of the
words used by Seashore and Eckerson (1940) had multiple mean-
ings. Recently, Balch (cited in Johnson & Pearson, 1978, p. 17)
has reported that from 23 percent to 42 percent of the words in six
widely used basic vocabulary lists have multiple meanings. In
other recent research, Mason, K nisely, and Kendall (1978) have
sheen that children are much less likely to know the secondary
than the primary meaning of words used in their: econdary sense
in a popular basal series. It is apparent that the yes/ no format is
not suitable for distinguishing which of the meanings of a word
are known. When that is the goal, some other method of assess-
ment is required.

In summary, the great attraction of the yes/ no format is
that it permits the presentation of a very large number of words
in a given interval of examinee time. Compared to the multiple
choice format, it reduces somewhat the burden of preparing
distractors and, compared to constructed answer formats, it side-
steps vagaries of scoring. The notable problem with the yes /no
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task is that scores of individuals will be influenced markedly by
differences in tendency to take risks in the face of uncertainty. If
this problem can be solved, the yes/no task might be very useful
for assessment of breadth -of word knowledge.

Conclusion
While current research demonstrates the importance of

such factors as a reader's perspective on a text (Pichert & Ander-

son, 1977) and text structure (Mandler & Johnson, 1977; Meyer,
1975), it is also clear that word knowledge is a requisite for read-
ing comprehension: people who do not know the meanings of
very many words are most probably poor readers. There are
serious gaps in our understanding of why this is true and of how
word knowledge grows throughout the life span. Filling those
gaps promises to be both an intellectual and-a practical challenge
of considerable importance. We judge that a criticaifirst step is
the development of improved methods of assessing breadth of
vocabulary knowledge. It is only after some refinement has been

achieved at this level that models of lexical development and in=;
structional programs can be based on realistic expectations
about the acquisition of word Meanings.

We conclude our review of vocabulary knowledge and
vocabulary size with the realization that, since the turn of the
century, a tremendous amount of energy has been put into
answering the question, "How many words does an individual
know?" We have come to wonder if this question js properly
framed. The nature of language may make it unanswerable and
thus, for scientific.purposes, irrelevant. Empirical methods may

be able to generate useful indices such as that discussed earlier
the relationship of the individual's knowledge of words to word
frequency. H owever, to produce a single value from performance

on a sample to represent total vocabulary size may be an exercise

that relies too heavily on the assumptions of a static population
of isolated words and on an overly restrictive view of how we
generate and use words in context.
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Social Context of Learning to Read,

Courtney B. Cazden
Hafvard University

To adults, reading is a solitary activity, a kind of internal lan-
guage process that contrasts with interpersonal talk. The contrast
is not complete: We read song sheets aloud and together; we
exchange notes during a lecture, thus using reading as well as
writing for immediate interactional ends; and we listen alone to
talk on the radio or TV, thus making a solitary activity of the
comprehension of speech. But usually we talk with others and
read alone.

Not so with children, especially children just learning to
read in the primary grades.,Learning to read, like mature reading
later on, is certainly a cognitive process; but it ii-also a very social
activity, deeply embedded in interactions with teacher and peers.
Hopefully, as we understand those interactions more fully, we
will be able to design more effective environments for helping
children learn. This paper reviews research on children learning
to read in classroom interactions in four parts: influences on time
engaged in ,reading; differences in the focus of instruction; the
complexities of reading group lessons; and peer interactions in
the older grades.

Influences on Time Engaged in Reading
One obvious way in which classroom interactions affect

learning is through their effect on how much time children
actually spend engaged in reading tasks. Three descriptions by
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Piestrup (1973), McDermott (1978), and Au (in press, in prep-
aration), are sociolinguistic and ethnographic analyses of audio-

or videotaped lessons. Two descriptions by Hess and Takanishi
(1974) and Cazden (1973) are more traditional studies in which
observers did on-the-spot coding.

Piestrup's research (1973) is on sources of interference
between the language of black children and their teachers. In an
analysis of 104 reading instruction episodes audiotaped in 14 first
grade classrooms with predominantly black children, Piestrup
identified two kinds of interference which she labelled structural
and functional. Whether the mismatch is only a temporary
misunderstanding or a more serious barrier depends on the
teacher's understanding of the problem and her response to it. In

the following episode about a workbook lesson, the teacher
explicitly and effectively dealt with a structural (dialect)
conflict:

T "... how would you harm the colt?"

CI Tear it.

T Huh?

CI Tear it.

T ThthOh! Doyou, do you know what a colt is, now?

CI Oh, kill it, kill it!
No, what's a colt?

CI Somethin' you wear.

1' There's an "I" in it. "Coat" is c-o-a-thdon't laugh, that's all
right. "Colt" is very hard for city children, because they haven't
been out on the farm, and they don't know about it. It's a baby, a

baby. colt.

CI A baby colt.

CI Oh'yeah!\
T Remember te story? An it's a c-o-l-t. "Coat" is c-o-a-t, and

there's no "I" in it, but listen toKeisha--:co/t, colt, colt. Now do
you know what a colt is?

This is an expanded version of a paper by the same title which appears in L.B. Resnick &

P.A. Weaver (Eds.), Theory and Practice of Early Reading. Reprinted by permission of

Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Inc.
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C4 Yeah, I know.

I What is it?

C2 A baby horse.

I Yes, uh-huh, how could you.harm a baby horse?

(Piestrup, 1973, pp. 3-5.)

Interference is termed functional rather than structural
when the mismatch comes from the functions language is used for
rather than from structural features of thelanguage itself. In the
following excerpt from oral reading, the children shift away from
discussion of remote content to verbal play; the teacher is.ignored
and fails to get their attention back to the reading task:

T "OM'

CI "Off to the--
OK. It says "wood."

CI -wood.

T We would s.ay woods- this hoo)5 was written in England.

CI Now, I'm through. 1 ain't gonna read this page again.

I OK. Well, we're gonna turn the page and were just gonna read the
next page.

CI Uh uh! Darren 'sposed to be first.

Well, I'm waiting for Darren to come hack. Come on. Darren.

C2 He just playin' aroun'
(not clear).

CI He crack his knuckles, in the buckles.

C. Uh-uh.

T OK, Zip-and Wendy ran to/the woods, and here's the

Ci I got a tow truck. My mama bought me one,

I father.

CI An' I got me a car to hook it on. It got a hook
(Piestrup, 1973pp. 6-7)

The two teachers out of the group of fourteen who were
able to accommodate most effectively to both structural and
functional sources of interference, termed "Black Artful" by
Piestrup, had teaching episodes that were both lively and focused
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on reading, and their children had the highest reading scores at
the end of first grade. Piestrup concludes that "the ways teachers

communicate in the classroom are crucial to children's success in

learning to read" (p. 170).
McDermott (1978) has done an intensive microanalysis,

frame by frame, of videotapes of two 30-minute reading groups
(top group and bottom group) in one first grade classroom.
During 'those 30-minutes around the reading table, children in
the top group spend three times as much time on task as children
in the bottom group, and McDermott has tried to understand
how this happens. First, the procedure for allocating turns to
read is different in the two groups. In the top group, the number
of pages in the story, is allocated equally among the children, and
each child reads his share in order around the table. In the bottom
group, there's no fixed order and each turn is negotiated
according to who requests a turn and who the teacher thinks can

read the page in question. Interruptions are more frequent in the
bottom group (40 vs. 2 for the top group) and more disruptive
because continuation of reading is more dependent on the

teacher for assigning the next turn-. Some of these interruptions
are even initiated by the teacher herself:

On one occasion, for example, she organizes the children to call for a
turn to read their new hooks, "Raise your hands if you can read page 4."
The children straighten themselves up in their chairs, form neat lines

-along the sides of the reading table, and either raise their hands for a
turn or at least look atthcir books or the teacher. As their hands reach
their highest point, the teacher looks away from the reading group to
the back of the room. She yells at one child in the top group, and then

another child in the top group. The three children in the bottom group
who raised their hands, lower them to the table.-Anot hcr little boy who
didn't have his hand raised thrusts his chair back away from the reading
table and the teacher and balances it on its two hack legs. The other two
children in the group simply ldok down at their books. The teacher

returns and says. -Nobody can read page 4? Why not?" Eventually the
children recover. and someone gets a turn. But it all takes time.

(McDermott, '1978)

How does this contrast come about? Possibly the teacher
has been told somewhere that calling on children in a random
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order helps keep the attention of potentially more disorderly.
children. More importantly, McDermott (1978) suggests:

What is driving this whole system? I don't think it is the negative expec-
tations of the teacher. Rather, the children in the bottom group repre-
sent pedagogical and interactional problems for the teacher. Peda-
gogically, there is no doubt that it is easier for the teacher to practice
reading with the children in the top gi.oup than to struggle with the
process of teaching decoding to the children in the bottom group. And
interactionally, there is the pressure of the competition between the
groups and the scarred identities of the children in the bottom group.
Even within the bottom group..we hear claims of one child against
another.. ("Oh, you can't read." "Better than you.") Or we can point to a
child in the bottom group who constantly calls for turns to read while. at
the same time, appears to struggle to make sure that she does not get eye
contact with the teacher.
In response to all these problems, the teacher and the children in the
bottom group make adaptations. In response to all these pressures they
struggle to solve the pedagogical and interactional problems of coming
to school not knowing how to read, of having a teacher who expects
them to know how to read, of having a teacher who doesn't know how
to overcome that they do not know how to read while she has twenty
other children walking around the room, and of overcoming the
pressure of having the other children taunt them for their performances.
In response to all this. they make very specific adaptations. One adapta-
tion is to make sure that no one child is isolated to read .something too
difficult. So the teacher uses the two different turn taking systems with
the different groups, and this adaptation has the.consequences already

explicated.

McDermott (1978) concludes:
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Success in learning is best predicted by the time a child spends on a task:

some may learn faster than others, but with time, almost any child can
learn what has to he learned in school, if there are the proper organiza-
tional constraints for getting t he child on task for t he necessary amount
of time. The question of why some children achieve more than others
has been transformed into a question about the environments in terms
of which some children get consistently organized to attend to school

tasks in classrooms while others do not....

Certain children, who, for whatever reasons come to-School behind

their peers in the development of classroom skills, constitute both
pedagogical and interactional problems for most teachers. Most
teachers say of them that they are harder to teach: part of that reaction is
that they need more of the teacher's tinTe if they are to catch up with .
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their peers, In addition, they must learn under the pressure of knowing
that they arc behind. generally in a classroom which allocates status in

part on the basis of the children's intellectual ranking in the class-
room....
Thus, the small differences between children in the early years of school
expand quickly to the drastic forms of differential performance which
become obvious in later years. At the root of these differences is not so
much the extreme complexity of the school tasks, nor the differences in
the learning potentials of the different children.. but The differential
environments we offer the children for getting organized and on task so

that learning can take place.

I- think we have to acknowledge that what McDermott has
exposed would be found elsewhere if we dared to take as close a

look.
Fortunately, we have reports of one success story too. The

Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP) is in a privately
supported school for ethnically Hawaiian children, whose read-
ing achievement in regular classrooms traditionally has bken very

low. In 1976 a new reading program was introduced at KEEP, and
reading scores of the first grade children increased from an
average of the I 9th percentile in the preceding three years to the
69th percentile (Jordan, Weisner; Tharp, & Au, 1978).

According to Au (in press), the new reading lessons have
three component parts, which she labels ETR, for Experience,
Text and Relationships: The teacher begins by evoking com-
ments from the children about their experiences that relate to the
story (which is usually from a basal reader); she then assigns a
page or two of text to be read silently and questions the children
about the text; finally, she draws out relationships between the
text and their experiences.

So far, except for the careful attention to evoking the
children's personal experiences to engage their attention and
provide schemata for comprehension, this sequence does not
sound different enough to account for such striking gains. Au
believes that the success lies not only in the cultural congruence of
the content but, as with Piestrup's Black Artful teachers, in the
cultural congruence of the context as well. Briefly, the rapid
interactions between teacher and children, and the cooperative
interaction among the children who build on one another's
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responses, produce lesson talk with striking similarities to "talk-,
story," a form of collaborative narrative of personal experience
that is a special speech event in Hawaiian culture. Au (in prepara-
tion) is now documenting in more detail, from an analysis of
videotaped lessons, how this talk happens and how the teacher
channels the talk-story-like ways of speaking toward academic
ends. Quantitatively, the children are certainly more engaged in
reading tasks in the new program; but qualitatively the focus of
their attention has been changed as well.

Hess and Takanishi (1974) observed student "engag
ment" in eight 30-minute Observations in 39 elementary school
classrooms in low-income communities to find out what teachers
did to "turn on" their students to academic work in mathematics
and language arts. Overall, they found that student engagement
was strongly and consistently related to teacher behavior, but not
to classroom architecture, nor to student characteristics such as
sex and ethnicity. Two demonstrations of intra-teacher consist-
ency in their data are impressive. First, two teachers were
observed during two consecutive years. Although they had
completely different classes and reported that they felt large
differences between the two years, the mean level of engagement
in their classes remained almost identical. Second, during the
second year of the study, an entire school being observed moved
from a self-contained classroom building to one with open-space
architecture. The overall level of engagement across these very
different physical environments was identical (82 and 83
percent), and the rank order of teachers in terms of percent
engagement in their classrooms was .85.

Contrary to expectations, Hess and Takanishi found that
these levels of student engagement were not consistently related
across teachers to "specific teacher strategies" such as the
frequency of specific questions or of feedback; instead they were
strongly related to more "global instructional strategies" such as
instructional group size (more engagement in small groups),
and direction of student attention (more engagement when
directed toward the teacher than toward other students or
materials alone). The authors conclude with a recommendation
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that teacher-training programs concentrate on skills in classroom
social organization rather than on more specific teaching
behaviors. This is an important caution for competency-based
training as it is usually conducted.

An observational study, done at the request of Children's
Television Workshop, also measuredchildren's engagementor
attention as we called it (Cazden, 1973). We wanted to find out
what environmental variables affected the viewing behavior of
children watching The Electric Company in their elementary
school classrooms, Viewing behaviorwas defined as both visual
attention and verbalizations. We observed ten primary grade
classrooms during the 30-minute show five or six times each. Two
independent measures of attention were used: a scan of the entire
class at 30-second intervals to count those visually oriented
toward ,the TV screens, and continuous monitoring and recording
of the visual attention of individual students on an event-
recorder. Monitoring individual attention on the event-recorder
was extremely reliable (.94 interobserver agreement), and group
attention averages from the 30-second scans had high validity
(average within classroom correlation of .94 between measures of
group and individual attention). Coding verbalizations was more
difficult. (interobserver reliability attained only .84). The ten
classrooms were selected to represent a range in classroom
"structure," defined here as a continuum from classrooms where
attention to the show, was expected and enforced by the teacher
("high" structure) to classrooms where a range of competing
activities was available ("low" structure). As expected, we found
that chissroom structure was positively related to both group
attention (correlation .87) and individual attention (correlation
.95). High stricture affected all children, increasing their
attentiveness and responsiveness to The Electric Company, so
that poor readers in high structure classrooms had higher
attention scores than better readers in low structure classrooms.

With the exception of one classroom, structure also
correlated highly with average number of reading responses
(correlation of .90 for nine classes, but only -.38 for all ten). In the
one exception, the most highly structured classroom was highest
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in amount of attention paid by the students but lowest in average
number of reading responses. Since there was nothing in the level

of reading ability in the classroom that would explain this
anomaly, we think that some aspect of this teacher's classroom
control (which we could not understand from our limited
observations) discouraged overt reading responses.

Because The Electric Company is designed especially for
children reading below grade level, we were also interested in the
relationship between viewing behavior and reading level.

Children's reading ability can be categorized according to their
relative standing in their class (high, middle or low reading
group) or ranked more absolutely according to standardized test
scores. Average attention of children in the lowest quartile of ,

achievement test scores was 79.1 percentile. While this was not as
high as the 86.5 percentile and 90.2 percentile attention of the two
middle quartiles (25-75 percentiles), it was higher than the 65.8

percentile attention of the best readers and was encouraging
evidence that the show was reaching its intended audience. More
interestin3 and surprising was a finding that, without exception,
children of the same tested reading level showed less attention
and more fluctuations in their attention (more distractions) when
they are among the lowest readers in their classroom than when
they are in relatively higher reading groups. The data are shown
below for the six second grade class: corns for which fall
standardized test scores were available.

Attention and Fluctuation of Children in High and Low Reading Groups

Class Stom/i/n;

Coutpreltemiutz Quartile.s'

1-25 26-50 ' 51-76 76-100

Percent attention

0. (0) 89.5(10) 90.9(9) 73.2(11)

Low 79.1(20) 79.0(4) 87.3(2) 49.4(5)

Nurnher of fluctua t ions

High 0. (0) 51.2(10) 30.6(9) 44.4(11)

Low , 50.6(20) 58.6(4) 57.5(2) 64.6(5)

.Vute. The data-are from Ca/den. 1973.
'Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of children in each cell.
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Because our sample was not designed for matching
numbers of children in each of these cells, firm conclusions

cannot be drawn. But in these admittedly limited data, lower

relative standing in class (in terms of reading group assignments)

adversely' affects children's attention to televised reading

material. Seen in this way, a variable such as reading level
(usually considered a child variable in its absolute sense) becomes

an environmental variable as well through the child's relative

standing in the classroOm group.

Differences in the Focus of Instruction
Time on task is a powerful variable, but it is not the only

one. One more qualitative variable is where the attention of
children and teacher is focused during reading instruction. We
know that learning to read requires mastering a complex set of
concepts and skills at many levels of a hierarchical system.
Analytically, we can separate a series of nested unitsfrom the
meaningless sounds symbolized by letters, to larger and larger
meaningful units of words, phrases, clauses, paragraphs and
stories; and we can isolate the conventions of punctuation,
capitalization and layout on a page that support the communi-
cation of meaning (remember that the division of print into lines
is one visual feature that does not carry meaning except in poetry

and that children must therefore learn to ignore). But such
analytical separation says nothing about how children should be

helped; it does not determine in what order their attention should

be focused on different units in the hierarchy, nor how an
eventual integration can best be achieved.

The simplest contrast in focus is between decoding skills

and meaning. We know we cannot tell what actually happens
from the manuals on a teacher's desk or the methods she
professes to use. For example, in one of the first grade reading

studies supported by the Office of Education Cooperative
Research Project, Chall and Feldman (1966) went behind
"methodA vs. method B" comparisons toexamine what teachers

actually did to implement those methods. Observational studies
of teachers showed no significant relationship between the

I
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ranking of the teacher's professed method emphasis (whether
"sound-symbol" or "meaning") and the method emphasis
observed in her classroom (p. 573).

If attention to phonic skills and to meaning is included in
reading group lessons, then that combination can create
problems of shifting focus and complex interactions that will be
discussed further below. Here I want to report research that
describes classrooms in which these foci are separated by
children, by type of instructional event, or by language.

Separation of Focus by Children
In the classroom studied by McDermott, the focus

differed from one group in the classroom to another.

[In the top group] occasionally, the children create problems by word
calling instead of reading for meaning, and the teacher's main
pedagogical task is to convince the children that there is living language
complete with propositions with illocutionary force on the page. Thus,
one child reads. "I3ut R icky said his mother..." in a dull monotone. and
t he teacher corrects her, "Let's read it this way. But R icky, said his
mother'."

With the bottom group, the teacher has rather different problems.
Accordingly, the teacher and the children constitute rather different
environments for each other in the different groups. The children in the
bottom group do not read as well as the children in the top group, and
the teacher attends less to the language on the book's pages and more to
the phonics skills needed to interpret any given word in the text. Thus,
there are many more stopping places in the children's reading, and the
story line which is to hold the lesson together is seldom alluded to and
never developed. (McDermott, 1978)

This same contrast between focus on meaning for better
readers and focus on phonic skills for poorer readers is found in
two other studies by Gumperz (1972) and Allington (1978).
Gumperz reports observations in a first grade classroom in a
racially integrated California district:
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We observed a reading session with a slow reading group of three
children, and seven fast readers .... With the slow readers she [the,
teacher] concentrated on the alphabet, on the spelling of individual
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words , ... She addressed the children in what white listeners vi°is.
identify as pedagogical style. Her enunciation was deliberate and
Each word was clearly articulated with even stress and pitch', if
Pronunciation errors were corrected whenever they occurred, eve fed
the reading task had to be interrupted. The children seemed distraC

and inattentive ....
Ore

With the advanced group on the other hand readingbecame much to eres:l

of a group activity and the atmosphere was morerelaxed. Words of

treated in context, as a part of a story There was no correctio;"rfle
pronunciation, although some deviant forms were also heard. the
children actually enjoyed competing with each other in reading ands of

teacher responded by dropping her pedagogical monotone in faV°

more animated natural speech. (Gumperz, 1972) Og
Allington's study (1978) suggests that this contrast At

focus is not just a chance characteristic of two classrooms dlen

happened to be studied by McDermott and Gumperz.
audiotaped oral reading segments ofreading lessons with the col
and the poorest readers in 20 primary classrooms in three scil 1,1,s

districts. He analyzed how the teachers responded to childrfire
oral reading errors and found dramatic differences between ich

two reading groups across the 20 classrooms, differences
fit exactly the pictures .described more qualitatively by the
Dermott and Gumperz. First, there was a difference in oor
rate of teacher corrections of the errors (68 percent of P od
readers' errors were corrected, but only 24 percent of g° of

readers' errors). Second, there were differences in the tirni°00r
the correction: teachers were more likely to interrupt p
readers at the point of error 08 percent of poor readers' erroOfor
only 70 percent of good readers' errors) rather than waiting ere
the next phrase or clause boundary. Finally, there the
differences in the cues .provided by the teachers to help ere
children read the right word: for the, poor readers, the cues 0/ 17

more apt to be graphemic/phonemic (26 percent vs_ onlY.,,od

percent of the cues for good readers), while the cues for 0'14
readers were more apt to be semantic/syntactic (31 percent 1/5.

percent for poor readers). det
The critical question raised by these reports is whe, ia,

such differentiated teacher behavior is helpful or not. Marie 614
speaks fiom New Zealand of the goals of education as help
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children become "self-improving systems" (personal communi-
cation). In other words, the goal is not to create children who
never make mistakes, but rather children who have the capacity
to notice their own mistakes and have strategies for cofrecting
them. She has found that children in the first grade who do the
most self-coirecting are the children who become the better
readers in late grades (Clay, 1973). Does being interrupted make
self-correction more or less likely to develop? And if a cue from
the teacher is needed, what kind of a cue should it. be?

Allington's paper is titled, "Are good and poor readers
taught differently? Is that why poor readers are poor readers?"
The implicatiOn is clear that he believes it is possible (as do 1) that
these teacher behavitirs to law group children may increase their
problems in the long run. Prompt interruptions seem too much
like a "law and order" approach to errors, as if the teacher is
acting out of fear that the errors, like the children themselves,
may get out- of control. But just because it is the long run that
counts, we need longitudinal studies that follow teacher
behaviors and children's progress over time. (I am grateful to
Rebecca Barr for this caution.) Only then can we separate
constructive individualization from destructive bias.

Separation of Focus by Instructional Event
A very different kind of separation of foci of attention is

by instructional events distributed throughout the school day. As
pail of a larger study of children's functional language
competence in kindergarten and the'primary grades conducted at
the Center for Applied Linguistics, Griffin (1977) 'has described
the se.t of events in which reading happens in one first grade
classroom. These include: reading a recipe for hot cross buns that
leads to a discussion of the meaning of `lukewarm" and
experiments with feeling lukewarm milk later in the day; and
story time when the teacher reads aloud, stopping frequently for
talk about what is going to happen next. Griffin notices that
comprehension skills of vocabulai'y and prediction were built in
such nonreading group times of the day; whereas in the readirig
groups themselves, phonics was the overriding concern. This
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separation was so consistent that definite expectations about
appropriate responses had been learned by the children. If the
teacher shifted momentarily to a meaning cue during a reading
group, the children were apt to respond with a phonic-based
response anyway. For example:

One child was reading. in a very halting style: The pigeon flies far...."
He paused. The teacher repeated the sentence in a more fluent style with

correct intonation and then gave the child a prompt: The pigeon flies
far.... Think. Think what it would say! The pigeon flies far...." A
second child chimes in saying, "'A' says it name. Away." (Griffin. 1977.

p. 381)

In considering the merits of such a separation by
instructional events, we must remember that it can only work in
classrooms where there is a rich set of nonreading groupevents in

which reading takes place. One tragic result of the pressures of
the back-to-basic movements may be less time available for
experiences like reading recipes and hearing stories in which
vocabulary building and, comprehension education can so
meaningfully occ,..r.

Separation of Focus by Language
In the most extreme case, a focus on meaning and a focus

on phonics may be separated in a single classroom not only by
reading events, but by languages as well. While this review does

not attempt to cover research on learning to read in two
languages, my own observations in a bilingual first grade
classroom in Chicago are relevant here.* In the fall, the teacher's
reading. instruction was in Spanish only, using a traditional
syllabic approach (ma me mi mo mu). Around Christmas, when

she felt that the children's oral 'English had developed
sufficiently, the teacher started a phonic-based reading program
in English. As she described that attempt afterward, it just didn't
work; the children resisted and she finally stopped. About that
time, in a graduate class she was taking, she read Sylvia Ashton-

hese observations are part of a research project on "the social and 'cultural
organization of interaction in classrooms of bilingual children," supported by NIE grant

780099 to Frederick Erickson and Courtney B. Cazden.
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Warner's Teacher and felt immediately that those ideas fit her
philosophy and her children. The result was that by February,
when I visited again, instruction in Spanish reading via syllables
coexisted, for all children, with instruction in English reading via
"key words." Moreover, the teacher was consistent in the cues she
gave the children in the two contexts. In Spanish she focused
their attention on the syllabic components on which they had
had extensive practice:

Fe li pe to ma u na fo to.
In English, she helped with a meaning cue: when a child couldn't
read hurter on his key word card, she asked, "What do you put' on
your toast?"

At first thought, such separation may seem detrimental to
learning. Intuitively, it seems harder for children to get decoding
and meaning cues together in a single mental act if they are taught
separately in different parts of the school day, or even in different
languages. On the other hand, maybe a clear and consistent focus
of attention is helpful, especially for beginning readers, as long as
both are included somehow, for all the children.

The Complexities of Reading Group Lessons
Primary grade reading groups are complex interactional

scenescomplex because of the triangular relationship between
a reader, a text being read, and the participation of teacher and
peers; because of the many levels of organization of the text that
may move unpredictably in and out of the focus of the teacher's
instruction; and because oral reading serves simultaneously as
practice for the child and a context for evaluation by the teacher.
Two research reports, by Dickingon, Kozak, Nelson, and Epstein
(1977) and Heap (1978, 1979) say more about these'complexities.

Dickinson et al. described differences in single vs. multiple
foci, and attendant differences in time spent off-task, in a math
lesson and a reading group lesson with first grade children in a
single .K-1" classroom. In the math lesson, the children were
individually manipulating attribute blocks into intersecting sets.
There was a repeated and, therefore, predictable sequence of
teacher directives about placement of the blocks, questions to the
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children about what they had done, and finally a concluding
statement about what they had fo:!nd out. In successive
seqUences, the two parts of each jirectiL (e.g., "Place the blue
blocks in this circle" and "Place the yellow blocks in this circle")
were spoken with decreasing intervening rcrie, and successive

questions to the children elicited progressively more information.
In the reading group, in contrast, there was more variation and
less predictability in both the focus of attention and the
interactional structure. The teacher asked individual children to
take turns reading aloud, but talk about the book title, table of
contents, page numbers, and capital vs7 lower case letters was
interspersed in seemingly unpatterned ways.

There were so many other differences between the two
groups that no firm conclusions can be drawndifferences in
activity, group size, and whether the group included all children
present or only a subset. While the reading group was smaller, it
did not include all the children in the room at the time and so was
more subject to interruptions and divided teacher attention. it
would take more controlled research to determine how much the
interactional simplification of the math group alone contributed
to the greater on-task engagement.

The possible instructional value of such interactional
simplification is not a new idea. Some of the success of Distar
may be due to this feature. Such simplification has also been
advocated in a discussion of the design of Sesame Street (Gibbon,
Palmer,) & Fowles, 1975). A familiar example of holding the
instructional frame constant. while varying .the content is the
Sesame Street categorization game, "One of these things is not
like the other." Gibbon et al. explain the reason for this design:

Varyin the content while keeping the format constant promotes
familiar ty with format conventions that arc potentially useful for
instructi final purposes. The format of any program segment functions
as a kind of 'Irame" for the instructional content, a complex of auditory
and visuill conventions that the child can master through repeated
exposure. For example. the viewer can learn to expect that a particular
format will usually deal with a particular category of stimulus (letter.
word number. concept) and with a particular intellectual activity
(memorizing, sorting or classifying. guessing, combining). A particular
sequence of events or types of events will reliably occur: a particular
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type of feedback. to the viewer's implicit or explicit responses will he
delivered. Moreover, a viewers familiarity with a given format can help
him determine at what. point in the presentation the important
information will came, how much of it there will be. perhaps even
whether it is likely to he too easy, too difficult, or about right for him.
Among,the.main instructional advantages afforded by these various
forms of cueing is that they will entice the viewing child to attend to
what is new in each succeeding application of the format. since it will_..,
"stand out" against the familiar background more than if the entire
presentation were novel. AS a result, learning and concept formation
are enhanced. (Gibbon, Palmer, & Fowles, 1975. pp. 225-226)

Reading groups as traditionally enacted in primary school
classrooms, are inherently complex in content and interactional
structure because learning to read requires so many different
kinds of learnings. We need interactional analyses of alternative
organizations of reading events in which these learnings are
separated or combined.

Heap (1978, 1979) is studying the "social organization of
reading activities" in 20 classrooms. He has finished only one
year of a five-year project, and so only preliminary reports are
available. In these reports, he has identified three "social
organizational problems" in primary grade reading instruction;
two will be familiar to teachers, and all three raise important
questions about the relationship between social organization and
individual cognition.

The two familiar problems are problems in evaluating a
child's response. On the one hand, a child's correct answer in a
reading group lesson may be an artefact of other resources that
the group provides. As Hea"describes a specific example, "As a
task organized to make reading skills obserable and evaluable,
the reading lesson provided an unforeseen resource, reading'
aloud, for a participant to continue to participate in the task"
(Heap, 1979, p. 4) by answering comprehension questions even
though her book had been closed. On the other hand, a child's
reading errors may be due to obstacles created by that same
reading group organizationfor example, anxiety about the
social performance of reading aloud in front of peers.

The third organizational problem is more complex. Here
is Heap's example, from the comprehension section of a second
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grade reading group lesson after the first part of "Rumpelstiltskin"

had been read:

Teacher No. Who helped Mineen?
Child Rumpelstiltskin.
Teacher Yeah the little man. We don't know his name is Rumpel-

stiltskin yet do we? The little man. Okay, what was the first
thing the prince saidsorry, that the girl gave to Rumpel-
stiltskin: to the little man". We better call hini the little man
because we don't know really he's Rumpelstiltskin yet (Heap,

1978, p. 2).

The story was titled "Rumpelstiltskin"; the teacher had
written that name on the board as a new vocabulary word at the
beginning of the lesson; and she knew that several of the children
had seen a movie version of the story the previous year. Yet she
still corrected the child, and self-corrected herself, from saying
"Rumpelstiltskin" to the vaguer "little man." As Heap says, it is
only true that "we don't know his name is Rumpelstiltskin yet" in

a very special sense: within the limits of and the terms of a
convention, a game, that disengages reading and answering
questions about that reading from everything else the child
knows, from everything outside the boundary of the text itself.

These "organizational problems" that. Heap has described

are not unique to reading groups. Any exercise of any cognitive
processfor us, as for.ehildrentakes place in some context: of
particular task format, physical conditions, social organization,
conventional rules, etc.; and characteristics of that context will
contribute either supports or obstacles to the cognitive tasks
performed within it. Cognition is always in some context; and it

can't be taught or evaluated apart from some particular context
either. (I am indebted to Michael Cole for manyconversations on
this point.) Because of the importance of reading groups as a
context for both instruction and evaluation in the primary
grades, we need to examine that contextand the "games" we
play within itwith particular care. Yet because reading groups

are so traditional and so familiar, that examination is especially
hard for participants to do for themselves. To complete the circle ,

back to the first study by Hess and Takanishi, reported at the
beginning of this review, classroom teaching must be considered
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as a complex orchestration of social life in which diverse
individual cognitive processes can most effectively be developed,
and we need to understand teaching from both the social and the
cognitive points of view.

Peer Group Interaction in the Older Grades
This review. has focused on learning to read in the primary

gradespartly because Qf my own interests and experiences as a
teacher (Cazden, 1976) and researcher with younger children,
partly because most of the recent sociolinguistic and ethno-
graphic research has focused on the priMary grades as the place
where children are first inducted into the school "culture" and
where their academic "identities" arel first formed. I assume that
classroom interactions are not less important for reading
instructions in the intermediate and secondary grades, but that
the relevance takes different forms. One important form is the
relationship between the instructional process and interactions
among peers.

Consider the implications of just one study: Labov's
research on the relationships among the incidence of nonstan-
dard Black English (BE) dialect features, peer group membership,
and reading failure (Labov & Robins, 1969; Labov, in press).
Labov and his colleagues analyzed the incidence of BE features in
the speech of black adolescents in fourth through tenth grade,
identified the speakers as either central or peripheral members of
peer, group in the street culture' by sociometric interviews and
participant observation, and then correlated these data with
performance on standardized reading tests.

One linguistic indicator of BE dialect is saying have for has
in the third singular present. Labov (in press) reports the
frequency of the standard form has, and then Comments on the
group differences:

... club members used only 19 percent of the has form; the lames
[isolates from the street culture] used 60 percent; and white working-
class adolescents 100 percent.... These [dialect] differences 'are slight:
they are small differences in the probability of a rule being applied. They
reflect patterns of communication and ideology, but in no way could
they be conceived of as the causes of differences in reading achievement.
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Differencesin reading achievement existed. All 46 club members,
core participants in the street culture, reached a virtual plateau in
reading achievement at the fifth grade level, while the 32 lames
continued to progress, one-third of them at or above grade level.
According to Labov, the dialect differences are not in themselves
the cause, of these reading problems; they are rather the indicators
of group membership and of a value system that accompanies-
such membership that is in conflict with the schOol.

Support for Labov's argument comes from the co-
occurrence of events around the fifth grade watershed year. This
is the time when peer group formation differentiates members
and lames in life on the street outside of school, and also

.differentiates their reading achievement within. More generally,
fifth grade is the 'point at which, across the country, poor
children's reading scores decline relative to their richer peers:

A new state report [by the state legislative analyst's office] says the
achievement gap between richer and poorer children in the California
schools appears to be widening..'.. [this decline] seems to be part of a
national trend, with the decline beginning around the fifth grade and
increasing later. (Palo Alto Times, 11/3/78)

While these reading achievement data are usually interpreted in
terms of the changing character of reading texts and tasks in the
intermediate grades, it seems probable that, for some students,
value conflicts accentuate the problem.

The connection between this research and the focus of this
review comes in Labov's (in press) discussion of possible
remedies. %

The techniques of learning and studying imposed by our schools are
avowedly individualistic and competitive. Each student is expected to
learn by himself, and as I noted at the outset, interaction in the
classroom is fundamentally confined to dealing directly with the
teacher....
The skills that are highly developed in vernacular culture depend upon a
different strategy. Sports, formal and informal, depend upon close
cooperation of groups. The same holds for music.... Individuals
practice by themselves, but the major steps in learning, are done in
tempo with the group....
If we continue to repress vernacular culture, and try to extract one or
two individuals from their cultural context, we will continue the pattern
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of massive educational failure that we now observe in the schools. The
other route is to understand the interests and concerns of the youth who

press)

This

school and use that understanding in a positive way (Labov, in

This "positive way" will have to make possible less
individualistic ways of learning to read, so that the power of
group interactions can be used directly as contexts for learning.
(See Steinberg & Cazden, in press, for one report of peer teaching
in an intermediate grade,) Unfortunately, in discussions of
teaching, the term "classroom interaction" has become limited to
interactions in which the teacher is involved. We need to expand
its meaning back to include all interactions in which learning
takes placenot only with the teacher, but among students as
well.
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Social-Psychological Perceptions and
Reading Comprehension

Herbert J. Walberg
Victoria Chou Hare
Cynthia A. Pulliam
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle

Ancient psychologists and philosophers recognized the need fora
balanced understanding of human beings in terms of the head,
the heart, and the hand, or in modern psychological termi-
nologycognition, affect, and volition; but it has often been said
that psychology lost its soul a long time ago, destroyed its mind at
the turn of the present century, and is now in trouble with
behavior. Moreover, although psychologists have made valiant
efforts to apply laboratory findings to natural settings of human
action, the results have often been discouraging; for example, the
so-called behavioral and cognitive revolutions in psychology are
not notable for raising achievement test scores in ordinary
classrooms in recent decades. What has been lacking in much
psychological theory and research on school learning is a

consideration of the student perceptions of the social-psycho-
logical environment 'of their classes, and the direct and indirect
linkages of these perceptions to student outcome measures
such as standardized test performance, interest in the subject,and
self-concept as a learner that are of interest to public policy
makers, educational practitioners, parents, and students.

About a decade ago, however, research on student
perceptions of the social-psychological aspects of their classes
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began in high school physics in the United States and then
expanded to other subject matters, grade levels, and countries.
The research shows that student perceptions can be validly
measured and can serve as an index for classes or individual
students of the extent of cognitive, affective, and behavioral
learning that goes on during the school year or shorter periods of
time. The purposes of this chapter are: 1)7to explain how these
student perceptions can be conveniently measured in ordinary
classrooms, 2) to review the research on the prediction of learning
outcomes from student perceptiorrg, 3) to relate this research to
models of reading comprehension', and 4) to discuss the
implications of the first three sections for research on reading as

well as the practice of teaching reading.
Research on student perceptions comes under the

headings of morale.. climate., or social environment in recent
educational research. These terms emphasize that it is the general
perception of the composite qualities of classes rather than their
so-called objective characteristics such as group size and counts
of collective behavior that are being examined. There are a great
number of theoretical and methodological issues that cannot he
fully discussed here because of space limitations, but the
interested reader may find the following publications of help in
pursuing the topics briefly considered here: Insel and Moos
(1974) on social-psychological research of perceptions of a
variety of human settings; Campbell (1970) and M ajoribanks
(1974) for valuable but neglected collections of substantive
research on learning environments carried out in Australia,
Canada, England, and the United States; Kahn and Weiss (1973),
Randhawa and Fu (1973), Shulman and Tamir (1973), and
Walberg (1974, 1976) for substantive and methodological
reviews: and Walberg (1974, 1979) for sourcehooks on a variety
of learning environment instruments, studies, and evaluations by
a number of international group-s.

Measurement and Validity of Student Pe` rceptions

. Much of the research on student perceptions of their
classes employed the Learning Environment Inventory (t,p) or
the My Class Inventory (MCI). Table !shows sample items for the
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Affect Variables

Cohesiveness

Satisfaction

-Friction

-Apathy

-Cliqueness

Status Variables

Democracy

Competitiveness

-Diversity

Favoritism

Task Variables

Goal Direction

Material Environment

Formality

Difficulty

Speed

-Disorganization

\ Table 1

Sample Items, Re liabilities, and Consistencies of 1 Variables

.
Percent Positive

Class Correlations with

Sample Item Reliability Learning

All students know each other very well,

The students enjoy their class work.

Certain students re responsible for petty quarrels.

Students don't care what the class does,

Some students refuse to mix with the rest of the

class.

Students have about eqtial influence on the class.

There is much competition in the class.

Interests, vary greatly within the group.

Certain students are favored more than the rest.

Each student knows the goals of the course.

The room is bright and comfortable.

The class has rules to guide its activities.

Students find the work hard to do.

The course material is covered quickly.

The class is disorganized and inefficient,

,84

.79

.80

,77

.74

.73

,79

.87

,81

.76

.87

86

100

14

8

85,,

67

30

10

73

86

65

87

54

6

Note. The learning criteria include cognitive, affective, and behavioral measures including higher mental processes and self-concep,
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LEI intended for students in junior and senior high schools. The
LEI consists of 105 items, 7 items per scale on each of 15 scales.
Students rate their classes on four pointsstrongly agree, agree,
disagree, and strongly disagreeon each of the items. For
example, on the Cohesiveness scale, a student is asked to agree or
disagree with the item` "All students know each other very well."
The seven items on each scale are summed for .analysis.

The' LEI can be administered in approximately 25 minutes
and it produces reliable estimates Of the. morale, climate, or
learning environment of. the class. In the interest of saving
student time, some investigators have omitted some of the scales

or reduced the number of items per scale from 7 to 3 without too
much sacrifice-in reliability. The scales have been translated into
several modern languages and used in a number of countries in
Africa, the Americas, Asia, and Europe.

The My Class Inventory is an adaptation of the LEI for
elementary school research. It consists of 45 items, 9 items per
scale on each of 5 scales. The vocabulary level of the items has--
been reduced; but it is sometimes found to be necessary to read
and explain the items to some students and explain items to
classes.of poor readers. Working from these two standardized
instruments, a number of investigators have modified the items
and scales to suit them to their particular research interest and
setting.

Prediction of Learning Outcomes
From social-psychological research, Walberg (1969)

formulated 36 hypotheses concerning the direction of relations
between selected LEI scales and learning criteria, namely that
Cohesiveness, Satisfaction, Task Difficulty, Goal Diiection,
Democracy, Diversity, and Material Environment would be
positively correlated, and that Friction, Cliqueness, Apathy,
Favoritism, and Disorganization would be-negatively correlated
with the extent of gains in Cognitive, affective, and behavioral,
learning. A tabulation of the results (Haertel; Walberg, &
Haertel,' 1979) across 10 large data sets shows that 31 out of 36 or

86 percent of the signs support the formulations (Table I);.the
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probability of these results occurring by chance is less than .001.
Three of the five disconfirmations concern the Divei'sity scale
which shows:generally negative relations with outcomes in all
three learning domains, rather than the hypothesized positie
direction. The results which are tabulated in the last column of
Table 1 show the general consistency' of the, findings in the
research done in the past decade.

To estimate the sizes of the correlations of student
perceptions with learning outcomes and adjusted learning gains,
734 correlations from a comprehensive collection of 12 studies of
10 data sets, on 823 classes containing 17,805 students in eight

-subject areas and four nations, were synthesized (Haertcl,
Malberg, & Haertel, 1979). Table 2 shows a summary of the
findings for two specific areas-high school history and
elementary school reading. Most of the investigations upon

Table 2
Correlations of Class-Mean Student Perceptions with Gains in' Learning

High School History Elementary School-Reading

Estimated Observed. Estimated Observed

Affect
Cohesi%eness .-'8 .81 .17 .00

Satisfaction .45 .63 .38 .11

-Friction -.80 -.90 -.51, -.37

-Apathy -.33 -.86
-Cliqueness -.27 -.74

Status
Democracy .36 .6i
Competitiveness .19 -.15 -.13 -.51

-Diversity .19 -.15
-Favoritism -.31 . -.59

Tusk . .

Goal Direction .39 .66

Material EnvironMent .55 .80

Formality .23 -.12
Difficulty .219- .16 -.14 -,-/7

Speed -.15
-Disorganization ,. -.25 -.71

v,,te. The estimates are based On a quantitative synthesis of more than 700 correlations
from 1() independent data sets (Haertel, Walberg,.& Haertel, 1979),
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which the, estimated correlations are based obtained pretest
measures of achievement and interest in this subject during the
first month of the fall term, obtained similar posttest measures at
the last month of the spring term, and measured student
perceptions of the social-psychological environment of their
classes during the middle of the school year.

The correlations of student perceptions with adjusted
gains in learning vary froin low to high across variables and
investigations; Table 2 shows examples from two studies. In the
area of affective relations in the class; Friction in the group, that
is, tensions and hostility among class members, is negatively
correlated with learning outcomes; and Satisfaction and
Cohesiveness are positively correlated with learning outcomes.
In the general area of status within the classroom group, the
extent to which the class is seen to be democratic and not
favoring particular individuals in the group is moderately
correlated with learning efficiency. In the area of task
orientation, the perceptions of Goal Direction and the presence
of materials and supplies in an adequate physical facility for
carrying out the activities of the class are positively correlated
with learning outcomes; and Disorganization is negatively
correlated with learning gains.

When the scales are weighted and added to form, a
composite index of the social-psychological environment con-
ducive to learning rather than using one scale at a time, the
predictive validity increases substantially. Seven studies added
sets of scales to regression equations that also included ability or
pretest measures or both as controls. The average incremental
variance accounted for in learning outcomes beyond that
accounted for by ability and pretest on 19 learning outcomes is 20

percent, with a range from 1 to 54 percent; these incremental
variances are substantially greater than that accounted for by IQ
when pretests are taken into account. Thus, regresSions
containing the control and perceptual variables account for a
large amount and, in some cases, nearly all of the reliable
variance in learning outcomes. These analyses show that the
measures of the social-psychological environment during the
course of learning afford a very accurate prediction of how much
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will be learned during the school year and serve as a useful index
of the average amount that the class is learning at any given time.

Perception and Reading
Although learning outcomes and gains are positively

associated in general with Cohesiveness, Satisfaction, Task
Difficulty, Formality, Goal Directicin, Democracy, and Material
Environment and negatively associated with Friction, Clique-
ness, Apathy, and Disorganization, 8 of the 10 data sets have
been gathered in various countries from secondary school classes
in the sciences, humanities, and social studies. Only two studies
have been carried out in the elementary grades, and only one of
these has concerned reading.

Talmage and Walberg (1978) showed that student
perceptions of their reading classes yielded the most accurate
predictions of end-of-th,e-year standardized reading test scores
with ,adjustments for similar pretests among four sets of

Table 3 .

Correlations of Learning Gains with Four Sets of Variables

Reading series
Ginn 360 .00
Holt. Rinehart. and Winstob .08

Lippincott .22*

Scott, Foresman Systems -.23*

Teacher characteristics
Years in teaching
'Workshops

.22*

attended -.01

Reading courses -.13
Awareness of design .12

Instruction
Decisionmaking .14

Student behavior .03

Materials utilization .09

Environment
Cohesiveness .00
Competitiveness
Difficulty 27**

Friction -.37***

Satisfaction .11

Note. One, two, and three aste'risks mark correlations respectively significant at the .10.
.05. and .01 levels.
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prediction variables. Table 3 shows that, for a sample of 60
classes, grades one through six, the reading series used, teacher
characteristics, and the nature of instruction were very weakly

correlated with adjusted learning gains. Competitiveness,
Difficulty, and Friction were moderately correlated in a negative
direction with the extent of gains on standardized reading tests.

A selection of items on the My Class Inventory for these
scales illustrates the characteristics of classes in which poor
reading gains were made. On the Friction scale, several items are:
"Some of the children in our class are mean." "Children are
always fighting with each other." and "Some pupils don't like
other pupils." On the Competitiveness scale are the following
items: "The 'same people always do the best work in our class."
"Children often race to see who can finish first." and "Most
children want their work to be better than their friends' work."
On the Difficulty scale are the following items: "In our class the
work is hard to do." "Only the smart people can do the work in

our class." and "Children often find their work hard."
These results are important for several reasons. First, they

show that the general predictive validity of student perceptions
found in secondary classes is initially confirmed in elementary
school. Second, they call attention to the need for further
research on social-psychological perceptions in elementary
school' reading. Although Friction is negatively associated with
learning outcomes .in elementary reading and thus confirms the
results from secondary classes, the other two scales .are reversed
in their signs; that is, although Competitiveness and Difficulty
are weakly and positively related to learning gains in secondary
classes, they are negatively correlated in the sample of elementary
school students with reading achievement as the outcome. These
reversals in sign may be attributable,to the idiosyncracies of a
single study, or they may indicate that substantially different
social-psychological environments are conducive to learning in
elementary school. For example, it may be that difficult, highly
competitive norms are conducive to learning in high school
students but deter reading gains in elementary school students.

As mentioned earlier, the My Class Inventory contains 5
of the 15 scales from the Learning Environment Inventory: it is a
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matter of speculation how the other 10 scales will relate to
learning outcomes in elementary schools. From the research
synthesis on learning environments and from prior social-
psychological research in laboratory and natural settings of

\learning, it seems reasonable to infer.that subsequent research in
all levels of education will continue to show that Cohesiveness,
Satisfaction, Goal Direction, Democracy, and the Material
'nvironment enhance learning, and that Friction, Cliqucness,
Apathy. and Disorganization deter learning. However, addi-
tional studies in elementary schools and in the field of reading, in
partiCular, arc urgently needed to confirm or disconfirm these
in fere \nees..

\\

Perceptions as Goals
Because learning environment scales provide a predictive-

ly valid index of the amount of learning gains made during the
academic year as indexed by standard tests, t lit scales can
occasionally serve as convenient substitutes for the standardized
achievement, and comprehension tests. themselves. Since the
Scales are clOsely linked to affective and behavioral outcomes as
well, they are useful indices in a variety of settings and subject
matters. At the secondary level, the scales are fairly context free;
that is, social- psychological perceptions conducive to learning in
oneset of circumstances are also conducive to learning in other
sets of 'circumstances.

13.:cause different curricula, teachers, and forms df
instructici: emphasize different sets of goals and outcomes of
learning, standardized tests an, not always an accurate or fair -
assessment across le;.' ming settings; and, in these circumstances,
the LEI scales form a useful index of curriculum, instructional,
and other kinds of educational ffects. Since the earlier research
demonstrated the predictive validity of the instruments, recent

, research has employed the scales to provide statistically-reliable
sensitivity to educational treatments such as curriculum, teacher
training. and instructional innovations, as well as to project
efforts to increase student teamwork, cross-sex and cross-ethnic
group cooperation, and similar properties. Other contemporary
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work reveals that student perceptions reflect and mediate teacher
and student characteristics, and that they provide diagnostically-
valuable profiles for class and individual morale or climate that
can be used in needs assessments and impact evaluations. More
than 600 investigators from many nationk,have requested the 1.F.1

and MCI scales for their Work in evaluatio.n and research.
In summary, scales measuring student perceptions of the

social-psychological environment of learning provide useful
independent, mediating, and dependent variables in educational
investigations in natural settings. They complement and
supplement current behavioral and cognitive variables and reveal
social realities in classes that are neglected in laboratory-derived
research. Even if the purpose of a research effort does not
concern student perceptions themselves, the perceptions can be
used as control variables so that subtle cognitive and behavioral
effects may be detected in the complexities of natural settings.
Lastly, it is the student that is the client of the educational system
and the person that the system is attempting to influence. Surely
these perceptions should be one basis of consideration and
accountability in the evaluation of instruction, curriculum, and
other aspects of the educational program.'

This section illustrates the importance of student
perceptions of their classes. The next section of this chapter

-outlines three models of reading which incorporate the
dimension of comprehension. The last section links research on
student perceptions to components of these models to hypothe-
size how comprehension is affected by the social-psychological
environment in natural settings of learning.

Models of Reading
Many reading teachers and researchers would subscribe

to the following description of reading corriprehension by Gibson
and Levin (1975): "We comprehend the meaning of a word, the
meaning of a sentence, or the meaning of a passage of discourse
when we apprehend the intention of the 'writer and succeed in
relating his message to the larger context,of-Sur own system of
knowledge.; (p. 400). Like other descriptions of reading
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comprehension, this is very general and lends itself to different
interpretations of how the process of reading comprehension
actually, operates. The following discussion briefly describes
three much-quoted, yet very different, reading models and points
out their similarities and differences in postulated structures and
processes. Common and distinctive features of the three models
provide leverage points for hypothesized influences of student
perceptions of their learning environment on reading compre-
hension.

Current literature illustrates at least three types of reading
models: bottom-up, top-down, and interactive. These designa-
tions refer to different assumptions about the nature of the
reading process. If reading is initiated by visual stimuli or print,
requiring little input from the reader, processing is referred to as
bottom-up; Gough's (1972) model of the reading process
exemplifies this type of model. If reading is initiated by reader-
generated hypotheses, requiring fewer visual cues, processing is
referred to as top-down; Goodman's (1970) model of the
proficient reader adheres fairly well to the characterization. If
reading requires bottom-up as well as top-down processing, the
model is referred to as interactive; Rumelhart's (1975) work
represents this type of model.

Despite their different characterizations of the reading
process, certain structures and processes are common to the three
models. All the models incorporate 'visual activities as initial
processes, although only Goodman hypothesizes in his model
that the reader must bring expectations about the nature of the
reading task from both long- and medium-term memory
structures to this process. The three authors differ in their notions
about the kind of information which is first held in short-term
memory. Gough and Rumelhart view this information as finely
differentiated as series of lines, curves, and angles, while
Goodman mentions key letters, e.g., beginning consonants, as at
least one type of initially-stored graphic input.

= In Rumelhart's model, a feature-extraction process sorts
critical from noncritical letter features and deposits critical
features into a pattern synthesizer. This pattern synthesizer
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appears to be a form of short-term memory. For Gough, the
parallel process converts letter features directly into letters which
are stored in the short-term character registeir. According to
Gough, an abstract phonemic counterpart is then attached to the
letter representation and stored on a phonemic tape. The
phonemic representations are subsequently acted on by a word-
recognition process and stored in what Gough calls primary or
working memoryapparently, another form of short-term
memory.

Clustering of graphemic information prO-Ceeds linearly up

to the word level in Gough's model. Goodman, on the other
hand, suggests that the original perceptual image of graphemic
cues is formed and stored in short-term memory until a search in
long-term memory yields related phonological, syntactic, and
semantic cues. These latter cues are then transferred to short-
term memory for comparisori with the perceptual image.

Rumelhart's model draws together many levels of
information in a multiple-process, pattern-synthesis stage.
Besides critical features of letters previously mentioned, other
levels of information include orthographic (letter cluster), lexical
(word), syntactic, and semantic cues, all of which are processed to
produce "the most probable interpretation" or meaning.
Processing at any level of information can effect processing at
any other level. Compared to Gough's and Goodman's models,
the Rumelhart model is most explicit about disallowing use of
extraneous information. For example, in the sentence "Birds of a
feather flock together," a reader who had encountered the slogan
in his or her previous experience might be able to _achieve "the
most probable interpretation" by utilizing syntactic and semantic
levels of information after relying on lower levels of information
for the first three words. Such a leap to higher levels of
information would not be possible in Gough's model; and while
Goodman would believe such a leap possible, his possible
sequences of processes are not so well-defined as in the
Rumelhart model.

Word representations from Gough's primary memory are
acted on by a sentence-comprehension process that applies
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syntactic or semantic rules to these words, Newly-understood
sentences are then sent to TPWSGWTAU (The Place Where
Sentences Go When They Are Understood), or long-term
memorywhat Gough calls secondary memory. Unlike Rumel-
hart's view, then, the comprehension process for Gough is
isolated and left to the very end of the sequence of reading
processes,

Goodman's conversion to meaning, or comprehensiqn,
the heart of his model, results in elaborate hypothesis-testing
processes. Following comparison of the perceptual image in
short-term memory with identified cues from long-term memory,
a check for a' match between the two is made. If a match is made,
then infortnation in some unspecified form is sent to medium-
term memory, where another test fOr appropriateness against
previously-developed syntactic and semantic choices occurs.
Presumably, these choices are available from prior context. If the

choices match, comprehension follows. If choices do not match,
other options are available; for example, a reader may regress to
the beginning and start the entire sequence again.

Within these models, it is possible to identify common
variables that a reader's perception of the learning environment
may influence. These include the size of the information units
that are processed, the number of units processed per unit of

'time, d the storage capacity of short-term memory. Simon-

(1969) examines these variables and defines a "chunk" as a
familiar unit of infOirhation. He not only shows that from two to
seven chunks may be held in short -term memory, but also that it
takes five seconds to move a chunk from 0i-6-II-term memory to
long-term memory. This time can be lowered, mo-r-e-Over-,--by..

increasing the meaningfulness of the chunks. It seems reasonable
to hypothesize that a less than optimal environment in the form
of inappropriately high levels of competitiveness, friction,.and
difficulty will cause errors in the input of chunk's to short-term
memory, reduction in the number of short-term memory and
long-term memory items, and slowed processing times. For
example, readers' perception of friction in their learning
environment may so distract them as to adversely affect, their
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visual-system activities at the very first stage of reading. Because
four fixations take just one second,, according to Gough, the
readers' processing of the lines, curves, and angles may be either
incomplete or incorrect. Readers may not garner all the
information available for short- term.memory, or may not garner
sufficient information to fill short-term memory, but incorrectly
perceive some of the graphemic input. The fact that readers have
not correctly or completely processed the lines, curves, and
angles is not as critical in top-down models because, in these
models, readers have access to other sources of information, such
as world knowledge. Furthermore, the possiblity of regression is
not only allowed, but encouraged, in top-down models, thereby
providing readers with the opportunity to gather up missed cues.

A reader who is distracted by ineffective class morale in
early stages of Gough's version of the reading process will be
more hampered in his progress toward comprehension than one.
who encounters interference in later stages. Because no
backtracking occurs in Gough's model, a reader who is closer to
the final stage of processing before things go wrong will be more
likely to derive some approximation of the author's intended
meaning.

In top-down models, asgnentioned earlier, even if there
are errors in initial processing of chunks of information, they are
not as critical as they might be in a bottom-up model for a
number of reasons. The regressive and interactive features of
Goodman's and Rumelhart's models, respectively, as well as the
possibility of relying on more sources of information than initial
visual ones alone, should lead to fewer errors based on incorrect
or incomplete perception of visual_ cues. Because top-down
models do depend on other sources of information, these other
sources are all somewhat susceptible to the influences of learner
perceptions of the social environment.

In either Goodman's or Rumelhart's models, comprehen-
sion is virtually impossible without input from the reader. For
example, hypothesis-testing is a'crucial part of Goodman's model
that requires readers to make guesses abodtforthcoming content.
Students who are preoccupied by social-psychological problems
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in their classrooms may he less likely to play the "psycho-
linguistic guessing game," as Goodman terms this risk-taking
application of his model. Likewise, students who are troubled by
perceptions of competition, : friction, or difficulty in their
classroom environments may he unable to synthesize at the most
crucial stage of Rumelhart's model,

In conjunction with the above, in these models, readers
must bring prior knowledge and expectations of the world
around them to their understanding of the printed page. If
readers are unduly concerned by psychologically threatening
aspects of their environment, they may be less likely to utilize this
personal knowledge. Because they may fail to make full use of
available "scripts" about things they do khoAy, due to
environmental distractions, comprehension may be seriously
hampered.

In Goodman's and Rumelhart's models,,a reader would,
under such conditicins, be less vulnerable at any 'one stage of
processing. That is, meaning cues would be accessible from a
variety of sources, and would not he blocked by inadequate
decoding alone. The time necessary for a given amount of
comprehension, however, might be greatly extended by percep-
tion of a frustrating environment.

Implications 1.(n. Research and for the Teaching of
Comprehen.vion

The three model-builders selected ; comparison im-
plicitly incorporate variables of informat..,,,-, .nit size, number
processed per unit of time, and short -tee. mei.. ory-storage
capacity, although each does so in different ways. Within each
model, these variables may be found to be related to the influence
of the social-psyche! oeicafvariables in the learning environment
perceived b' students. As mentioned earlier, student perceptions
which index the environment accurately predict gains on
learning-outcome measures, for example, reading comprehen-
sion scores. This relationship between student perceptions and
reading comprehension needs to be more closely explored in

terms of actual events in the classroom.
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Based upon Talmage and Walberg's (1978) elementary

school findings thiit Competitiveness, Difficulty, and Friction

are negatively correlated with gains on a standardized reading

test, the following questions may be raised: Where in a reading

class situation might students perceive competitiveneSs, diffi-

culty, and friction, and how might these perceptions he related to

reading comprehension as hypothesized by the models?
Some reading situations,mm, prove more conducive to the

peopticins of competitiveness and frictico than others. For
examine, with regard to grouping, students involved in cross-

class or interclass grouping for reading would find themselves
with others of similar reading ability, as more teachers would be

available to accommodate the range of reading levels commonly

found at any one grade. Such asituation might lend itself to a less

competitive atmosphere than the more commonly-found intra-

class grouping situation might. Experiments along this line

would be interesting to condu.z.
Children may also find themselves in more or less

competitive environments, depending upon thihreading approach

used. Children in an individualized reading program, where

children- Nsrdrk at their own pace on materials specifically tailored

for their needsat least, in the ideal casemay be unaware of

other children's reading successes or failures. Those children in a

basal reading program, where children are grouped according to
their reading ability, may be acutely aware of others' reading

successes or failures. Thus, a more likely breeding ground for

competition is established.
Other subtle aspects of the classroom environmentwhat

Jackson (1968) terms "the hidden curriculum"may serve to

promote student perceptions of friction. Teachers foster certain

ideals by displaying in the classroom only those language-
experience stories or book reports that conform to their own
expectations, while other work not so favored is returned. A

teacher may inadvertently create friction in a classroom by this

kind of favoritism. Feelings of friction among peers might also be

generated when poor readers are continually corrected in their

oral reading by good readers. And, as demonstrated earlier with

regard to competition, the reading program itself may engender
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an environment of friction. For example, reading program
which emphasi/e only phonics instruction will reward those
students who can sound out words. Those students who must rely
Or who best rely on other strategies when reading, such as making
use of context or prior knowledge, will, in such a program, garner
less recognition and praise from the teacher. Under these
instructional conditions, students who would in another setting
normally be called good readers are less favored-than students
who are comfortable with the phonics strategy. Student
perceptions of competitiveness and friction in certain classrooms
may, therefore, cause feelings of frustration and impaired
reading comprehension.

Reading situations may also foster student perceptions of'
difficulty. Recent literature provides numerous examples of mis-
matches which may lead to perceptions of difficulty in the
classroom. One such mismatch exists when teachers fail to match
instruction to student needs. Carroll (1971) documented the wide
variability of reading grade levels from fourth graders to college
sophomores and noted that the test performance of the top one
percent of the fourth graders was identical to the bottom fifth
percentile of the college sophomores. Teachers who do not adapt
to such variability will he likely to make unreasonable demands
of their low readers, while not demanding enough of their
accelerated readers. In this way, reading instruction may be
perceived by students either as too difficult or not difficult
enough. The statistical evidence gathered thus far suggests that
elementary reading classes may be too difficult, on the average,
'but that high school classes in most subjects are not challenging
enough (Haertel. Walherg. & Haertel, 1979, Tables 2 and 3).

I n the same vein, research findings.on teacher questioning
practices are pertinent. Anderson. Spiro, and Montague (1977)
favor the use of questioning to extend comprehension: however,
Guszak (1968) and Bartolome (1969) both note the prevalence of
teachers' questioning at the lower, literal levels. Such practices
may stifle the critical thinking abilities of accelerated students.

Goldberg (1973) observed teachers who were stressing
comprehension in their reading programs. while students were
yet decoding. Teachers were again making inappropriate
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demands of their students -at least, Gough's view of reading is
consistent with this assumption. Guthrie and Tyler's viiderice
(1978) that indicates that poor readers at all grade levelsbut
especially at primary grade levels,, -are hampered by inadequate
decoding or word recognition skills also supports Gough here.
Insufficient decoding skills are not as great an Obstacle to a
reader's understanding for the other two model - builders Mainly

because, for them, routes to meaning are numerous 'Poor
readers, even in the primary grades, would be expected to 'tow as

many comprehension-related as decoding-related deficits.
Not only mismatches of instruction and student needs

may occur. Another kind of mismatch leading to perception of

difficulty may occur between students' language and experience
and textual language and content, Ruddell (1965), among others,
showed that comprehension was impeded when syntactic
patterns of the text did not match those of children. Unfamiliar
language may be perceived to be more confusing and difficult
than familiar language patterns. Likewise, reading comprehen-
sion has been shown to be enhanced when students possess prior
knowledge about the content of the materials read (Gordon,
Hansen, &. Pearson, 1978). Thus, student perceptions of

difficulty caused by mismatching of instruction or materials to
readers' needs can easily be linked to reading comprehension.

Other scales not yet studied with regard to the elementary

classroom may contribute to perspectives on reading compre-
hension. For example,student perception of Goal Direction may

turn out to correlate positively with reading outcome measures at
the elementary as well as the secondary level, A study by the
American Institute for Research (Bowers, 1974) found that
outstanding reading programs appeared to share many com-
ponents associated with goal direction:

...academie objectives that were clearly stated. that were broken in!,
smaller units. and that gave evidence of calcful planning..
structured teaching directly relevant to the objectives providing !)(3',
feedback and diagnostic information. (p. 56)

Future research in elementary school reading classes testing the
negative influence of Apathy, Friction, Cliquencss, Disorgani-

.
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ration, and Favoritism and the positive influence OlDemocracy,
Material Environment, Cohesiveness, and Satisfaction on
learning should be interesting and valuable in extending our
general knowledge of how social - psychological perceptions
influence learning and our specific,understanding of the'teaching
and learning of reading comprehension:.
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Practices in'Education

Instructional Variables in
Reading Comprehension

Joseph R. Jenkins
University of Washington

Darlene Pony
Arizona State University

Our dint in -this paper is to 'summarize the scientific knowledge
base which underlies reading comprehension instruction in the
middle elementary years. Of particular interest are specific

instructional practices rather -than comprehensive reading
curricula as represented by basal reading programs. Little can be

said about either
- the relative or absolute effects of various

reading curricula since virtually no research exists on the subject
(Jenkins &/Pany, in press). That there is so little information
about the/effects of reading curricula is remarkable given the
overwhelming reliance on these programs by schools. -Even if
data were available on the effectiveness of various reading
curricula it Would be difficult to determine which aspects of the
programs were functional and which were frivoloui, since the

/programs are comprehensive and each . contains a broad
collection of instructional practices.' R elatively more research has
been conducted on a host of more circumscribed instructional

/variables.
/The decision to focus on studies conducted with children

in the middle elementary grades was based on several
considerations. Below grade three, reading instruction typically
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emphasizes word decoding rather than comprehension, a
practice that is not without its critics (Smith, 1973). Beyond grade
eight, classroom instruction becomes increasingly cc dent
oriented, with less emphasis given to reading process. It is in the
middle elementary grades that schools explicitly admit to
teaching reading comprehension (Mason & Boggs, Note 1). By
confining our review to studies conducted with children as
opposed to those with more mature readers, we do not mean to
imply that studies with the latter group are without relevance,
only that we are primarily interested in 'instructional factors
which affect the development of the ability to comprehend
written discourse.

For ,the purpose of this chapter, we liberally define
reading comprehension and reading comprehension instruction.
We accept as evidence of comprehension such varied perform-
ances as answering passage-dependent questions, retelling facts
or ideas stated in a reading selection, completing cloze tests, and
orally by:reading passages for miscue analysis. Likewise, we take
a broad view of reading comprehension instruction to include
deliberate attempts by a researcher to modify children's
comprehension or memory for prose. In our sense of the term
instructional practices for reading comprehension are those
factors external to the text which can be manipulated to influence
comprehension and memory for it. Thus, such variables as
advance organizers; pictures, or paragraph heads can be thought
of as instructional variables. Teaching children skills related to
rapid decoding, vocabulary, listening, cloze performance, and
imagery also qualify for inclusion since instruction focuses on
factors external to the text. Not all variables that influence
comprehension qualify as instructional variables, however. For
example, story plot (Thorndyke, 1977), text organization
(Meyer, 1975), and syntactic structures (Chomsky, 1972) are
factors which influence the comprehensibility of prose, but they,
are not instructional variables in the sense in which we use this
term. Passage characteristics such as those cited above definitely
can affect a reader's acquisition of-an-author's message and. can
legitimately be considered instructional variables with-respect-to
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this in;emdtA me§sage. However, since they are characteristics of
a pal ticular passage they cannol. he manipulated without
changing the passage itself. We do not consider the modification
cf a passage to inal:e it more comprehensible to be an instance of
teaching reading c:orcprehensiun.

With reading cOmPrenvnsion and its instruction defined
in this way, there is considerable diversity in the studies which
qualify as instructional research on reading comprehension. The
diversity is a serious obstacle for anyone attempting to organize
and comment on the present status of knowledge in the teaching
of reading comprehension. A good theory of reading would
certainly help to identify promising instructional interventions
and to aid in the understanding and classification of variables
affecting comprehension, but such a theory has yet to emerge.
Without a theory and in search of a framework in which to
organize a wide array of instructional variables, we noted that we
could identify lines of research which appeared to focus on
different aspects of reading comprehension. The variables chosen
for study, to some extent, reflect what an investigator believed to
be the source of reading comprehension failure. We were able to
identify three general sources of comprehension failure which
could serve as a basis for grouping instructional research on this

problem. rl

Causes of Reading Comprehension Failure
One line of instructional research emanates from a "top

down" view of the reading process. This view highlights the
individual's use of existing knowledge structures to interpret and
organize prose. Individuals might fail to comprehend because
they lack the appropriate abstract knowledge structures or
schemata needed for making sense out of text (Anderson, 1977;
Spiro, 1978). In some instances the individual may even possess
appropriate schemata but for some reason the text does not
activate these structures. In either case the individual is unable to
make the necessary cognitive contributions required for
producing the "click" of comprehension (Brown, 1968). Classic
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illustrations of these two situations have been provided by
Bransford and Johnson (1972). From the standpoint of
instruction, a variable such as an advance organizer reflects a
top-down orientation. Organizers are hypothesized to enhance
corriprehension through their influence on cognitive structure.

In contrast to this top-down orientation, other analyses of
comprehension emphasize "bottom-up" or text-driven process-
ing (Spiro, 1979). Concern is directed more toward the linguistic
demands of the text than toward cognitive structure variables
and background knowledge of the person reading the text.
According to this "bottom-up" analysis, comprehension
problems are likely to result from passage-related variables such
as complex or unfamiliar vocabulary, sentence syntax, and text
organization or from passages that require special thinking skills
(for example, syllogistic reasoning). Accordingly, comprehen-
sion instruction attempts to provide the individual with the
essential skills needed to simplify the linguistic input of text.
Examples of comprehension instruction that emanate from a
bottom-up orientation include teaching children word meanings,
to decode rapidly, to interpret complex sentences, and to apply
reasoning strategies.

Whereas these two views of reading comprehension
emphasize schema (top-down) and text-driven (bottom-up)
processing, the third analysis focuses on attentional factors and
levels of processing (Craik & Lockhart, 1972). Of interest are
comprehension problems that result from inattentive, superficial
reading or from misdirected attention (e.g. concern with correct
word calling rather than meaning getting). Here, the reader is
assumed to possess adequate background knowledge along with
satisfactory linguistic and reasoning skill, but may not have

learned to maintain focus on and self-monitor comprehension, or
to employ systematic memory strategies. Instructional research
examines variables that curriculum writers may employ to
maintain reader attention (e.g. adjunct questions), that readers
may use to monitor their own memory or comprehension
processes (e.g. imaging), and that teachers may use to shape
attentional focus (e.g. corrective feedback that emphasizes
meaning vs. sound symbol relations).
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\\We have categorized instructional research on reading
comprehensibn into these three classifications: background
knowledge; or schemata, linguistic/ reasoning skills, and atten-
tional/ processing factors. Admittedly, not all the instructional
practices we examined fit neatly into these classifications and one
can take exception to our classification of particular variables.
For that matter, we take exception to our own classification at
times, if that provides any comfort. Nevertheless, these categories
should provide a framework for grouping some very different
instructional variables, and should help prompt speculations as
to what a researcher believes is the source of failure to
comprehend.

Instructional Variables Addressing
Schema-Related Problems

Students may fail to comprehend a passage because they
lack the relevant background knowledge or schemata needed for
constructing meaning from the textual recipe. Reading instruc-
tion that focuses on improving language abilities or on increasing
semantic processing will not resolve the comprehension problem
since the problem results from a reader's inability to make the
needed cognitive contributions to a text rather than from
language or attentional inadequacies.

Does background knowledge really affect comprehension
in normal reading situations? It is noteworthy, that the most
convincing demonstrations of the importance of background
knowledge have occurred with contrived, and often ambiguous,
reading passages (Bransford & Johnson, 1972). However, a recent
study by Pearson, Hansen, and Gordon (1979) suggests that
differences in background knowledge may indeed account for a

\.significant portion of the variance 'in comprehension perfor-
' mances in normal reading situations, in this case with passages
taken from a second grade reader. Pearson et al. selected children
who were comparable in intelligence and in "reading comprehen-
sion bill who varied in background knowledge for a
particular topic. These students' comprehension of a passage on
that topic appeased to be a function of their prior knoWledge of
the topic. Notably the effects of background knowledge were
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more pronounced on "scriptually implicit" questions (those that
require an integration of textual and background data) than for
"textually explicit" questions (those that require responses
directly from the text). Pearson et al. interpret their findings as
supportive of the notion that comprehension involves integrating

new information into pre-established schemata and that such
integration is seriously impaired for students with poorly
developed schemata. Their conclusion would be strengthened
considerably if the experimenters had employed a "test only"
control. It could be argued that comprehension differences
between high and low schema groups would have existed even if
students had not read the experimental passage, but had merely

been tested.
Several studies that attempted to facilitate reading

comprehension have emploYed variables intended to establish,

modify, or activate background knowledge or schemata. We
include research on advance organizers, pictures, and certain
textual adjuncts such 'as titles and paragraph headings. We
interpret advance organizers and pictures primarily as attempts

to provide the reader with background knowledge or relevant
schemata. Titles and paragraph heads (and sometimes advance
organizers and pictures) may be thought of as mechanisms for
helping the reader identify an already available schematic
framework with which to integrate textual information.
Research on these variables is examined in-this section.

Advance Organizers
Ausubel (1963) has formulated one instructional proce-

dure for enhancing reading comprehension that gives special
consideration to the learner's background knovVledge. He concep-

tualized the advance organizer as a ".. bridge... between what
the learner already knows and what he needs to know in order to

;earn new subject matter effectively" (Ausubel, 1978, p. 253). An

,,once organizer consists of introductory material which is
elated to already existing ideas in the learner's head and which is

written at a higher level of abstraction, generality, and
inclusiveness than the learning passage itself.
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While numerous researchers have investigated the effec-
tiveness of advance organizers, their findings have been largely
inconsistent. More often than not, however, no advantage was
found for groups who received an advance organizer (Barnes &
Clawson, 1975). Several explanations could account for the
apparent failure of advance organizer interventions. It is possible
that organizers did not assist readers to relate new information to
existing knowledge. This could occur if the organizer failed to tie
together the two sets of informatiOn, or if the reader did not
possess the presumed prior knowledge, to which the organizer
was addressed. Another possibility is \that readers in these
experiments already possessed readily availble schemata for the
learning passages; and for them the advance organizer treatment
was superfluous: Thus, the performance of an organizer
group would not exceed that of a control group. Whatever the
explanation, advance organizers, at least in their present state of
definition, do not represent a high success intervention for
enhancing comprehension.

Titles and Paragraph Heads
Under certain conditions, for example, when asked to

read highly ambiguous passages, mature readers' comprel4nion
can be considerably influenced if they are given thematic story
titles (Bransford & McCarrell, 1975). Presumably the title offers
a relevant framework with which to interpret or disambiguate the
passages.

Doctorow, Wittrock, and Marks (1978) extended the use
of titles to unambiguous prose passages. Sixth grade students
read passages that were accompanied by headings, which were
high-frequency synonyms for words central to each paragraph's
topic. These students answered 43 percent more comprehension
questions correctly than did students who read the passagg
without the aid of the-headings. Irrinterilretirg-thcir- findings,
Doctorow et al. propose that paragraph headings function as
retrieval dies which assist the reader in locating relevant
memories, or background knowledge. Presumably, the retrieval
of these memories allows the reader to construct meaningful
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elaborations for the textual information. In ti:rri, these
elaborations,,enhance comprehension and memory for the text.

These findings of Doctorow et al. are inconsistent with
results of several other investigations. In other studies of
children (Landry, 1967; Snavely, 1962), adolescents (Cole, 1977),

and adults (Christensen & Stordahl, 1955), no advantage was
found for passages with paragraph headings. It is difficult to
reconcile these conflicting results. Fortunately, the best designed
experiment of the group is the one which reported compre-
hension facilitation from the paragraph headings. It is also the
only study which carefully defined the procedures for creating the
thematic paragraph headings. The sizable effects reported by
Doctorow et al. warrant further research in this area.

Pictures
Pictures enhance comprehension in both reading and

listening tasks (Levin & Lesgold, in press; Schallert, in press).
Despite some evidence to the contrary (Samuels, 1970), the data
showing facilitation by pictures are remarkably consistent. In
reviewing the literature on picture use, Schallert concludes that
pictures will be helpful:

...when they illustrate information central to the text, ,when they
represent new content which is important to the overall message, and
when they depict structural relationships mentioned in the text. In
addition, pictures seem to have a specific effect which is localized
mainly to illustrate information and which amounts to more than a
second rehearsal of text [in press].

Moreover, the effects of pictures are reasonably robust,
with facilitation observed across a wide age range, large social

class differences, varying intelligence levels, varying lengths of
passages, verbatim and paraphrase test items, and immediate and
delayed tests (Levin & Ue-sgold, in press).

Do pictures enhance comprehension because they alter
schema? We feel it is only partially correct to classify pictures as a

background knowledge variable which affects comprehension.
In some circumstances, pictures definitely provide a framework
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for interpreting textual information. Bransford and Johnson's
(1972) Modern Day Romeo experiment, in which the text is
incomprehensible,without an accompanying picture, represents
the most compelling demonstration of a picture functioning as a
schematic, contextual variable. In other 'circumstances, pictures
may enhance. comprehension because they provide different

`and/or better information than text. Kolers (1973) and Schallert
(in press) both liypothesize.that compared to words, illustrations
can better depict spatial and structural information. -Finally, in
those circumstances where pictures have enhanced compre-
hension despite the fact that the information to be derived from
the picture was explicity stated in the text, the pictures may have
modified the .reader's attention and semantic processing of the
text. For example, pictures may induce the reader to actively
elaborate the text with mental imagery.

Regardless of the reason for the facilitative effects of
pictures, they appear to represent an instructional variable that a
curriculum developer or teacher could use to promote reading
comprehension. We would argue, however, that pictures have
rather circumscribed effects. Like advance organizers, titles, and
subheadings, they are an instructional variable appropriate to
situations where the student is reading for new information as
opposed to learning to read. There is no evidence that teachers
can use pictures to make their students better comprehenders in
any general sense. Providing children with texts 'plus pictures is
not likely to affect -.their subsequent success in comprehending,

. other text without pictures. On the other hand, if background
knowledge is as important to reading comprehension as it

appears to be (Anderson, 1977), then variables such as pictures
and paragraph headings will impact, at least indirectly, on
reading comprehension ability because the reader will have
acquired, broader and deeper background knowledge, having
read materials which were accompanied by *these aids.

Most background knowledge variables, such as orga-
nizers, titles, and pictures, do not represent skills which would be
taught. Rather, they are adjuncts to specific passages that are
supplied by authors and editors to help readers integrate the
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passage information with their existing knowledge. A different
kind of background knowledge variable is represented by rules or
generalizations which affect the reader's ability to' interpret
information from a variety of passages. A study by Clements,
Stevens, Kameenui, and Carnine (Note 2) illustrates this kind of
prior knowledge variable. In their study, they taught two groups
of students to identify and interpret motives of story characters.
Stories presented either an apparent motivation of a character or
both an apparent and true character motivation which had to be
inferred from explicit information given in the stories. In a Rule
and Questioning treatment, students were told: "There may be
more than one reason why someone do es or says something."
Students then orally read a story, ht.. d the rule again, and
proceeded to answer a series of questions designed to lead them
to infer the true motive of the character in the story. In a
Corrective Feedback treatment, students read a story and
answered a question about a character's true motive. If students'
answers were incorrect or partially correct, the experimenter
modeled the correct answer, but did not tell the-rationale or
derivation of the answer. Subsequently students were given novel,

passages and requested to identify character motives. The two
training groups' performance was equivalent, and superior to
that of an untrained group. Apparently students were able to
induce the generalization about real and apparent motives from
mere corrections and did not require the explicit statement of a
rule, nor the explanation of how the rule applied to specific
stories. This study suggests that certain general rules can be

taught which help students interpret different aspects of text.
These rules could be considered a type of high level advance
organizer or schemata which are applicable to many different

texts.

Instructional Variables Addressing Linguistic! Reasoning
Problems

While the reader's prior knowledge certainly plays an
important role in what will be learned from text, it is not the only

-variable. It stands to reason that aspects of the text itself, the
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reader's ability to deal with various linguistic structures, and the

ability to reason about and interpret different kinds of messages
all can affect the degree to which a text will be. understood and
remembered. In this section we will review attempts to provide
the reader with skills needed to simplify difficult aspects of text.
Included are rapid decoding, vocabulary, cloze, organizational
strategies, specific subskills instruction, and auding-reading..

Rapid Decoding
Most reading authorities agree that some level of

decoding proficiency is necessary for adequate reading -Compre-
hension. In his text on the teaching of reading, Harris (1970)

states, "Some very slow readers do poorly in comprehension
because their many repetitions and hesitations break up the
continuity of thought" (p. 447). Consistent with the notion that
decoding speed is a factor which influences reading compre-
-hension, Perfetti and Hogaboam (1975) found that good and
poor comprehenders differ in the speed with which they decode
single words. Based on these data, Perfetti (1977) proposed a
shared capacity or "bottleneck" hypothesis to account for the
relationship between decoding speed and compreheizsion. The
basic notion is that individuals possess limited processing space,
and that decoding and comprehension are separate but
interrelated tasks that both require that space. The more
processing space consumed by decoding, the less processing
space available for comprehension; thus, inefficient decoding can
detract from comprehension.

LaBerge and Samuels (1974) also argue for the impor-
tancet of decoding speed or automaticity. In their model, the
development of reading skills is marked by an increase in
automatic processing of print. Automatic processing which
results from advanced familiarity with letters and words is
characterized by rapid and accurate response to print, such that
the reader does not expend attention on the task of decoding. A
proficient reader automatically processes words and their
meanings, thus releasing attention for comprehending.
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The data.base for the presumed influence of decoding on
comprehension is essentially correlational and, as Perfetti (1977)

I' has indicated, the basis for asserting the causal relationship
between decoding rates and comprehension is still conceptual,.
not empirical. That rapid automatic decoding should facilitate
comprehension has enormous face validity and this notion gains
support from data showing that good comprehenders tend also
to be.rapid decoders. But, it does not necessarily follow that
helping children to become rapid decoderg will help their
comprehension. Indeed, Mile prior research has been conducted
with poor readers on the effects of training in rapid decoding.
Two studies (Dahl, 1979; Samuels, Dahl, & Archwamety, 1974)
attempted to examine this issue experimentally Their results
indicated that groups of students who had received speeded
isolated word training performed no better on comprehension
tests than did untrained students. However, in neither of. these
studies did word drill produce effects on speed of word
recognition; thus, failure to observe transfer effects to compre-
hension should have come as no surprise.

A stronger test of the rapid decoding hypothesis was made
in two experiments by Fleisher, Jenkins, and Pany (1979). .-

Fourth and fifth grade students were clasified as good and poor
readers according to their reading ,comprehension test scores.
One-half of the poor readers received rapid decoding training on
all words from a test passage. Word drill was continued until
these poor readers were able to read all words that would appear
in the test passage at a rate equivalent to that achieved by good
readers. Next, test passages were presented to good readers, to i

poor readers who had received rapid decoding training, and to
poor readers who had received no training. After reading the
passages the students were given several comprehension I
measures including questions, story retell, and doze. Althdugh
there were minor procedural differences in the two experiments,
in both cases the results indicated that poor readers who had
received rapid decoding training performed no better than thei
nontrained poor. reader counterparts. Both groups of poo
readers performed significantly worse than the good read7
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group on.the comprehension measures, even though the trained
poor readers read the passages more fluently than their untrained

;counterparts. However, despi,' 'rainint, in rapid decoding,
poor readers still read sign& s fluently in context than
the good reader control grou 0, results suggest thafsingle
word training does not autorn iransfer to comprehension,
and does not produce high levels of fluency in context.

Dahl (1979) reported more optimistic -results in an
-emely well designed study testing the rapid decoding

IIer study deserves a high mark on the dimension of
,ogical validity in that it was conducted in the context of a

fourth grade classroom on a daily basis 'throughout an entire
school year. To develop fluency, experimental students practiced
reading 100-word passages. They'reread each passage until they
could complete it in one Minute. Whenever a student achieved
this goal on one practice passage, that passage was replaced by
another. At the end of the year, these children were compared
with control children/ who had engaged in 'regular" reading
instruction. fOr an -equivalent length, of time Dahl's results
indicated that children who were given repeated reading practice
(to develop automaticity) exhibited superior performance on
doze measures, on errors during oral reading, on reading rate,
and on isolated word recognition. Also, it appeared that these
children achieved significantly higher, scores on the Gates-
MacGinitie reading test (another comprehension measure),
although it is impossible to be certain of this, since Dahl's report
did not include statistical details.

Dahl's findings are clearly at variance With those of
Fleisher et al. There are several possible explanations for the
discrepancies. Whereas the Fleisher et al. training procedure
emphasiied single-wore decoding, Dahl's repeated reading
procedure provided extensive practice on speeded reading in
context. This difference along with the duration of Dahl's
treatment may have enabled ,her students to improve not only
their fluency but also their organizational skills, for example,
they could better segment complex sentences, into meaningful
Units. Moreover, it is 'possible that students need to attain a level
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of fluency and maintain it for some period before they can take
advantage of their newly gained processing resources and apply
them to comprehension work. By themselves. Dahl's findings
provide sufficient grounds for remaining attentive to decoding
speed and accuracy when considering instructional interventions
to improve reading comprehension.

, .

Vocabulary
The importance of word meaning knowledge to reading

comprehension would seem to be self-evident. According to
Spache (1966), "Understanding the vocabulary is second only to
the factor of reasoning in the process of comprehension, and
some writers would say it is even more important than
reasoning.... It is sufficient to say that comprehension is
significantly promoted attention to vocabulary growth"
(p.78). While the research on vocabulary is enormous (Dale,
Razik, & Petty, 1973), it is largely descriptive. Unfortunately,
there are relatively few studies which directly document the
effects of vocabulary instruction on reading comprehension.

In studies that have examined the effects of vocabulary
instruction on general measures of reading comprehension (i.e.,
standardized tests), the findings have not been encouraging(e.g.,
Currie, 1963; Hafner, 1965; Lieberman, 1967; Otterman, 1955).

Only Currie reported a significant comprehension effect.

Students who completed exercises in classifyingwords according
to similarities of structure and meaning had higher compre-
hension scores than did control students. Teaching students
vocabulary; through context aids (Hafner, 1965), word-Toots and
prefix meanings (Otterman, 1955), or concept development
(Lieberman, 1967) appeared not to affect reading comprehension
as measured by standardized tests.

When researchers have studied the effects of vocabulary
training that focused on specific words and specific passages, the
results have. been equally disappointing. In a series of
experiments, Pany and Jenkins (1978), Jenkins, Pany, and
Schreck (1978), and Pany (!978) evaluated the effects of several
vocabulary instruction procedures on a variety of measures. The
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instructional procedures included drilling on synonyms, telling
word meanings in the context of oral reading, r 'ating words to
common experiences, and providing practice in applying word
Meanings. Based on a number of vocabulary measures,
synonym drill was consistently the most 'effective instructional

----lirOCediffZ-The -differential -effects -of -the-various instructional- !-
procedures on vocabulary acquisition were generally mirrored
on measures of sentence comprehension (Jenkins et al., 1978;
Pany, 1978). In contrast, vocabulary training produced no
discernable effects on the comprehension of passages containing
the words, which had been taught whether comprehension was
measured by questions, doze, or retell.

These results were partially supported in research
conducted by Ka'rneenui and Carnine (Note 3) who compared
reading comprehension effects from two vocabulary training
procedures. For one group, tra Hing consisted of practice on
synonym meanings and wor application. A second giou.p
received this training plus integration instruction in which thz.
Student was stopped during oral. reading and asked to generate
meaning for those sentences which contained a newly loamed
vocabulary word. These training groups then read a test p.:.ss.tge
which contained the new vocabulary. Their comprehension was
compared with a control group which read the same test passage.
On literal comprehension questions there were ri0 differences
among groups, but on inferential questions the contro' gro..p
which had not received vocabulary t. dining performed sig:.if-
icantly worse than the training groups, whose performai.ce wa.-
equivalent.

In summary, while a variety of methods are capable. of
teaching vocabulary and of affecting .comprehension tie

sentence level it is not so easy to affect overall rtac'Hg
comprehension. The effects of vocabulary knowledge on r'!ading
comprehension seem to be far more subtle than maily leading
educators had imagined.

Cloze
The doze task has become a common measure of reading

comprehension. In this task students are asked to supply words
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that have been deleted from a passage. The number of correctly
supplied words serves as a reading comprehension score. Cloze
presumably taps a student's ;!: hi ry to use available linguistic
information to construct meaning for a pa.:sage. The rationale
for using doze as an instructional activity is th.lf students become
sensitive. to the, semantic and syntactic cues in te-,..z and learn to_
"test" the sensibility of the text produced L,)rn their word
substitutions.

What are the effects of providing students with practIce on
doze tasks? In the studies that have examined this procedure, few
have noted improvements in reading comprehensi. Several of
these studies (Blumenfield & Miller, 1966; Guice, 1969; Heitzman
& Bloomer, 1967) used older subjects and thus fall outside the
scope of this report. However, two studies which used sixth and
seventh grade youngsters .outhan, 1965; Schneyer, 1965) also
report nonsignificant comprehension differences between cloze-
practice and control groups. Neither experiment used a doze
comprehension measure. In contrast to these findings, Kennedy
and Weener (1973) reported enhanced comprehension after
practice with doze. They gave third grade remedial students doze
exercises which were presented either through a reading or
listening mode. Compared to a non-instructed group, the cloze-
practice group scored signifiCantly higher on the Durrell
Listening Test and on reading and listening doze measures. On
the DurrP'l Reading Test, the doze-trained group exceeded the
performahce of all other groups. What is remarkable about
Kennedy and Weener's study is that any c' were found, given
the limited amount of training. Cloze pr: consisted of only
100 items and no more than 1 hoursand 40 minutes of instruction.

Samuels et al. (1974) developed an instructional proce-
dure which is distinct from other doze reSearch. They analyzed
the skills involved in completing doze, exercises into seven
components, including training in the use, of auditory and
visual context to predict words which could logically
follow in a sentence. Samuels et al, termed this procedure
"hypothesis/test training." Groups trained in hypothesis/
test consistently outpei ,ormed control groups on doze
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measures of comprehension (Dahl, 1979; Smnuels et al., 1974;
Sindelar, Note 4). On stand: ,dized reading comprehension
measures, Dahl reported differences which favored the'hypoth-
esis/test group while Sindelar found no 'significant differences.
Samuels et al. and Dahl attributed their findings of improved

--comprehension to the ichildren's inc. zased automaticity. They
believe that the children receiving hypothesis/test training
became adept at woi (i recognition using partial rather than whole
word cues.

The s-ults of studies employing doze as an instructional
technique, while far from consistent, suggest that certain uses of
doze may benefit' reading comprehension. The hypothesis/test
procedure some variation thereof, which involves training on
the subskills which presumably contribute to doze proficiency.
may be the key to effectR'e doze instruction.

Organizational Strategies During Reading
Research on readability indicates that a number of text

characteristics influence comprehension (Bormuth, 1966). Sev-
eral studies have evaluated the effects of syntactical and semantic
factors on children's understanding of and memory for text
(Bormuth, Manning, Carr, & Pearson, 1970; Lesgold, 1974;
Pearson 1974-1975). However, research on rraining children to
understand syntactical structures is sparse.

In one study, Weaver (1979) attempted to influence
reading comprehension by teaching children to encode text in
meaningful chunks. She trained average and above average third
grade readers to unscramble sentence anagrams as a means of.
teaching children to chunk meaningful units within sentences.
Her results were impressive; after an average of 3% hours of
practice on sentence anagrams, experimental subjects signif-
icantly outperformed untrained controls on speed and accuracy
of unscrambling anagrams, on doze paragraph performance,
and oi. a prompted verbatim sentence recall test. However,
differences were not found- on the only Aandardize'd reading
comprehension test used (MAT Reading Subtest) and on a timed
test in.!:c1., in recognition of meaningful sentences.
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Another training activity 'which is thought to facilitate
"chunking" of information is practice in sentence combining. In
general. sentence-combining exercises are designed to increase
students' awareness of larger linguistic units and thus increase
language fluency. In two experiments (Fisher, 1973; Hughes,
1975), students were given sets of sentences to combine in writing
(e.g., "My brother tore up my book" and "My brother is little"
results in "My little brother tore up my book"). After five hours
of instruction, fifth, seventh, and ninth grade students outscored
controls on the Stanford Paragraph Meaning subtest and adoze
test (Fisher, 1973). In contra Hughes (1975) provided sentence
combining training for low, middle, and high ability seventh
graders. After a minimum of 26 hours of practice, there were no
significant differences betwee experimental and control groups
on a doze test or the Gates-MacGinitie subtests for Speed and
Accura,y; but on the Miscue Inventory (Goodman & Burke,
1972). experimental groups outperformed controls on compre-
hensi' and grammatical strength. Hughes observed that the

greatest gains' in reading comprehension from sentence com-
bining occurred in the lower and middle ability groups.

Research Qn teaching organizational strategies, although
limited, holds promiSe for improving reading comprehension.
Activities which enhance "chunking" of information appear to
affect students' reading behavior.

Specific Subskill Instruction
While reading researchers debate the subskill vs. holistic

nature of the reading process, daily reading instruction in schools
is typically approached from the subskill perspective (Jenkins &

Parry, in press). Commercial reading materials generally offer
activities designed to teach such comprehension skills as "finding
the main idea," "identifying the sequence," and "drawing
inferences." "Instruction" is essentially a matter of discovery
learning through workbook exercises and teacher questioning,
rather than through direct rule learning, rule application, or task
analytic procedures. Seye.ral studies have addressed the teaching
of specific comprehension subskills, and these have been based
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on a task analytic direct instruction approach. For example,
Carnine and his associates have used these procedures to teach a
number of subskills ranging from simple to complex. These
incluide'answering sequence and simple fact questions (Carnine,,
Prill, & Armstrong, Note 5), using context to derive the meaning
of unknown words (Coyle, Kameenui, & Carnine, Now 6),
comprehension of reversible passive voice and clause con-
structions (K ameenui, Carnine, & Maggs, Note 7) and selecting
information needed to form conclusions (Woolfson, Kameenui,
& Carnine, Note 8).

Another comp'rehension subskill is "critical reading."
Robinson (1964, p. 3) offers a general definition of critical
reading as "judgement of the veracity, validity, or worth of what
is read, based on sound criteria, or standards developed through
previous experience." Wolf, King, and Huck (1968) report scores
on the Ohio State University Critical Reading Test which favored
groups who for one year received lessons involving reading,
discussing, and evaluating printed materials and completing
logic worksheets. Nardell; (1957) reported that students who
receHed instruction made significantly greater gains on recog-
nition of propaganda devices, but not on interr.eting authors'
suggestions or characters' feelings. Students no used work-
books and audio tapes to learn logic rules (Lowerre &Scandura,
1973-74) exhibited significant growth on a test which measured

ability to recognize valid inferences, to detect statements
incompatible with the premises, and to detect Conclusions that

were Jiot logically permitted by the premises. In three

experiments designed to teach children to contend with
dete/minate and indeterminate syllogisms in text, Katzenmeycr
and Van Blaricom (1976) report "... that although the results
were statistically significant fon one of three experiments], there
Were no major improvements in scores due to instruction [on

syllogisms]" (p-. 5).
In summary, it appeal's that students can acquire specific

comprehension subskills if they receive carefully
instruction. A question that is yet unanswered is whether mastery
of specific subskills affects overall comprehension. None of the
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studies reported in this Fection offer evidence that children who
receive instruction in a particular skill area demonstrate
improved comprehension on noncontrived texts. Do stud,nts
who learn to comprehend passive voice constructions in specific
exercises apply that skill in more natural context? Do students
who receive specific subskill training recognize propaganda or
passive voice constructions or problem statements when they
encounter them in other contexts? A serious void in the
comprehension subskill research to date is the failure of
researchers to assess transfer effects to other reading compre-
hension skills and to more general measures of comprehension.
While it appears that specific comprehension skills can be taught,
how this accomplishment relates to more general reading
comprehension ability has yet to be established.

Auding-Reading Relations
One basis for designing reading comprehension instruc-

tional strategies is provided by the developmental model of
auding and reading described in the work of Fries (1963) and
Sticht and his colleagues (Sticht, Beck, Hauke, Kleiman, &
James, 1974). According to this comprehension model, the same
language competencies and cognitive content which permit one
to understand spoken messages (auding) are also responsible for
the understanding of written messages (reading). Thus once
person can decode print with sufficient au omaticity, his/ her
comprehension of text will be equal to that which would be
achieved if the message were processed auditorally.

In one sense, research on the auding-reading relationship
falls outside the organizational fratnew .)rk of this chapter. In
theory, all instructional variables could be examined in relation
to the and -read model. However, since auding-reading research
has largely examined variables which ?Flow the reader to simplify
the linguistic input of passage, we are including it in this section.

Sticht et al. (1974) offer four lines of evidence which
support predictions, from their auding-reading model. First, the
ability of children to comprehend spoken messages should
exceed their ability to comprehend written messages during the
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early school years, presumably because beginning readers lack

competency in decoding printed language. As decoding skills
develop over time, auding and reading abilities will become
equal. In general,. the existing evidence related to this prediction
confirms that auding is initially superior to reading and that the

two processes become equally effective sometime around
seventh or- eighth grade. Second. auding ability will predict
reading comprehension, once decoding skills develop. Data
relating to this prediction shows that the correlations between

these abilities increase from first to fourth grades and remain
stable (around +.60) thereafter. M oreover, upper elementary and

junior high aged students who are poor readers also perform
badly on listening tasks, suggesting a general comprehension
deficit rather than one specific to reading (Sm ley, Oakley,
Worthen, Campione, & Brown 1977: Becker & Lilly, Note 9).

Third, if similar language and cognitive cormietencies are

responsible i0- both auding and reading, then similar rates of
information Input, whether by printed or spoken language,

should yield similar levels of comprehension, Evidence offered ;n

support of this prediction reveals that the maximal acs cor silent
reading with accurate retention are similar to rates of both
auding and speaking (250 -300 wds.; min.). Fourth. and most
crucial for instruction in comprehension, the model predicts that

training which improves auding ability will be reflected in
improved reading ability at least for thqse individuals who can

decode print. Of twelve studies re\iewedby Sticht et al. ;1974) in

which specific auding abilities Nve roved through training,
ten reported improved reading ability which paralleled the
improvement in auding ability. Those studies which reported an

auding' reading transfer tended to include such content as

"training in listening in order to recall events, ideas, or

details ...training in vocabulary ...training in listening to predict

outcomes or co draw conclusions or inferences .. land] training
in listening to follow directions" (Sticht et al., p. 88).

Another study bearing on auding/ reading t.-ansfer was
reported by Kennedy and Weener (1973) and previons1) reviewed

in our section on "Cloze." Compared to a noninstructed control

Imtructional Variables
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group, children who underwent doze auding training scored
significantly higher on the Durrell Listening Comprehension
test, on a doze listening measure, and on a doze reading measure.

Implications of the developmental model of auding and
reading for reading comprehension instruction are noteworthy.
Once decoding is mastered, improvements in reading compre-
hension should be -a function of improvements in the reader's:
language and cognitive competencies. Efforts to improve!
language and cognitive competencies can occur in the context of
reading, but are not necessarily limited to reading activities. It
would seem that instructional activities which expand on thC
child's world knowledge and on his ability to extract meaning
from various syntactical forms of discourse would produce
reading comprehension improvements. The aud-read model
implies, further, that specific language competencies of children
should be assessed, so that instruction could be geared to
appropriate targets. If the aud-read model is valid, two
observations are germane. Some "reading comprehension"
problems should conveniently disappear as soon as children
achieve proficiency in decoding, at least in children who have an
adequate knowledge and language base. Thus, the necessty of
producing proficient decoders is obvious. Second, althoUgh
instruction designed to improve cognition and language abilities
may begin early, it should not be expected to have maximum
impact on reading comprehension until decoding skills. are
reasonably proficient.

Instructional Lariables Atldressing
Attention Related Problems

Another source of comprehension failure involves the
attention a reader gives to the task. We would expect
comprehension to suffer if students processed text superficially,
attended to unimportant aspects of the task for example,
pronunciation, or failed to self-monitor their understanding
and memory for what is read. Instructional variables which seem
to add rey, tl.:.;e attention related problems include questions,
purpose setting, incentives, and reading strategies.
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Questions and Purpose. Setting
Establishing a purpose for reading and asking children

questions about what they read are two frequently recommended
instructional procedures (Weintraub, 1969). In a recent investi-
gation of classroom reading instruction. Durkin (1978) found
that teachers devoted the largest time.allotment (.18 percent) of
the reading period to comprehension assessment, that is asking
questi.)n:, shout ,;hat was read. To our knowledge, there have
been no systematic investigations of the effects of teacher
questioning on the development of children's comprehension. In
contrast. there is an enormous literature on the effects of adjunct
questions, in text and, there is some researai on purpose setting.
While most of this research has focused on mature readers. e.g..
college students. s...veral recent studies have used younger

'students.
Providing children with purpose statements such, as "read

for implied meanings" or "read to find out how ....;before they
read a passage does not appear to facilitate. comprehension
(Ballard, 1965;. Pettit. 1971: Snavely, 1962). Similarly, placing
questions before a reading passage does not consistently increase
comprehension relative to no-question conditions (Fincke, 1968;
Landry. 1967). In contrast, interspersed questions. either before
or after pertinent passage segments, have sometimes been shown
to ad children's subsequent test performance. These effects,
however, are by no means consistent across studies. For example,
Daugherty (1971) found that interspersed post-questions did not
facilitate comprehension, while Swenson and Kulhavy (1974)
and Yost, Avila, and Vexler (1977) found that interspersed post-
questions strongly facilitated comprehension. Swenson and
K ulhavy also reported significantly higher Lerformance on
relevant items (posttest information that was questioned during
reading) vs, incidental items (posttest information not ques-
tioned during reading). Richmond (1976) reports results that fall

somewhere in the middle of these conflicting findings. His study
examined the generality of question effects across reading
selections. Three different passages were examined under two
interspersed-question conditions (before and after) :!nu! i no-
question control. In contrast to Swenson'and Kulhavy aria ost
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solutions usually involve teaching low performing students some
skill or strategy or providing them with relevant background
knowledge. For some children, however, poor comprehension
may not be, the 'result of poor instruction but rather lack of
motivation. Several studies conducted in school settings with
normal reading materials have investigated / the effects of
contingency management procedures.

Lahey, McNees, and Brown (1973) and Jenkins, Barksdale,
and Clinton (1978) report significant imprOvements in the
number of correctly answered comprehension questions when
such activity was reinforced by social praise and money. Lovitt
and Hansen (1976) and Hansen and Lovitt (1976) have also
modified reading comprehension with contingency management
prlicrdurc-, In one study, permission to skip stories in the reading
tic:;;;; was contingent upon a prescribed level of comprehension
p. -,rmance. If the children performed beneath the prescribed

, .)11:y were required to reread the passages and correct their
When these contingencies were in effect, reading

rehension improved.
This set of studies suggests that comprehension perform-

ance can be altered through contingency management. Like
adjunct questions, incentives have uncertain direct and indirect
effects on reading comprehension ability. Our comments on this
issue concerning questions and purpose setting are equally
relevant here.

Reading Strategies
Whereas several studies have demonstrated that incen-

tives and adjunct questions enhance learning from text, these are
conditions imposed on the reader by an outside agent, usually a
teacher or a curriculum writer. It would be heartening to discover
that children could learn general strategies to apply by
themselves thus reducing their dependence on outside agents.
Among the attempts to teach students an internalized reading
strategy_weinclude the research on imagery, paraphrasing, self-
checking, reading strategy les-s-orts:--and corrective feedback,

Pressley (1977) has reviewed research on induced imagery
and prose learning. The basic paradigm of thfS-research involves
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instructing students in how to form mental images of the events

specified by the text. The comprehension of students
receiving this instruction is then compared to that of students
who are not so instructed. There appears to be a clear

s
developmental trend in children's ability to use. mental imagery

\ with discourse materials. Children below the fourth grade usually

\do not benefit from an instruction to form images, either on

Its ening or reading tasks. But in one study LeVin and Divine-
Ha ens (1974) found that, compared to a no-imagery group, .

fourth grade students who were Usld to use an imagery strategy in

a listenink-4isk scored higher on a recall measure. However, no

comprehensi7 improvements were noted for students who read

the same story with imagery instructions.
Whereas younger students have difficulty employing

imagery, older students (fifth and sixth graders) have been shown

to benefit from imagery instruction in school-like reading tasks
(Kulhavy & Swenson, 1975; Raseo, Tenneyson, & Boutwell,

1975). However, younger children (e.g., third and fourth graders)
who ordinarily do not bepefit from an instruction to image may

be taught an imagery strategy. Pressley (1977) gave, students 20

minutes of imagery practice/ with feedback regarding the
adequacy of their imaging. In ariother study, Lesgold, McCormicl

and Golinkoff (1975) trained children over several weeks to draw

pictures of events described in passages and later to picture thej

stories in their heads: The results of both studies showed
improved comprehension for the imagery-trained subjects.

However, in the Lesgold et al. study, students did not

/spontaneously employ the imagery strategy, but had to be
reminded to use it. Moreover, there is evidence from this study

and from a study mentioned. by Levin (1973) that an imagery

strategy will produce improved performance only on certain

kinds of reading selections, specifically those containing a large

number of concrete references.
These results raise questions about the general utility of

imagery strategi4s. As Pressley (1977) notes, even in the studies

which report facilitation from induced imagery, the size of the

effects is'rather small. MoreOver, there appear to be a number of

individual difference variables which hinder some students'
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successful employment of an imagery strategy with p 'rose,

including mental retardation (Bender & Levin, 1978), decoding
deficiencies (Levin, 1973), and ability ta learn from pictures
(Levin, Divine-Hawkins, Kerst, & Guttman,' 1974).

If learner and text characteristics exert serious limitations

on the effectiveness of imagery strategies, are there other means
by which readers might successfully create elaborations of text?
Doctorow et al. (1978) devised a procedure for text elaboration
which would seem not to depend upon the concreteness of text,
nor on students' ability to learn from pictures. In their study,
sixth grade students were instructed "to generate and to write
their own sentence about what happened in the paragraph after
they read each paragraph of the story." Even though students
received no practice or feedback regarding the adequacy of their
sentence paraphrase, they apparently succeeded in performing
this task. Compared to a reading-only control group, students in
the paraphrase treatment correctly answered 43 percent more
questions on a posttest and also completed43 percent more cloze

items one week later. in a replication with lower ability students,
the treatment appeared to produce even larger effects with
performance improvements of 67 percent. Such promising
results from so simple a manipulation call for replication and
extension to other reader groups and reading selections.

Together with the research on imagery, the Doctorow et al.
findings suggest that readers can improve their memory for text
by producing mental or verbal elaborations of the events
depicted in a passage. How the imagery/sentence generation
strategy enhances comprehension or memory for text is not
altogether clear. The strategies may be effective because they
raise and maintain the reader's attention: A lternatively, they may

ensure deeper semantic processing of the information, or may
require students to organize and relate the information in the
text data to their existing knowledge.

Teaching young readers how and when to systematically
employ various reading strategies may affect their success in
certain, specific reading situations, for example, with highly

concrete text. More generally, it would also seem to make them

more independent and self-directed learners and more knowl-
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edgeable about their own comprehension processes. Brown (in
press), describes phenomenon as the development of

"4+ %metaeomprehension. She has identified several skills which
mature learners, those who are knowledgeable about their own .-
comprehension and memory abilities, seem to use. In a recent

study, Brown, Campione,-and Barclay (1978) report an attempt

to teach a self-checking skill to mentally retarded adolescents who
normally perform poorly on memory and reading tasks. Students

learned a rehearsal strategy for memorizing list information. Not\
only did these students retain this self-checking, rehearsal
strategy .over a long time, they also spontaneously generalized the

strategy to prose materials.
While Brown and Campione focused on what maybe seen

more as a study skill than a reading skill, the distinction between
these areas is sometimes blurred. For. instance, are imagery and

sentence elaboration strategies reading or study skills? One might

argue that in contrast to these reading/study strategies, teaching
children a general "reading for meaning" orientation is a purer
"reading" strategy. The work of Goodman (1967), a leading
spokesman for a meaning emphasis as opposed to a skills and
decoding emphasis in the teaching of reading, has prompted
several studies on the feedback teachers give to students. In this
research, teacher-delivered corrections for oral reading errors
either emphasized correct pronunciation and grapheme-phoneme

reproduction or emphasized reading for sense. In the former case

a teacher, might stop a student for every oral reading error, no
matter how minor, and require the student to "sound-out" the
correction. In the latter case, a teacher might tolerate andeven

encourage oral reading errors as long as the text modifications
made sense and did not alter the author's intended meaning; if
teachers did correct errors, they would encourage the student to

supply a word which was consistent with the syntax and
semantics of the sentence or with the overall passage.

In gene---.1., this research suggests that the type of
corrections teachers provide can shape students toward either a
decoding orientation or a meaning orientation (Hansen,.1977;,
Piper, 1975; Smith, 1974). However, most of these studies are
guasi-experiments and, thus, the strength of their results- is
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somewhat attenuated. In contrast, Niles, Graham, and Winstead
(Note 10) recently reported a true experiment in which they
contrasted code-oriented corrections of oral reading miscues
with a "no-correction" condition. After only four days, fourth
grade students appeared to read differently as a function of these
feedback variations. On an orally read test passage, students in
the no-correction condition made significantly fewer meaning
change miscues and also exhibited higher retell scores. Pany,
McCoy, and Peters (Note 11) conducted a study of the same
instructional conditions as Niles et al., but obtained different
results. Remedial reading students assigned to the corrective
feedback and no-correction conditions did not differ in

answering story-referenced comprehension questions. However,
higher functioning remedial students obtained superior retell
scores under the no feedback condition.

The findings of Niles et al. are further attenuated by
results of an experiment reported by Fleisher (1979). She found

no differences on comprehension measures of students taught
under the following conditions: 1) corrective feedback for each
oral reading error; 2) no corrections during reading, but feedback

on answers to comprehension questions; and 3) a combination of
corrective feedback on oral reading errors and comprehension

questions.
Given these conflicting yet intriguing findings, the issue of

reading strategies and teacher influence on students' strategy
development is an area which deserves far more attention from

researchers.

The Current Status of Reading Comprehension Instruction
We have attempted with this review to characterize the

research basis for various instructional practices in the teaching

of reading comprehension. Given this goal, one might expect us
to be in a position to provide some giiidance to teachers and
curriculum writers about how they should proceed in designing

and implementing instruction that will enhance the development
of reading comprehension. In our opinion, the current level of
knowledge on this topic does not justify many strong prescriptive

statements.
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A somewhat more optimistic appraisal can be made by
focusing on findings from specific studies. While they may not
permit our making strong directives to practitioners, certain

findings at least provide promising leads for subsequent
investigations. In the ,category of background knowledge
variables, the research on pictures (Schallert, in press) may have

direct implications for instructional design, and the research on
paragraph headings (Doctorow et al., 1978) would appear to
warrant more attention from researchers. In ,the category of
linguistic/ reasoning variables the research by Dahl (1979) on
repeated readings and hypothesis-test training is noteworthy.
Weaver's (1979) "chunking" training and the sentence-combining
exercises may be effective in developing syntactic knowledge.
The task analysis and direct instruction approach represented by
the research of Carnine (Note 5) and his colleagues should be of
significant interest to teachers and curriculum writers, because
this approach appears to succeed in teaching the very skills that
are often the target of classroom instruction. Finally, within-the
category of attentional /processing variables, the research on
paraphrasing (Doctorow et al., 1978) seems to hold the greatest

promise.
On the other hand, the research on cloze practice, advance

organizers, purpose setting, speed of single word decoding and
imagery suggests that these variables either do not enhance
comprehension to any detectable degree, or do so in extremely
limited situations (cf. our discussion of imagery).-

Stepping back from specific findings to a more general
overview, we see that while the literature on comprehension
instruction does not answer the big question on how to make
children better reading comprehenders, it does raise several
interesting questions. With the growth in schema-theoretical
explanations of comprehension, we need to ask how the notions
of world knowledge and schema can be translated into

instructionally useful concepts. Recognizing that some first
attempts such as advance, organizers have not been successful,
researchers might rethink the procedures by which educators can
identify particular abstract schema or general frameworks which
would then be directly and deliberately incorporated into the
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curriculum. Another relevant area, metacognition, involves

strategic behavior for reading situations involving relatively or

totally unfamiliar topics, where obvious schemata are absent.
Possibly strategies that involve deliberate semantic processing,

such as paraphrasing, along with other strategies more directly

related to remembering, such as systematic rehearsal, are most

appropriate in situations where background knowledge is

lacking for.a particulartopic-(Pace, Note 12).

There are other questions which have almost no
relationship to theory. Nevertheless, research on these issues
might yield some very useful information for practitioners. For
example, it would be of interest: to examine the effects of the

multitude of workbook exercises that are assigned to children in

the name of comprehension instruction. Do any or all of these
different exercises teach anything and, if so, is that "anything"
related to reading comprehension? Some very practical experi-

ments could be designed to address 'this issue, and their results

could have obvious and direct implications for classroom

practice.
Another recommendation we make for future instruc-

tional research is related to the choice of dependent measures.
Many of the studies reviewed above describe their outcome
measures in very general terms, for example, as factual questions

and inference questions. The failure to employ uniform measures

may, in part, account for inconsistent findings across studies. It

might be wise to consider also incorporating multiple measures

of comprehension into any studies of instructional variables. If

multiple measures are not included, the researcher may

erroneously conclude either that the instructional treatment did

not affect reading comprehension when indeed it did, or that the

instructional treatment had widespread impact on reading
comprehension, when in fact it did not.

One final comment. We were struck by the increasing

volume of research on reading comprehension instruction.

However, this research is distinguished more by its breadth (a

great diversity of variables are represented) than by its depth.

That is, relatively few variables have been studied on more than

one occasion by more than one investigator. It is regrettable that
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some of the most promising variables, in terms of their apparent
effects, have been studied on only a single occasion (e.g., Dahl,
1979; Doctorow et al., 1978; Weaver, 1979). The implications
Of this observation are obvious. Researchers in reading need to
establish strong, credible, and 'generalizable findings if teachers
are to be helped in their attempts to foster children's reading
development.
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Academic Learning Time and Reading
Achievement

David C. Berliner
'University of Arizona

If one is willing to accept the standardized reading achievement
test score as a criterion for effective instruction, then there is now
sufficient evidence to say that some of lie variables associated
with successful instruction in reading at the elementary grades
are knoWn. To interpret this evidence requires familiarity with
just a handful of concepts: allocated time, engaged time, success

rate, academic learning time, opportunity to learn, content
coverage, curriculum-test congruence, and direct instruction.

These' concepts as they apply to elementary grade rea.,;r1,7

instruction, are escribed in more detail below.

Allocated' Time
Table

i
1 presents data describing time allocations in

reading and language arts activities from 25 second grade and 21
fifth grade classes. (The complete study, including descriptions of

the sample, instrumentation, and data analysis, is reported in
Fisher, Filby, Marliave, Cahen, Dishaw, Moore, & Berliner,
1978b.) These data are based on records of classroom activity
kept for most of the school days from January to May of a recent
school, year in a sample of schools from the San Francisco,

+This paper is based. in part on the results of a multi-year study called the Beginning
Teacher Evaluation Study. The study and papers issued from the project were a joint

effort of David C. Berliner. Charles W. Fisher. Nikola N. Filby..Richard Marliave.
Leonard S. Callen. Marilyn Dishaw: and Jeffry E. Moore.
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-California, Bay area (Fisher, Filby, & Marliave, 1977). What is
immediately obvious from these data is the enormous variability

of allocated time for reading and reading related activities. In the

second grade, in classroom 4, students are provided with a mean
of 47 minutes a day for reading. In contrast, similar students in

classrooms I I and 17 each received an average daily allocation of

118 minutes -for reading, The same phenomenon is found in the
fifth grade data. Students in classroom 6 received a little over an

hour a day for reading, while in classroom 10 and classroom 12
the average student is exposed to 2 hours and 17 minutes of
reading insttuction and related reading activities. These very

large differences in the duration of reading instruction in
different classes ate great enough to affect scores on standardized
reading tests (Fisher et al., 1978b). It is difficult to determine-
what the "proper" or "upper".limits of allocated time for reading

should be in the elementary grades. But it is not difficult to
believe, from these data, that some teachers have allocated too
little time for reading instruction.

Another item of interest in the data of Table I is the
standard deviation of daily allocated time in reading. In the fifth
grade classes, class 8 and class 18 had almost identical means for
allocated reading time, but they show quite different standard
deviations. The managerial behavior of the teacher in classroom
18 was such that very little variability from a set routine is shown.

In class 8, much more variability in the daily pattern of classroom
organization is shown. Such differences in style of classroom
management also affect achievement. The large between-class

differences in standard deviations and total allocated time
Sometimes occur because transition time (the time students spend

.finishing one activity, moving, and getting ready for another
activity), wait time (the time students spend waiting for help or
directions), and time spent in behavioral management in some

classes is very high or variable from day to day. These data
indicate that the time allocated for academic instruction in a
school day can easily slip away when a-teacher cannot keep the
transitional time, wait time, and behavioral problems to a
minimum. Any sensible manager knowF that. Somehow,
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Table 1
Mean Time and Standard Deviation (in Minutes) Devoted to Reading

and Language Arts Activities by Class and by Grade

Second Grade
Class Time Class

Fifth Grade
Time

I 106 (3) I W2 (3)
2 7Q (8) 3 80 (2)

3 ;i: (4) 4 92 (4)

4 47 (8) 5 110 (8)

5 96 (5) 6 68 (7)

6 65 (5) 8 . 104 (13)

7 93 (7) 9 127 (4)

8 75 (6) 10 137 (11)

9 90 (1) 11 119 (5)

10 93 (6) 12 137 (9)

.11 118 (7) 14 130 (4)

12 83 (5) 16 95 (8)

13 87 (1) 17 108 (15)

14 103 (6) 18 106 (2)

15 96 (3) 19 108 (6)

16 66 (3) 21 129 (9)

17 118 (3) 23 121 6)

18 101 (4) 24 95 (10)

19 90 (2) 25 129 (3),.

20 80 (4) 26 102 (8)

21 82 (4) 27 88 (3)

22 86 (6) --
23 85 (6)
24 90 (2)
25 78 (5)

Total

Sample 88 (16) Sample 74 (II)

Source: Fisher. Filby. & Marliavc. 1977.

however, in many classes, there is a lack of attention to classroom
management that, results in considerable inefficiency, and

reduced achievement on stc adardized tests of reading.
When studying instructional time it is also important to

know how much time is allocated to particular areas of the

reading curriculum. Table 2 presents,, such .data for fdur fifth
grade classes. These data were collected &Om teacher logs kept on

a sub-sample of students in the class, over about 90 days of
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instruction. Considerable variability in the allocations of time to
particular content areas of fifth grade reading is shown. (Similar

.results were found at other grade levels and for other subject
matter.)

Different philosophies of education result in, different
beliefs about what is important for students to learn. These
beliefs, along with the teacher's likes and dislikes for teaching

certain areas, result in some interesting differences in the
functional curriculum of a class. For example, from. Table 2 it can

be seen that classroom C spends dramatically more time on
comprehension in reading than any of the other three fifth grade

classes. In classroom D silent reading and spelling were
emphasized,' as judged from the dramatically greater allocation
of time to those content areas, in contrast to the average amount
of time each student of classes A, B, and C received. And oral
reading hardly seemed to be of interest to the, teacher of class B, at

least that is what can be concluded when the data from class B are
compared with the data from the other fifth grade classes.

These rather significant differences in the functional
classroom' curriculum do result in considerable differences in
achievement (Fisher et al., 1978b). If students in these fifth grade
classes were part of some end-of-year statewide testing program,
where drawing inferences from paragraphs of prose was tested, as

it often is, one might well expect that students in classroom C
would show superior performance when contrasted to similar
students in the other fifth grade classes.

This brief examination of selected data presenting
estimates of classroom allocated time shows ,clearly that some
teachers spend considerably more time instructing in particular
reading content areas than other teachers, and, some teachers
allocate considerably more total instructional time to reading
than do other teachers. These differences, put into experimental
terminology, represent clear differences in the type and in the
duration-of treatment. And we should expect that when type of
treatment and duration of treatment are varied, achievement will
vary. Our data confirm this. Other things being equal, the more
time allocated to 'a content area of reading, the higher the
academic achievement in that content area.
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Table 2
Allocated. Pupil Time (in Minutes) in Content Areas of Reading for

Four Fifth-Grade Classes

Curriculum Content Areas
Classes

Word
struc- Root words and affixes 250 . I 12 126 103

ture Syllables 67 60 102 212

Synonyms 95 152 10 119

Word Pronoun reference 0 0 9 56

meaning Other word meaning 558 949 1042 615

Verbatim (no rephrasing) 206 329 188 325

Translation (paraphrase) 122 151 1649 383

Comprel Inference/Synthesis 235 252 1432 306

hension Identifying main items 153 243 943 326

Evaluation of fact and opinion 5 0 66 56

Other comprehension 196 325 1368 239

Oral reading 604 63 885 305

Reading Silent reading 1083 724 956 3640

practice Reading in content areas 505 256 400 284

Spelling 694' 847 664 1415

Related Grammar 242 183 859 413

reading Creative writing 56 343 98 573

activi- Study skills 472 669 270 171

ties Other 207 687 1317 426

Sources: Dishaw, 1977a; Dishaw, 1977b; Filby & Marliase. 1977.

Engaged Time
Table 3 presents data on the average percentage of time

students are engaged during reading instruction in the four fifth
grade classes described in Table 2. These data are from observer
records and not from teacher. logs. Previous work revealed that

teachcrs can keep accurate records of allocated time, but that
classroom observers are necessary to obtain accurate records of
engaged time (Marliave, Fisher, Filby, 1977). In examining these
data it appears that the percentage oftime students are engaged is

relatively high. This is an artifact ofthe observationl system that

was in use. The observation system required that transition time

and certain other classroom phenothena be coded as separate

Learning Time
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events. Thus, the data on engagement rates are for the time spent
in reading, after a class has settled down and before the class
starts to put their work away. If engagement were coded for the
entire time block denoted by teachers as reading time, the
engaged time rates would be considerably lower because during
transitions or when waiting for help students are usually not
engaged. Still, variability bet ween classes is noted for this
important variable. The engagement rates in these four fifth-
grade classes vary from 75 percent to 84 percent during reading
instruction. This range was much larger in the total sample of
classes studied.

The average number..of minutes per day allocated for
instruction, multiplied by the engagement rate, provides liberal
estimates of the number of engaged minutes per day, per student.
These data are found in Table 3. The range in these four classes is

between 48 and 119 minutes per day of engaged time. These are
dramatic differences, differences of 100 percent or more, in the

engaged time students allot to learn their reading. And these
differences in engagement have been consistently related to
differences in achievement. There is nothing very startling here. If
students do not pay attention, they do not learn much.

In mosil: districts we may assume that a school year is
about 180 days. This figure must be reduced by absences of'
teachers and students, strikes, bussing difficulties, the diffi-
culties of in,ruction before' Christmas and Easter breaks, the
testing at the beginning and end of the school year, and other
factors. A reasonable, perhaps even a liberal, estimate of the
'functional" school year may be abotit 150 days. Accumulating
the engaged minutes per day over these 150 days gives an estimate

of the engaged instructional time allotted by students to the
academic curriculum during the entire school year. Table 3 also

presents these data. In the four fifth: grade classes, with

reasonably mature and independent learners, between 120 and
298 cumulative hours per school year are noted for all areas of
reading. It is worth noting that these teachers were volunteers
who were open enough about their teaching to permit regular and
extensive observation of their classes. Thus, we estimate that the
data on engaged time are markedly higher in the sample than in
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Table 3
Engaged Time, Percent of Time Students Are Working with Easy Material,

and Academic Learning Time for Four Fifth-Grade Reading Classes

A
Classes

B C D

--Percent of time students engaged 82 77 ' 84 75

Engaged minutes per day 48 51 119 101

Percent of time students are in material of
easy difficulty level 51 61 47 58

Academic learning time per day in minutes 24 31 56 59

Engaged hours per 150 day school year 120 128 298' 283

Academic learning time, in hours, per 150

day school year 60 78 140 148

the population of interest. We have reason to suspect that in

many fifth grade classes cumulative engaged time in reading is

well under 100 hours for the entire school year. With younger
children, say .econd graders, the total time students are engaged

in the reading curriculum for the entire school year is

considerably lower, and just as variable. We have reason to

suspect that in many second grade classes cumulative engaged

time in reading is well under 70 hours for the entire school year.
As these data come to light some important questions

must be asked. For example, what should be expected in the way

of engaged time for 30 students and one teacher, working
together throughout the school year? What are the expectations

for instructional time held by parents and'school board members

as they make policy to educate the young of a community?
Because these new estimates of classroom allocated and engaged

time do not conform to the prevailing beliefs that exist among

people who manage and support education, either those beliefs

must be, changed or instructional practices must he altered.

Success Rate
Three rather broad categories were used in the Beginning

Teacher Evaluation Study to define the difficulty level of the

material or activities that were worked on by students (Fisher et

al., I978b). In "high success," the student understands the task

and makes only occasional careless errors. In "medium success,"

Learning Time
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the student has partial understanding but makes some substan-

tive errors. In "low success," the student does not understand the

task at all. These categories coincide with common sense notions

of "easy," "medium," and "hard."
High success rate. The findings consistently point out the

positive effects of school tasks yielding high success rates (easy

materials, providing a low error rate). Other research on
instructional design has stressed the importance of high success

rates. High success rate in scholastic activities has also been
found to be one factor that contributes to high levels of student

self-esteem.
The average student in the Beginning Teacher Evaluation

Study spent about half the time working on tasks that provided
high success. Students who spent more time than the average in
high success activities had higher achievement scores in the
spring, better retention of learning over the summer, and more
positive attitudes toward school. From these data, one might
recommend that students spend somewhat more than half tEieir
time on tasks they can carry out with high success. Sixty or
seventy percent might be reasonable.

The idea of success rate may be more understandable if
one thinks about the cyclical nature of learning. Learning is
a process of moving from not knowing to knowing. Most likely,
when new material is introduced the student will not understand
completely and will make some errors. Guided practice and/or
explanation help the student understand, and she or he comes to
make fewer errors. Eventually, the student will perform
correctly, although probably with some effort. Learning will
become well established and further work will be practice or
review. This stage could be viewed as one of consolidation. At
some later point, the student knows the material so well that
further practice is of-minimal value and it is time to move on to
something,new. The results of the Beginning Teacher Evaluation
Study suggest that for learning of basic skills in the elementary

grades, the stage of successful practice (consolidation) is

particularly important, so tht concepts and procedures are
thoroughly mastered. Apparently some teachers do not devote

sufficient time to this stage. ,

2 "-.;
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While these data lead one to emphasize the importance of
giving students ample opportunity for successful practice, one
must also point out that it would not be desirable fOr students to
spend all of their time on tasks they can perform completely,
correctly. Common sense suggests that too' high a rate of "high
success" work would' be deleterious ,( boring, repetitive, time

wasting, etc.). Probably, some balance between "high success"
and /more challenging work is appropriate. Also, it was found
that older students and/ or students who were generally skilled at
school learning benefited from a smaller percentage of time at the

high success level. Apparently these students had learned to
prOblem solve, to take a task they did not completely understand
and work it out; These students may enjoy the challenge of more
difficult materials, as long aS they eventually experience success.

Low success rate. When students worked with materials
or activities that were categorized as "hard," yielding a low
success rate, achievement was lower. In the Beginning Teacher
Evaluation Study, no teacher assigned a high proportion of
materials that were exceptionally hard for students. However,

some students worked on materials judged to be excessively

difficult for them as much as 20 percent of the time. Other
students never worked at a low success rate. Students who were

observed to spend more time on excessively difficult materials
generally learned less than other students. It is seldom, if ever,
desirable for students to be given tasks where they experienCe low

success.

Academic Learning Time
Academic Learning Time (ALT) was the research variable

of most interest in the Beginnirq.; Teacher Evaluation Study. This'
variable is defined as the time a student is enaged with academic
materials or activities that yield a high success rate. One
component of ALT is the engagement rate of students. Another is
the level of' difficulty of the material that is attended to by a
student. Theoretical and empirical evidence suggests that
classroom learning occurs primarily with materials that are of an

easy level of difficulty. Materials that are too hard for a student
do not add much to his or her acquisition of the concepts, skills,
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and operations that are required of students in a particular grade

level. Nor do they allow for practice, repetition, and over-
learning. These are important concerns if retention is to be
maximized. Table 3 presents information on the percentage of

time that students/ are working with relatively easy material.

These data are/ratings made by observers in classrooms. As
shown in Table 3, for fifth-grade reading the range is between 47

percent and 61 percent. Multiplying the engaged minutes per day

by the percent of time students are assigned work that yields low

error rates provides an estimate of ALT per day. These_ are

also provided in Table 3.
As noted above, the typical academic school year of 180

days may he considered to be a functional school year of 150

'days. The last line in Table 3 presents academic learning time, in

hours, for a school year of 150 days. In fifth grade reading the /
range is from 60 hours per school.year to 148 hours per school/
year. In these four classes, differences of many hundreds of

percent in accumulateelAur are noted. In the total sample

studied, the range of ALT is considerably larger. It should again be

noted that all the elementary school teachers in this sample were
'volunteers. These data, if they could be obtained from a non -

volunteer sample, would most likely show even more between

class variability.
If academic learning time is a major factor in acquiring the

knowledge and skill required to master the curriculum of a
particular grade level, for a particular con/tent area, one can see

that the school year does not contain as/much ALT,as might be

desired. If our concerns about instruction are correct, there are

many, many classes where there is not/Sufficient time for students

to master the curriculum that has/been chosen for them. The

implications of this situation for' learning are quite important

and are discussed next.

Academic Learning Time and AchieveMent
A major finding of the Beginning Teacher. Evaluation

St .idy is that increases in Academic Learning Time are associated

with increases in student achievement. The practical importance

of Academic Learning Time in relationship to achievement is
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illustrated in Table 4, using examples from the analysis of grade
two reading instruction (Fisher, Berliner, Filby, Marliave,
Cahen, Dishaw, & Moore, I 978a). This table displays total
reading scores in October, student engaged time with a high
success rate (Academic Learning Time) in reading over the
period from October to December, and estimated total reading
scores in December. The reading scores in December are
estimated from linear regressions that use the test scores in

October and the intervening Academic Learning Time to
estimate the expected December test scores. Total reading scores
in October and December are shown both in terms of raw scores
out of 100 items (percent of items correct) and in terms of
percentile rank among students in this study. Student engaged

time with a high success rate (Academic Learning Time) in
reading is 'shown both in terms of total time over the five week
inter-test period and in terms of the corresponding average daily

time (in minutes).
Reading across the rows in this table from left to right, one

can see that given a particular reading score in October (two left
columns) and a particular amount of Academic Learning Time
(middle two columns), what the estimated reading score in
DeceMber is (two right columns). It should be recogniied,
however, that students who started with a given score in October'
and experienced a given amount of Academic Learning Time
during the intervening period did not always attain the same
score in December. Therefore, it was necessary, for the puposes
of this ti e, to a, riv., at some estimate of a "typical" or expected
score in D comber, give .1 certain initial scores and some amount
of Acade is Learning 1 ne. In Table 4, the estimated December
raw scores have a standard error of 11.4. This indicates that two-
thirds of the pupils with an estimated score of, say, 40 will have

scores between 28.6 and 51.4.
Table 4 shows that substantial increases in Academic

Learning Time are associated '\Vith important increases in
achievement. Consider the student who started the period with a
grade two reading score that was average (50th percentile, see the
top three rows). If this student experiences the average amount of
Academic Learning Time (573 minutes total, or 23 minutes per
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Table 4
Academic Learning Time and Student Achievement: Examples from

Grade Two Reading Based on the Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study.
Phase Results

Reading Score at
First Testing

-(October)

Student Engaged Time
in Reading with High
Success Rate

Estimated Reading- .
Score. Second Testing
(December)

Raw
Score

(out of
IOU) Petcentile

Total Time
Over

5 Weeks
(Minutes)

Average
Daily
Time

(Minutes)

Raw
Score

(out of
100) Percentile

36 50 100 4 37 39

36 50 573 23 43 50

36 50 1300 52 52 66

16 ' 17 100 4 20 15

16 r 573 23 25 21

16 1' 1300 ' 52 35 36

Notes:
I. An.average of 25 school days occurred between the first and the second testing.

2. The H reading scores are estimated via linear regression.
3. The values of all variables in this table are within the ranges actually obtained in the

sample. .

4. The average engaged time with high success rate in grade two reading for the inter-test

period was 573 minutes.

day in reading), then the student can, be expected to show average
reading achievement in December (50th percentile again). Note
also that the "average" student with "average" Academic
Learning Time does show considerable learning in terms of
predicted raw scores.

Table 4 also indicates that if this average student (in terms
of October's test score) experienced only four minutes per day of
Academic Learning Time (100 minutes total for the inter-test
period), then she or he would be expected to show almost no
'change in raw scores (36 out of 100 correct in October, 37 out of
100 in December) and would decline considerably in relative
terms (50th percentile in October, 39th percentile in December).
However, if the same student experienced very lattge amounts of
Academic Learning Time, 52 minutes per day in this example,
then he or she could be expected to answer almost 50 percent
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more items correctly on the December test than on the October
test (36 out of 100 correct in October, 52 out of 100 correct in
December). Furthermore, in this situation the student would
show considerable improvement in reading achievement relative

to the other studentsin the study (50th percentile in October, 66th
percentile in December). Thus, the student with large amounts of
Academic Learning Time benefits substantially.

It may appear that this range from 4 to 52 minutes per day

is 'unrealistically large. However, these values actually occurred
in the classes in the study. Furthermore, one can easily imagine
how either 4 or 52 minutes per day of Academic Learning Time
might come about. If 50 minutes of reading instruction per day is
allocated to a student who pays attention only about a third of
the time and only one-fourth of the student's reading time is at a
high level of success, then the student will experience only about 4
minutes of engaged reading at a high' success level. Similarly, if
100 minutes per day are allocated to reading for a student who
pays attention 85 percent of the time, at a high level of success for
almost two-thirds of that time, then she or he will experience
about 52 minutes of Academic Learning Time per day.

In summary, large differences in Academic Learning
Time are associated with very important changes in predicted

achievement levels. These large differences in Academic
Learning Time are well within the range that was actually
observed for the Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study. In
addition, one can easily, imagine how these differences in
Academic Learning Time could occur in realistic situations.
Therefore. Academic Learning Time is shown to be of
considerable practical importance in terms of its relationship to

achievement.

Academic Learning Time and Attitude
The data from, the Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study

revealed that students with high and 'low rates of allocated and
engaged time were equally likely to have positive or negative
attitudes toward the subject matter and the school: Educators are
'naturally concerned about whether greater than average time in
academic pursuits or greater than average rates of attending will
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result in negative attitudes. In the Beginning Teacher Evaluation
Study, that did not happen. There was one consistent, positive
trend in the data. It appears that students experiencing high rates
of success are somewhat more likely to have positive attitude
toward reading and school.

Opportunity, to Learn, Content Coverage,
and Curriculum-Test Congruence

. In the recently completed Instructional Dimensions Study
(Cooley & Leinhardt, 1978), a very well-done search for effective
classroom processes, the variable "opportunity to learn" was
extensively examined. Opportunity to learn was a composite
variable. A classroom would score high on thevariable if it had:
lower enrollment, higher rates of attendance, higher allocated
times in .reading and mathematics, fewer transfers in or out, and
higher rates of on-task behavior. Thus, in this study, the
opportunity variable overlapped with the allocated and engaged
time measures mentioned above.

The variable of opportunity to learn also was defined in

terms of curriculum overlapan estimate of the overlap between
what was taught and what was in the end-of-the-year
achievement test. This is the issue of the degree of congruence
between the curriculum That is taught and the achievement test
used to measure mastery of the curriculum. Another and related
aspect of opportunity to learn, not studied directly in Cooley and
Leinhardt, is content coverage. However, others have addressed
the content coverage issue directly (Borg, 1978; McDonald &
Elias, 1976).

The results of these studies are now quite clear and
consistent (cf. Rosenshine & Berliner, 1978). Opportunity to
learn, content coverage, and curriculum-test congruence are
important variables, discriminating between more and less
effective teachers.

Cooley and Leinhardt say it this way: "In summary, the
major generalization with respect to classroom processes must be

that the most useful construct in explaining achievement gain is
the opportunity that the children had to learn the skills assessed
in the achievement test" (p. 32).
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Opportunity, is high when allocated time in some content
areas-is high, engaged time in that content area is high, content
coverage in that curricular area is broad, and that the time and
content choices match the depth and breadth of the achievement
tests used in assessing the instruction.

Direct Instruction
All these trends in the data can be brought together under.

the still nebulous but semantically rich concept called "direct
instruction" (Berliner & Rosenshine, 1977; Rosenshine &
Berliner, 1978).* Direct instruction includes the opportunity
variable and also refers to a syndrome of classroom variables that
have empirical underpinnings. For example, classrooms with an
academic orientation, rather than an affective orientation,
achieve higher (F.,ner et al., 1978b); also, classrooms in which

the time spent was academically focused are found to be
consistently higher in achievement. When large amounts of time
were spent in story telling, art, music, or play, as opposed' to
reading and mathematics activities, negative correlations with
achievement were found (Stallings & Kaskowitz, 1974). Related
to these findings is the well-established consistent finding that
those classes and schools generally called "open" or "humanistic"
do not do as well on academic outcomes as those classes and
schools generally regarded as "traditional." Moreover, even
attitudes about self, school, and subject matter are not higher in

the more open educational programs (Gage, 1978).
Academic feedback has been found to be positively

associated with student learning. Academic feedback is defined
as information given to the (student about whether his answers
were right or wrong. Many different specific behaviors were
conceptualized as fulfilling this function, including answering
questions in class, checking papers, programmed text, and oral
reading. The percentage of instructional time during which the
student received feedback was positively related to student
engagement rate and to achievement. Hence, more academic

Not to he confused with the Direct Instructional Program of Becker and Engelmann

(1978).
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feedback leads to higher engagement and achievement. (Fisher

et al., I978b).
Structuring of the lesson and giving directions on task

procedures have been found to be positively associated with

student Success rate. Teachers who gave directions more often
and spent time discussing the-structure of the lesson had students

who showed a,higher success rate. Students sometimes do not

know what they are supposed to be doing or how they are
supposed to mark a particular worksheet. Clarifying activities by

the teacher helps raise student achievement, probably by
affecting the "success rate" component of Academic Learning
Time (Fisher et ail., 1978b; Tikunoff, Berliner, & Rist, 1975).

The teacher behaviOr of monitoring was found to be

important. When acadeMic monitoring acts were high, the
teacher was able to keep children engaged in their assigned tasks.

This correlated positively with achievement (Fisher et al., 19786).

The classroom environment was also found to be
important. Classroom environments, characterized as cooper-
ative on academic tasks, warm, democratic, convivial, and with

high levels of student responsibility for academic work, showed

up as positive predictors of achievement (Fisher et al., 1978b;
Tikunoff et al., 1975).

The conclusions reached from these studies and the
attempt to define direct instruction leads to a simple one-sentence

statement that best summarizes what we now know: if the tests
they use are matched to the curriculum they teach.. then
elementary school teachers who find ways to put students into
contact with the academic curriculum. and keep them in contact
with that curriculum.\while maintaining a convivial classroom
atmosphere. are successful in promoting reading (and mathe-
matics) achievement.

The "learning student" in such classrooms can then be

described. First, she or he works on an academic task that is
designed to Test.* in increased knowledge or skills. We have
noted that the amount of time that the student spends in a given

knowledge or skill area is directly and positively related. to
learning in the same area. Furthermore, this appears to he as true
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for the more concepttial knowledge areas as it is for the more
basic skill areas.' For example, comprehension skills are as highly

related to time spent in, working on comprehension as are
decoding skill? to time in decoding. Therefore, the learning
student spends relatively great amounts of time working on tasks
that are directly related to the subject matter to be learned and the

test used to measure that learning.
The learning student is also very attentive. He or she is

actively involved in the task at hand, probably with some
enthusiasm. The learning student is busy performing the
academic part of the task, . rather than sharpening pencils,
looking for a book, or waiting in line to ask the teacher a
question. She or he is not "socializing" or daydreaming.
Nevert4lergs, the student is enjoying the activity. Paying

attentdn for relatively long periods of time does not upset the
student. Furthermore, his or her success on the task makes this
active involvement more enjoyable.

The learning student spends a lot of time practicing and
reviewing skills. She or he undertakes an activity related to a new

skill only after thoroughly learning skills prerequisite to the new

skill, so that she or he virtually never encounters an activity that is

really entirely "new." At a younger age and/or an earlier stage of
education, the learning student spends relatively greater periods

of time practicing and reviewing. As she or he advances
academically, it becomes possible to reduce the proportion of
time spent practicing and reviewing. There is always some need
for consolidation of acquired skills (practice), but as the student
advances she or he actually "learns how to ,learn," so that it
becomes easier to acquire newer skills without as long a period

for consolidation of prerequisith skills. In addition, attempts to
learn the newer skills probably serve to consolidate the
previously acquired skills, insofar as the more advanced student
is applying these acquired skills to the newer skills.

cr The need to spend relatively great amounts of time
practicing and reviewing skills is probably partially a function of

the fact that students are not constantly tutored. That is; students

spend the majority of their time working independently or with
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only intermittent teacher contact. Students, particularly- less-
advanced students, have difficulty acquiring new skills on their
own, so they need to practice previously acquired skills when
working alone. Therefore, as students become more advanced,
they should 'not only be able to spend less time practicing and
reviewing, but should also be able to spend more time working

independently.
The "learning student" is not' necessarily an unhappy

student. The learning student does not learn to dislike learning.
Lots of hard work may sound undesirable to most people.
However, we do not find, any evidence that students are less
satisfied when the sheer quantity of work (allochted time) is

relatively great. Furthermore, we do not find that students who
pay more attention (work intensively) acquire a distaste for

learning, In fact, one could assume that when attention
is the result of interest and enthusiasm, rather than coercion, then
attention repfesents a more positive attitude toward learning.
Student engagement does not appear, generally, to be produced
by the coercive demands of the teacher.

It is interesting to note that the high-success component of
learning is associated with more positive student attitudes.
Successful students probably enjoy learning more because of
their success. Failure, even when it is only occasional, appear.; to
result in a more negative attitude among younger students. This
may be less true, however, as students acquire more academic
experience and become more accustomed to school.

Discussing what the learning student looks like is done to
help teachers think about what they are trying to accomplish in
the classroom. To some extent, the characteristics of the learning
student are under the direct control of the teacher. Teachers
make decisions about what to teach and how much time to
spend on a particular goal. Teachers should be aware of how
much time is really being spent on different skill areas. Classroom
time is: limited, so teachers should be careful to spend time on
those activities that they consider the most important. If some
skills are particularly important for students, it would be
reasonable to spend large amounts of time on those skills. Thus,

the depth of coverage is important. But teachers need also to
-
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examine the breadth of their curriculum. A wide range of content

usually needs to be addressed if success on achievement tests is to

be noted.
Student success rate is also largely under the direct control

of. the teacher. As teachers assign tasks to students, they should
try to match the task to the student's skill level so as to provide

frequent instructional sequences leading to high success. This
strategy is particularly promising at earlier grades and for less

advanced students. Note that there have been previous advocates

of this approach (programmed learning and mastery learning).
However, many teachers probably do not recognize the extent to

which less advanced students need practice and review. The other

side of the success role is also important. Teachers should always
be careful to avoid giving a student a task which is extremely

difficult.

Recommendations for !thproving Schooling
I. Ways are needed to monitor and then to increase

allocated time if it is low. The monitoring can be done by
teachers, with or without colleagues. It is very revealing and
sometimes very startling to teachers. The monitoring of allocated

time leads to a confrontation with the single most important issue
facing teachers, school districts, and state agencies: What is to be

taught? More of one thing means, in a finite system, less of
another. Those objectives of education receiving high priority by

society ought to be the objectives receiving emphasis in the
curriculum within the classroom. These objectives should be
allocated more time, while other less important objectives
should receive less allocated time. This very obvious recom-
mendation is not new. But it is not now being implemented. The

lack of implementation is not always conscious. Many teachers

are never given feedback about these aspects of their teaching.

They can, therefore, end up building some perfectly constructed
teaching-learning units that would have a very low time priority

in the community they serve. In what ways can the classroom
walls be scaled and feedback given to teachers about the use of
tube? What district resources can be mustered to provide this
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kind of monitoring? What professional rights of teachers must be

talcm into account in order to do such monitoring?
2. An intensive examination of the school curriculum and

the content of examinations is needed. The content of instruction
and the content of the tests used to assess instruction should
reflect those things valued by a community (see above).
Moreover, the tests and the instructional activities should be
congruent. It is not likely that a second grade class with no school
based, training in syllabication will succeed on the half dozen
items measuring knowledge of syllabication that are given in the
end-of-year achievement test. Who addresses these issues in each
district? Who monitors whether congruence exists between what
is taught and what is tested?

3. Success rate in t chosen curriculum should be high,
particularly for younger and less academically oriented students.
With many classes averaging 30 students, and aides often not
permitted to work in instructional roles, the ability of a teacher to
accurately assess the success rate for a particular child with a
particular set of materials is limited. Classroom arrangements
such as smaller class size, more instructional aides, more time
allocated per day to assess class work, quicker ways to provide
help when students are working independently, etc., all could
help keep success rates high.

4. Academic Learning Time--engaged time with aca-
demic materials or activities, that are matched to some test and
provide a high success rateis a proxy for end-of-unit or end-of-
year achievement. Until now, few classroom observers knew
what to look for when visiting classrooms to monitor instruction.
Thus, such silly notes about the grooming of the instructor and
the neatness of the bulletin board would become part of an
observational record. But ALT, with known relations to
achievement, can be monitored at any time; ALT may be

considered learning, as it occurs. This means that the end-of-year
achievement test need no longer be the sole criteria of successful
teachiPg. Successful teaching can now be defined, in part,
although ALT is a process variable. This is a very important and
new conception of teaching and learning.
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5. The academic press and other environment variables in

a class are important. No one denies that schooling is to socialize

students, to explore feelings, to learn the arts, etc. But when 76
minutes per day are spent in transitions from activity to activity
(real data), or 85 percent of the elementary school day is spent in

other than reading and mathematics activities (real data), young
students cannot take very seriously the importance of academic
achievement. These variables can be monitored and simple
suggestions can be provided for improvement.

6. Teaching functions, rather than teaching methods or
skills, are important. "No one technique of instruction is clearly

associated with disastrous outcomes or successful ones" (Cooley

& Leinhardt, 1978, p. 40). McDonald and Elias (1976), in related
research, found that there were patterns of instruction that were
effective, but these differed from teacher to teacher, from grade
to grade, and from context to context. Certain teaching
functions, however, always need to be met for successful
classroom experiences to occur. Academic monitoring must be
accomplished in some form, though many different teaching
behaviors can fulfill the function. Diagnostic and prescriptive
functions must be carried out, though these can be accomplished
in many different ways and can be done well or poorly, in
individualized or non-individualized settings. Nonetheless, some
diagnosis and prescription must take place. Feedback musilie
given to learners. Dozens of ways to provide such feedback are
known. What is important is that feedback in some form takes
place. We have become too concerned about the relative
effectiveness of open classrooms, personalized instruction,
deductive and inductive methods, high and low cognitive levels of
questions, etc., and have lost sight of the factthat certain teaching
functions must be met regardless of the method used. There
probably is no one best way to teach anything to all students, but
there probably are similarities in the teaching functions met in all

successful ways of teaching._
7. Because of the complexities of today's elementary

school classroom a conception of the teacher as executive is
important in training teachers. Today's teacher is not trained to
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manage four resource centers, travelingstudents, the scheduling
of speech pathologists, special educators, aides, paraprofes-
sionals, computer terminal time, and also engage in record
keeping for mainstreamed students and the preparation of
individualized programs for all students. To find time for
planning and carrying out direct instructional activity requires
executive skill. But training for executive behavior is noticeably
lacking in both preservice and inservice teacher education
programs.

8. The use of most games, movies, slide-tape materials,
television shows, etc., regardless of their purported educational
value, must be treated with suspicion. Heavy investment in
technological aids of any kind is suspect because the match of
what those materials teach with both the tests used to assess
instruction and the accepted curriculum is usually quite poor.
Most students' involvement in games, or with media can be
defended, but not by relying on arguments about their' direct
instructional effects. In fact, empirical evidence on the relation
between time spent in such activities and achievement is negative.

Conclusions
Simple conclusions about what is successful in classroom

teaching and learning have been provided. After many millions
of dollars spent on research, the research community has
validated some commonsense notions about education. But
common sense is not common practice, as a visit to the schools
will reveal. The ways to change practice to maximize opportunity
to learn are many and varied. Successful teaching and learning
can occur within almost all philosophical positions and
educational programs. Direct instruction, with high rates of ALT,

can be obtained without turning schools into factories and
without using authoritarian or coercive measures. A student's
ALT falls off when classrooms are too casual and non-directive,
and ALT also falls off when the schools are too coercive and
authoritarian. A middle ground is needed. A convivial,
democratic, warm classroom with a teacher concerned about
direct instruction seems to succeed in promoting achievement of
the kind measured by most standardized achievement tests.
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The Role of Reading in Bilingual Contexts

Warwick B. Elley
University of the ,South Pacific

In spite of the rapid upsurge of interest in bilingual education in
the past decade, we are forced to agree with Laosa (1978) that
"comparatively little research has been conducted on bilingualism
and bilingual education," and "the research literature that does
exist is fraught with contradictory results." Under such circum-
stances, instructional methods are adopted and abandoned
arbitrarily. Extreme and contrary views are widely expressed on
how and when we should teach children second languages, and
there is uncertainty amongst researchers about which variables
we should be studying.

It is recorded that 16 percent of American children now
have English as their second language. In many parts of the world

the figure is considerably higher. In the South Pacific, where the
writer is currently working, more than 95 percent of the school
children learn English as a second or foreign language. For these
children, the uncertainty which reigns about acceptable theories.
and practices in learning English in schools is critical. For
English is the language of the high school and the university and
for most it is the path to secure employment. Without fluency in
English, the South Pacific child stands little chance of succeeding
either in his school examination or in a white-collar job. But
without fluency in his own language, he loses contact with his
family and friends;ond the traditions that enhance his self-
respect. The position is similar in many parts of the American
Territories of the Pacific, in the Philippines, in Africa, in South
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East Asia, and in many more countries where the language of the
home ,diverges from that of the school. How can children best

_
acquire the language of two cultures? If we are to help the cause of
millions of children in bilingual settings, there is an urgent need
for clarification of the issues involved in learning a second

language.,
In'this article, it is planned to examine some of these issues

concerning the best way to teach English as a second or foreign
language, to describe some data which attempts to throw light on
these problems, and td propose a new and increased role for

. reading in improving instruction in English as a second language.
For it is argued here that one major reason for the slow progress
of most children in bilingual education is the deliberate neglect of

reading in this process. The current ierment in psycholinguistics
and in research into the process o reading comprehension has
produced new and important insights into the nature of language
acquisition. _Unfortunately, little of this knowledge has rubbed
off in bilingual education. With so many futures at stake, we
cannot afford to leave these gaps unclosed.

The Bilingual 'Context
In this article, bilingual education refers to education'

which is provided through" the medium of two languages. This
includes all cases where children come to school speaking .1
vernacular and switch at,some stage of their schooling to a econd
(or third) language as the Medium of instruction, while retaining
and /or-developing their competence in the first. In some.circum-
stances the transition takes place immediately upon entrance to
school, as in the French immersion prograrns pioneered . by
Lambert .(1972). However, the typical pattern in the South
Pacific is for children to arrive at school with a good oral
command .of their mother tonguebe it Fijian, Hindi, Samoan,

.

Tongan, .or one of the many vernaculars in current Useand to
have most of their instruction in the first thi:ee or four years in
that vernacular., The switch i$ gradual, with no more than 30
minutes a day of English .as a second language in the first year;
and a marked increase in English in grades three or four. At this
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stage must instruction is in English in all subjects,",apart from a
lesson a day in the vernacular, up to the middle of high school. In
countries which have only-one-vernacular, the switch takes place
later; in countries with two or three widely used vernaculars the
transition is largely completed by class four; in countries which
have a multitude of home languages, the switch often occurs as

soon as the child begins school. In most cases the teachers are
bilingual, and moving back and forth from one language to the
other in one lesson is very common. The basis for these various
policies is found in a mixture of tradition, convenience, and
parental pressures. Rarely can the administrator point to
experimental evidence, or even an assessment of needs.

Approaches to Language Learning in Bilingual Contexts

Any reader professing an interest in methodology of
second language instruction could hardly fail to recognize
dramatic changes in the methods and rationales of such
instruction in recent years. As Strevens (1977) points out,
"Unlike the scientific disciplines of linguistics and psychology,
with which it has been linked in the past two decades, language
teaching has remained an art and craft." And like all arts, it is
subject to rapid changes of fashion.

The prevailing fashion in foreign language teaching early

in this century was formal and classical, with a heavy emphasis on

grammar and translation. During the 1920s the direct method
was introduced in some countries. Stress was placed on hearing
the target language spoken, much as the child learns his first
language naturally, and the learner's native tongue was not to be

used.. The idea of.strict controls of vocabulary and structures was
popularized in the 1930s, so that the learner's input at the point of
instruction Was to be carefully matched to his knowledge and
stage of readiness. Audiolingual methods were widely used in the
1940s, when crash courses were required for armed service
personnel, particulaiy,in Britain and the United States. These
methods were further developed in the 1950s, drawing on

theoretical rationales from the work of such linguists as
Bloomfield and Fries, and of behaviorist psychologists. Lan-
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guage was seen as a set of habits to be learned and drilled like any
motor skills, under conditions of repetition and reinforcement.
The rules and structures of the target language were to be taught
one at a time, orally at first, later through practice in reading and
writing. In the developing countries of Africa, Asia. and the
South Pacific where English was taught as a second or foreign
language to young children, alongside or after the vernacular, it
has been the audiolingual method which commanded the most

ad herents.
More recently the work of Chomsky and the "nativists" of

linguistics has given rise to a new approach to the learning of
languages, both first and second. Chomsky's attack on the.
behaviorist view that languages are learned by imitation__
reinforcement, generalization, and other such concepts has been
widely publicized. Recent empirical study has provided much
evidence of the young child's remarkable ability to produce
unheard linguage structures and to generate novel ones
abilities which seemed to suggest a child who is predispoSed to
acquire certain patterns in language learning, to hypothesize and
to correct his own hypotheses, and thus to gradually approximate
the language of the adult. The key concept here is the child's
intuitive creation of his own language code, not the conscious,
systematic block-building analogy of the structuralist-behaviorist
approach. It is as if the child is born with a predisposition to
acquire certain language forms. All the teacher needs to do is to

expose the child to a variety of structures and vocabulary in
meaningful' communication, and the child will develop his own
language rules, easily and intuitively. .

Many more methods and theories have been promulgated
in the se rch for the. best or optimum method of teaching a
second language. Kennedy (1973) lists 13 different methods
which have been seriously used and advocated, and suggests that
all have been partially successful. However, his point should be
reiterated that nearly half the world's children may be fluent in

two or more languages without formal instruction; yet few taught
formally, in school, have ever been very fluent with any of the
methods he enumerates. Clearly we have much to learn about
how best to teach another language.
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Why Is Second Language Learning Ineffective?
Why do second language learners find their task so

difficult? The reasons advanced for Kennedy's arresting conclu-
sion have been many and various. Some point to the difference in
motivation. The child who has mastered one language, has
already learned how to satisfy his natural urge to communicate
with those around him. Learning the second language for a
distant examination, or vocational purpose, or to satisfy a
bureaucratic or academic requirement, is a less compelling
reason than the ever-present desire to communicate with friends
and family. As MacNamara (1971) has pointed out, the teacher
rarely has anything important to say to the child, and ,the child
has nothing important to say to the teacher.

Others point to the interference effects of the first
language on the second. Contrastive analysis has indeed
identified a number of deviations in the expressions of second

language learnersin phonology and syntaxwhich are readily
traceable to the effects of the first.

However, more recent studies (Dulay & Burt 1973)

suggest that these interference effects, at least in the structures of
the second ._language, are limited to less than 10 percent of
observed deviations, while others argue that these effects are
limited to the first stages of learning, and appear subsequently
only when the speaker is tired or under stress. These hypotheses
need further investigation in a variety of language situations.

Another plausible reason for the difficulties of the second

language learner is the limited opportunity to hear and practice
the ,language. Even in the "immersion" programs where pupils
are required to use the target language, at all times, they spend

only 25 hours per week in the second language environment. And
in many parts of the South Pacific the figure is considerably less

than this. By contrast, the first language learner is exposed for

most of his waking hoursover 100 hours per week.
Many theorists regard imitation or modelling as a critical

feature in learning a second or foreign language. When the
teaching model is sound, where the structures are substantially

correct, the vocabulary judiciously chosen, the pronunciation.
accurate, the message clear and importantunder these circum-
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stances the child has a head start over one exposed to poor
teaching models. Regrettably, bilingual teachers are not often
equally fluent in their exposition of both languages. Examples
abound of clumsy expressions, poor spelling and faulty iiction.
Townsend and Homer (1978) quote an example from an English
lesson in a Pacific elementary school, where the teacher was

struggling to teach her children that "If we doesn't be careful with

these matches, it will burn ourselves." Where children and
parents recognize their teachers' inadequacies, as they frequently
do, progress is inevitably slow.

Another hypothesis which may explain the difficulties
experienced by the young second language learner is the

artificiality of the language he is exposed to. Rarely do the drills
and patterns practiced in early oral and written language sessions
approximate the natural language that the first language learner
is exposed to. As Kennedy (1973) puts it: "From the incredible
structural richness of a language, we, the teachers. select
phonological, syntactic, lexical and thematic items; we decide
and arrange the sequence of their presentation to the student; we
force him to practice the rules we think are being learned" (p. 75).

Certainly, common sense- suggests that we make some
allowance for simplifying language for young learners.- If
however, the child can learn a first language without systematic
screening out of new words and structures, it behobves us to keep

an open- mind on the question of how far this screeningshould be
taken with second language learners. If children do learn a
language by deducing their own rules about its structure and
occasions for use, the systematic screening process may actually
slow down the learning. When the child never has the chance to

(\hypothesize, t check, and to confirm or correct, his pace of
learning will nevitably be impeded. This question of the
optimum ration'of known to unknown Words is still an open one.

In sum, the second language learner, for a variety of
reasons, has an uphill battle ahead of him, and instructional
approaches have, to date, rarely succeeded in producing fluent
confident users of the second or foreign language. Clearly we
need some fresh approaches to the problem. If present day
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methods are uninspiring, it is time to examine their assumptions
and see whether they are at fault.

The Audio lingual Method of Instruction
Writing in 1975 Diller pointed out that 15 years earlier, in

a "state of the art" address to the Ninth International Congress
on Linguistics, William Moulton had been able to summarize
two decades of increasing consensus amongst his peers, that
language was best taught through an audiolingual approach,
which consisted of "mimicry, memorization and pattern drill."
Language was not thought of as rule-governed, but as a set of
speech habits learned by conditioning and drill.

It is true that the audiolingual approach was the widely
accepted method of TESL in the early 60s. Structuralism in
linguistics was at its height; and few linguists had any substantial
grounds for challenging the psychological tradition that
languages are skills, learned chiefly by the mimic-model, with
abundant practice and drills.

Diller went on to assert, however; that the linguistsof the
middle 1970s saw no such consensus in the methodology of
language teaching. Adherents of the audiolingual method arestill
alive and well, .but their case is now widely challenged. Let us
examine a typical audiolingual program and its assumptions.

In the South Pacific, the audiolingual tradition has long
dominated the English language learning 'scheme. During the
early 1960s, Gloria Tate developed a program for use with Cook
Islands Maori children learning English in elementary schools,
using structuralist principles derived mainly from those of
Charles Fries, and a behaviorist orientation in learning. This
program has subsequently been extended for use in all countries
of the South Pacific, as well as many of the American territories.
It is now produced and distributed by the South Pacific
Commission (sPc) and is used in virtually all primary schools in
the region: Its principles are taught in all teacher training colleges
and promoted by the advisers associated with all education
departments.
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The rationale of the sPc/Tate Program has been set out in

a number of handbooks (Tate 1967, 1971). Briefly, it assumes
that language is a set of habits learned by imitating good models
through regular drills. Each new structure and word is to be
consciously identified and its use practiced in oral form,
following the teacher's model. Thus the scheme is predominantly

an oral English program. Subsequently, the same structures and
words are practiced in reading through the specially written SPC
Junior Reader Series and several other sets of graded readers.
Errors are- to be avoided at all costs, as they are difficult to
eradicate. Therefore particular care is taken to ensure that all
English language the children hear or see is strictly controlled, so
that errors do not occur. One way to ensure this avoidance of
error is to so control the reading books associated with the oral
program that children are never exposed in print to structures
and vocabulary that they have not previously learned in their oral
lessons. Indeed, the guiding principle is that there should be a gap

of twelve months between the presentation of oral and written
forms in the early stages, narrowing to a three month gap or less

at the upper primary school level.
These principles are not unusual in an audiolingual

program. More specifically, the idea that mastery of the oral
language should take place before exposure to written forms, in

case of interference, is still widely re-commended. In his

authoritative summary of bilingual teaching in the, United
Kingdom, Derrick Sharp (1973) maintains that second language
learning should begin in the'infant school (age five) and should
remain an entirely oral activity until the late junior stages (ages
ten to eleven) or the early secondary years for the less able pupils.

He refers also to the progress made in recent years in the stricter
control over vocabulary and the carefully graded readers pupils

are exposed to. Similarly, an orthodox view in North America is

summed up by Ching (1976) when she says that "before bilingual
children can learn to read English, they must be able to
understand and speak it effectively," (p. 4) and "items should be
presented in spoken form before they are presented in written
form" (p. 33). It is important to examine this assumption.
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Why Delay Reading?
The reasons for the audio-lingual claim that reading

should be so long delayed, and 'thus relegated to a minor role in
language development, require further, investigation. They
clearly have inhibiting effects on teachers and learners. I n the face
of this belief, pupils are not encouraged to read widely. Teachers
are not active in building up libraries. Parents can have little role
to play in leading children to books. Is this restriction on reading
really warranted?

Wheeler (1974) suggests that the delay is based on a false
analogy with first language learners. Monoglot children
normally .learn to read only when they have built up a large oral
language `repertoire in their preschool years. The fund of
knowledge about words and structures certainly does provide a
useful source of semantic cues for speeding up the reading
process when other cues are weak. But the learner can also resort
to cues from pictures, from text redundancy, from analogy with
the vernacular, or from the teacher's translation. To,wait until the
children have acquired a large repertoire means a long wait,
during which they are excessively dependent on oral methods.
'Many children are "visualizers," who prefer to see what they are
learning in print. Certainly there are empirical data which show
high correlation between oral language fluency.and early reading
achievement, but we cannot argue from this fact that the oral
strength is the cause of the facility in reading.- In fact, after a
longitudinal study of the progress ofSamoan and Maori children
in, learning to read, Clay (1970) suggested that early reading
progrese depended more, on "progress in visual perception of
print" than on sophisticated command of oral English.

Another allegation made against the early introduction of
the printed word to the young bilingual learner is that there is a
danger of. interference. The child who sees a printed form which
does not fit phonetically with his pronunciation of it is likely to
revert to a speech pattern which fits his vernacular preconception
of how it is pronounced. Evidence for this view is not presented
by its adherents, however, and it is not likely to occur in cases
where they are considerably different. Even if it were a danger, a
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case could still be made for the simultaneous introduction of both

oral and written forms, rather than a lengthy delay. Of course, the,

argument could also be turned around. Children are just as likely

to invent incorrect spellings for the oral forms they have leirned

if they are not given the correct visual form of the word. And this

will interfere with later written composition work. But it is time

to look at the empirical findings.

Research on the Use of Print in Learning Language
It has long been recommended by educational psycho!-

that a multisensory approach to learning new material will

provide better results than a single-sensory method. When new

spelling words are taught systematically, it is common procedure

to have children see the new word, say it, write it on paper, write it

in the air, close their eyes and visualize it, and thus produce a
greater impact on the pupil's brain than a single oral or visual

presemation might. Does this multisensory principle apply to

learnirlg a new language? According to research on bilingual
education in Wales, it certainly does.

Dodson (1967) compared four methods of learning
sentences in a second language on the part of pupils of both

elementary (ages eight to nine), and secondary school (ages thirteen

to fourteen). The four variables he studied were the presentation

of the spoken form of the target sentences, the written form, an
'accompanying picture, and the mother tongue equivalent. Each

child was interviewed individually, and the criteria tested were
fluency in speech and comprehension of meaning. For the
younger children the most effective combination, by far, was that

in which the picture, the spoken word; and the printed word were

presented to the child. Least efficientiwas the picture plus spoken

word. The presentation of the mother tongue equivalent assisted

learning for most children, but not as much as the presentation of

the printed sentences. The trends were similar for the secondary

school pupils, but the value of vernacular equivalents appeared

to be nearly as great as that of the printed word. On a time-to-

learn criterion, the best approach was that which employed all

four variables simultaneously., Clearly the multi-sensory ap-
proach finds support here.
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In a series of follow-up studies in classroom contexts
investigating the role of the printed word in learning German
sentences, Dodson found similar results. When the printed words
were exposed while the children listened to and repeated the
teacher's oral presentation, the teaching time required was
greatly. reduced. Further confirmation was found in the learning
of number concepts and in the recal_ of sentences-learned earlier.
In each case the printed word was a clearly 'effective aid to
learning.

As for the problem of interferente in pronunciation due
to the presentation of the words in print, Dodson states that it
hardly ever arose. "Only a handful of letter combinations caused
temporary interference lasting no longer than a few minutes,
before a correct pronunciation was achieved" (1967, p. 20). On
the other hand, the absence of the printed word was a problem for

many who were unable "to sort out the tangle where one word
ended and the next began." In Dodson's view, the presence of the
printed word enables them to match particular sounds with
initial letters of the wordsor syllables in polysyllabic words
and so provide signpOsts to help them through the language. It
also le.d to fewer problems of spelling later, and provided more
time to practice good pronunciation.

As Dodson pointed out, the use of print in initial language
learning was unpopular with theorists at the time of his research,
Whatever arguments prompted this viewpoint seem to be
consistently demolished by Dodson's experiments. Yet, over a
decade later the assumption is still widely held. and its
implications extensively preached to teachers and .would-be

teachers.

Can Second Language Learners Teach Themselves?
If children do not suffer when exposed to print while

learning oral language, the question must now be put as to
whether they might actually benefit by learning new language
from the printed word, independently "without the teacher's
guidance. Is there learning potential in unfamiliar words? To
what extent can pupils cope with new structures in- print? Can
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they make some sense out of unknown language and go on to

teach themselves new forms?
The audio-lingual approach is again adamant on this

point. Reading is to follow, not lead. Tate (1971) points out that
"children should understand the meaning of whole printed
sentences and of whole printed paragraphs immediately when
they read them." Pitman (1974) in his rationale for the sP /Tate
Program asserts that: "language cannot be taught through a
reading program."

These views stand in marked contrast to those expressed

by recent psycholinguistic theories of reading in a first language.
The audio-lingual proponent says we should avoid error at all
costs. Yet first language learners who are prepared to guess, to
hypothesize and confirm are now considered to be the best,.
language learners. Goodman sees reading as a psycholinguistic
guessing, game. "Reading becomes a sample, predict, test,
confirm and correct-when-necessary approach" (Goodman 1976,

p. 238). Frank Smith confirms this viewpoint. "The most
preferred and efficient strategies for proficient readers when they

come across a word that is unfamiliar are to skip or to predict

from context or by analogy with other words. By conducting
experiments as we read, not only do we learn to recognize new
words, we learn everything else to do with reading" (Smith 1978.

p. 97). "Children do more than learn to read through reading;

they learn language" (p. 70).
To what extent are these principles' applicable to second

language learners? Can a child without an extensive fund of
words and structures be expected to detect redundancy in
English, to learn from context? If we can venture to expose him to

the unfamiliar, without harm, then many practical implications

will follow.
Firstly, more interesting reading material can be put into

children's hands, material's that are not so strictly graded that high

interest (but unfamiliar) words are screened out. Reading could

become a more attractive activity. In consequence,,, pupils'
motivation to attribute meaning to new words will increase. They

will want to know in order to satisfy natural curiosity, not to
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satisfy the teacher. On the other hand, those who are perpetually
protected from the unfamiliar printed word will not develop a set
to predict oF hypothesize. Faced with a new word or structure
they will stop and ask for help. Those who never practice
indepet'Aience will not achieve it. Furthermore, if children who
read v. idely learn more about their language, then the sooner they
arc encouraged to forge ahead on their own the better. To follow
zhe audio-lingual restrictions is to discourage extensive reading
for interest, to slow down growth towards independence in
learning and to retard language development.

What evidence is there on the ability of second language
learners to cope with new language structures in print? On the
basis of observation of children in Hawaii and California and
with the help of videotape playbacks, Joan Rubin (1975) has
Isolated some of the strategies characteristic of good second
language learners. At the top of her.list is the guessing strategy.
"The good vlesser uses his feel for grammatical structures, clues
from the lexical items he -recognizes, clues from the redundancy
in the mesage. He uses nonverbal cues, word association clues,
outside knowledge (his general knowledge of society, of
similarities to his native language). He makes inferences as to the
purpose, intent, point of view of a message." Rubin sees no
difference between first and second language learners in these
respects. Nor does Twaddell (1973) or Vivian Cook (1969). And
guessing is possible for children as well as adults. Yet guessing is
strongly discouraged by the audio-lingual apprOach. Can we find
some evidence on this point? Perhaps it does not apply with
young children. Perhaps there are qualifications in situations
where English is..not used outside the classroom. What kind of
structures can 'children cope with? Can they use context to guess
the meaning of unfamiliar forms? These questions are important
in portraying a -role for reading in bilingual contexts.

Experiment on Learning from Context in Print
In an attempt to probe some of these issues, the writer

conducted an investigation-with bilingual children in grade five in
two South Pacific countries. In one country, Fiji, English is
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learned predominantly as a second language, after initial reading

instruction in the vernacular. In the other country, Niue, English

has the role of a foreign language, as it is spoken only rarely

outside the school. In both countries oral English commences in

grade one: English_ reading, in grade three.
Twenty-four structures taught orally in the Tate Oral

Program in grade six were identified and placed in the context of

meaningful sentences or short paragraphs. These structures had

not been taught to the pupils in the investigation. There is a

rigidity about the sequence of the Tate Syllabus which ensures

uniformity in this respect. The question to be examined was how

well the pupils would comprehend each of the structures in a

meaningful reading context, helbre they had learned them orally.

The sample of pupils studied consisted of 100 typical

grade five children (eleven yearsold) from three schools. One was

a below-average urban school of Fijian and Indian children from

a predominantly working-class suburb of Suva; another was a

middle-class school in an innercity suburb, with apredominance
of Indian pupils, again in Suva. The third class was drawn from

Niue, in the small town of Alofi. All pupils had learned to read

first in their home language, and were in their first year of

learning to read in English. All were using the Tate Oral Syllabus

and its associated structured readers.
The unfamiliar st=ructures to be read were presented in

short simple sentences or paragraphs, and a parallel set of

sentences containing familiar structures was prepared as a
control device. Each child read twelve of the familiar and twelve

of the unfamiliar structures. The study was con ducted in intact

classroom groups. After reading each sentence the children

responded to open-ended questions, assessing their compre-
hension of the meaning of the structure in question.

Examples

(I) (a) UnfaMiliar structure: The children next door were .
frightened by the little dogs.

(b) Familiar structure: The little dogs frightened the
children.

'It L.)
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QUESTIONS (i) Who was afraid"
(ii), Who frightened them"

(2) (a) Unfamiliar structure: Mnther said, "There are hardly any
bananas left, Rima. Go and buy some more. There's a

shop not far from here."
(b) Familiar structure: Mother said, "We have only a few

bananas left, Rima. Go and buy some more. I saw a shop

near here."
QUESTIONS (i) Did Mother have any bananas at all?

(ii) Was there a shop near them"

In each class, pupils were assigned at random to one of two
groups, X and Y. Pupils in Group X would read sentence 1(a);
pupils in Group Y would read sentence 1(b). Both groups re-
sponded to the same questions. Then pupils in Group X would
read Sentence 2(b); those in Group Y would read Sentence 2(a);

and so on:
Table 1 sets out the results fn 18 of the comprehension

questions asked, expressed in percentage form. For these-18
familiar structures, the pupils had little difficulty. All percentages

were well above 60 percent and very similario the figures for the
comparable familiar structures. The mean score on the unfamil-
iar structures was 78.33 percent, just 4.61 percent less than the
mean score for the familiar structures. Apparently these pupils

can comprehend structures which they, have not been specifi-
cally taught. Apparently they can and do learn from context. Yet
the Tate Program prevents these children from either seeing or

using such structrures.
Table 2 presents the figures for the remaining 6 structures

which were not well understood. All showed percentage correct
scores less than 60 percent, and the mean score was 25 percent or
53 percent less than that obtained from the familiar structures.
Closer inspection suggested that these were inherently difficult
language forms even for more mature children. Perhaps they had

no place in the grade six program at all. To investigate this issue,

the same sentences and test questions were presented to a class of

35 grade seven pupils in Suva from the same suburb as the first
group of class five children. These children had been taught the

Q
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Table 1.
Grade Six Language Structures Well Understood

Unfamiliar
Structures

Comparable
Familiar

Structures

I. In order to... 68% 76%

2. When Joe had done... 86% 96%

3. ...were frightened by 89% 84%

4. ...can't be true. 68% 82%

5. ...went to his mother carrying... 76% 82%

6. ...on which the paper was put... 65% 90%

7. ...without making. a sound 79% 92%

8. It's such a big cat that... 92% 84%

9. ... too strong for me to 96% 95%

10.__Can it be a ... 87% 66%

II. It must be a... 76% 71%

12. It doesn't take him long to 63% 76%

13. He is also big. 76% 94%

14. It must take him a long... 71% 84%

15. There's a shop not far from... 79% ... 82%

16. That:s not enough for... 76% 76%

17. ... cents for you to take. 87% 87%

18. ...so that he wouldn't be 76% 76%

. Mean: 78% 83%

particular structures tested in the grade six year. Therefore the
hypothesis was that their ability to comprehend these structures

in writing would be significantly better than that of class five
children. Table 2 shows that this hypothesis was not, in fact,
supported. Grade seven children scored 28 percent correct on
these 6 structures, only 5 percent more than children in grade five

and still well below the figures for the comparable familiar.struc-
tures. Apparently, the effects of specific instruction in the struc-

tures in question have little or no effect on the ability of the pupils

to comprehend them in print. r' '-

These' findings seem to be consistent with the results of
recent studies by Dulay and Burt (1973) with bilingual children in
the United States. These investigators used comparative error
analysis to show that Spanish-speaking elementary school pupils
make the same kinds of errors in learning English as a second
language, regardless of whether they were systematically taught
the relevant structures or not. Their results were interpreted to
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Table 2
Grade Six Language Structurei%Not Well Understood

Gr. 5 (Control) Gr. 7 (Control)

I. Neither Peni nor Subhas saw the cat... 53% (96%)" 659 (100%)
2. Anjula hasn't been at school since... 34% (78%) p48% (84%)
3. We have hardly any bananas left ... 13% (39%) 13% (68%)
4. All the children but Sashi have:. 13% (97%) 5% (91%)
5. It's too far for him to ... 8% (66%) -18% (83 %)

6. A mile further than... ,16%. (82%) 18% (87%)

Mean: 423,7/0 (76%) 28% (86%)

I
mean that it is a waste of.trrne to teach children syntax:deliber-
ately, a conclusion which.is clearly at variance with the spirit Of

audio-lingual methods.
Such findings raise serious difficulties for any program

which is based on the assumption that children should be taught
language structures in a particular sequence, and that -reading
materials's hould be graded in such a way that children are not 6E-
posed to the unfamiliar, On the contrary, bilingual learners in
typical schoqls can and dq.learn from written context. They can
make sensible and correct predictions about unfamiliar struc-
tures in meaningful settings, and instruction in such structures is
.apparently not helpful for them. The results .in the four South
Pacific schools in the study were virtually identical. The same 18
structures were well understood, regardless of whether the
children were learning in a second or a foriegn language situa-
tion.

is.. One implication of these studies is that children should be
encouraged to read more extensively. If bilingual pupils can
teach themselves the meaning of new language when they see it in
print, then they should not be restricted to the few highly struc-
tured readers that make up the reading fare of the typical child
learning in an audio-lingual program. In the_S-outh Pecific this
conclusion implieS a complete, change of Policy. For most
primary schools have few or no library books; no indigenous
literature exists for Sbuth Pacific children; and most pupils never
read independently for pleasure. In fact, many teachers take so
seriously the'restriction that children should not be exposed to
unfamiliar words or structures that they never read stories to
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children, in case they may hear something new which would

cause confusion and error. Such inhibiting policies may well be

the root cause of the now widely documented weaknesses in

children's learning of English language in the South Pacific (see
Elley, 1979; El ley & Mangubhai, 1979; Stamp, 1979; Townsend

& Homer, 1978). Standards of English reading and writing are poor

and apparently declining; high school students cannot under-
stand their textbooks; university students are requesting assist-

ance with the comprehension of lectures and texts. And where

English is a problem, learning is slow in all subjects.

Evaluation of a Reading-Based Program
Not all South Pacific educators have been pleased with

the audio-lingual approach to reading. The director ofeducation

in the small island of Niue, De'Ath (1978), a former New Zealand

adviser on reading, was not impressed with the progress of his

primary school pupils in English language, or with the lack of
emphasis on reading in his pupils' English syllabus. The spe/Tate
Junior Readers, which are used in Niue and in most South Pacific

schools, are deliberately graded and articulated with the oral
English syllabus in such a way that pupils see and practice only

familiar words and structures. The choice of language is dictated

by the need for repetition of logically sequenced structures;
interest, meaning, and natural language patterns are frequently
sacrificed for the demands. of form and structure. Typical
quotations from the Junior Series Book 3 demonstrate the kinds
of problems faced by the authors in making the. materials
appealing for children.

1. Tom has a tin and Peter has a tin, too.
Tom is holding his tin and Peter is holding his tin. too.

?. Here arc Peter and Mary.
Are they going home?
No. they aren't.
They're going to Tom's house.
Are they good children'?
Yes. they are.

iJ

/(-1
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Is Mary's dress clean?
Yes. it is.

Are her hands clean?
No. they aren't.

It is difficult to imagine South Pacific children reading
such material for sheer enjoyment. Faced with a situation in Niue
where English language was .used very little outside the class-,
room, and the teacher's models of English inside the classroom
were often at fault, De'Ath (1978) argued that the children would
learn English more readily if they were provided with a richer
language environment in print. While accepting the oral
component of the Tate Syllabi's, he questioned the limited role
given the printed word for teaching new langauge, and set out to
develop a new set of readers. known-subsequently as the "Fiafia"
Reading Book. "Fiafia" in the Niuean language means"happy."

The distinctive qualities of this new program are as
follows:

1. The materials are all high interest stories, based on
local people, and familiar situations. (The school bus
breaks down; the farmers' pigs escape and get into
mischief.)

2. Early language was controlled to a certain extent with
regular repetition, but unusual or "interest words"
and new structures were frequently introduced to
enhance the story.

3. Each book is well illustrated, usually with a touch of
humor.

4. Most of the books are short enough to be read in one
sitting.

5. Large supplementary readers are used in a "Shared
Book Experience" method.

In this method, the teacher has the children sit around her in a
group, on a mat. She presents an interesting story, "blown-up" in
big print. First, she reads the story to the children; then they read

.it together. They stop regularly and talk about the picturesjust
like Mother reading bedtime story. Then the children read the
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story again. The teacher calls on individual pupils to read
specific words or phrases, or to answer questions about the
meaning of the story. A high premium is put on group discussion,
which arises naturally if there is a good story. Thus the children's
own language experience can be complemented and extended.
The children enjoy reading the stories together, the unison chorus
approach encourages natural intonation patterns, and there is a
valuable opportunity to learn basic concepts about books and
book language, and to acquire new words in their context by

listening to the teacher or to other children. They learn easily,
without the embarrassment that comes when the teacher
identifies and exposes their ignorance. This "Shared Book
Experience," sometimes called the "Cooperative Book Method,"
is a compromise between reading to the pupils and reading by the
pUpils. Rather, the teacher reads with the pupilsa method very
popular in New Zealand schools at many levels.

So, the main differences between the new Fiafia Program
and the traditional SPC reading program are that the Fiafia
Program depends on a good story, provoking group discussion
about it, and the learning of new words and structures in ,the

context of that story. New" language is learned only in context
and a written context at that.

The SPC readrs, on the other hand, are designed to help
pupils practice particular words and structures. The stories are
carefully graded to keep uut anything not already learned in the
separate oral lessons; consequently, they lack excitement. The
children work gradually and systematically through the books,
two pages a day, much as they might work through a
mathematics book.

The situation in Niue provided an ideal context for
examining the role of reading in the program of English,as a
foreign language. It was .possible to compare a complete age
group of children in grade three (eight years) who had taken the
Tate Oral English Syllabus in association with the Tate Junior
Reading Series in 1977 with another grade three group who had
taken the same oral syllabus in association with the Fiafia
Reading Program in 1978. All other instructional and home
background factors were held as constant as possible. The

9 :-
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chil ren in both cohorts were the same age; they had been
learn g oral English for two years; They had learned to read in
their v nacular; the hours of formal instruction in English and
the vernacular were the same; the teachers involved in the two
grade thr programs were the same; and checks were made on
reading performance of pupils at the next grade level to ensure
that there wa no systematic growth in English due to unknown
community or chool influences.

The expemental context was ideal for evaluating the
effectiveness of these two approaches to English teachingthe
audio-lingual Tat Program, with its minimal role- for reading,
and the Fiafia P ogram, with its major role for reading.
For in the virtual absence of English outside the school, the
activities of the classroom would show their effects on children's
language growth in far bolder relief than would be the case where
pupils learned both inside and outside the classroom. Instruction
in a foreign language provides a better laboratory context to
examine the influence of curriculum variables which are so often
neutralized by the effects of home and community.

Design of the Evaluation
The design of the evaLation called for the testing of all

Niue' pupils early in their grade four year. The Tate Prograni
pupils were asseised in March 1978; the Fiafia Program pupils in
March 1979. Ali grade four pupils on the island were tested in
both years, but the children of one of the six :schools were omitted
from the analysis, as that school had been the scene of all the
trials of the new PR:gram in 1977. Consequently,' its pupils had
not taken the Tate Program in that year.

Threetests were devised to assess the pupils' performance
in English ;Reading Comprehension, Word Recognition and
Oral Sentence Repelition, The Reading Coinprehension test was
adapted from , a mutiple-choice sentence completion test
designed for Cook Islands Maori children in an earlier project. It
was trialed also in Fiji and Niue (on pupils in the trial se:iool) and
revised; to form a 35-item, group-administered test with simple
vocabulary and a local South Pacific flavor. The choice of
vocabulary was influenced by a Niue word frequency list
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prepared by the author in an earlier project. It was not influenced
by the contents of either the Tate or Fiafia Readers. All pupils
were given this test in both years. It was administered in all

schools by a Niuean education adviser, using both English and
Niuean instructions and in the presence tifthe writer.

The Word Recognition test consisted 'of 50 words, graded

for difficulty, which children were required to` read aloud to the
writer (or his Niuean counterpart). Half of the words were drawn
from the Tate Readers and half from the Fiafia Readers. The first
words were simple high frequency words found in both programs
(hop, look, me, not, and). The last words were more difficult but

still included in the Tate Syllabus at higher levels (weigh,
machine, breathe, lightning). Half of the pupils, chosen at
random, were administered this test in each year. The correlation
between the results of the Reading Comprehension Test and the
Word Recognition Test was 0.75.

The Oral Sentence Repetition Test was introduced
primarily to test for incidental effects of the two reading
programs. The test was adapted from one developed and
validated by Clay, Gill, Glyn, McNaughton, and Solomon (1976)

and consisted of 28 English sentences of increasing grammatical
complexity. Each sentence was read aloud to a pupil by the
writer, or his Niuean counterpart, and the pupil was required to

repeat it verbatim. The rationale for such tests is that if pupils do

not have a particular structure in their repertoire, they will state it

incorrectly and/ or omit the unfamiliar element. Recent research

shows that it is a sensitive measure of language competence,
rather than a test of rote memory (Hanayan, Markman, Pelletier,
& Tucker, 1978). Each child, in both years, who had not taken the
Word Recognition Test was given the Sentence Repetition Test
by the writer or his Niuean counterpart. Three examples were
given for practice. When a child scored less than 3 sentences
correct in one of the 4 sections of the test, he was stopped.

Typical sentences were:
My brother's knees are dirt,. (N be +)

The cat is drinking some milk. (NvN)
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Here comes a great big truck with children riding on the
back. (Here .vN)

The reliability figures reported by Clay et al. (1976) are over.0.90
and the correlation with the ReadingComprehension Test in this
investigation was 0.54.

In addition to these three objective tests, a brief interview

was conducted with each child in both years in order to gain
further insight into his oral language fluency and attitudes
towards reading.

Despite two teaching staff changes, for part of 1978, and a

three month delay in the arrival of the supplementary readers for

the Fiafia scheme, ate program was taught according to, plan in
most cases. Some teachers made greater use of the "S hared Book
Experience" than did others. The timetable was standardized,
and the number of supplementary books in the school libraries
was very similar from year to year.

Results of the Evaluation
Table 3 shows the mean and standard deviation for each

test in both years. In each case there was a dramatic increase in
mean scores under the Fiafia Program, highly significant in all
tests. Thus, pupils taught with a relatively ungraded reading
program, which stressed interest and meaning rather than
structure, produced bett'er reading comprehension, better word
recognition, and better mastery of oral language. Furthermore,
the interviews showed that both pupils and teachers enjoyed the
Fiafia Program more than the Tate Readers. Gains were shown
in 16 of the 18 test comparisons made, and some schools showed
increases, of more than 100 percent with the same teacher.
Clearly, a reading-based program of this kind has much to offer.
Clearly, too, the shaky assumptions which led to the audio-
lingual neglect of reading are undermined even further. For after
three years of English teaching under the sPc/Tate Program, the
quantity of simple words recognized and understood by grade
four children was little better than chance.
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Table 3
Language Test Scores for Tate and Fiafia Reading Program

Tate Program 1978 Fiafia Progra9 1979

Language Test Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. N Difference

Reading Comprehension 10.54 5.50 89 14.02 6.63. 62 p < .001

Word Recognition 14.85 12.00 49 29.41 12.39 34 p<.001

Oral Sentence Repetition 6.51 5.00 39 10.91 6.30 31 p <.001

It is difficult to identify the particular elements which
produced the marked improvements in the Fiafia Program. The
12 booklets themselves and the 36 supplementary readers are not
polished examples of the publishers' craft. In fact they need
thorough editing and the illustrations and photographs are often
poorly produced. Nevertheless, the children were happy to read
and reread them often, thus reducing the need for repetition to be

built into the text.
There is a strong suggestion in the school-by-school

analysis that those teachers who made greatest use of the Shared
Book Experience produced the most growth; those who used it
less often, produced the least. Reading specialists who promote
the Shared Book Method (Nalder, 1975; Porter, 1977) would no
doubt agree that it is an important ingredient, as it has convinced

large numbers of New Zealand teachers who have made use of it.
Ritchie (1978) found it the most effective of three programs in her
evaluation of a Maori preschool project in New Zealand. It is a
method which capitalizes on children's natural interest in a good
story. New language is taught at the point when children are
highly motivated to read. Every psy-chologist and practical
teacher knows the benefit of intrinsic motivation.

If these explanations are plausible, the policy implications
for second language learners are clear. If children can teach
themselves new vocabulary and structures, in much the same way

as first language learners, and they can capitalize on the Shared
Book Experience in much the same way as first language
learners, then it is clearly important to loosen up the restrictions
we have imposed on the language environment of young children

in a bilingual setting.
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Conclusiorl
It has become obvious to many teachers in bilingual

programs that there is very little transfer from patterned practice
exercises to genuine oral or written communication by students.
Uninspiring, rel)etitive drills turn students off, leaving little
impact on their active language repertoire. As Ervin-Tripp
(1970) points °lb, ally learning model which concentrates on
language input, without regard to selective processing by the

learner, just/ill not Work. Apparently, we cannot teach children
language. We can only make it possible for them to teach
themselves.

What then is the formula for better quality bilingual
programs? We have seen that formal instructional programs have
rarely been successful in teaching children a second language. Yet

children kart, first and second languages quite efficiently outside
the classroptn, When communication needs are genuine.

We ioste seen that second language learners profit best

from a mtifti5ebsorY approach, rather than from one which
neglects the prihted Word. We have seen, too, that typical grade
five children cab learn new structures in the target language,
without fornial tuition, if given an opportunity to do soin the
form of a meaningful context. Furthermore, we have seen that a
bilingual program Which stresses learning from, interesting
reading materials accompanied, by active questioning and
discussion i5 more effective than a formal, carefully graded
reading prc,grarn, tied to a tight sequence of orally taught

structures.
These fhldings are consistent with the contentions that

good language learners approach their task best when they are
highly motivated to discover meanings and patterns rather than
required tp practice structures. If language learning is more
effective when the learner is often faced with the unfamiliar and is
keen. to guess Or hypothesize to fill the gaps, then audio-lingual
programs have been guilty of retarding learning by discouraging
guessing apj Preventing children from attempting to work out
new meanings for themselves. We should encourage the teacher
to reward licsing, to recognize that readers' deviations from
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text are frequently signs of positive thought, harmless approxi-
mations which indicate an important step towards independence

in language learning.
The audio-lingual approach has been guilty, too, for

neglecting the printed word. In the South Pacific, children rarely

read for pleasure, and teachers rarely read to them. The few
books available, do not lend themselves to enjoyable reading.
This state of affairs is clearly unsatisfactory.

There are probably no simple solutions to speed up
learning in bilingual context. However, we could begin by
attempting to exploit the potential of the printed word by
building up a stock of reading materials geared to pupils' natural
curiosity, their love of narrative, of excitement, of humor, their

easy identification with mythical heroes and with children like
themselves. We should make such factors paramount, and worry

less about strictly controlled language. In this vein, extensive
reading, in the shape of deliberate "book floods" in programs for,
bilingual Polynesian children in Auckland have shown much
promise (Elley, Watson, & Cowie, 1976). Furthermore, the
evidence on the value of reading aloud to and with children is
now considerable. It is widely used and recommended with
Polynesian children in New Zealand. It receives further support
from the Fiafia evaluation described above, and is now being
tried out in several Pacific Island countries.

In the past, abundant reading has been recommended as a

means of acquiring information, as a way of gaining insight into

human nature, as a method of enriching our leisure hours, and
bringing us into contact with the minds of literary giants. The
evidence is mounting that it is also a very effective means of
learning language, of extending vocabulary, and of coming to
grips with new syntax. There is reason to believe that bilingual

children can benefit from reading in all these ways. It is surely no

coincidence that the vast majority of competent bilinguals whom

the writer has met in the South Pacific were voracious readers in

their youth. They probably learned their English outside the
classroom.
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Let us not then cut our children off from a rich and valid

source of learning by artificially pruning their language and
presuming that we can control just how and in what order they
will learn. Their natural language learning capacity is greater
than we thought. We are just beginning to learn at what stages in
their development, and with what kinds of materials and
methods we can exploit it fully.
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Characteristics of Exemplary Reading
Programs

S. Jay Samuels
University of Minnesota

Increasing Literacy Requirements
and the Need for Quality Programs
In a technologically advanced society one of the important
functions of the school is to educate its students so that they will
be literate. A historical look at the concept of literacy reveals
rather dramatic increases in the amount of reading skill required

in order to be considered literate (Resnick & Resnick, 1977).
With the inflation in literacy skills brought on in part by the ever
increasing demands of our technologically oriented society, the

quality of the school reading program has taken on added

importance.
Because improving the quality of the school reading

program is considered to be an important endeavor, educational

researchers are currently attempting to specify the characteristics

of successful reading programs with the underlying hope that by
specifying the components which successful programs share in

common, it will be possible to upgrade the. quality of the less

successful reading programs.

Purpose of This Article
Researchers are not the only ones who want to upgrade

the quality of reading programs. Others who share this goal are
school administrators, faculty, and the public. It seems as though

schools are under increasing pressw-e to be accountable for the
academic progress of their students. The increase in account-
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ability is .rnade manifest, in several ways, through local and
statewide evaluations of academic pPogress, reports. in local
newspapers regarding the -scholastic standing of each of the
schools in the district, competency based promotion and
graduation requirements, and law suits brought against school
districts for what amounts to educational malpractice.

This article has bee,n written as a response to the increased
need to improve the quality of scool reading programs. In
pursuit of this goal, this article will the characteristics of
successful and unsuccessful reading p ograms, and will touch
upon the difficulties which school districts have encountered in
trying to maintain quality reading programs.

.,The ;Need for Comprehepsive Reading Programs.
- In this discussion of program quality, it should be pointed
out that the term program has a broader meaning than the term
method. In reading, we may refer to a phonic method, a look-say
method, or a linguistic method. As viewed here, the 'reading
method used by a teacher is merely a component within a larger
entity called the reading program._Of course, the reading method
one uses is important to overall program quality, butf other
components are important as well. For example, in addikon to
the reading method, other components which can affect program
outcome inclUde staff, administration, parents, and students.
Thus, a program can be thought of as a set of interrelated
components -consisting of human, material, and procedural
factors which influence the extent to which institutional
objectives are realized. Armor, Osegura, Cox, King, McDonnell,
Pascal, Pauly, and Zellman summarized their study of program
characteristics and achievement by stating "...it is important to
emphasize that no single school or classroom factor taken by
itself is likely to produce large increases in reading achieve-
ment.... Reading instruction is far too complex to- allow for
Simple policies or 'quick fixes'."

The plan which will be followed in this article is to
describe briefly each of the program characteristics for a number
of exemplary reading programs. Following the description of the
programs, there will be a summary ,.1..`tiich will attempt to
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delineate the common characteristics across those exemplary

programs described in this article. Finally, there will be a brief

section describing characteristics of unsuccessful programs as

well as the problems one encounters in trying; to maintain-

progiam quality. over time. ,

Components of Exemplary Reading Programs
Found in Six Reports

Weber (1971)1. In this project, Weber looked for ghetto

schools where reading scores were at the median for the nation as

a whole. The four innercity schools in which Weber conducted,

his study were P.S. #11 and P.S. #129 in New York City;

Woodland School in Kansa., City, Missouri; and Ann Street

School in Los' Angeles, California. Since the students in these

ghetto schoOls were i-rOrn low socioeconomic level homes, one

might have predicted that the level of academic achievement

would be low. Instead, the level of achievement was approxi-

mately 'equivalent to the reading achievement found in the

average income schools of the United States.

'The four 'successful schools shared , certain program.

characteristics. Webei- idektified these shared characteristics as: 4

1. Strong leadership. Administrators were aware of the
problems and strongly supported efforts to raise

achievement.
2. High expectations. Adminstrators, teachers, students,

and parents were convinced that the students could
succeed. Failure was' unacceptable.

3. Both task and human relations orientation. The

schools had sense of. order and discipline.The mood

was described as pleasant and happy. Although the

teachers placed great emphasis on academic achieve-
ment, there was equal emphasis given to helping

'The cr,-, Vsuccess which Weber used was a national gfade norm score as a median.

In add.t . 'successful" school had to meet another test: "that the percentage of gross

failures ." Weber (1971. p. 5) wrote. "typically, inner-city schools not only have a

low achie.,%: ent median, but the number of gross reading failureschildren achieving far

, below national norm levelsis high." The third grade was selected as the grade to test for

success since it was at this grade that the mechanics of reading should be mastered.
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students feel good about themselves, their classrooms,
and their racial origin.

4. Teacher aides. Wherp teacher aides were used, they
were directly involved in instruction. Use of teacher
aides in direct instruction changed the student-teacher
ratio. Thus, instead of one teacher to thirty students,
there might be two, three, or four teachers working
with the students.

5. Additional reading personnel. The reading specialist
worked directly with teachers and teacher aides.. to
upgrade teacher skills and to provide teachers with
needed materials. This is known as the multiplier effect.
If the specialist works with ten children, only ten
children are helped; but if the ten teachers are helped,
who in turn work with 30 chil&en, then in effect, 300
children are helped.

6. Decoding emphasis. An early emphasis was given to
what may be called a.code-,,breaking subskill approach
to reading rather than a holistic meaning emphasis.
This should-not be taken to mean that comprehension
was unimportant, but that an early focus was given to
those skills which facilitate word recognition.

7. Evaluation and quality control. There was continuous
evaluation of student progress, and evaluation data
served as a basis for diagnosis of student difficulty and
the remediation of those problems.

Hawkridge, Tallrnadge, and Larsen (1968)2. This survey
is important because eighteen successful reading programs were
matched against eighteen unsuccessful programs. The following
differentiated the successful from the unsuccessful programs:

This study matched successful and unsuccessful programs on the basis of age of students,
ethnic composition of students, number of students served, and types of learning
evaluated. The successful programs were drawn from an earlier study (Hawkridge.
Chalupsky. Roberts, .0oberts, 19610 in which 1.000 compensatory education programs were
surveyed and 21 of these were selected because they had cleat program descriptions.
appropriate sample size, description of tests, evidence of reliability and statistical
significance of the posttest. In addition, the program had to demonstrate "measured ,
henefits," which meant that scores on standardized tests had to improve more than they
would have under regular school programs.
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1. Explicit goals. The program goals were clearly stated.
\ii2. Focused nstruction. Classroom instruction was aimed

at achiev ng the objectives.
3. Relevant materials. The materials used were appro-

priate for the methods used and the goals.
4. Efficient use of. time. There was high intensity of

treatment.
5. Diagnosis. The learner's progress was monitored and

checked at' regular intervals and appropriate instruc-
tion given to each student to overcome individual
pro blems.

6. Teacher traininge Additional training was given to
teachers before or during the program. ,.

7. Parental involvement. Parents were utilized either as
aides or to help students at home.

Wargo, Tallnzaclge, Michaels, Lipe, and Morris (1972)z.
The purpose of this study was to obtain a detailed listing of
exemplary reading programs, define the components of each of
these programs, and then look for common elements across
programs. The shared/characteristics are listed below:

1. Academic objectives dearly stated and/or carefully
planned:

2. Teacher training in the methods of the program.
3. Relevant instruction.
4. High treatment intensity.
5. Active parental involvement.
6. personnel committed to the objectives and procedures.
7. /Close supervision of teachers and aides.
8. Utilization of additional personnel in the form of
/ teacher aides and/or reading specialists.
9. Continuous assessment system providing feedback

// and diagnostic informationimmediate feedback of
/ results.

'Twenty-one exemplary reading programs identified from earlier surveys were analyzed
for characteristics shared in common.
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10. Structured environment to aid student on task
behavior.

1 1 . 1 ntensive staffing7-use of aid&
New York State Office of Education(1974)4. The purpose

of this study was to compare innercity elementary schools which

were matched on social and cultural variables but which differed

in reading achievement. In the successful schools, the admin-
istrator had a significant impact on the school's effectiveness, The
administrator helped to develop plans for the reading program,
provided planning time for the program, and helped to
implement the program plan. In the unsuccessful school, the
administrator took little direct interest in the reading program.

In the unsuccessful school, teachers tended to blame
nonschool factors for the low achievement of the students,
whereas, in the successful school, the responsibility and locus of

control were placed within the school and under the control of
teachers. Teachers in the unsuccessful school were pessimistic
about their impact on students:

The successful school climate was one of high expec-
tations, blended within a warm, humanistic, and rewarding
atmosphere; whereas, in the less s4ccessful school, expectations
were lower and there was less of a human relations orientation.

In summary, the successful school was marked by strong
administrative leadership, positive expectations for success,
extensive pupil evaluation, and special training of teachers.

CRAFT Project Harris and Serwer (1966)5. The purpose

of this study was to compare two approaches to the teaching of

'Two New York city elementary schools were studied to determine what specific school

factOrs influenced reading achievement. Schools were matched for socioeconomic status

race, and culture: but one school had significantly higher achievement in grades two, four,

and six on three measures: functional reading level, word recognition, and compre-

hension.

'This study concerned itself with gains in reading achievement and whether those gains

resulted from the type of approach used in reading or the amount ty'sime spent teaching

reading. A total of 1.141 disadvantaged pupils were drawn randomly from 12 schools

located in the black ghetto areas of New York City. The teachers were volunteers within

the system and were trained extensively
inthe specific approaches to be utilized. Both the

skills centered approach and the languageexperience approach were compared. Pre-and

posttests were administered to students with the posttest scores adjusted on entering

scores to account for differences in entering skills.
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reading and to determine the effect uf time devoted to reading on
the reading gains of students. After one year, the skills centered

and the language_ eximiencr centered approaches were. compared,

and a small but contistent difference favoring the skills cen';::red

over the language experience method was fourd. This finding is
consistent with the emphasis on phonics, decoding, and subskills
emphasis found in other programs.

Another finding oLinterest from the CRAFT Project dealt

with the relationship between time allocated to reading and
achievement. "Time, allocated to reading" has two components,
actual reading time and some residual, which represents factors
such as handing out books, changing groups, and giving
instructions. As may be expected, this aspect of the analysis
showed that actual read_ ing time was significantly correlated with
achievement, and that when large- periods of time allocated to
reading were spent on nonreading activities, such as handing out

books and giving directions, the results were unfavorable to
achievement.

Direct Instruction Model (1977)6. The purpose of the
study,. which was called "Project Follow Through," was to
compare each of nine different approaches on the learning of
basic academic skills. The approaches, or models, varied
from global whole-person, individualized child-centered, open
classroom; language experience approaches, on the one hand, to

skills 'emphasis, behaviorally oriented models.. What is inter-
esting to note is that the students in the Direct Instruction Model,
which focused upon mastery of component skills in reading, and

which utilized principles derived from the psychology of learning

Project Follow Through was viewed as a program which followed throughwith the
educational efforts initiated with Head Start. The project was administered by the U.S.

Office of Education, and eventually came to serve 75.000 low-income children annually

under the guidance of what may be thought of as nine models of education. Of the nine

models. the Direct Instruction Model was rated number one in reading. In the strictest

sense, the project did not use an experimental design, but each model was compared to its

own control. The comparisons for each model and its control were made on tests of

academic skills. cognitive-conceptual skills. and measures relating to self-image. The

basic data from the abtive tests were collected by Stanford Research Institute and

analyzed by Abt Associates.
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and instruction, rankedhat-the-top,na ort_ilyin subject matter
learning but in measures of self-esteem, higher even thar deirts---
who were in programs where building self-esteem was considered
an important goal.

The Direct Instruction Model has the following char-
acteristics:
Assumptions

1. All children, regardless of socioeconomic status, are
capable of mastering basic academic skills.

2. Teaching failure is not excused.
3. Children from . disadvantaged homes have less well

developed prerequisite skills necessary for) academic
achievement.

4. Students from disadvantaged homes must be taught
more in less time in order to catch up with other
students.

The Rationale for Six Essential Teaching Components in the
Direct Instruction Model

1. Teach the general case. By teaching a subset, the whole
set is learned. For example, by teaching 40 sounds and
skills for blending them together and saying them fast,
generalized decoding skill, relevant to one-half of the
common English words, is learned.

2. Use teacher aides in direct instruction. This increases
the number of instructors in a classroom.

3. Daily program is carefully structured. Routines are
established so that time is used efficiently.

4. Maintain student attention. This is done through rapid
paced, teacher-directed, small group instruction.

5. Provide training and supervision. Teachers are care-
fully trained and supervised to ensure that appropriate
skills are taught and utilized in the classroom.

6. Maintain quality control. Student progress is moni-
tored' with bi-weekly, criterion-referenced tests which
help to detect problems while there is time to correct
them.
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The Rationale for DiStinctive Features of the Direct Instruction
Model

1. Scripted presentation of the lessons. The purpose is to
rovide quality control in the instructional delivery

system.
2. Small group instruction. It is more efficient thanone

instruction and allows for better supervision
than large group instruction.

3. Reinforcement. Although most people would agree
that learning should be its own reward, there are many
students who need extensive rewards to encourage
learning. Hence, token economies may be used for
students who do not respond to games, praise, or
attention.

4. Training and supervision. Teachers are trained to use
this approach to reading and are supervised to ensure
impldmentation of instructional methods.

5. Program design. Utilizes task analysis-, specifying
objectives, analysis of objectives into component
subskills, identifying prerequisite skills, selecting ex-
amples and sequencing the skills.

Wilder's (1977)' Educational Testing Service Study of
Exemplary Compensatory Reading Programs. On the basis of
achievement test scores, on-site visits and questionnaire data, five

schools with exemplary compensatory reading programs were

In 1971 the United States Office of Education funded this study of compensatory reading

programs in grades two. four. and six. ETS conducted this study of charitcteristics of
examplary reading programs with the premise that "the only real difference between

compensatory and non-compensatory reading instruction lay with the scA!rce of the
funding support, and consequently the study should be free of artificial restraintssuch as

funding sources, materials, and characteristics of students. The definition of
compensatory reading instruction which was- adopted was any reading instruction
provided for students because they were reading below grade level. 'Iteading 'program'
was broadly conceptualized to include the totality of a schOol's reading instruction
including demographic and sociological features."

The effectiveness of the reading program was determined by a school's posttest\reading

scores in relation to its pretest scores: Schools which performed better than expecfed were
selected for further study. By means of analysis of achievement score's and site visits an
original sample of 741 schools was narrowed down to five exemplary schools which were

examined in depth for their characteristics.
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selected, What follows is a description of their characteristics.
In all of the successful schools:
1. Reading was given top priority. This priority was made

evident through time spent in reading activities and
money spent on materials and resources.

2. There was effective educational leadership, either
through the office of the principal or a resource person.

3. Attention to basic reading skills was the essence of the

program__
4. A variety of matenalgwasused_lf a student

encountered difficulty with a skill, alternative meih-TRIS-----

and materialS were available to teach the skill.

5. There was discussion and cross-fertilization of ideas
about reading. This took place as part of the inservice
programs which are part of the development and
maintenance of strong programs of reading.

Summary of Components of Successful
Reading Programs across Investigations

Having described the components of the .'successful
reading programs: for each of the investigations, it is possible now

to examine the extent of overlap which these programs share.

Table 1 provides a convenient means for visual inspection of the

program characteristics found in each of these successful
approaches to reading instruction.

As mentioned previously, a good program is considerably

more than a reading method. It may include factors and variables

as subtle as assumptions about the abili':y of children to master
basic reading skills, or the responsibility which the school has for

helping children master basic academic skills. In addition to the
assumptions which underlie the programs, other importa'nt
factors include personnel, training, application of principles of

learning, and evaluation.
At the possible risk of ovetgeneralization, how might one

summarize the corn :.ound in successful reading pro-
grams?
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Components

Strong admillistrotive leadership

High expectations and belief
that the teacher eat) make the
difference

Teacher aids u$ee in direct
instruction

Reading speeioli5t

Teacher traiitiog

Teacher role Present,
diagnose, rerhedtate

Specific reading' °t)jectives

Skills centered ctirricultlin

Instruction adiii
relevant to gt,015

Structural eilviro Ment

Positive clas4ro0n1 climate

Efficient use of tube

High intensity, Ut treatment

Frequent evuoatin of
student progress

Supervision (,,,f te4ehers

Table 1

CU

ON
ON

Z

A + means that izeatMent was kientified in the report.
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1. Underlying Assumptions
There are several important assumptions or beliefs held

by staff in exemplary reading programs which seem to be
associated with student academic growth. The first assumption
one often finds is that the school can have a significant impact on
the academic achievement of its students. Consequently, the
school is responsible to a large extent for both the success and

_failure of its students. The second assumption is that most
children are war:ire-ofmastering- the-basic _academic skills. If one
assumes these two premises, namely that theschool is responiible
for student achievement and that most students can master basic
academic skills, then one does not routinely absolve the school
from the responsibility for student failure with explanations such
as the student had "poor motivation," "lack of readiness," or
"inadequate home background conditions." Instead, when
students fail to learn, the school assumes the major responsibility
for identifying and remediating the problem.

2. Personnel
Administrators. One frequently finds a strong admin-

istrative leader associated with the exemplary reading program.
In fact, the Rand Corporation Report (Berman & McLaughlin,
1978) on implementing and sustaining educational innovation
states that the importance of administrators to the creation and
maintenance of innovative practice can hardly be overstated.
Administrative support, in the form of encouragement and the
creation of an organizational climate which gives the project
"legitimacy" is essential to the project's development, operation,
and maintenance. The support which the administrator gives

is not in "how to do it," but in providing time for planning and
carrying out decisions, securing necessary financial support, and
running interference against any counterforces in the school or
community.

Teacher aides. In order to reduce the student-to-teacher
ratio, teacher aides were often used in direct instruction in the
exemplary projects. The aides had received training, so that an
observer in a classroom might find what appeared to be anywhere
from two to four teachers in a classroom. In actuality, what one

2 :II
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was observing was teacher and several- trained teacher aides
working directly with students.

Reading specialists. A number of projects used specialists
in a variety of ways, from helping to train staff, to providing
materials, to serving as on-the-job consultants. The specialists
did not work as remedial education teachers but worked directly
with teachers and teacher aides.

Teachers. The belief system of the teacher is important.
One important element in the belief system is a feeling of
commitment, dedication, and support for the project goals. The
feeling of commitment and support becomes the energizing
force which motivates the teacher to provide the time and energy
necessary to implement the project goals. The teacher who
believes that student success Or failure depends upon what
happens in the classroom and that student failure is not
acceptable tends to be found in the exemplary reading programs.
In the 'Rand Report, Berman and McLaughlin (1978) state that
teachers rise to challenges. Ambitious and demanding projects
seem more likely to win the commitment of teachers than
routine projects because the demanding project appeals to a
teacher's sense of professionalism. A major reason for teachers
taking on the extra work and disruption of attempting to bring
about change in themselves and their students is the belief that
they will become better teachers and the students will benefit.

3. Teacher Training and Supervision
There seems to be strong support across investigations of

exemplary reading programs for teacher training. Research by
Berman and McLaughlin (1978) indicates that educators and
goverment officials have been too optimistic about how much
time is needed to produce change in an educational system. Their
research indicates it takes two years to get a project off the
ground, two years to implement a project, and an additional two
years to produce a stable effect on student achievement scores.
Thus, it might take six to seven years before one could expect
stable achieveMent gains.

The teacher training which takes place occurs during the
two year start-up time and the two year implementation time.
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The Rand Report states that helpful training experiences were:

Concrete, teacher-specific
Regular meetings which focused on practical problems
Teacher participation, in decisions
Teacher observation of similar projects or model lessons

Additional factors found in the successful innercity schools were:

Classroom assistance from project staff or 'reading
specialists
Local materials developed
Principal participation in training

In order to insure implementation of prescribed teacher

practices, some of the projects supervised instruction.

4. Curriculum
Objectives. The successful reading projects had objectives

which were clear and specific. Although the primary focus was
what might be thought of as "task orientation," there was a
"human relations orientation" as well. The twin goals reflect the
fact that the best environment in which to help master academic
skills is one in which students find the classroom to be a friendly,

warm, and supportive place to work. In other words, when there
is task orientation combined with positive classroom climate, the

situation is conducive to academic growth.
----Skills_ceatered curriculum. This approach to reading

utilized what may be calledrasubskillr-orientation to reading.
With this approach fluent reading is thought of as a highly
complex behavior which can be analyzed and separated into its
components through a process called task analysis. The
components are then, taught to beginning readers in a sequence
which is determined partly by the task analysis, partly by logical
analysis, and partly from what we have learned through research
on instruction. In order to help the student integrate the subskills
into the higher-order behavior required in skilled reading, in
addition to the instruction :2 subskills, the student is given ample

practice in reading meaningful and interesting material in
context.
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Relevant instruction and materials. The successful

reading programs had clear and specific objectives and the

subskills which were taught were derived by means of task
analysis. What one tends to find in the..exemplary programs is

that both the type of instruction and the materials were
appropriate and relevant for achieving the specific objectives.

5. Time
Time is an important factor to consider in learning and

achievement. While it is essential to allocate a su, ticient -amount

of time so that learning can take place, it is equally important that

the available time is,used efficiently. In successful programs,
teachers devoted more class time to task-related activities, and
the major part of the school day was spent in structured
activities that left little unoccupied time. In addition, instruction
was kept at a low level of complexity. The classrooms were
described as being orderly, since less time was wasted on
discipline problems and giving instruction on 'routine matters
such as passing out books and transition from one activity to
another. In summary, in several of the successful programs, extra
amounts of time were allocated to reading., and in all programs,

time was used efficiently.

6. Structure
Stucture is an important vehicle for utilizing time

efficiently. I-n a sense, structure is part of good management skills

in which routines are established in order to facilitate the
movement of students and materials. The successful programs
helped teachers to establish good management skills so that time

would not be wasted. This concept can be extended to the point

where the most efficient Ways to communicate ideas to students

were developed and shared with teachers.

7. Evaluatton
Student progress is monitored through frequent testing

on each of the subskills so that quality control can be maintained

through diagnosis and remediaton of student problems.
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Characteristics of Unsuccessful Reading Prggrains
While it is useful to know the characteristics associated

with successful reading programs, if we wish to build prograps
which will increase reading achievement, it is probably equally
important to know what is associated with those programs which
Were unsuccessful. With this end in mind, we shall summarize
several reports which have described characteristics of programs
which did not significantly improve achievement (Armor et al.,
:976; Berman & McLaughlin, 1978).

1. Improper program initiation and implementation.
Before program can work there must /6-e a climate of
enthusilism, commitment, and Oipport for it from the personnel.
It is this .climate of commitment and support which motivates
the staff to implement and translate the project goals into
effective classroom practices. The following approaches to
initiation fail to create the necessary climate for support and
implementation.

Opportunism. The motivation for the initiation of the
project is opportunistic, representing a responses -to
pressure or an attempt to get federal money." Opportun4tic
initiation is characterized by lack of suppoq_and commitment
from both central office and project staff. Since there is lack of
support at any level, the staff is unwilling to invest the resources,
time, and energy necessary to implement the project.

Top-down motivation. Although the central office staff is
sincerely interested in the program, they fail to win the support of
the project staff: the project staff does not invest
the time-and energy necessary to implement the project.

Bottom-up motivation. The "graSs roots" enthusiasm of
th. instructional staff is 'not matched by the central office staff.
Consequently, there may be inadequate project implementation
because the central office fails to allocate a sufficient.amount of
resources and ,staff services.

2. Inadequale incubation and development time. A
reading program is broad in scope, incorporating elements which
include personnel, methods, materials, finances, and clients.
Changes which affect this many elements require considerable
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,periods of time for planning and implementation.. C
research suggests that significant innovation requires t'
of planning and incubation time, two years for implemt

and two years to produce a stable effect on student aChie1,_

Those projects which were unsuccessful rushed forward too soon
and often failed to crt-2.7.- the necessary c\

limate for district -

;.
support and commitny

3. Narrow,/ p,p-, tvproaches. There are so many
important elements in 'd reading program, that simple,

"quick fix," single element approacKes usually Cannot produCe a

significant impact on achievement. To produce a significant
impact, a comprehensive approach operating on a student
over time is required.

4. Lack of commitment, feelings of inadequacy. The less
successful projects tended to have staff which either did not have

a feeling of commitment and dedication to the project plan or
lacked a sense of efficacy regarding their ability to bring about

the necessary changes.
5. Unsupportive principal. The school principal is a vital

element, and in the unsuccessful projects, the prinCipal often

failed to create norms which emphasized hard work and
-dedication and an environment which supports teacher .efforts

end protects the teacher from disruptive forces.
6. Inefficient use of time. Time is a critical variable in

learning. It is obvious that if mastery is to occur, the amount of
time allocated must, be commensurate with the needs of the
students. However it is important that the allocated time be used

efficiently. In the unsuccessful classrooms, time was wasted
because routines were not established and there were often
interruptions brought about by discipline problems.

Problems in Maintaining Quality Programs
The purpose of this article has been to delineate the

components found in successful and unsuccessful reading
programs in the hope that this information would bex)f help to

schools in establishing more effective environments in which
students would acquire literacy skills. Although the information
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regarding components'of successful programs is now available,
this information is only a starting point.

Schools which currently have successful programs are
faced with the task of maintaining their quality programs, while

the less successful schools have additional obstacles to overcome.

They first must improve their current programs and, once they

have improved their programs, they must then endeavor to

maintain them at quality levels. The Rand Corporation Report
(Bit:man & McLaughlin, 1978) contains somesobering conclu-
sions regarding the establishment and maintenance of quality
programs. First, they found that successful projeets were not

easily disseminated to new-sites and the performance levels in the

new sites often fell short of the performance level in the original
site. Second, evert the original successful project:, had difficulty
sustaining their success over a number of years. Third, often
when the original funding agency withdrew its financial support',
the,school district was unprepared to provide the level of support

necessary to sustain the project.
These sobering findings regarding the difficult>, of

fostering and maintaining change are neither surprising nor unique

tithe field ofeduCation. We still have much work to do. While we

seem to kr:ow a considerable amount about the characteristics of
successful reading programs, we still need to know more about

which" of these characteristics uniquely define the succ...ssful

programs and are not present in the unsuccessful programs.
Although the goals are difficult to achieve, the importance of the

task is such th:i: it seems to be well worth the effort.
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---Overcoming Educational
Disadvantagedness

Harry Singer
Irving H. Balow
University of California at Riverside

Twenty-five years ago, the U.S. Supreme Court reversed its 1896
decision and ruled that "separate but equal" schools for blacks
and whites were inherently unequal in educational opportunity
and, therefore, unconstitutional. This decision initiated desegre-
gation of school districts and introduced a new and different as-
sumption into the concept of equality of educational opportuni-
ty, "the assumption that equality Of opporttinity depends in some
fashion upon the effects of schooling"(Coleman, 1968, p. 15). 1'n-
der the 1896 decision, judgments on equality of educational op-
portunity were based on equality z,f. educational input, which
was assessed by such criteria as cost of buildings and supplies,
teachers' salaries. and academiC preparation, class sizes, etc.
However, education of exceptional children, even prior to 1954,
required unequal input: class sizes were much smaller and fre-
quently required special facilities and equipment. In effect, the
1954 Supreme Court decisio'n expanded thei principle under
which exceptional childen had been educated to now include all

groups.
Moreover, the responsibility for attainment of achieve-

ment shifted from the student to the educational institution.
After' tracing the evolution of the concept a equality of
educatiGnai opportunity, Coleman (1968, p. 22), summarized the
shift of respousjbility in these words:
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The implication of the most recent coneept...is that the responsi' .aty to
create achieseinent lies with the educational institution, not the child.
The difference in achievement at grade 12 between the average
and the average white is, in effect, the degree of inequality of oppOrtuni-
ty, and the red Oction,of that inequality is a resphnsibility of the school.
This_shiftinrespoOSibiliTYfollows logically from the change in the con--cept of equality of educational opportunity from school resource inputs
to effects of schooling, When that change occur 1,,1, as it has in the past
few years. the school's responsibility shifted t increasing and dis-
tributing equally its "quality" to increasing the quality of its studerits'
achievements. This is a notable 'shift, a one which should have strong
consequences for the practice of edueon in future years.

Thus, the Supreme Court decision had two major educational

consequences:
I. Schools had to desegregate their students, whether or

. not they had been segregated a) de jure, for example, through
gerrymandering of school boundary lines or h) cle facto, forex-
ample. through residential location. Consequently, desegrega-

tion meant that schools had to sec' ;nixtures of majority and mi-

nority students and eventually teachers in each school in propor-

tions that approximated their representation in the population.
2. The concept of equality of educational opportunity had

to he assessed on the effects of schooling. Of course, the concept
of equal effects did not mean that all students were to he alike in

achievement, but at least:averages and ranges of individual differ-

ences in achievement among schools were to he approximately
the same. Consequently, when a complaint was filed in court that

'a California school district was practicing de jure segregation be-

cause the reading achievement scores of students in, its schools

with predominantly black students were lower than those of stu-

dents in its. schools with a high percentage of hite students, it

was upheld .b; the court. Therefore, this school district was or-

dered to desegregate its students (Pena vs. Superior Court of
Kern County, 1975).

But desegregation did not free a school district from the
responsibility of attaining equality or output for its ethnic minor-

ities. Compensator, education wls still necessary because the

magnitude of achievement :among ethvic groups throughout the

country was unequal, as shown by "Equality of Educational Op-
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portunity" (Coleman et al., 1966), a survey more popularly
known as the "Coleman Report."

Purpose qf This Reilew
We shall review the Coleman Repot t and selected studies

of compensatory education that have been conducted over the
,ast 25 years. These studies include I) the effects of-desegrega-
tion upon the educational achievement of majority and minority

groups in one school district and -2) the results of two =jot-ex-
periments to improve the education of disadvantaged _hildren:
"Project Head Start" and its sequel "Project-I.-6116w Through."

Our purpose in reviewing these studies is to determine what effect

the new concept of equality of educational o6ortunity has had

upon the academic achievement of educationally disadvantaged
children. We shall start our revk'.v with the Equality of Educa-

tional Opportunity Survey.

Equality of Educational Opportunity. Survey
The Equality of Educational Opportunity Survey was au-

thoriz..ed by the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Its purpose. as stated in
Section 402 (Coleman et al., 1966, p. was to "conduct a sur-
vey...concerning the lack' of availability Of equal educational op-

po for individuals by reason of rsa.e, color. religion, or

rw.tional origin in public educational institutions at all levels in

Op_ United States, its territories and possessions, and the District
Co;umbia." The groups investigated were "Negroes. American

Indians. Oriental Americans, Puerto Ricans living in the conti-

nental I Sta °es, Mexican Americans, and whites other than

Mexican Americans and Puerto Ricpris often called 'majority' or
simply 'white'." The survey focused on four major questions.
Thesc.are the Survey's questions and its answers. almost verba-

tim:
I. What is the extent to which racial and ethnic groups are

segregated .front one another? The survey found that' the "great

majority of American children attend schools that are largely
segregated." A Mong minority groups, Negroes were most segre-
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gated, that is, they attended schools where their fellow students

were of the same racial background as they were. In fact, more

than-65 ,percent of-allNegro.tudents wereattending schools..that_

were 'between 90 to 100 percent Negro. This figure changed by

grade 12 to 66 percent who were atiend Mg schools that were SO or

more percent Negro. The same pattern tended to hold also for

teachers of Negro and white, although not as strongly. "On a na-,
tionwide basis where teachers and students are not matched, the

trend is in one direction: white teachers teach Negro children but

Negro teachers seldom teach white children."
2. DO schooLc oiler equal educational opportunities in

termv ofinput characteristics.? White children were attending ele-

mentary schools with a smaller average number of children per

room (29) than any of,the minorities w,hosc class sizes ranged

from 30 to 33, except in the non-metropolitan North and West'
and Southwest where the pattern was reversed./ At the high

school level. the average was 22 white students per teacher and 26

Negro students per teacher: but in some regional areas such as the

metropolitan Midwest, thf; difference was far greater he average
white had a ratio of 1 teacher iya 33 students and the average Ne-

gro had 1 teacher to every 51 pupils per room!
It access to facilities, the Negro had fewer "facilities that

seem most related to academic achievement: they had less access

to physic. chemistry, and language laboratories, fewer books per.

'pupil in their ::ehool libraries. and less sufficient supplies of text-
books. They also had less access to curricular (college prep) and
extracurricular (debating and school newspaper) programs that

would appear to have a relationship to academic achievement."

Moreover. the average Negro pupil tended to have less able

teachers than did white pupils as assessed by types of colleges at-

tended. years of teaching experience, salary, and score on a 30-

word vGeabulary test. The classmates or peer group :.)f the Ne-

groes as compared with the whites were less often enrolled in col-

ii ,sk O'er. the West . for examplc.C:ilifornia. Wa.± not free 91 deidreand deja, to.segrega- .

tion and vihe'r educational policies and practices that were discriminatory against its

minority groups (Hendrick. 19751.
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lege prep curriculum and had taken fewer coures in En'glish,
mathematics, foreign language, and -scietice.

3. Now much do students learn as measured by petibr-
mance on standardized achievement tests?2 The Survey found
that "with some exceptionsnotably Oriental Americansaver-
age minor', y pupils score distinctly lower on these tests at every
level that the average white pupil." A difference was already pres-
ent at the first grade level. On a standard scale where the average

score 50 and the standard deviation is 10 (which means that 16
percent are above 60 and 16 percent are below 40), the scores for
Negro and white revealed these differences: .

ests

Nonverbal
Verbal

Median Scores

Negro White

43.4
45.4

54.1

53.2

At twelfth grade. the differences had increased:

csts

N ()over hal

Verbal

Median Scores

Negro White

52.0
40.9 52.1

Vests Median ores

Negro white

Reading 42.2 51.9

Mathematics 41 51.8

General Information 40.t. 52.2

Average of the
five tests 41.1 . 52.0

The FEOS Survey used verbal ability as an index of achievement. Some evaluators a-

greed with this use Of a verbal ahility test. For example. Dyer (1972, p. 5161 stated that a
verbal ability test "correlates so highly with measures of achievement ir..eading. mathe-
matics. and factual information that. it set ves as a useful surrogate for the measurementof

other forms of learning." Hot ever, verbal ability is also an index of general mental ability.
As such, it is an index of bot h school andextrasehool factors. Hence, it is not a vet. ijk nor
a sensitive measure or school achievement. .
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In grade level equivalents; the gap between Negroes and whites
showed a progressive increase with age and grade in school. In

the metropolitan Northeast, the gap was about 1.6 years behind
in grade 6, 2.4 in grade 9, and 3.3 in grade 12. However, some mi-
nority children, of course, performed better than many white
children. For example, about 50 percent of the Negroes scored
better than 16 percent of the whites.

4. Whin is the relationship between achievement and
school characteristics? a) When socioeconomic factors were tak-
en into account, differences between schools accounted for only a
small fraction of differences in pupil achievement. b) Variations
in facilities and curriculums of the schools accounted for relative-

ly little variation in pupil achievement or standardiz
However, variations made more of a difference for m

d tests.
norities

than they did for whites; for example, existence of science labora-
tories showed a small but consistent relationship to achielvement.
c) Quality of teachers showed a prog;:u vely stronger relation-

. I

ship at higher grades; more so to minc:71ty than to majority stu-
dents. The greatest relationship was first between teacher's score

on the verbal test and student achievement and second between
the teacher's educational level and student achievement. d) Pupil
achievement was also "strongly related to the educational back-
grounds and aspirations of c:her students in the school." The
principal indices for these variableS related to achievement were
proportion of homes having encyclopedias arid proportion of
students planning to go to college.

After analysing achievement scores of children of a given
family background who had been put in schools of different so-
cial composition where the achievement was at quite different
levels, the survey arrived at this conclusion:

Thus . if a white pupil from a home that is strongly and effectively sup-
portive of education is put in a school where most pupils do not come
from such homes. his achievement will b.; ;idle different than if he were

in a Nchool composed of othec.s like himself. But if a minority pupil froM
.

a home without much educational strength is putwith schoolmates with
strong educational background. his achievement is likely to increase....

The average white student's achievement seems to he less affected by the
strength or weaknesses of his school's facilities. curriculums, and teach-
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ers than is the average minority pupils. ...the inference might then he
made ihat immoving the school of a minority pupil increase his

achievement 1110117 than %voitht improving the school of a. white Litilcl

increase his.

A mechanism that could Mediate such an effect upon
achievement of minority pupils in integrated schools is lateral

transmission of peer group values (Wilson, 1963). This

mechanism implies that minority pupils in integrated schools are

influenced through interactions with classmates from the
majority group and would consequently tend to acquire and act

,upon the values which underlie the achievement of majority

pupils.
Although the inferences of the Survey and the mechanism

of lateral transmission of peer group values appear to he plausi-

ble, the inferences of the Survey were based upon symptomatic,

not upon experimental evidence. However, about the same time

that the Coleman Report was formulating its inferences, an event

took place in Riverside, California that provided a natural-type

situation for experimentally testing some of them.

/1 Naturalistic Experiment in Ril'erside, California

In 1965 the Board of Education of the Riverside Unified

School District acting unusually rapidly decided to desegregate

its schools. Within s '2n weeks. froiri September 3 to October 25,

1965, the Board went from "initial minority protest" to "appro\ al

of a detailed integration plan" (Singer & Hendrick. 1967, p. 145).

The Riverside Unified School District is a medium sized

school system with a total school population of 25,600 and a mi-

nority enrollMent at the time of integration of 6.1 percent Black .

10.7 percent Mexican Atherican and 1.7 percent other minority

groups. Integration in Riverside consisted of closing clown two of

its three completely segregated schools and phasing out the third.

Pupils from the segregated schools were then bussed to "receiving

schools." The school hoard's plan called for minority enrollment
in each school to approximate the same percentage as was en-

rolled in the district. With this decision on October 25. 1965,, "de

facto segregation had been changed by virtue of hoard policy into

de facto integration'. (Singer & Hendrick. 1967, p. 145). .
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Although this integration policy was justified on the basis

of moral, .social educational, and legal reasons, including a
broad interpretation the 1954 Supreme Court mandate (Hen-

drick, 1968), school district personnel and university professors

joined in a cooperative venture to evaluate the effects of integra-

tion on achievement and adjustment of the Anglo, Black, and
Mexican American groups. H owever, this .,eport focuses only on

the reading achievement aspect of this longitudinal investigation,
including on oni., those students vlik, were tested after

integratn !rad occurred and who were then retested in grade 3.9

and again in grade 6.2.2 Only those students who were tested at

each of these times were included in the "purified" longitudinal
sample. Students who were not tested at each time or who had
moved away were not included. The purified sample was then
compared with a cross sectional sample which had been tested in

1965 and constituted a "baseline" control group. Althotigh it

would have been more desirable to have had a longitudinal con-
trol group that did not experience segregation, the 1965 cross sec-

tional group nevertheless appears to have been arr adeiluate con-

trol group as indicated by the results of the experir,Ont. -Both the

longitudinal and the baseline control groups toofkthe same Sian

ford Achievement Tests (SAT) in grades 1.9 and 3.9. but in grade

6.2 the cross sectional group took the SAT whikyhe longitud:nal

group had the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skill. The tests that

were administered are shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Tests Administered to Longitudinal and Cross Sectional Groups

Grade Tot
1.9

Stanford Achievement lest. Primary I, Form V.

3 9 Stanford Achievement Test. II. Form X

6.2 Stanford Achievement Test. Intermediate 11..1 min \\'.,

(cross sectional groups and Com pre hensi% e lest ol

Basic Skills (longitudinal group).

the information reii.ued here Ira, alread. hcn reported in Si/Tri 1970 /a rd In

,tngr. Gcrard, liillcarn I 19751.
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The grade equivalent scores for the longitudinal and cross
sectional groups in grades I and 3 were based on the same test and

norm groups, and therefore are direc ly comparable. But the lon-

gitudinal and cross sectional group took different tests in grade 6;.

therefore, the grade equivalent scores for these groups are only

comparable to the extent that the tests are highly correlated and

the norm groups are equivalent.

6.0

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

A nglos

Mexican-/ Americans
Blacks

1.9 3.9

GRADE

6.2

Figure 1 Mean reading achievement for the longitudinal (solid lines)

and cross sectional (dashed) samples of Anglos, Mexican-Americans,

and Blacks.4
'Singer. H., Gerard, H.. & Redfearn, D. Achievement. In H. Gerard & N. Miller (Eds.),

1
School desegregation: A long term-study. New York: Plenum Press, 1975. Reprinted with

permission.

p -61
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;fig "it \1 nin
The results of the read.- .1(,1,0res are she petvvelkilfe

1. The differences at the third Anuoi'V tirade levels cols 41,11 tPc
longitudinal groups and their resPoe try not

statistically significant. 1nste;ld' Rids for the }tire s:qintil
sanyle and :heir respective Wised ,t)ittrol of.di`t'hthle
el,ch 011,':r so eloSely that they t":dcatAkIstify the pesc cititzt on
the 1966 grovips as baseline coritr°'( laV general, teicte"rio t4 in-
dicate that integration had neitut ofkk,ohle nor dpieverON ef-
fects upon the rates of develop0"". reAdingitopot los:ilt of
the majority and minority grol-iPsier oglos did nor oi in a-

chievement, as their parents P" drit' ocy Would;, Lkt the
minority groups gain-in achieVet1"/C1 %-( Deir pare ierieat'lihped
they would. The Anglos, Bio,cks ti\,1\lexican A°:t.cd th: hsd
grade level achievements ill g13(le40 opproxinichievrind-
ings of the EEOS Survey; The 114!(.. r:,\,00 reading rottp 6)c-01-
was at or slightly ahead of the 1.;''n")?"''ivolent norrilorade R\Vhile
the Blacks and Mexican Ant,. 1.. bout two e '40.-

d./ P r "Nalent levels below the norm Ititral-type c inf
eRtesthe Riverside desegregtW--- t support ecd de
of the Coleman Report . hiVklhoort occiirilhe coibite a
situation that should Lc iv to.factiotArepqn
Report's inferences sint:e of ir0 elass, the
tendency to .teach towards t tic level of the 4tudeoVhtild
have stimulated and twrh;,,,:-, "\od minoritY jorl to-

group values was
Wards higher achieve t.,-,..;:k...,eit;',".tjo 01/6vzfectIvki,l,a1 transmil.pap, ill' peer

Riverside even ivhdier
places in the-coun!ry where tPe trvinority is studl4her
for even after integration Ole t of maioriii tilt~ in
Riverside constituted .80 percent

Pn ineffeet,

i0WOre policies of reducing school rcro. /,,/1ctik ,,;Ifrnost wholl of least otIt in
[lie

largest st. .)OI districts" in the United SOleritiiiiic tent \\11', il' large s'iith ,high (lw
years 196.-1972. "whites with children ill ' POO art' 'caving eitit;eless ,e(.1 cht.opor-

lions of blacks." Although these findiric, et\ uk:vertli-.1t"Idis41frnan
(1976, pp. 318-322) to suggest that the ri(PriL. ,)/oes ik1Nonon in larg';';115ch°01s Ists
not achieving its purpose of "increasinil

):111,Irr( '1\1\ tfalmlg 1-10"
ubli racial pr -th ere

cwt., in the next to largest school dist,:ico"or:,i/Jcs,Vhilc
not related to "the c.xtent desegreurp:tki degree trl haN

( Jackson. 197,732Fttrnec7.-tt apnettr . sc14,oso . qt.*
t.:11ect related to district si/c .1a rtc,,, ,

trier, and its intended effect in sin.iller Is.
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Pines ( Q67) observed Bereiter and Engelmann's pre-

school in action. She reported that the children. in groups of live.

Were taught in the most direct manner possible. For example. in

language development, the children were taught as though they

were learning a foreign language: the child repeated verbatim the

teacher's initial statement about an object,or a picture and then

was expected to give a complete answer to a simple question

about the object or picture. The program consisted of three in-

structional periods ()I' 20 minutes each. separated by half hour re-

cess periods for singing and games. Even during these recess peri-

ods, the children sang specially composed songs and played

games that were designed to teach them the content that had been

stressed during the instructional periods.

.Although Bereiter and Fngelmann's emphasis upon aca'.

demie content at the preschool level was controversial for its

time. Pines observed that their students seemed to enjoy the pro-

gram and appeared to he making excellent progress toward

their objectives. Her observations were correct: Bereiter and

Engelmann reported that a group of 15 educationally disadvan-

taged children who had started in their preschool at a median age

of 4 years, 6 months had achieved enough after 9 months of in-

struction to quality in reading and arithmetic for entrance to first

grade.
.A similar type of preschool at the University of Chicago

I Fowler, 19(,5) stressed general cognitive development. Children

engaged in what appeared to them to he a game consisting of

finding and manipulating objects. but the game was actually de-

signed to develop cognitive abilities, such as making discrimina-

tions among objects and then abstracting and generalizing, cer-

tain characteristics of these objects. For example, the children

were instructed to find all the pictures which show people

working in factories. For the development of language ability.

the children participated in the formulation of stories narrated

around objects and scenes manipulated by a storyteller. Since all

objects were labeled and defined for the children. they also had an

opportunity to develop their word perception along with their

-vocabulary.
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'Me Bereiter and Engelmann program can be categorized
as "direct instruction.- teaching students what they need to learn.
In contrast, the Chicago preschool program fits into the rubric
of indirect instruction emphasizing cognitive detTlopment,
which provides instruction aimed at improving cognitive pro-
cesses and abilities. This training was presumably necessary for
subsequent academic achievement. Roth types of programs were
subsequently given field trials and compared along with other
models in a social and experimental educational program known
as -Follow Through,- Which was one of the two largest federal
experiments for exploring alternative approaches for delivering
educational and so,:ial services. The other, which preceded Fol-
low Through and which had broader objectives than the pre-
school, but was also for disadvantaged children, was known as

'.."Project Head Start.-

Project Head Start
Even while desegregation was beginning as the sole com-

pensatory education approach, later to prove inadequate for at-
taining the goal of equality of output, intervention programs
were being initiated. The largest was the federally sponsored Proj-
ectHead Start which .began in 1965. It had the purpose of pro-
viding compensatory preschool education for poor children so
thatchildren from low-income faMilies could enter school On an
equal basis with their more economically fortunate peers. The
hope', was that this type of intervention at the preschool level
would\ contribute not only toward equality, of educational op-
portunity but also toward the disruption of the cycle of poverty.
The objectives of the program were therefore comprehensive;
they included provisions for the child, the child's family, and rela-
tionships among the child, the family, and society. The provi-
sions for the child were concerned with his or her health and
physical abilities, mental processes and skills, expectations of
success and confidence in future learning. relations with his or
her family. attitude of' responsibility toward society, and sense of
dignity and self worth. program also aimed to develop the
ability of the child's family to relate in a positive way toward the

>t1
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child and to increase the ,family's sense of dignity and self worth.

Lastly, the program was tit. provide opportunities for society to
work with the poor on solving. their problems."

The comprehensiveness\Of Project Head Start's objectives

had fostered the development of a .:iriety of preschool models: In

1969, the U.S. Office of Education initiated an evaluation of the

models that had been well formuitied and tested, and whose
sponsors'. were using the principles of their models for imple-
menting programs for children in Project Follow
Through. The purpose of the evaluation, which was known as the

Head Start Planned Variation Study, was to provide inforMation
to communities on a) processes for implementing preschools, h)
kinds of experiences provided in preschOols. e) effects of different
intervention programs on children and their fathilies, d) compari-

son of intervention effects in preschool vs. primary grades. and e)

the advantage of continuing the same preschool strategy into the

primary grades.
Eight models met the criteria for inclusion in the evalua-

tion. Table 2 contains brief descriptions of these models, which

were grouped intS\hree categories on the basis of their stated
objectives and procechires. These categories, determined by the
Stanford Research Instittite.which did the evaluation, were de-
fined by Bissell (1973, pp. 69-70)..as I) Preacademn . which em-
phasizes development of preschool skills, such as nuns her and let-

ter recognition, reading. writing, and instructional language. and

uses systematic reinforcement as an instructional technique: 2)

Cognitive Discovery, which promotes growth in basic cognitive

processes. such as categorizing, differentiating. abstracting. and

inferring, by use of adult verbal accompaniment to :children's
sequenced exploration: and 3) Discovery, which encourages free

exploration and self-expression, and stresses the "child's sense of

self-worth, trust in adults and the world, and respect for others."

^ A report on this project was made by Hisse:1 1 1973). Much of the information for this sec-

tion conies trom her report.

'A sponsor is anyone s ho directed a specific model. ss holier it ssas a person, a group a

university. or a private corporation.
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Each of the models was then implemented in two communities
and evaluated at the end of nle year.

Table 2
Head Start Planned Variation Models,'

l'reacademie Programs

I. Acadernicallv Oriented Preschool Alode/, sponsored by Wesley
Becker and Siegfried Engclmann. University of Oregon. Emphasis on
learning skills in reading, arithmetic. and language through structured
drills and reinforcement techniques. Small groups of five to ten children \
organised into ability les els. Teachers present children with patterned
learning materials. elicit constant serbal responses, and provide rein- \.
foreement for correct responses.
2. lkhavior AnalpiA Model. sponsored by Don Bushell. University of
Kansas. Instruction on skills, such as reading and arithmetic, and social
skills through reinforcement procedures which feature a token system
and individualised prograMmed instruction. is to have children
eventually learn a skill for its intrinsic reward.

Cognitive Discovery Programs

I. The Florida Parent-Educator Model, sponsored by Ira Gordon,
niversity .of Florida. Involves parents and teachers as educators and

thereby insures both home and school instruction. A mother from the
local community is a parent-educator who works with parents in their
homes and with teachers in school as a teacher's aids, The curriculum is
based on Piagetian theories of cognitive development.
2. Tucson Early Education Model, designed by Marie Hughes.
sponsored by the Unisersity of Arizona. Concentrates on language
competencies, especially the transition from Spanish to English for
Mexican-American children. Allows children freedom to choose
activities, fosters cooperation among children. and uses systematic
positive reinforcement from teachers in order to promote intellectual.
motivational. and social skills.
3. The Responsive Model, designed and sponsored by Glen Nimnicht,
Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development.
Curriculum stresses -development of a positive self-image and
intellectual abilities through self- pacing and self-rewarding materials
kilos% n as a restionsive.environment. Materials of instruction consist of
problem-solving skills. sensory. discrimination, and language ability.
Children freely explore and make discoveries in a structured
classroom.

,Bissen..I.S. Planned variation in Head Start and Follow I hrough. Stanley Hid.).
CompenvutorT eihiunion far children. ages 2 to 8. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins
University Press. l973. Bi-:primed with modifications by permissicm.
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.

4. The Cognitive Model, by David Woken. High Scope Educational

Research Foundation. Curriculum is based on theories of Piaget. s.

teachers make decision and plan detailed lessons and :tent ities.

Classroom supervisors assist teachers. Home training sessions with

mothers are also stressed.

I)iscoscrt Programs

1. .4 Pragmatic-Oriented .ifode/. sponsored by the Education I kvelop-

ment Center in Newton, Massachusetts. An advisory and consultant

system which emphasises self development and individual needs and

styles for teachers and students. leachers are encouraged to experiment

with stays of fostering self respect, respect for others, imagination.

-curiosity. persistence. openness to change. and ability to challenge

ideas.
2. The Bank Street College Model, developed and sponsored by the

Bank Street College ducat ion in New York City. Emphasis on each

child becoming sell directed in his or her learning. Teachers act
consistently as adults children can trust: develop children's sensitkitics

to sights. sounds. and ideas: and foster children's positk e images of

themselves as learners. As in traditional middle class nursery schools.

children initiate acti% ines. such as cooking. block - budding. and socio-

dramatic actk

However, the evaluation itself had its limitations: Random as-

signment of models to communities and children to models and

control groups could not he done: consequently, the design was

not a classical experimental design. but had all the flaws of a

quasi-experimental design (Campbell & Stanley, I966). Other

factors also limited the evaluation: 1).The attrition rate was as

high as 50 percent in some sites. 2) The measurement instruments

'focused primarily on cognitive achievement because instru-

ments that were reliable and valid were available for this out-

come: consequently objectives in other domains were assessed by

less reliable or valid instruments or were not assessed at all: and

even for cognitive achievement, the instruments were weighted

for assessing general ability in comparison with general and spe-

cific achievenment. ?)Other methodological problems also oc-

curred in the study, such as limitations in the instrument used

(floor and ceilino, effects) questionable test interpretation proce-

dures, for example, using the child instead of the classroom as the

unit of analysis; and inadequate adjustment for initial differences
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between experimental and control groups. For all these reasons,
the results of the evaluation could only he considered for the
formulation of hypotheses to he tested subsequently in rigorous
small scale experiments rather than as evidence on which definite
conclusions could he reached (Bissell, 1973: Kennedy, 1978).9

The sample of children consisted of 1,569 in Planned Var-
iation Classes (the experimental group) and 1.078 in "regular"
t lead Start comparison classes (control group). The children
ranged in age from 3 to 6.5 years. but 72 percent were between 4.5
and 5.5 at the beginning of the Head Start Program in the fall..
The ethnic sample in percentages were Black. 55: White, 25:

`American Indian, 2: Puerto Rican. 2: and Mexican-American. I.
Forty-three percent of the parents had attended only grade
school and 49.5 percent had attended school only to high school.
Although the experimental and control groups were comparable
on demograpdx criteria, marked variationstill occurred within
specific sites. This variation may not have been well controlled in
the analysis of the data.

On the degree of implementation of the models, teachers
in the Pracademie model rated highest, followed by those in
Cognitive Discovery, and then in the Discovery models. The rea-
son for the ..ariation was not attributable to years of teach:ry
experience. but to the difficulty in learning to implement new
types of instructional models. Nevertheless. teachers-learned to .,,

teach and emphasize their models' -areas of concerns. For exam-
ple. the Preacademic model showed greatest frequency of num-
bers, letters, and language training activities: 1)iscovery models
'resealed greatest degree of occurrence ()ism .t tidies activities
and instruction insolors, sizes and shapes: Discovery programs
indicated highest amount of role playing activities (doll play and
fantasy). However. regular (control) classes also empha,sized-
cogn it ive tr:iining. which would of course.-di-minish'diff:-rences

..._

between the regular classes-and the model classes in this area of
instruction:

_

..-----

lunilar problernsy,cre to plague the Follow I ?trough I valuation a, we shall see in the
ne'.t seetton.
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[he results of the comparison between the model and
regular classes indica 1 Li 1 at the Preacademic and Cognitive
Discovery models made the largest gains on academic achieve-
ment (a combination of six subtests of the New York University
Fatly Childhood Inventory which assess knowledge related to
specific areas of science, mathematics. letters, and numerals) and
general cognitive development (the Preschool laventory and the
Stanford I3inet Intelligence Scale). However, only 10 Preaca-
demic ylasses. 8 Cognitive Discovery, and 2 Discovery classes
participated in this evaluation...Although children's achievement

arid cognitive development were positively correlated with the
/level of academic background and practical experience of their

teachers, the same relationship did not occur in the model
teachers' backgroundsgroupds which suggested that the inservice training
conducted by the sponsors made up for these variations among

their teachers.
On the Herr/rig-Birch measure of styles of coping with

cognitive demands, which assesses the way the child responds to
tasks on the Stanford-Binet, the results suggested that children in
the models programs had learned to_engage in task specific activi-

ties and to decrease irrelevant verbal and nonverbal, responses
when asked to do a cognitive task. In short, the children in the
models programs seemed to learn to express only correct re-
sponses. This type of learning was emphasised in the Preacadem-
ic programs, which taught the child to respond only with correct
verbal responses. Consequently it is understandablewhy children

in the Preiculcmic-progrfims nude the greatest gains in not re-
-----;,NpOnding whenever they apparently could not do the task.

On mother-child interaction, which involved assessing
mothers on teaching their children to sort eight blocks and the
child's success 'in doing so and then explaining the basis for the
sorting, the greatest gains were made by the Colmitive Discovery
and Preacademic classes. Maternal use of praise was highest and
children's success greatest in t he Preacademic classes. Again, the
differential gains among the programs reflected the relative em-
phases among the models.
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When interviewed, parents in regular programs felt that
regular !lead Start classes provided Ahem primarily with baby sit-
ting and day care for their children. In contrast, parents of Pre-

academic programs stressed academic and learning performance.
In other models. parents stressed interrelationships among chil-
dren and teachers. Again, the results tended to reflect differential
goals Of the models.

In general. Bissell (1973) concludes that the findings sug-
gest an equality of effects pattern. that is. children tended to have
equal gains in Lognitivc performance and academic achievement in
all well-implemented classes. But Bissell also found that a pattern
Of :specific tlfects had emerged: changes in children tended to he
consistent with orientation of the program in which the children
had participated: these specific effects were greatest on 1)

achievement and cognitive measures and 2) cognitive response
styles.

Do gains made in preschool programs persist through the
primary grade Citing studies by Beller (1969). Engelmann
(1970), Bereiter ( 1972). and Weikart (1969). Bissell (1973. p.
65) concluded that "poor children who had had preschool
experiences perform approximately on a pacmith their peers who
have not had preschool education, and bath groups perform
below the national norms." Iwo explanations were given for this
phenomenon. They can he called: 1) The leveling (?11. hypothesis:
Teachers do not build upon gains children made in preschool but
instead have them repeat the same curriculum: consequently
other children have the opportunity to catch up. 2) The specificity
/pothesis. Preschool programs only develop functions that are
specific to preschool years and these functions do not result in
improvement in later years.

However. the failure to ma intaingains made in preschool
is not exclusive for children from poor and predominantly black
families but also from other socioeconomic strata and from
Caucasian- families as well. For example, Durkin (197 1975)
started a voluntary two -year language arts program fa 37 four
year olds, 1'6 girls and 21 boys, in a small m id western to vn near
Champaign, Illinois. which had sonic lower and middle class

but also had a "preponderance of upper-ImVr class
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families." All children were white. except for one hoy who was

black. The mean /Q of the group on the Stanford Billet
Intelligence Fest was 113.6. At the end of two years the average
number of words that the 33 students who had continued in the

program couldcorrectly identify was 125: they could also name
on the inerage 47 letters (upper and lower ease) and they knew
sounds for 16 letters. The control group consisted of 26 boys and

23 girls. all Caucasian classmates. who had not attended the
preschool but who had attended kindergarten. The control group
could identify only Iiw words and name 41 letters at the end of the
kindergarten year. In grades 1 and 2 the experimental group was
significantly above thecontrol group. But in grades 3 and 4. the
difference between the experimental and control groups on the

Gates-MacGinitie reading achievement test was no longer
statistically significant. Durkin (1974-1975, p. 59). implied that
the convergence between the two groups had occurred because
not all faculty members nor the administrators of the school were
"committed to a, program in which instruction is matched to
children's current achievement...."1"

At this point. we want to present tl.t: results of another
attempt to determine whether intensive instruction through a
models approach in the primary grades would enable children,
who had made significant gains in Head Start to maintain their
increased rate of developrnent in the primary grades and whether
such intervention, wOuld\enahle children from poor families to
overcome their educatiotO disadvantagedness. Some studies.
for example. Karnes et al. (1269. 1973). had demonstrated that
such'a continuation would be'beneficial However, in this study.
known as Project Follow ThrOugh. the models were not only

compared with each other, as had been done in the Head Start
study. but also with control groups taught by regular public
school teachers.. major question then was whether the models
approach with experts providing inservice training. curricular

"Iloacie rirccocniu. redder, tt hose rectum R) nit, I:7 %%tire Nignthcantl a has ea

control group on reading acInc, cment Stanlotal Intermediate Reading I eq tat the end of

sixth grade perhaps hecause the precocious readers' mothers who had played a significant
instructional rule in their children's achievement were still exerting such an influence

Wurkin.
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materials, and stair help would accelerate educationally disad-
vantaged students' development.

Project Foilo Through
Project pillow Through!! began as a pilot study in 1967.

It was authorized under the Economic Opportunity Act, PL 90-
92. The. Office of Economic Opportunity then delegated its
authority for operating the project to the U.S. Office of
Education. Although Follow 'through was primarily an
educational program, it also provided comprehensive services,
including medical, dental, nutritional, social service, guidance,
and psychological services to the project's students. Further-
more, parents participated in the program. Consequently, staff
members in the project worked not only with schools but also
with health, Welfare, and social service agencies located in the
community. The aim of the project was not just to improve
academic ,achievement but also the ehild:s "life chances.
Consequently the project also emphasized other aspects of child
development including development, of "confidence, initiative,
autonomy, task persistence, and health" (Bissell, 1973, p. 88).

The, main Follow Through Project began with a meeting
in Kansas City in 1968. School district officers who had been
invited to the meeting heard descriptions of each model and
selected sponsors. A list oft he sponsors' models, categorized into
three groups according to their major emphases, is in Table 3.

Table 3
Descriptions of Categories and Lists of Models

in Each Category'''.

I. Basi odels,
the models in this category were:

Direct Instruction, University of Oregon
Behavior Analysis, University of Kansas

"In reporting on Project Follow I.hrk!ugh. we have drawn primarily on the four volume
report. particularly Volume IV A by `Stebbins. St. Pierre. Proper. A nderson. and Cerva
11977j.

I he description of the models m.a . adapted limn Anderson (1974
nlortunatel the Direct Instruction group adopted a generic name. I he group

rd to WI ferenhate the pi oleo name Irum the generic name by %%ruing the proicct name
%%ith capital letter.An the initial position ol each oust and the generic ninned,,yith loner
ease teller's, but it ,.ould e been Sef11:111ileitit . clearer had the group used ;mottle, name.
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I.angtiage Development Oi lingual Approach), Southwest
Educational l)evelopmnt I ahoratory

illor111:1 Plth:esS, California Stale Depaintient of illticanon-
Dix mon of Compens;itory liduraion

['hese modck locus primarily on instruction in vocaholar, arithmetic.
computation, spelling. and language skills, Four subtests 01 the
Metropolitan Achievement Test were used to assess Follow I !trough

of in these basic skills. The assumption of these models is that the
hest way to obtain educational effeets'is through direct instruction, t hat
is. teachers anse to teach and have students practice what they %%ant
students to learn,

2. Coen/five-Co/ice/mud Aft Weis
Hie models in this category were:

Florida Parent Education, Unkersit of Florida
Tucson Education Model, Arirona Center for Early Childhood

Education
Cognitive Curriculum

[hese models emphasiie "learning butt to learn'' and problem -soli ing

skills. Vests for assessing these objectives are Rat en's Progressive
Matrices and Metropolitan Achievement tests: Mathematical Con-
cepts, Mathematics Problem Solving. and Reading Comprehension.
The assumption underlying this model is that if students learn how to
learn and Mkt to solve problems. they can apply these processes to
acquisition of knowledge in all content areas.

3. ..11:ketive Outcomes Model.v.
I he models in this category were:

Mathetnagenie Activities Program. University' of Georgia
Responsive Education Model, Far West Laboratory for

Educational Research and Development
Interdependent 1.eii:ing, City University of New York.

Institute for Developmental Studies
Hank Street College of Education Approach, Bank 'Street

College /
FOC Open Edvication Follow Through. Education Develop-

ment Center

Fhesc models focus Primarily on development of a positive self concept
and fasorable attitudes towards learning. and secondarily on
development of Cognitive. conceptual skills. The Coopersmith Self-
Esteem Inventofy and the Intellectual Achievement Responsibility
Scale measure/ aspects of the affective domain. The assumption
underlying the/se models is that if students accept and feel positive a bout
themselves, they will he able to devote their attention to the external
world 1)1 '.arning and achievement.
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models.
Fable. 4 contains a more detailed description of the

Table 4
Follow Through M odds"

Basic Skills .t /od /.s (Structured t'ademic Approaches)

-I hese approaches place Ilea% y emphasis on teaching academic
skills and concepts ss it h in the classroom through programmedrammed instruc-
tional techniques. As in the Head Start Preacademic models, each 01
these approaches uses an analysis of the comn.ments schieh makes up
desired behavioral objectives to guide a earelui sequencing of learning
experiences and a consistent use of cxtermal reinforcement. Highly
structured educational ens ironments are useelby all tiles:: sponsors to
"engineer" accelerated rates of learning. although they vary among
themsek es in the specific curriculum content, in the. degree of individu,
Ai/ed learning, in the respective roles.played by teachers. parents. and
materials. and in the emphasis placed on the child's initiative and auton-
om. The file approaches in this group are:

I. Behavior Analysis .1/(n/e/, sponsored by Don Bushell. Jr., Support
and Development Center for Follow Through. fa% ersity of Kansas. In
this approach. teachers use a token system of positive reinforcement
std ind ivid ualiied programmed Materials to teach social skills (such as
taking the role of the student) and academic skills in the areas ()I lan-
guage. reading, writing. and mathematics; parents are hired to work in
the classroom alongside teachers as behavior modifiers and tutors.
2. Individually prescribed intruction and the primar.Y eduation pro-
tect 11.1.1'), sponsored by Latiren Resnick and %Varren Shepler. Learn-
ing Research and Development (Tenter. University of Pittsburgh. These
approaches provide an individualised. sequenced program of instruc-
tion for each child which teaches him academic skills and concepts in
the areas of language. perceptual motor mastery. classification, anti rea-
soning. Diagnostic tests determine each child's strengths and weak-
nesses and are used by the teacher to prescribe instructional materials;
positive reinforcement is given continually for success in learning.
3. 71tc language development !bilingual educathor approach, spon-
sored 11 Juan I .Man. Southwest Educational Development l.aborato-
ry. phis approach vsas originally designed to meet the educational needs
of poor Spanish-speaking children ( it is currently being adapted for use
with French and other non-English-speaking children as well) and
teaches mathematics. science, and social studies in the children's native

!'ln Bissell. J.S. Planned variation in Head Start and Follow Through. In J.C. Stanley
I Ed.). Compeasalary education for 4 hildren. ages 2 to 8. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1973. pp. 90-93. Reprinted by permission.
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language. while simultaneously teaching English as a second, language:
its met hods include extensive use of structured drill techniques, reliance
on materials rele( ant to the children's native background and experi-
ences, and doclopment 01 oral language prior to written language.
4. The root hernageme activities program. sponsored by Charles Smock.
School of Education. Ilniversity Of Georgia. Of central importance to
this approach is,the emphasis on children's learning-by-doing in a se-
quentially structured en( ironment designed to teach skillS and concepts
in mathematics. language, science. social studies. an. music. and physi-
cal education: children learn through self-initiated. mducitce soliing nl
prOblems which are finely sequenced to assure both ad%ances in under-
standing and a high le( el of positive reinforcement.
5. Direct Instruction. sponsored by Siegfried Engelmann and Wesley
Becker. Department of Social Education. University of Oregon. The
primary locus of this program is on promoting skills and concepts es-
sential to reading. arithmetic, and language achievcinent through struc-
tured rapid-tire drills and reinforcement techniques using rewards and
praise to encourage desired patterns of beha ior: small study
groups in liic to ten children arc organi /cd by teachers according
to abilit le(els in order to tacilitaic presentation of patterned learning
materials and to elicit constani*(erbal resp,onses Iron children.

Coll( oplual Modell (01ScoV,71 .Ipproache%)

Ike haste goal of the Discovery approach is to promote the
development of autonomous. self - confident learning processes in

children. rather than simply transmitting specific knowledge and skills.
Although. like the StructuralAcademic approaches. they focus on
children's classroom experiences. their I:Mph:ISIS is not on teaching a
programmed seqi,ence of materials. but rather on promoting
exploration and disco(civ 111 am en( ironment which is responsiic to the
children's own initiati(e. Ileaiy emphasis is placed on intrinsic
intimation and !he gratin...anon children dcriic from master\ itself.
Cognitie gromh is seen as only one component of the child's ego
de( clopment, inseparable from a positive self-concept. curiosity.
independence. and the ability to cooperate with others. .1 he three
Discos ei approaches arc:

I. The Bunk Street College model. sponsored by Eliiaheth Gilkeson.
Bank Street College of Education. By functioning as consistent adults
that children can trust. by being responsive to individual children's
needs. and by sensitising them to sights. sounds. feelings. and ideas.
Bank Street teachers help children build positive im4. . of themselves
as learners: they introduce themes of study and play 'relevant to class-
room life. encourage children to explore various media. support chil-
dren's making of choices and carrying out plans and help them use lan-
guage to formidate ideas and feelings in order to promote self-confi-
dence. environmental mastery. and language expressiveness.

Educational Disadvantagedness ' 44
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2. The PM/ canon Derebpnh:m Center model. sponsored by George
!kin. Education De% elopment (enter. I hi, approach fashions chiss-
room ironments iesponsiie to the individual needs and styles of
children and teachers in accordant: with the '1.ipen elassroom-concept.

Inch has revolutionised British primary schools over the last several
,t..tirs: it is an advisory and consultant system which encourages schools
and teachers to experiment %% itli diverse avenues for fostering children's
sell-respect. respect for others. imagination. curiosity. persistence.
openness to change. and ability to challenge ideas.
3. Pie revymmve envir(mment mm/el. sponsored b Glen Nimnicht..
Far West I aborator for Educational Research and De% elopment.ln
this approach. children are free to set t heir (mil learning pace and to ex-
plore the classroom environment. which is arranged to facilitate inter-
connected discoveries about the physical environment and the social
%%odd. I he mo primary objectives. helping children develop a positive
self-image, and promoting thtiir intellectual ability. arc achitnt..1
through use of self-correcting games anti equipment which emphasise
problem solving skills. sensory discrimination: and language ability.
and %%Inch provide immediate It:Mt:ick and enjoyment from learning
it sell.

011" (hilc"mr` ("guitive ni"."`Try 'IPP!'"aciwA)

fhe Cognitive Disi.Thery ap proaches a re less systematically sim-
ilar to one another than those in eit her the Structured Academic or DIS-
etoer groups. In general they promote the growth of basic cognitive
processes. such as reasoning. classifying. and counting. through highly
directed teaching of specific academic skills. through children's aut ono-
!mins diSCO err. and through constant engagement of children in verbal
actactvities. Proponents of these approaches share a willingness to he ec-
lectic and to include diverse.program elements in their curricula. Fhe
lour approaches in this group are:

I. Cognitiveir oriented curricahan model. sponsored by David Wei-
kart. !I igh Scope Educational Research Foundation. Derk ed 'from the
theories of Nagel. this model fosters children's understanding of live :n-
tellectual domains (classification. numbers. causality. time; and space)
through experimentation. exploration, and constant \ erbali/ation on
the.part of t he children. through planning oldetailed lessons on t he part
of t he teachers, and through extensive observation and assistance on the
part ol supervisors. A hom-teaching program provides an oppor-
tunit I or parems to become directly involved in the education of their
children.
2. nn, Fh,rida parent-educator no 'de/. sponsored by Ira Gordon. ni-
ersit III Florida. In addition to providing %1Is to improve classroom
organisation arid teaching patterns, this model trains parents to super-
\ use learning tasks in the home in order to increase their children's Intel-

t )
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lect ua I. personal. and social competence. A key element in t he program
is luring mothers or 1ollim -through children as parent-cducators who
function. as teacher aides in the classroom and who work with other
mothers in then homes. I he curriculum is flexible and v aries according-
to the needs of particular inch ideals and classes. but there is an orienta-
tion tov.ard the theories of Piaget.

3. The int erdei wmlen learner Imulel: sponsored by Don Wolfe, New
York I niversity. In this :node!. learning occurs principally in structured
small-group instructional -games- %%here children of diner-cm a :lit
le%cls teach one another and become relatively independent of the
teacher. -lie verbal transactions between children. which are implicit in
the process. are a direct stimulus to language des clop ment: experiences
in phonic blending and decodin. skills stimulate reading ability: and
language-ma t h-logie games such as Cuisena ire rods and matrix hoards
promote mathematical understanding.
4. // bit von etuli et/matron mod/. sponsored tk Joseph Fillerup.
'nkersitv of Ariiona. Major oblectk es of this model are to promote

language competence. intellect ual skills necessaiv for learning le.g.. the
ahilitv to attend. recall. and organ-lie). positise attitudes ttmard school
and learning. and skills in particular sublet:: areas. such as reading and
mathematic, and in social interaction. ;Methods enwhasiie intik idual-
lied experiences and interest a'N \%ell is the (retitle:it use of positise
reinlorcemunt b teachers "

The result of the meeting was that eventually a total of 170 com-
munities and 75.000 low income children were served on an annu-
al budget of 559.000.000 provided by Congress.

The sponsors and the school districts each had responsi-
bilities for Project Follow 2'1.: Each sponsor was to a) pro-
vide a well-defined theorei-..., b) give continuous techni-
cal\assistance and insure implementation of the model. c) observe
pr4ress, d) niaintain the model's objectives, and c) participate in
evaluation of-the model. In turn. the school districts. were to a)
choose a program sponsor. h) select children for Follow Through
who had been in Head Start or similar programs. c) contribute
some funds from Title 1 to the program. d) involve parents and
the community in program planning, and c) engage teachers kind
school staff in the project.

After an initial starting up phase which allowed time.f.or
the models to become inte`grated into school settirws. an

ISelf-sponsored and parent implemented approacheS are notincluded in the analysiS in
this report. hence they are not described here. For a description oft hem, see Bissell (197.1).
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evaluation plan was initiated in 1971 that used samples of
students who had started school in 1970 and 1971 and continued
through the,third grade.15Table 5 lists the grades and years of the

Project's evaluation study.
Table 5
.

Grade Level of. Follow Through Children
in Each Cohort and Stream. by Year's

19i ii).--u 19-o-- I 19-1--' H-2,-1 N.' 1---I 19-4-'s Icrs-'t,

c onort I
Is '

I 1

is

I

I

_'
'-
3

( otioit 11
Is

I I i
Is

I

I

_

(olio,! III)
is 1

1 I

Is

I

1

1_

_
.

'Entering kindergarten stream.
"Entering first grade stream.

To make the evaluation fair, tests were selected that reflected the
effects of models in each category. The tests that were used are
listed in Table 6.

The design of the evaluation was to compare FollOw

Through Students with a matched control group of non-Follow
Through students in kindergarten through grade 3 over the years
1969-1975 for three successive groups of children. But the Follow
Through and non-Follow Through groups did not match in eco-
nomic disadvantage. The median income in 1970 dollars of the
Follow Through groups was only $4000 while the control group

was $6000.

" t.o1111;11:IS 101 althill01111e11! to Stanford Research Institute ior data collection and

t \ AssoiLues loi thud analsts. Huron Institute consuhed on the etatiatitm.

I Imesel. the I S mice of 1,ducation \as resptupdhle .lor the final design of the

ealudnon.

' Stebbins. 1..13. et al. An evaluation of Follow Through. Vol. IV A. In R.B. Anderson
(Project Director). Education as experimental ion: planned variation model (Final
Report). U.S. Office of Education. 1977.
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Table 6
Instruments used in Assessing

Objectives in Grades K-3

Entering
-K or I

or
or
or

Objectives irestS.

Baste Sk

Wide Range Achievement Pest
Peabody Picture Vocahulary

Preschnol Inventory
Metropolitan Achievement lest (MAI I

Listening for Soimds
NIA F-Primary I or II or Elententary

W'ord K nowledge
Spelling
Math Computation
Language Arts (A and HI

Cogrutive Conceptual Skills
MA 1 -Primer. Primary I, II. netnentary

Reading
Math Concepts
Math Prnblem Solving
Raven's Coloured Progressive Matt ices

...ffective Skills
Intellectual Achievement ResprinsihilitY Scale

Locus of Control (positive)
Locus of Control (negative)
Absence Iron School

('oopersmith Self FSteem Inventory

Leaving`
K I 2* 3

Measures used only for the third successive group. Cohort III who started in

kindergarten tIIIK
NIA I -Primer was gtven at end ul kindergarten. Primary I in grade I, Primary II in

grade' -, and Elementary in grade 3.

The experiment also had other limitations:
I. Specificity of treatmenC.a) Changes continued to occur

in models' objectives and goals and b) there was no adequate_
assessment of degree of implementation of each mode.

2. Measurement battery. Basic skills domain was repre-

sented better in the.- measurement battery than were the

conceptual and affective categories of models; and
3. Weakness in design. a) No random assignment to treat-

ment of subjects or sites and b) the F011ow Through and .non-Fol-

Educational Disadvantagedness 3'3
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low Through groups were not matched on the economic criterion.
Flowerer, the failure in matching favored -the control group and
therefore biased the results against the experimental group (Fol-
low Through).

The ethnic distribution of the students was markedly
skewed. Blacks and Puerto Ricans were predominantly in k ree
cities. Mexican-American pupils were concentrated in the West.
and white students were most frequently in the North Central
areas.

Ihrec types of comparisons were made:
I. Local. Follow Through students were compared with..

non-Follow Th rough students at local sites.
2. Pooled. Follow Through students were compared with

pooled or total non-Follow Through students.
3. Norm referenced. Follow Through students w,ere com-

pared With standardized test norms.

These comparisons were designed to answer these ques-
tions:

I. Does Follow Through have a greater educational effect
on disadvantaged children than does the regular school program'?

2. Do the various models have differential effects on the
education of disadvantaged children?

3. Which, if any of the models, show consistent effects
over time''

Underlying the questions were these hypotheses:
I. Cultural deprivation. In contrast to middle class.chil-

dren, educationally disadvantaged children do not receive as
much formal or informal preschool education. Consequently the
cognitive and affective aspects of development are adversely af-
fected. Since these aspects of development underlie educational
achievement. their school perfOrmance is also inadequate. Some
Follow Through models focused on c6mpensatirig for this early
deprivation by attempting to acceleratethe rate of cognitive and
affective development of Follow Through children..

2. Failure of schooling. The relatively low achievement of
educationally disadvantaged childrerris attributable to teachers

302
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who have low expectations for poor children and consequently

adapt the curriculum 'downward, exhibit negative attitudes

toward these children, and use ineffective instructional proce-

dures and techniqUes in teaching them. The antidote is better

teacher's and teaching with higher academic expectations, more

instruction with a challenging and stimulating

curriculum. and a more favorableHe attitude towards disadvan-

taged children in the classroom.
The results of the study are voluminous. Fortunately they

have been summarised in three charts. Figure 2 depicts the aver-

age effects on Basic Skills, Figure 3 on Cognitive - Conceptual

Skills, and Figure 4 on Affective Outcomes. These graphs were

,constructed by determining whether the Follow Through group

at a particular site had a significant positive or negative effect on

one of the instruments as compared with its matched non-Follow

Through group. A. positive or negative effect was significant if the

difference between the two groups on the measure was at least

one quarter of a standard deviation difference. This difference

was about equal to two months in grade placement on a standard-

ized test. Then an average effect was computed for each site ac-

cording to the following formula:

Average effeet=Number of positive effects-Number of negative effects

Total number of effects

The results were then plotted to make the bar graph. For example

Figure 2 shows that the Direct Instruction model for Follow'

Through children on the Basic Skills category had more sites in

which there were positive than negative effects. The mean of the

magnitude of positive and negative effects, as indicated by the dot

on the graph for the Direct Instruction model, is about 0.4. In

other words, when compared with non-Follow Through classes

at its various sites, the Direct Instruction model came out more

often on the positive than on the negative side of the comparison.

However, note that :here was considerable variation for each

model,

Educational Disadvantagedness
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Figure 2
Ranges of Site Average Effects on Basic Skills

for Thirteen Follow Through Models1'
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Figure 2 also shows that the Direct Instruction model
made on the average greater gains in Basic Skills when Follow
Through students were compared with non-Follow Through at
its sites than did any of the other models, as shown by a compari-
,,on of the dots in each graph. The graphs in Figures Sand 4 are to
be read in the same way. Note that on Figure 3, Cognitive Con-
ceptual Skills, Direct Instruction came out second; and on Figure
4, Affective Outcomes, Direct Instruction was again fill;t in com-
parison with the other models.

11Stebbins, L.B. et al. An evaluation of Follow Through, Vol. 1V A. In R.B. Anderson
(Project Director). Education as experimentation: ,4 planned variation model (Final
Report). U.S. Office of Education, 1977.
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Figure 3
Ranges. of Site Average Effects. on Cognitive Conceptual Skills

for Thirteen Follow Through Models'"
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A succinct summary of the results which reflect "clear and

general patterns" has been prepared by Anderson (1977, pp.

XX/ V-XX/X). Since we find their summary does agree with the

data we shall follow it in presenting the results::.

Variability among Models (Figures 2. 3. 4)
Ilodels varied in their cfketivetwss,from site to site.

hi some sites Follow-Through models had more positive

than negative effects while in some other sites non-Follow

,In- I inda B. Stebbins et al. An FA ;dilation of FolloNk I hrough. %'olume IV A. I n Richard

II. Anderson Projeet 1 )irectorh Er/I/curio,/ a. Fspertmentotion: ..1 Phinned rariution

t/m/e/. hinal Report. ..S. (Mice of Fducat ion. 1977.
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Figure 4
Ranges of Site Average Effects on Affective Outcomes

for Thirteen Follow Through Models,"
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through groups had superior perforMances. No model was suc-
cessful in every site nor did any model fail in every site on Basic
Skills and Cognitive-Conceptual Skills. However . seven models
which stressed Affective Outcomes performed on the average
more poorly in each type olassessment than did their comparison
non-Follow Through groups. as shown by the number of dots on
the negative side of the bar graphs in Figures 2. 3, and 4.

Basic Skills Domain (Figure 2)
I. Models that stress hash. .skills an' snore (Weeny(' in de-.

veloping these skills than other models which emphasize cogni-

l 'nth 11. Sichhin. cr al. An l altration 1.0110u I hrough. Volume IV A. In Richard
B. A ndcr,iin I l'imcci I )irectorl. 1:11,C11111011(111011.- /'/amied I arrartim
%bide/. !Anal Report. S. °Uric ul I.docarion. 1977.

.
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live-conceptual abilities or apective outcomes.. In short, to im-

prove basic skills, teach them directly rather than rely upon trans-

fer from improved
cognitive-conceptual abilities or affective out-

comes. In relation to the two hypotheses on which the study was

based, the failure of schooling hypothesis gains support from the

results attained by the Basic Skills models . However, it should be

noted that two of the four basic skills models were generally less

effective in developing basic skills than were their control groups.

2. Regtilar .%( 11001 in.ttr uc ri0rr Weis /1101C r /1rc lit r Arun

1110.V 1110(/etc
iffy. By grade 3. basic skill

development was greater for non-Follow Through sites than

Follow Through sites for all models except Direct Instruction.

Parent Education. Behavior AnalyCs. and M at hemagenic

Activities. perhaps because the other models diverted children's

time assay from the basics. Fs idenee is 111(411611g that "time on

task- is a major determinant of achies einem related to

educational tasks) (R osenshine LK: Berliner, 1978).

I (academic L.mgaged time"( Rosenshine & Berliner. 1978)

is a significant factor in teaching basic skills, then in the

non-Follow Through sites basic skills apparently were stressed

more in non-Follow Through groups than t hey were in groups

taught by the models. particularly the Cognitive-Conceptual and

Affective models. Moreover, one-third of We sites even exceeded

the performa- les els attained by the Di ro:t Instruction model.

Apparently. the specialiied materials and procedures claimed to

he among the effective ingredients in the Direct Instruction

model were not as effective as the materials and procedures used

in one-third of the regular or non Follow Through classes with

which the Direct Instruction classes were compared.

Cognitive-Coneeptqa1 Domain (Figure 3)

No one category olmodels was more success/lu than an-

other category in raising performance on cognitive-conceptual

skills. Indeed those models which purported to stress cognitive

conceptual skills tended to perform not as well as models in other

categories did in raising Follow Through children's scores when

the scores achieved by their groups are compared with non-Fol-

low Through children. In fact, it will be noted that for nine of the
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thirteen models, control group (regular classroom) pupils made
greater gains than did the experimental group children.

Afketire Domain (Figure 4)
Basic Skills Models produced pellOrmance in the crliec-

live domain tha: tvas as high or higher than performance attained
hr 'node& that stress the alketire domain. Apparently the Basic...,
Skills Models did not achieve their gains at the expense of an ad-
verse effect upon children's self concepts. An hypothesis which
appears to be plausible is that as a consequence of improvement in

_basic skills in the primary grades, a child's self concept is en-
hanced. Again it should be noted that for seven of the thirteen
models, control group children performed higher on the affective
outcomes measures than did the experimental group children.

Conclusions
We have briefly reviewed the Coleman Report whichpro-

vided a ground plan for the development of compensatory educa-
tion programs following the 1954 Supreme Court decision on
equality of educational opportunity. We have also reviewed the
two major federally - funded approaches to compensatory educa-
tion: Project Head Start, and Project Follow Through. We have
looked at these recommendations and projects in light of practi-
cal school programs, such as the voluntary desegregation pro-
gram in the Riverside Unified School District, and the Durkin
precocious reader study. with an eve to arriving at conclusions
which might guide the development of instructional programs in
public schools. 'Recognizing the limitations in the data, we be-
lieve the following conclusions are warranted.

The preeminent conclusion which may be drawn from the
Project Follow Through evaluation is that the ease of improving
elementary education in the United States has been grossly-Un-
derestimated by the United States Office of Education, the Con-
gress. and most of the thirteen grbups of curriculum developerS
and researchers responsible for the experimental programs tested
in .the project. Control group classrooms in the preponderance of
comparisons scored higher on the dependent variables than did
the experimental classrooms. They scored higher on basic skills
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than nine of the thirteen model groups: they scored higher on

Cognitive-Conceptual skills than nine of the thirteen model
groups; they scored higher on affective outcomes than seven of

the thirteen model groups. Regular classroom teachers teaching

the regular curriculum of their school, without the benefit of the

additional millions of dollars of federal funds,outperformed the
experimental groups in all outcome- categories.

iPerhaps these findings support the belief that common
school practice in the United States today represents the collec-

tive wisdom from more than one hundred years of pedagogical

experience, and improvement of educational outcomes will de-

pend more upon outcome from specific instruction than upon
general approaches to general objectives.

A second conclusion from this review is that if you want

pupils to learn a particular skill or knowledge it is more efficient

to teach it directly than to expect it to transfer from other learn-

ings. As a group, the Basic Skills Model programs (or Direct In-

struction model) were superior to either of the other two groups

on the basic skills measures, The program in this general model

taught the specific skills required for word analysis and word rec-

ognition and the -pupils learned these skills better than they were

learned by pupils in the other model programs.
Third. though the Affective/Cognitive Model programs

were directed more toward achieving affective outcomes, the Ba-

sic Skills Model programs enjoyed their greatest superiority on

these dependent variables, Only in this area were the Basic Skills.

approaches consistently superior to the control group ap-.
proaches as well as being superior to all but one of the other mod-

el programs. It seems reasonable that improve) performance on
affective outcome measures will be directly related to increased
achievement in cognitive areas when programs focus upon the

development of cognitive skills and knowledge.
A substantial part of the life of the child is spent in school.

In the school setting, parents prin academic achievement, teach-

ers demand academic achievement. and pupils realize that some-

how their status is dependent upon academic achievement. Basic

skills instruction secures the greatest academic growth. and fos-

ters high affective outcomes.
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Flow to Recognize a Reading
Comprehension Program: An Afterword

John T. Guthrie
//mernationed Reading .1.socia1ivil

We have enormous powers of recognition. For most people. it is
nothing to recognize a hospital. a farm, a game of chess, an oak

tree, or a reading program. We can ditinguish a hospital from a
bank, a farm from a hill, chess from football, a tree from a bush,
and a reading program from a concert. We possess little
awareness, and little need for awareness, about what we retain in

our mental structures that allows us to make these perceptions
rapidly, automatically, and thousands of times a day.

When it comes to reading programs, however, profession-
als in the field need to be able to reliably go beyond the correct
identification. A bird watcher may correctly identify a thrash, a
robin, or a stilt without being able to nametheirtrniquefeatures.
Yet, the difference between the ornithologist and the amateur is
that the ornithologist has a store of knowledge that can be
communicated to other people which will enable them to
discriminate these species from each other and to describe the
biological difference between birds and non-birds.

The challenge for students of reading is not to recognize a

reading comprehension program when it is presented, nor to
have the concept generally developed in the head, hut, rather, to
externalize the knowledge in a way that will allow another person
to make the recognition and to distinguish a good example from

a poor One.
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and other aids with each series. In addition. stone publishers otter

supplementary readers and subject matter textbooks coordinated with

the basal reading program Ip. I Sg).

This emphasis on materials was not altered when Chall

interviewed the authors of major basal systems prominent at that

time. Most authors recommended that the program he

supplemented by related reading from the library, children's

literature anthologies, and textbooks.. Otherwise. elaborations

on what a reading program might be were not given.
Another illustration of the prevailing orientation to

materials is given by Bond and Dykstra (1967) in their

description of the reading programs that formed the basis of the

first grade reading studies. They noted that

A fourth treatment group was labeled Language Experience. A basic

element of this instructional method is that the child's own writing

serves as a medium of instruction. The child's first stories a re dictated to

the teacher who acts as the recorder. As soon as he is able, the pupil

writes his own stories and shares them with the teacher. During the

individual conferences between pupil and teacher. he is helped to

recognite the'connuonality between the words he writes and speaks and

he develops the ..skills necessary for reading. This approach. then.

ordinarily utili/es far fewer hittlily structured instructional materials

than do most instructional programs. In. addit ion. vocabulary control is

viewed as being in the language itself:oral in the language background of

each child. The pupil learns to read the words necessary for hint to use in

writing. One of the major instructional tasks in this method is to

engender a stimulating' language environment ( p. 46),

In this description, the content to he read by the child (the child's

dictated materials) is emphasized. The content is the dominant

feature of this reading approach according to these authors.

The astonishing fact about these two definitions is that

they almost totally ignore the student as a learner. It is as though

a reading program could somehoW exist independent of the

children expected to learn from it. If teachers in an elementary

school in the United States are asked what reading program they

use, their replies are likely to be the names of such and such

materials usually basal reading series: It goes without saying

that these materials are not simply warehoused or used as

doorstops: they are processed by children. Although children
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learn from the. materials, this learning is so inherent that it often
goes withOut notice or deser?tion. Yet a reading program is
more than a set of materials or hooks or stories or exercises. A
reading program is a collection of contents tohe read, studied,
pondered, answered, and learned.

More recently.. the concept of -.a reading program has
included statements of objectives about what children are
expected to learn. .For example, a contemporary reading
program author states in the teacher's edition that seven skill
areas permpte the program. These include: I) decoding, which
"may he vit4wed as the conversion of written symbols into the
sounds they 'represent"; 2) comprehension, "the ability to grasp
the meaning or meanings of communication "; 3) language, which
refers "to the child's proauction of language and his her
understanding. of hnguage -itself"; 4) research and study skills,
which includes "finding and using various kinds of information";
5) literature and the writer's craft, which is "conce.ned with
understanding diffOrent kinds of literature, distinguishing
between fact and fiction, apPreciating an author's style. etc.": 6)
attitude toward self in reading, which is the way children react to
reading on a personal basis; and 7) creativity, which is the
encouragement of new, different, and unusual responses.
Although these objectives mav or max' not he accomplished and
the new materials may or may not he suitable for them, they stand
as goals which are related to student learning and comprise the
intention of the program (Ruddell & Crews, 1978).

A recent, extensii. e analysis Of the Houghton Mifflin and
Ginn 720 Series (Keck, McKeouen. MeCaslin..&- Burkes, I979),
states that these series provide "total instructional systems,"
including the pedagogy for teaching selections for children to
read and practice exercises. Beck, et al. claim the programs "exhibit
similarly broad'Airientat ions to reading. which include decoding,
literal and inferential 'comprehension, and enrichment skills" ( p.
5). They point out that Most units ( in other words, the nature of
the program) are conditioned by the nature of the objectives for
learning that accompany the materiars and arc embodied in
them.
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The recent addition of objectives to the concept of a
reading program is still not sufficient to represent what people
really \mean by a reading program. If a teacher stood in a
classroom equipped with a basal reading series, and there were no
children in the classroom for one year, one would hardly say that
a reading program had occurred. Likewise, if the children went to
the classroom daily but never looked at the available basal
materials nor any other reading materials, one would hardly say
that a reading program had been experienced by the students: If
the children looked at the materials but paid no attention in the
extreme or.found them to be written in a foreign language, one
would not say the reading program had taken place. In the end,
some learning must occur for at least some children to allow the
inference that a reading program is being conducted in a
classroom. Otherwise, no .program exists.

We have seen that processes of learning in children are
intrinsic to the body' of a reading program. These processes may
include attention, visual and auditory perception, language
comprehension, linguistic differentiation, understanding word
meanings, and written communications. The point is that to see
or describe or account for a reading program is to contend not
only with the materials that are intended to produce learning but
to capture the learning or information processing or reading
comprehension that is intended to occur as a response to the
materials provided. Without describing the kinds and amounts of
comprehension that occur, we can't affirm that a program exists
at all, much less whether it has been implemented as it was
intended. To recognize a reading program, one must be able to
recognize reading comprehension and its improvements in the

learner.
The present book contains several chapters of research on

reading in the 1970s that are directed to describing the processes
of reading comprehension. For example, Rumelhart illustrates
that a schema is a representation of knowledge. In his network
are included units of information with relationships among them
in a certain pattern. Froth a schema, one constructs an
interpretation of incoming information from written materials.
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',These schethata, then, determine what can he understood during
the process of reading. In addition, schemata facilitate the recall
lif stories and text materials. If a person has a well-develOped
network of relationships in memory for a particular content area,
then what one reads that is related to the schema will he clearly
retrievable for relatively long periods of time.

To recognize that reading co mprehensionis occurring in a
classroom for a child, we must know the type and refinement of
schemata possessed by t he child, t he type of text being read by t he
child, and the likely interaction between the two. If the child
answers correctly a question over a paragraph, it is possible that
comprehension did not occur because the child already possessed
the information in the form of background knowledge. It is
possible that comprehension did not occur because the child
answered the question "rotely" from the text. Furthermore, if the
child fails to answer correctly, it is possible that it is not a problem
of comprehension but rather one of insufficient background
information, inappropriate vocabulary in the text, inadequate
attention to the text, or unwillingness to provide an answer that is
available in the-child's response system. Therefore, to recOgnize,
comprehension we must perceive a correct answer to a question
over material that was read by the child that could not have been
ansW.cred from background knowledge or verbatim recall of the
material in the text. To detect improvements in these abilities is to
perceive correct answers to questions over text in which the text
has increasingly complex language structures and the knowledge
base of the child is larger in quantity and more complexly related
to the text.

In the present volume, Pearson and Camperell have
illustrated that children possess not only schemata for content of
written materials, but, also, schemata for structure. For instance,
a child's story is likely to haVe a set of syntactic relationships at
the level of the story consistent with many other narratives.
Pearson suggests that a schema for stories can he taught to
elementary school children. If this is true, then one may recognize'
the acquisition of comprehension in a classroom if a child's
schema for narrative is improving. A "better" schema is one that
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Contains more ad nlike constituents and their relationships. An
increasingly complex schema allows children to understand and
remember increasingly complex narratives and to identify finer
distinctions within them, with respect to the plot,. its episodes,

characters,
process

of conflict, and attitude of the writer.resolution
One necessary to comprehension is that of making

inferences. As -1;NI basso (in this book) has shown, inferencing
allows the reader to connect the text in such a manner as to render

a plausible interpretation for its meaning. Without a host of
inferences, most text is fragmented to the point of incoherence.
There are several types of inference --causal, informational,
temporal, "evaluative, motivational, and so on. Tra basso
emphasizes that success in answering causal inference questions
is crucial to story, comprehension. In his chapter there is evidence
that children who are better comprehenders are more likely to

answer causal questions Correctly than are children who are
inferior in this process. This implies that one aspect of improving
comprehension. is the improvement of inferences in terms of
frequency, complexity, and appropriateness to the material for
which suitable schemata are available.

Although Word meanings are/highly correlated to reading
comprehension and substantial number of investigations have
been made int() the relationship (over 3,000 since 1972 by one
count), the reason for the association is not clear. As Anderson
and Freebod.Y suggest here, it may he that these variables are
correlated because word meanings are part of the task of reading

comprehenSion. Another possibility is that vocabulary is a
measure of aptitude for which comprehension is another
indicator. It is also possible that vocabulary assesses the knowledge
base that, is indispensable for comprehending a- paragraph written

on that topic.
Equally mysterious, according to Anderson, is just what it

means to "kno\k. the meaning of a word." To simply know its
denotative meaning will he inadequate for many purposes, and

vet it is not Possible for young children to know its subtle
connotations that may come out in a variety of contexts.,The size
()fa student's oral vocabulary involves both depth and breadth of

3.' 1
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word knowledge in a complex relationship. Despite the
philosophical complexity and empirical uncertainty in this area.
it seems justified to recognize improvement in reading compre-
hension when children's word meanings increase in number and
complexity, and words that previously ren,lercd a sentence or
phrase incomprehensible do not present the same obstacle at a
later point in time.

There is one definition of a reading program that focuses
on the processes of comprehension and learning, Stauffer ( 1969)
states that

I he objective of group (directed reading teaching activity) training is to
develop skill in critical reading. In he a critical reader requires a
command of three intellectually relined skills. the first skill is the art of
inquiry, or of asking relevant questions: Allied with this is the ability to
conjecture. estimate, hypothesise. A scholar does not raise. questions in
an intellectual \ actutin: rather by virtue of the knowledge and
rx as ailahlc to him at the time, he conjectures about answers: If
he accepts the questions that someone else raises, it is even greater
significance that he speculate about answers. Hie second skills required
is that of processing information. the scholar doCs this in a

prescribed, not random, order, as dictated h his reading goals. In many
ways. the human mind acts like a computer if properly programmed
( inquiry-regulated. goal-set) data encountered are processed appropri-
ately (as when evidence is weighed selectively). The third skill is that of
validating answers. This the scholar does either by testing his judgment
against t hat of a group or by actually trying the answers to see if they are
correct. I. his, in brief, the critical reader first feeds forward, or inquires,
then he processes selectively, and finally he gets feedback by testing
IlsWers 35).

In this view, it is not the materials nor their objectives that
are the defining quality hut, rather, the processes performed by
the learner. The teacher's responsibility is to provide written
stimulation and sufficient interaction with children to enable,
these cognitive aec-omplishments to take place.

A natural question at this point is, "What characteristics
of the -reading materials will set into motion comprehension
processes and generate the conditions for their improvement?"
An attempt to answer this was made by.lenkins and Pany(in this
volume). A survey of the experimental literature in instructional
psychology revealed that the following characteristics have been
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illustrated to improve comprehension for written materials:
appropriate headings placed in expository text, pictures that give

.supplemental information to adjunct material, speed and fluency
of word recognition, instruction in word meanings that are
explicitly required by sentences, questi9js in the text that are
directly related to information to he learned, and mental_
elaborations on what is comprehended from reading.

The strategy employed by .1 en ki ns and Pany in their
review was to locate variables that have been found to correlate
with comprehension and examine whether improving perfor-
mance on these variables through intervention increases

comprehension ability measured in another, appropriate form.
Such synthesising strategy is painstaking and requires sophistica-
tion in experimental methodology. However, the findings are
well rooted in a conceptual base of instructional psychology and

. illaV serve as benchmarks for promising educational materials. A
reading program that contains them is far more likely to evoke
constructive comprehension processes than one in which they are
missing or sparsely scattered.

In the reading program definitions given by Chall, Bond
and Dykstra, Beck, and the authors of major published
curriculum series, little is said about quantity of instruction. Yet,
suppose a teacher had a desirable set of materials well suited to
the children but only engaged the children in a lesson over
reading for one day of the school year. I n practical terms, the
school that teaches math 179 days and reading for I day doesn't
have a reading program. Yet, what .1b9u 2 days of reading
instruction? Is that enough? H ow about 2 months'? H ow many
hours ---if reading activity is needed to conclude that a reading
program has taken place within a school'? This overwhelmingly
Obvious point has been neglected in the '50s, '60s, and '70s in the
quest for an optimal method. What is being asked now is,"What
is the optimal amount?"

Berliner introduces the concept of academic engaged
learning time to describe the quantity of instruction. It is based
on the simple fact that the best predictor of reading achievement
is the amount of time spent reading during the course of the
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school year. "[his variable has been identified by Harris and
Serwer (1966) and highlighted by Rosenshine (1978), but it has been
experimentally investigated by Berliner. He reports here that the
range in amount of time spent engaged with materials of an
appropriate level is broader than one might suppose: from 24 to
59 minutes a day, which is from 60 to 148 hours per year spent in
reading instruction by children. Berliner also illustrates that if
children read materials which are appropriate in difficulty for as
little as 4 minutes a day for a period of S weeks in the school year,
their reading achievement will not change, which means their
percentile rank w... decreaseecrease by ID. In his study, if children en-
gaged in reading 23 minutes a day for 5 weeks, their percentile
rank staved the same. And if 52 minutes a day were spent in
appropriate reading activities, an increase of 15 percentile points
was observed in a 5-week period. What these (lath point to is that
to recognise a reading program, one must measin its quantity.

Bt. rliner's analysis underscores the fact that the amount of
a reading program is indexed by the amount of time children
spend learning. rather than the amount of time allocated by the
teacher or the amount of time the materials may he available in
the library for use or the amount of time teachers may spend
planning. It is noteworthy that for many reading educators,
Sustained Silent Reading (ssit) has been hailed as a break-
through. Across the country, teachers have taken time out of the
reading program for. children to read. When reading is regarded
as an interruption, or an innovation, it suggests that the program
of educating children to read has been widely off the mark.
Although the materials and the processes they engage must he
high caliber, the amount of engagement must he high for a
reading program to he more than a name.

Although we have developed considerable sophistication
about comprehension processes and children's interaction with
materials, we are not yet close to a concept of a reading program
that is sufficient-to recognize-one. We have not ruled out the child
in the haystack reading a hook (perhaps with adjunct questions) -
or the princess in the courtyard being privately. tutored. While .

these may he the occasion for the acquisition of reading, they are
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so unusual as to fall outside the scope of activities known as a
reading program. Reading programs are found in schools which
are large, complex institutions with many sorts of individual.~
fulfilling a diversity of roles. It stands to reason t hat the
characteristics of the institution, the individuals who occupy it.
and the relationships among groups within it should condition
the reading program.

Despite the unavoidable, social context in which learning
to read occurs, the social structure in which reading programs are
embedded has been excluded from educators' concepts of the
programs. For example, the Right to Read system contracted the
American Institute for Research to identify exemplary reading
programs. A typical example of t he 12 that were found to meet
preestablished criteria was a Title 1 reading center program in
Broward County. Florida, described as follows:

Students from low income families who are functioning approximately
2 years below grade level in reading in grades conic to the main
Reading Center or one of the. I I school-based centers for I hour of
instruction every other day (a total of 5 hours every 2 weeks). Based on
the results of staff-developed diagnostic tests. teachers at the centers
prescribe an individualiied program of learning and reinfol'eement
activities for each child. A child spends part of each nom receiving
direct instruction front the teacher in skills development and the
remainder of the hour in reinforcement activities under the supervision
of an aide. Stall of the Research Department of Broward County
s,..hools work in close cooperation with program managers and
instructors to determine the extent to which program objectives are
reali/cd, and to identify changes that should he made in the program
(Bowers. Campeau. & Roberts. 1974. p. 621.

The United States Office of Education has attempted to
compile and disseminate "educational programs that work."The
Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Develop-
ment issued in the fall of 1978, a publication containing
descriptions of these programs. One program, entitled "Learning
to Read by Reading," took place in California and was claimed to
he "a unique method of teaching reading to sub-par achievus at
upper elementary through junior college levels who have failed to
progress through the use of conventional methods and materials"
(pp. 7-42). A description is given, including the kinds of symbols
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used, the length of stories, the number of hooks read orally, and
the number of plays enacted during the course of the program.
No statement was made about the social context, its structure, or
the personal characteristics of the participants in the program.

We can he grateful that sociologists and anthropologists.
who are not so immersed in reading programs as to make
assumptions about their context, have reminded educators of the

degree to which classrooms and schools may he regarded as
minisocieties. For example. in a study led by anthropologist Jules

1-1 en ry inncreity schools were observed by a team of investigators

(Gould ner, 978). ,They observed that

Schooling "as an experience that seemed to rem.ard those children who

leadd tit the social order established by the school

bureat.crao. I he schools (Acre more heatable places for those children

(.1.ho allov.ed their inch) iduality and autimain + shaped to the
constra.nts of the classroom and the rest of the la- 11(101011.

Sunte of the ellIldrell seemed to respond m: e 55illingly than
others to the admonitions printed ;tiros, the top of the posters
decorating the Iron! 1.1.;111 of one first grade classroom: "Sit Nice and

Straight .:..Don't "Raise Your I "I)on't Chew Gom.-"Do
Your Best Work. "Take Care of Yourself, "lie Happy. "Smile.-

Ithough :hese slogans were not necessarily followed all the time by the

high aehiesets ha "ere the teacher's pets, they incorporated quite "ell
ho" the teacher wished the students to helm% e must of the time. I he

stars participated ID classroom activities. followed directions wetland
ce(Irreet answers. and although they were given much more free:IOU?.

to head t he rules than the rest of the children. :heir teacher would curb
them when they went too far. I he pets were adept at responding to their
teacher's ways of conducting her class and her need to keep order. On

their (mu les el. they sessed an almost uncanny grasp of how the

bureaucracy. workel

Catden (this 'volume) suggests a number of social
interaction variables that seem to be influential. For ?ti.-`once, the

.teacher's method of interacting indifferent with higher achieving
and lower achieving reading groups within the classroom. The

higher group receives more freedom, responsibility. and

opportunity for self-initiated learning. The lower group is

required to intend to questions and reading selections uniformly

at the teacher's reqtiest. Children in the lower reading group are
interrupted, guided, and corrected more frequently than I hose of

3 ,
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the upper group (Allington, 1980). An analysis of these
interruptions shows that they may inhibit, rather than enhance,
learning. Doesn't this imply that because of the social structure
created by the teacher in a classroom, the children's opportunities
for cognitive interaction with written materials are substantially
altered'?

One dimension of the social structure is the group of
children who are the learners. 'T'heir interactions with one
another have been reported to he associated with learning by
Walberg and his collaborators (this volume). They found that
learning was positively associated with cohesiveness (how well
students know each other). But it was negatively associated with
friction (whether students are responsible for petty quarrels).
Other negatively associated variables relating to interactions
include apathy (students don't care what the class does) and
competitiveness. They found paradoxically that difficulty of the
work was positively associated with learning in high school (nit
negatively associated with elementary school reading achieve-
ment. The power of some of these variables is surprising. For
instance, cohesiveness and friction correlated to reading
achievement at the level of .80 and .90. It seems vitally_ important
to incorporate social- goals into the reading program explicitly.
To neglect -them may he not only to subvert the academic
intentions of the program, but also to condonea social system
that produces dubious effects and consequences.

Another girder of the social structure of a reading
program is the administration. In the current voluMe, Samuels
points out that elements that have been common to exemplary
reading programs emerging from six nationwide surveys include:
leadership, teacher training, specific reading objectives: high
intensity treatment, and efficient use of time. In addition, he
noted that lack of leadership and inefficient use of time were
common to unsuccessful efforts. These two variables seem to
distinguish the remarkably effective programs from the appar-
ently ineffective programs: The variable of leadership refers to
enthusiasm, goal-setting, and organization of socialand material
relationships provided by a person in the reading program. It is
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noteworthy that this social variable has been identified solely
through studies that are extremely applied with the premium on
locating and disseminating effective systems. Bodies of research
that are theoretically based, such as the one 'summarized by
Jenkins and Pam, and are relate.d to instruction have not
accented this feature of the reading program.

The school is a unit in the social system of acommunity.
Yet, the relationships between the school and the community
have not been fu!IY examined by reading education researchers,
save for the recognition that "socioeconomic status" of pupils is
an overpowering determinant of school achievement. In the
present volume, two authors point to a linkage between the child
in the reading program and the community, which is through the
oral language. Ca/den reports t hat in a highly effective Hawaiian
reading program the cultural congruence of context for reading is
high. The reason for this is that the classroom "lesson-talk" is
similar to the collaborative narrative of personal experience in
Hawaii. In other words, forms of spoken interaction, which
entail social tiVtiteillti that occur in the community, also prevail in
the cf..ssroom. As another instAce, Elley illustrated that a highly
effective reading and language program in bilingual communities
in the South Pacific was developed by reading stories to children
in the second language that were highly familiar to them in their
first language. Although relationships between the school and its
surrounding culture have not been articulated. they are implicit
in our conception of a reading program.. Tending and raising
sheep is not part of the curriculum in most innercity American
schools, although it is universal in rural schools in New Zealand
which is a sheep raising country. Beyond the obvious, however,
we have not expressed the values, knowledge, activities, and
competencies important for the community that should he
learn.ed in schools por examined the congruence between our
aspirations and or r practices in this regard.

A model a reading program that may he sufficient
might he described in terms of several categories of variables:
student learning and interaction: reading materials: and a social
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system of teaching, .administering, and community living. This

hook has focused primarily on the processes of learning and
comprehension that must oceur to say that a reading program

exists. Cognitive interactions between the learner and the
materials have been described with an attempt to identify
variables in-the materials that facilitate comprehension.

tions between students who exist within the circle of learning

seem to he important for the cognitive accomplishments that are

the most widely shared goals of the reading instructional system.

The social context for learning-, which consists of school and

community personnel, their behaviors, and their relationships to

the learner is crucial. Most teachers can recognize a program

with these factors. .Although researchers have succeeded in

externalising some important processes of comprehending, the

available analysis of content is superficial, and our knowledge Of

the social context is primitive.
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